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CHAPTER

1.0

ONE: BE}TIHALL AND BROSELEY

WOOD

_

BACKGROLIND

Introduction

The Nuffield Archaeological survey is a two year project which
aims to provide a complete archaeological survey of the
Ironbridge Gorge, Shropshire. The survey has been funded by the
Nuffield Foundationr and is based at the Ironbridge Institute at
Ironbridge Gorge Museum.

This is the third interim report of the survey; the first
covered Coalbrookdaler the second Coalport and Bl-ists Hi11.
The first report set out in detail the terms of referencer
methodology and objectives of the survey. This section does not
repeat this information, but aims to update it in the light of
recent work.

The fieldwork for Benthall and Broseley Wood was carried out
between September 1986, and April 1987, with some interruptions.

1.1 The structure of Lhe Nuffield Survey
The survey is based on a plot by plot study of an area. Each
plot of land is examined individually in the field for
archaeological and architectural remains to produce an inventory.
The information is then gathered together under common themes for
the purposes of interpretation and presentation.

These plots
coverage for

are those set out in the l9O2 Ordnance Survey
the Gorge. For Benthall parish, the map sheets
involved are 43.15r 16 and 51.2 and 51.3. Within each plotr
individuaL features have been given a context number. For
example Benthall plot 253 may have a house, numbered 01. The
full reference would be BE 253 01. A scatter of pottery in the

garden may be numbered BE 253 02.

This report presents a departure in format from earlier volumes.
A complete inventory of buildingsr and one of archaeological
sites, is included in the second volume and not integrated within
the text.Tte inventory of sites ard buildirlgs strxrld be used in
conjunctiqr with the nnin text.

is undertaken in two parts. The first covers the
study of the archaeology of the landscape and industry of
Benthall Parish, and the way in which these relate. The second
part of the survey focusses upon housing in Benthall and adjacent
Broseley Woodr and the way in which it reflects the nature of
society in the Gorge.
The survey

1.2

The Area

of the Survey

The ancient parish

of Benthall- covers

side of the River Severn.

some 843 acres on

The slopes
10

of the

Gorge

the south

are steep

at the top is open agricultural land. There is
no centre of settlementr and none of the industries which once
fl-ourished here survive. The area was served by the fron Bridger
now closed to traffic. Benthall never successfully competed with
either its eastern neighbour, Broseley t or CoaLbrookdale and
Ironbridge to the north, for a share in the prosperity of the
and woodedr and

fndustrial Revoluti

on.

settlement of Broseley Wood in Broseley parish has been
included in the second part of the survey for the liqht it throws
on patterns of settlement in Benthall and because of the survival
there of very early industrial housing. Although very much pa.rt
of the town of Broseleyr Broseley tatrood can be distinguished by
its origins as a sguatter settlementr and its development as an
industrial- workers community. It is possible that it was the
development of industry in Broseley in the late sixteenth century
that stimulated the development of settlement on the periphery of
Benthall parish, and the continued development of Broseley as a
small town must have contributed to the contrasting restricted
growth of Benthall after the eighteenth century.
The

There is a clear need for survey for the whole of Broseley
Parishr and in particular the town. The final report of this
survey intends to cover that part of the parish which forms the
slopes of the Gorge, but will be unable to cover the south or the
east of the parish.

1.3

Sources

for Benthall

and Broseley

Wood

Benthall is a notoriously badly documented parish. Most of the
estate documentsr with the exception of a few records which
survive with materiaf from the Willey estate (which owned the
manor covering the greater part of the parish from 1844), have
disappeared. There are no detailed maps before 1835. The
limestone and coal industries are poorly documentedr al-though
sorre records do survive for the clay industries. What map
evidence there is has been discussed in section 7.4.

history of Benthall and Broseley will be included in the
forthcorning Victoria County History (VClt) for Shropshirer
Volume fO, and a draft text for this has kindly been made
availabl-e to the survey. Analysis of the early records by the VCH
has made it possible to begin to consider the medieval basis of
the parish. Rel-atively recently available sources include the
index of insurance records (sno) and the series of probate
inventories for the parish (Trinder forthcoming).
The

Benthall parish is part of the Borough of Wenlock, and many
court records are held at Much Wenlock. As yet these are not
well indexed, but further searches may reveal more information
on the parish.

11

1.4

Developing the

Nuffield Survey Methodology

Because of its sma1l size, the survey has considered Benthall
very much as a whole parish. This has enabled us to consider the
early medieval basis to settlement for the first time, and the
relationshipr for exampler between forest law and the development
of minerals. Manorial control is evidently very important in
determining the nature of later industrial developmentr and in
particular the relationship between the provision of housing and
industrial ventures.

The predominantly rural nature of Benthall is another advantage.
There has been very little
development after the eighteenth

centuryr and so the early distribution of housing can be
examinedr and the underlying medieval patterns are more visible
and better preserved than in a l-ater industrial community.
is a much larger element in this survey than in earlier
studies. Coal and clay outcrop on the surface of the parish; and
have very much determined the location of settl-ementr as wefl as
the development (and decline) of industryr particularly in the
period preceding the Industrial Revolution. The Gorge has always
Geology

for its iron industryr but Benthall shows very
clearly that it was the clay industries which saw the real
revolution. Clay working began earlierr employed more peopleT
and lasted very much longer in Benthall than the short Lived iron
industry. Indeedr the manufacture of drain pipes only ceased

been famous

sorne

two years ago.

Finally the collaboration with naturalists in the study of the
limestone guarries of Benthall Edge has added a new dimension to
the survey. The archaeology of woodlands for the pre-fndustrial
period is becoming better knownr but there have been few
initiatives in the interdisciplinary study of vegetation and the
Industrial- Revolution. Ironbridge Gorge would make an ideal test
case for exploring the way in which botany and archaeology can

interrelate. Already we have been able to demonstrate a
relationship between coppicing and the dumping of spoil from
stone guarries. Future work may be in the field of dating o1d
workings, using Lichens or soil depthr or in the use of
archaeology to explain vegetation successions. This report
includes an appendix by John Hughes of the Shropshire Trust for

Nature Conservation.

In terms of architectural studyr the area consists of buildings
which are mostly "vernacu1ar". This study will therefore
consider some of the approaches to the study and understanding of
vernacular buildingr dnd suggest ways in which our understanding
of an industrial area must modify some of these assumptions.

1.5 rmplications for future

work

The patterns which underly

this parish may well be of relevance
to those of Coafbrookdale and fronbridge in Madeleyr drld

l2

Broseley in the parish of Broseley. In particular the role of the
large (and often agricultural) landowner in controlling Land use
- and thus opportunities for industry - is very apparent here.
Benthall seems to be an exampre of a highly controlled parish, in
the hands of one or^iner for most of its historyr and what happens
in the eighteenth century is very much dependent upon the whole
medieval structure of the parish.
The manorial basis of the parish should definitely be considered
for Madelelr on the north side of the river. The river is not

just an arbitrary boundary but a very real oner s€parating
manor, Royal Forests and to some extent monastj-c control.
Broserey too is very different, with a variety of land owners
from a much earl-ier date.

this exploration of manorial and l_ater control lies the
issue of why Benthallr unlike Broseley or the riverside
settlenrents of Madeleyr never shared in the success of the
Industrial Revolution. The parish had all the advantages of
easily worked minerals, access to the river, and active
entrepreneurs from an early date, yet settlement expanded little
after the early eighteenth cent.ury. It may have been the lack of
flat land in the steep valley in comparison to the broad
Coalbrookdale valley with its scope for large pools to provide
water power, it may have been the working out of raw materiafs
at an early date, or it may have been the very different
attitude of the landowners.
Behind

1.6 Conservation issues in Benthall

and Broseley

Wood

of Bower Yardr Benthall and Broseley Wood are
outside the Severn Conservation area. The areas have been
excluded from the financial support and planning control of the
north bank of the riverr orrd thus the historical status. yet
the foundations for the later prosperity of the fronbridge Gorge
were probably laid by the enormously successful coal industries
of Benthall and Broseley. In neglecting the study of this side of
the Gorger there is a danger that an understanding of the Gorge
as a coherent historical and economic unit will be fragmented.
With the exception

This lack of attention is reflected in the Statutory Lists. Only
5 buildings are included in BenthaLL, and there are no buildings
listed in Brosel-ey Wood. This is hardly surprising given the
present criteria on listing, since the buildings in these areas
are notoriously humble and much altered. Because they are so
concerned with architectural value, the lists therefore offer a
very partial recordr a situation which may have been a factor
underlying the relative neglect of the area in detailed Local
planning. Yet Broseley Wood and Benthall contain some of the
earliest industrial housing in the C,orgeT and preserved there are
patterns of development which must have had a major impact on the
rest of the Gorge.
Recent

planning policy has given no specific attention or
13

detailed analysis to the dE€dr and there is no 1ocal pIan. The
Bridgnorth District Rural settlement policy (eridgnorth District
Council 1986) classifies each area in accordance with the
Structure Plan. Broseley is defined as a housing main vi1lage,
and Benthall as a smaller settLement. These classifications are
based on population and overalL size, and study of the detailed
texture of the localities has been left to chance or to the
informal administration of development control.
Previous planning history is now felt to have been too
permissivel and extensive alterations to the buildings are
though to detract from the character of the area. Howeverr it
is acknowledged that the previous negelct should not continue
and that it poses a problem in the presentation and
interpretation of the area. It seems important that what has
been seen as the rel-ative archiectectural disadvantage of the
area shoul-d not. compromise its evaluation, but should be
account,ed for in its historical- interpretation.

This report addresses the question of how a historical survey can
be of use in the context of the planning needs of these areas.
The investigation of the history of an area, through its
buildingsr cdn be used as a valuable tool in area interpretation
and in the re-evaluation of a comparitively neglected area.
Surely the time has come to reconsider the status of the area to
the south of the river as a conservation dL€dr and to make a
commitment to the understanding and preservation of its heritage.

t4

CHAPTER TWO: THE PAR]SH OF BM{THALL

2.0 fntroduction
Before considering the evidence for industry or housing in
it is worth examining the basic pattern of settlement,
rural- industry and transport of the parish as a whole. The way in
which these have developed has had implications for the location
and success of industryr the type and distribution of housingr
and the long term prosperity of the parish.

detail,

This section draws together the evidence of housingr industry and
documentation to provide a general picture of the overall
development of Bentha11, both in the general area of the manor,
and after the creation of the parish itself in 7702. Ivluch of the
information is drawn from later chapters, where the arguments
are expanded and more detailed references given.
2.1 The Pattern of Settlement
2.11 MedievaL Settlement

in Benthall

With the exception of a bronze axe found in the River Severnr
there is no evidence for prehistoric settlement in the parish.
The chapel at Benthall has a fifth-century dedicaton to St Bricer
and suggests the possibility of very early settlementr although
no archaeological evidence has yet come to light.

earliest recorded settlement in Benthal-l was probably that
held by Anfred of Benthall c. 7725, described as a "vi11".
Benthall was at the time under Forest Law, and restrictions
would have been imposed on assarting (or clearing land) r taking
game in the forestr and building.
The manor was held of the
monks of Wenlock, and there must have been an associated chapel
by 1227 7 making the location of the settlement almost certainly
around the site of Benthall Hal1, where the settlement remained
until probably the sixteenth century.
The

After the succession of Anfred's grandson Hamon (a minor) the
Land was enfeoffed by Syward the Champiunr after whose death the
land passed to Wenlock Priory. Robert's son Robert (d.7249)
reclaimed the land in exchange for l-ands held in Much Wenlock.
From there the estate passed to Phillip of Benthall (d.1283), a
man who already held land in the Hundred of Munslow. He was of
some local importance as Regarder of the Long Forestr dnd
granted the priory of Buildwas the right of road over his land.
The inventory of his possessions shows him to have been fairly
wealthy.
was at this time that the two plots of land at the bottom of
Benthall Edge were surrendered to the monks of Buildwasr

It

"Hermiteshelde and Holweruding", (eyton
the modern Hungerdale farm.

have been

16

iii:276) one of which may
fn 1318 the bosc called

"Astwode" was granted

included:

to

Thomas

de Beysin".

By 1330

this estate

"a moiety of one messuage and two plots of land which are
called Wodefeledes with wood meadow and other appurtenances
with a third plot which is called Ia Newestockyung and with
other adjoining waste and one plot of land which is cal1ed
Moldescroft with the adjoining meadow and ten selions near
Southewolle and one plot of land which is called Hammecroft
near le Pulles and one plot of l-and in field of Benthall

near l-e Bynwode between Ie Newey and Hasulwalle with other
adjoining meade with all other appurtenances" (deed in
possession of Sir Paul Benthall).

estate would have included large open fields (perhaps the
field of Benthal-l referred to in a later deed). The fields were
most likeIy bounded by wood to the north and westr and marsh to
the south. Some clearing did go onr as the vill was fined for
assarting. Tenements at Benthall are mentioned in 1256 and 1259.
The

From 1250 there was a second estate in Benthal1, that held by
Robert Burnell, Bishop of Bath and WeLlsr who had acquired 3
bovates of land in Benthall, worth 2s per annum, from Richard (d.
1277-8) son of John Burnetl-. Robert Burnell enjoyed great royal

privileges, including considerable forest rights which he must
have exercised in the forests of Benthall. Two years after his
death, his estates were heavily mortgaged to ftalian merchantsr
probably as a result of his campaigns in Wales.
This Benthall- estate consisted of at l"east "2 messuagesT 42
acres of landr four acres of meadow and 8| acres of woodland",
according to proceedings instituted by Robert's nephew philip
Burnell in 1293 (nyton iii:277). There are no early buildings
which enable it to be locatedr but it must have been to the east
or north of the other estate.

With the marriage of Robert Burnell's brother John to the
daughter of Roger of Benthal1, the Benthal-Is and the Burnells of
Acton Burnell were linkedr although there may have been earlier
links possibly involving Syward 1e Champiun. The two Benthall
estates were later united by Hugh Lord Burnellr in the midfifteenth centuryr and the estates descended together until sold
in 1562.

2.I2 kosperity in Benthall:
It

1576

-

l72O

after the manor was purchased in 1576 by Lawrence Benthall
that the the pace of devel-opment changed. It was he who
added the tongue of land extending into posenhaLl to the manor
as well as acguiring the combined earlier estates. He must have
begun the devel-opment of the coal resources of the parish, which
in conjunction with the transport network of the Severn,
contributed so much to sixteent,h century growth in the parish.
was

(d.1603)
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Figure 3: Family Tree, Benthall Eamilyr showing descent of
estates in Benthall and Acton Burnell
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(d. 1652) seems to have presided
over the period of the greatest prosperity for the parish. His
coal mines produced over 30r000 tons of coa.l-, for which he laid
some of the earLiest wooden railways in Britain. There must have
been an influx of population to service these minesr as the
population rose rapidly in the seventeenth centuryr to reach a
peak in the eighteenth century from which it has declined
Lawrencers grandson Lawrence

steadily.

By 1645, the centre of settlement in the parish, which had been
to the west of Benthall haI1 had been all but abandoned. In its
last phase it consisted of houses, some roads, a village pond and
ridge and furrow cultivation. Benthall had built at least two
cottages for miners in Benthall Marshr but the problem is the

location of the remainder of settlement. There is no field
for settl-ement ersewhere before the early seventeenth
centuryr suggesting that the shift in population was
deliberately encouraged early in the centuryr and all but
complete by 1645. That Lawrence Benthall_ deliberately encouraged
new settlement is confirmed by the bitter disputes between him
and WeId in the 1630s.
evidence

little evidence survives for settlement in the Benthalr side of
the marsh in the small- plots carved out of fields to the west
along the wenLock road. settlement here could have coincided with
expJ-oitation of the outcrop which runs along the top of Bridge
A

Road.

of settlement associated with this early mining
to survive is "The Mines" a random scatter of buildings to the
west of Bridge Roadr which was previously much more extensive.
Sonre of the earliest surviving buildings in the parish are found
herer and plot boundaries suggest that the settlement was on
unenclosed common, not in use for agriculture. The settlement
is just to the south east of the fault liner and it may be that
the l-and was characterised by poor drainager and marshy
conditions. To the south west of the settlement, the Best,
RandLe and Clod measures, and the Ganey coal outcropr and there
is substantial evidence of mining. To the west in Workhouse
Coppice and Ash coppice are early beI1 pits. Colliers were also
buiJ-ding cottages at Broseley Wood in the early seventeenth
The main area

century.

active management, of the estate, the settling of corliers and
the arguments between Weld and Benthall over common land suggest
that the enclosure of any remaining common lands must have taken
place at this time.
The

At his death in l72Ot Richard Benthallr the last of the
seventeenth century Benthalls, left possessions that included a
brick clampr ironstoner coaL and pipe makers clay. He was a
man of diverse interests - mining, industry and successful
farming. The population of the parish was growing rapidlyr and
settLement had been expanding.
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Building evidence shows that there was a major period of building
early in the eighteenth century. Brick becomes a common
building materialr and the earl-iest structures are small, two
room cottagesr which stand as the precursors to a ]ater
industrial housing type.

2.73 Industrial expansion in the late Eighteenth

Century

of the eighteenth centuryr the extraction of coal
from open outcrops seems to have been declining, and the
exploitation of the other resources of the parish - ironstoner
limestone and clays - became important. rt must not be forgotten
that agriculture continued to provide a strong economic baser
often in the hands of industrialists.
By the middle

real industrial expansion in the parish occurred between
about 1750 and the end of the century. By 1790 there was an
ironworksr a tar boiling worksr a minimum of two potteries, a
boring mil1r several mil1s (of which at l-east two were corn
mills), a lead smelterr a boat building industryr and the getting
and burning of lime on Benthall Edge. Bricks were undoubtedly
made locallyr and there was a flourising clay pipe industry.
E1even years laterr the population reached a peak of 636.
The

Ironicallyr this industrial entrepreneurism in the parish did
nothing much for t.he Local provision of housingr or for the

prosperity of the parish. Later documents show that
industrialists had 1ittle to do with the provision of housingr
land for which was leased from the landowner by an intermediary
smaLl- land holderr who then sublet it to cottagers. Surviving
building evidence suggests that relatively little new housing was
built by the end of the eighteenth century. At a time when
Broseley was continuing to expand with t.he coal and clay boomr
Benthall began to decline. Benthall never had a marketr a fair,
or very much in the way of retailers or a centre. The church had
not been refurbished since the seventeenth century. So bad was
the situation by 1816 that the expenses of the poor house doubled
to C680, although this \^ras a period of general depression
throughout the area (Trinder 1981).

the provision of the Iron Bridge, and the creation of a
route through the parish to the Broseley to Much Wenlock
turnpike, failed to make much of an impact. The road caused
endless problems, affected the livelihoods of the barge owners
and at least one potter (although the proprietors of the
ironworks seem to have made a fortune out of repairing the road)r
and was replaced in 1828, by another road which put the parish
even further away from any reasonable transport routes.
Even

At the end of the century the navigability of the river was
decliningr which must have created problems for the river
dependent community of Bower Yard.
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2.L4 Benthall under the Willey

Estate

rn LB44 Thomas Harries sord the whol-e of Bentharr parish to Lord
Forester of willeyr who put some of the land into the hands of a
speculator. rt is difficult to assess the impact of willey
estate management on the parish. certainly some of the houses

show similarities with willey buildings, but most contemporary
alterations are piecemeal and unregulated. The estate also came
to control the mineral rights in the parish. Mines are not
tithedr so the extent of mining pre-r844 is uncertain, but later
os map evidence suggests a smalL scale mining boomr with the
extraction of coal1 ironstone and clay from shaftsr rather than
the earlier aditsr be11 pits or open quarries.

The Tithe Apportionment of this year gave a detailed breakdovrn of
occupation and land use for the whole parishl just prior to its
purchase. There were about seven large farmsr with the woods
under the control of Harries himself. The iron industry was
in decline and there were a few sma1l corn mi11s, two timber
yards and a l-ime burning industry.

But it was the clay industries of the parish which formed the
economic base throughout the century. Maws moved to the parish
in 1851r and the brickworks became known for their white bricks.
The Benthall potteries had some success in the mass produced
pottery marketr and must have brought some employment.

certainly there was an influx of people for the construction of
the railway in the 1B6Os, with such major works as the viaduct
along the steep sides of Benthall Edge. Despite this brief hiccup
the population continued to decline. Buildings were demorished
and not replaced, and few new houses built.
2.15 The TUentieth Century

At the beginning of the century there was a brief revival in the
lime quarrying industry, and some extant mining. But the pattern
has been one of fairly continuous decLine in the industrial base.
Maws closed in 1881, although the Benthall pottery and the white
brick works continued to survive through the manufacture of
agricultural drains and sanitary pipes.
industry survives today in Benthal1. Maws Tileworks, the
brickworks, and most recently the descendants of the Bentharl
Potteries have all closed. The railway has shutr and most of
the area was never incruded in the severn conservation area,
with its subsequent tourist boom. At present there is no
opencast mining, although recent applications have been made.
No

With the complete decl-ine of industry, house buildinq in
Benthall has seen a new boom. Much of the parish has been sold
off in smalL lots by the wiIley estateT and for the first time
the parish has seen individual ownership and building. Local
Authority housing was built in the I93Osr drd a number of
22

built since then. Benthall became even more
of a suburb of Broseleyr with few services and no centre. More
recently older houses have been altered and restoredr new houses
in historic styles constructedr and there has been a revival of
interest in Local history.

bungalows have been

2.16 Settlement

overview

This

summary shows the importance of examining the evidence of
housing and industry together. rn terms of visible industryr
the greatest prosperity of the area would seem to be the la[e
eighteenth centuryr let housing suggests an earLier boomr at the

beginning of the centuryr and a rerative decrine thereafter.
clearry then, it is the even earl-ier coal mining boom of the
seventeenth century which laid the economic foundation for
expansion

of settlement. fndustrial- diversification -

perhaps

drawing upon the already large labour force - did not have
lasting effectsr and by the early nineteenth century there was
much hardship.

several other lessons can be drawn from this overview. settlement
never occurred over outcrops of coal until very recentlyr
suggesting that these are a well known and controlled economic
resource throughout most of the phases of housebuilding in the
parish. Again this confirms the picture of an early expansion at
the time of peak exploitation of minerals, and a latei decline.
The history of the manor shows that land ownership was
concentrated by r42o in the hands of one familyr and was only
broken up gradually after 7844. This must have had implications
for the pace and nature of development.

2.2 Forestry and Woodland Management
of Benthall

survive as a vivid reminder of
of the key economic resources of the
parish - woodland. Field names for Bentharl (Foxarl rg8o)
suggest that most of the north and the east of the parish was
once wooded - over half of the area of the parish. Thus woodland
must have been of considerabl-e economic value to the parish. The
exploitation of wood is an industry which is often less visibre
and noteworthy than, for exampler iron, yet is one which can
make a large impact on an area.
The woods

Edge today

what has always been one

the earl-iest settlement of the parish there must have been
competition between wood and coar as a resource. Elsewhere
exploitation of coal was slow in medieval period; as much of the
avail-able coal was of poor quality and unsuitable for domestic
user but in Benthall the coal was good, and exploited for fuel
from early days (see Chapter 3).
From
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2.21 Eorest Law
rn the eleventh century

much

of the county of shropshire

was

forested. References to Haiae (perhaps enclosed deer parks) are
found in Domesday; about BO which is more than any other county
in the Midlands. The parish of wenlockr in which eenthall lay
contained at least two (perhaps wi11ey ord park and Deer r,eapl
(t'lorris 1986:3cr2).

This ancient woodl-and was made a Royal Forest during the Norman
period. The arear covering nearly harf the countyl was later
known as the forest of shropshirer but was 1ega1Iy divided into
seven forests - Longr glrekin, Shirlett, Morfe, Clee, Wyre and
Kinver. Benthall was part of the Royar Forest of shirlettr- which
lay between (and was often confused with) the great Long Forest
Wiggins 1986:10).

legislation which created Royal Forests set aside tracts of
land throughout England as a game preserver in which the King
craimed exclusive rights of hunting and getting timber. Forest
Law not only applied to woodsr but vil1agesr cleared areas and
pasture which could provide browsing for deer. obviously Forest
Law created problems for land owners and tenants, who were fined
for poachingr cutting woodT assarting (or clearing 1and) and a
variety of other offences. rf a royal beast was found deadr an
inquest was held (poole 1975, 29-35). The preas of the Forest
were held regularly at shrewsbury, and the number of offences
relating to red deer suggest that they predominated in the local
The

forests (vCHi:489).

Forest Law had imprications for the extraction of minerals within
forests. Lead was being extracted from shropshire forests in
1179, and the presence of two limekilns in the hay of wellington
suggest that limestone was being quarried in J-255.
(VCHi

:486 r4B9) .

There seems to have been a manor at Benthall welr before the
imposition of Forest Law soon after the arrival of the Normans
(VCn x), and the "vill of Benethala,' was later fined half a merk
in 1167r probably for assarting (nyton iii:273). This would
have considerably restricted the traditional rights of the local
inhabitants to utilise the woods and pasture.

ln 1224-5 a peramburation of the Royal Forests was made as part
of the charter of the Forest, legislation by which much of the
country under Forest law was disafforested. The viII of Benthall
was disafforested at this timer and land use came under the
direct control of the monks of wenrock, who enjoyed "exemption
from regard and view in all its woods" (vcHii:40) in 1262. They
would have gained the right to clear landr to lease land, and
to build in the area. The period was in fact the time of
greatest prosperity for the priory. under Humbertr a programme
of expansion of the demesne was undertakenr which inituded
assarting in Shirlett (vCHii:4I).
24

Others were allowed forest privilegesl often in exchange for
Royal favours. Edward r gave specific instructions that Robert
Burnellr chancellor of England and Bishop of BaLh and weLls was
to be allowed to hunt and take timbers from alL his forests. He
had been granted lands in Bentharl at the end of the twelfth
century. Burnell was heavily involved in fighting on the welsh
Border (vCn vi iz7) , and two years after his deaih in 1292 his
estates were heavily mortgaged to rtalian businessmen. The woods
of Benthall may well have been depleted for the construction of
his castle at Acton Burnell".

Philip de Benthal was Regarder of the Long Forest in 1262 (Eyton
iii: 275) | and his estate included at 1east eight and a half
acres of wood in 1293. A deed of 1330 rerating to the Burnell
estate mentions several fierd names which suggest woodrands -

wodefeledesr Newestockyng, 1e Bynwode and Hasulwalle (see 2.r1)
suggesting that a considerable amount of the parish was under
woodland.

Forest Law was gradually erodedr and most of the Royal Forests
ceased to exist by the fifteenth century. part of shirlett
remained under Royal control until the sixteenth centuryr

although Benthall was probably free of forest 1aw by t6e

thirteenth century.

2.22 Coppicing and the

Wood

Industry

deliberate management of wood as a crop is easier to document
in the post-medievar period. There \^rere two sources of revenue
from woods - coppice wood (usual1y hazelr odkr beech and
hornbeam) used for fuelr charcoal burning, and for the
manufacture of smalI implements or fences; and mature trees
(particularly oak) providing timber for use as pit props, in
shipyards and house building. supplies came partly through the
management of existing woods, and partly through the deliberate
planting of areas of coppice wood.
The

The provision of wood for the early iron industry must have been
central to the development of woodlands in Benthall. There was
ironr^prking in coalbrookdale in the sixteenth centuryr and the
monks of wenlock had an ironstone mine and forges at shirlett in
1540 (VCHiiz44), both of which would have consumed a
considerable quantity of wood. rt has been calculated that the
operation of a single charcoal blast furnace would reguire at
least 16ha to be cut per year (Wiggins t9B6:15).

Sixteenth century legislation required crown authority to clear
within fourteen mil-es of the River severn suggesting
that there was pressure on most of the local woods for charcoal-

woodl-and

furnaces.
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Much of the deliberate coppicing in the parish (as at shirlett)
may be of this period (Rowley 1972:217 tB). Coppicing seems to
have occurred at Ashwood Coppicer at Workhouse Coppice and

Siners Coppice, all of which were originally relatively old
stands of woodrand. when arthur young visited Benthall ii tllo
he noted that much of the wood in the parish was worked as
coppice, cut at 21 years. oak poles were barked and sold as pit
props (VCH x) and the bark apparently sold at a high pricel anA
to be used for tanning. Birch could alternatively be used for
pit props but was not as strong (elymley 1BO3:2I9).
"The vaLue of coppice wood is daily declining" wrote plymley in
1803 (p 146). As coaL became a m-ore popular fuel in Lr,e iron
industryr the demand for coppice wood diminished. The growing

transport network improved supplies of coal considerabiy. The
effect on wood prices can be suggested in that returns of only 7s
per acre yearly on coppice wood are quoted (p2ra). The aveiage
land rent for the county was 15s, and the returns on corn and
agriculture were clearry much greater. The investment in coppice
r,sood was also higherr ds a crop was only harvested on a 2O-year
qgc1e.

Neverthelessr high prices could still be gained for oak and
mature woods. Not only were most people reluctant to bury in
anything but an oak coff in, but ,'Timber has of late been
infinitely more destroyed than preserved" (eIym1ey ls03). An
enguiry into the state of shropshire woodlands was made by the
Land Revenue commissioners regarding the quantity of timber
avail-able for the Navy. Edward Harries in his repry for
shropshire reckoned that supplies of oak had diminished
considerably over the past thirty years, and recommended
pranting oaks on land not suitabre for arabLe, as t.he returns
were stil1 high (vcH iz495r plymley 1Bo3). Detailed
instructions for the best means of enclosing plantationsT dr€
given in the Survey.
The production

of coppice

wood diminished by 1844, when many of
names were arable. Thomas Harries, the
landownerT clearly heeded his fathers advicer dnd created small_
plantations at the edges of fields scattered through the parish,
many of which he contrors directly (rithe map plot s 167, 227 r

the fields with woodland

319, 324, 351, 369). He was not farmingr but 1et most of the
arable Land out to tenants. Howeverr he did retain control of
the woods of Benthall Edger Ash coppice and other areas of wood
(titfre map plots 2591 273t 2B9t 294, 309), and operated a
sawpit on Bridge Bank in his own name.

of t.imber must have encouraged the boat building
industry on the river bank at Bower yard. Francis slodd Gother
operated a timber yard in 1844, and samuel Roden had a small
poplar plantation by the river (No 25).
Easy suppLies
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2.23 The Woods of Benthall
BENTHALL EDGE !{OOD

Benthall Edge wood is one of the largest blocks of woodland in
TeLfordr covering some 46.3 ha. Botannical evidence suggests
that it is one of the oldest forests in the dr€dr and retains
many of the characteristics of a prehistoric woodland (wiggins
1986:28) r despite relatively recent clearances. rn part this may
be due to the presence of grassland artificially
created by
recent quarrying. The steep slope of the scarp would always
have made the edge unsuitable for agriculture.
The wood is divided into two by the Broseley fauIt. To the west
heavy soils over the tatrenlock limestone naturally support sessile
oakr ash, wych elm and 1ime. occasional trees such as beech
have been introducedr as well as considerable amounts of

coppiced hazeI. To the east the soiLs overlying the coal
support ash and wych e1m, with introductions of hazel
and qlcamore (wiggins 1986:25).

measures

There is 1ittle documentary evidence for the management of the
roood, and most of the surviving trees are relativery recent.
Re-planting may have occurred during the mid eighteenth century
when the wood was depicted as being divided into blocks. charres
Hurbert in 1835 described "flourishing fir trees" on the edgeT
few of which survive today. These firs courd have been quick
growing Iarch7 suitable for building timber.

At the top of the edge, limestone outcrops have been
exploited. rt is noteworthy that the coppicing along some of
Benthall Edge does not take place on rimestone spoil heaps;
suggesting that there is no new coppicing once mining has
commenced, although older coppices may continue to be managed.
ASH COPPTCE

A patch of woodland (BE 12501) survives today to the south of
Mine Spout Lane, only partly encroached upon by a modern house.
Field names to south and west suggest that the woodland was
originally much more extensive (eg BE 12601). to the south the
wood is bounded by 1ow marshy groundT and there is considerable
evidence for mining in fields to the west. A small brook divides
the woods from west to east. To the north of this brook is
extensive evidence for circular bell pits, which can be seen as
small depressions of c. 2m surrounded by rings of upcast waste
(BE 12503)

rt is possible that this wood may be "Astwode", although the name
arso refer to East wood (paul stamper pers comm) in which
case the wood in guestion could be Easthope coppice in Broseley.
Philip de Benthall gave sir Thomas de Beysin a wood ca1led
Astwode in 1317:
may

2B

"Phi1ip, son of John Burnel] of Benthaler to Sir Thomas de
all his wood called Astwood according to the metes
and bounds underwritten: viz from Burewardleys meer
ascending along the Marlwey to a certain oak standing in
Philips hedge of his new assart and thus descending by the
way outside the said assart; and thus descending by the way
outside the said assart to another oak... of Ederai and
thus... descending to a rivulet between the woddhouse fiel"d
and the said wood of Astwode and thus straight through the
said rivulet to the Coldelles and descending through the
rising water course of Whytestaneswalle to the miII pool of
Benethalle and ascending to the said way called the Marlwey
by the mete of Borewaredesleye" (SRO 1224/3/299).
BeysinT

rn his dispute with John weld of wilIey in

1637

t

Lawrence

Bentharr craimed that Astwood had been enclosed for some 60
years. ft was still wooded in l144t when Thomas Harries
controlled the area of Ash Coppice.
S]NERS COPPTCE

Evidence for a woodland to the south of the Broseley wenlock
roadr around The Old Vicarage, comes from field names, seven
of which are "siners Coppice', (plots BE 2OOOI, 20101, 2060l,
2O7Ol' 20901 t 2L2OI, 21501). Thomas Syner had a house on the
south side of the Much wenlock/Broseley Road (parsons 1620). The
area was cleared from the mid nineteenth century (SRO 290) r but
was probably stil1 coppiced at enclosure.

adjoins The Deerleap in Wil1ey parish, a thirteenth
century deer park with a possible hunting lodge (VCg x:draft).
Again the woodl-and was probably an area of extensive mining.
The Coppice

T/.ORKHOUSE CCIPP]CE

There

oT

is a patch of

HAZELW@D

woodrand

to north of spout Lane adjoining

the

rdoods of Benthall Edge (BE 06806) , which on field name evidence
(eg. 07301 :O74AI and 07501) can probably be linked with the
These
'Hasulwaller mentioned in a deed of 1330 (see 2.lI).

r^podsr or Benthall EdgeT originally extended to the edstr to
cover most of the land between the lane and Benthall Edge.
@ain there is evidence for beIl pitsr probably mining coal , in
the wood (BE 06801).

Bailiff house, a stone building on the edge of the wood, is
held by loca1 repute to have been a hunting lodge (BE 09201).

The

PLANTATIONS

A number of isolated paLches of woodland were shown on the Tithe
mapr providing boundariesr or small amounts of cover (eg BE
21301). Many of them were controlLed by Thomas Harriesr rather
29

than the tenant, and were probably growing

larger trees rather

than smaller coppice wood. prymley firmly recommended the
creation of plantations on agricultural landr as much for their
aesthetic value as their economic value. He far preferred such
plantations to the growing of occasional mature trees in
he@erows.

2.3 Transport Networks in Benthall parish
2.37

Roads

Benthal-l today does not have an easily definabre crentrer and the
of roads over the past hundred years has been more to
serve Broseley and Much Wenlockr than the settlement of
Benthall.
development

of the biggest restrictions on communications in the parish
is Benthall Edge - a 1o0m high scarp dividing the fertiie and
mineral rich uplands from the vital route to markets - the River
severn. Burky minerals had to negotiate the Edge either by
coming down the steep valIey beside Benthall Brookr or one of
the steep and roundabout paths down Benthall Edge to the west.
rn the medieval period the focus of settlement seems to have been
around Benthall Ha1l, and many footpaths converge on this area
(eg in plots BE 231 t 239t 222, 223). The route to Buildwas r^/as
particularly importantr and remained until the late nineteenth
century the last trace of the economic links between Benthall and
one

Buildr^ras Abbey.

Finally some of the paths which survive today must be the rast
traces of a network of some of the earliest wooden railways in
the countryr built during the heydey of Benthall as a major coal
producer. Today there are only slight hints as to the location
and extent of this network.
Road

to

Much Wenlock

An early and clearly important road ran north from the HaIl
towards Buildwas, negotiating Benthall Edge in a steep bend (BE
23001). The route can be seen today as a distinct hollow way
below Benthall Edge, although it has been dumped upon for the
construction of the power station. The route crossed the lands
of "HermitesheLde and Holweruding" of philipr Lord of BenthalL,
and in 1250 the monks of Buildwas were given right of road across
the Benthall estater including presumably the right to use (or
make) this road. The route persisted until at least r833r and is
shorvn on the Tithe map and later OS maps.
Crossroads

r

Bent.hal1 HaIl

Several- maps (Rocque 1752r Greenwood IB27) suggest a cross roads
Wyke to the west, and a road to

at the Ha1l, with a road to
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Spout Lane to the east. Rocque suggests a road between the
church and the Ha1lr but by 1815 the route is clearly south of
the church, as marked on the Tithe map of 1844. The road to
spout Lane may have originally run between the farm and the Hall,
but as the route cuts fieLds, it must have gone out of use before
enclosure in the seventeenth century.
Routes along Benthall Edge

A number of routes from the western part of Benthall Edge
converge on the river bank, probably by the Stone port in
Buildwas Parish (BE 0260r. o2@3, o2@5t see also section 4.21).
The most imSrcrtant of these was crearly the northernmost one (BE
2060l) t cut by the road to Buirdwas, and thus probably premedieval. The route is werl made and paved with limestoner with
occasional passing praces. rt originally read from wyke to the
river bankr and would have been used for the carriage of stone.
It is shown on Greenwoodrs map of L827.
Another route must have led from the bottom of Bridge Bank,
round the foot of Benthall edge to join this road (Greenwood
L827). Although the road must hive been cut by the construction
of the railwayr traces seem to survive on the southern edge of
rhe line (BE 02660).
Turnpike road

to

Much Wenlock

originally a medieval route (vcH x:draft) the route from Broseley
to Much Wenlock was turnpiked in 1756r and remains today the
most used road in the parish (BE 24901, 19601). Much of the
settlement along the road predates the turnpike, developing in a
ribbon pattern along the road and carving plots out of the
surrounding farmland. There was a 1oca1 toI1 gate at posenhall_r
from which a route led north towards the Bentharr Hal1 in the
seventeenth century (VCH x:draft). The Iron Bridge linked the
turnpike roads of MadeLey with this road.
Bridge Road (BE 05401)

to the river was criticar to the seventeenth century coal
tradel which was dependent upon the Severnr so much so that
there were two parallel roads down the va11ey in tT52 (Rocque),
one in Broseley and one in Benthall. The western router in
Benthal1, seems to have been a railway by 1696 (BE 05404). rn
c.1620 (parsons) it is shown as a road leading only as far as "Mr
BentalLers Cole Works" in the vicinity of what is now Hill Top.
Access

The original act for the Iron Bridge of 1756 states that "a
comrnodious road... shall be made along the private road... of
Edward Harries called Benthall RaiL leading from Harpers Hill to
a house of Edward Harries in possession of Samuel Barnett" (SnO

Act

40/3). Mr Harris

was

to give up the ferry and the railroadr
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in

exchange

the road.

for exernption from toIls and the costs of repair of

There were problems even before the bridge was

built. The Minute
of the Proprietors of the Iron Bridge (SeL 3689) gives
details. rn May 1776 it was "agreed that the road leading from
the turnpike road from wenlock to Broseley down to the waterside
near the house of samuel Barnets be repaired in the best manner
with as much expedition as can be ...', and ten pounds were
Book

voted.

followed a catalogue of troublesr cdused by local
industrialistsr the steep slope of the road, and poor drainage
created by the fault line which crosses the road at Mine spout.
Despite a sough made in l7B4r water was stirl running down the
road in L785.
Thence

rn l-79l, Messrs onions and Banks were asked to remove art
"cinders, ashes and other obstructions" and serjeant Roden was
requested "not to unload and leave any rimestone on the said
road". Later that year Messrs Onions and Banks hrere asked to
remove a wa1I by the boring mirr which was causing problems.
There was a campaign to br-ry up land Ln l7B2 in order to widen the
road. owners Poore and crumpton were reguested to demorish a
brewhouse and a warehouser and Messrs Rathbone, wilkinson a
Reynolds were also to "take such quantity of land as shall think
necessary". charles Guest and John wilkinson desired to treat
with Banks and onions about repairing and widening the road from
the Iron Bridge to the turnpike to Wenlockr and to keep the same

in repair.

of the road seems to have been rebuilt, as in December 7783r
a "road was to be made at the back of Thomas Lanes house near the
fron Bridge to the front of the New fnn". ft was to be 9 yards
wider and undertaken by John Thursfield and Serjeant Roden. In
March of the next yearr John Davis accepted money for land for a
road "to the foot of the fronbridge" through the property of
Much

Sarah Crompton.

interpretation of this may be that the original road was a
litt1e way to the east of the present roadr at, least in that
part north of the New rnn. rt may exprain the positions of Brook
Cottage and No 52 Bridge Roadr as some way off the road. At the
sanre time a "pott,ers oven and other buildings situate upon the
road" in the occupation of John Miles, were to be taken down for
widening the said roadr "and the materials to be used in building
an arch over the brook going on the side of the said road,'. Miles
subsequently disputed the vaLue of the materiars. There are
traces of an old kiln in the garden of Brook coLtager but it is
well to the east of the present road, and would not have impeded
ir (BE 10602).
one

The road was clearly
1786 Lt was ordered

narrow, with a steep dropr as in september
that posts and rails be put up at several
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places where necessary between the bridge and the top of BenLhall
HiII. Narrowness was still a problem in L7gI, when John
Thursfield was allowed €5 towards taking down a building and
moving the slip pans from the side of the road near the pitch
yard to improve and widen the road.

rn 1797 it was advised that the road on the Benthall side
should be raised and widenedr and the wharf road lowered so that
each be brought to the same levels or incrine. presumably the
original bridge road was what is now a foot path in front of the
milI cottages (BE 05403), and the wharf road the higher roadr
which today turns a sharp corner. Originally this higher road
Ied down to Bower Yardr and presumably the wharves. The route is
shown as a tranway in 1846 (sRo Dp 341).
Finally in 1828r the struggle was abandonedr and the road was
replaced by a new road from the bridge up towards Broseley.
3.32 T?amways and Railways

Benthall was in the forefront of the development of early wooden
railways, where they were "very common, and frequently made use
of...to preserve the roadsr which would otherwise be made very
bad and deep by the carriage of coal in common waggons and carts"
(vcHi:465) .

Deerleap Trarnray

part of his coal mining activities at the Marsh, Lawrence
Benthall was laying wooden railways to serve his minesr orr€ of
which crossed the lands of John Weld of Willey (VCU x: draft).
The Benthalls were certainly operaLing mines in Deer Leapr and a
route across part of the hlilley estate may have enabled Benthall
to reach the railway down Bridge Bank (see below).
As

Benthall Rail
A railway down to the river (BE 05404) was in place by 1686r and
in use in L774 to carry iron from the New Willey furnaces to the
river (Savage & Smith 1965:137). ft was owned by Edward Harries
by 1756. Even after the route was taken over by the proprietors
of the Bridge, the rails remained in p1ace7 crossing the road
and upsetting coaches (Randall 1879). Mr Banks' railway is
mentioned in the bridge minutes for l713t and so still in
operation after the rebuilding of the road for the bridge.
One possible route for a railway linking the vall-ey with Wi1ley
New Furnaces leads from the top of Bridge Bank, across

Barratshill and past Coppice Housel to turn south towards the
furnaces (along road BE l7O), but a more leve1 route can be
traced as a shallow depression in fields BY 238 and 239 (not in
inventory).
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Lime

Kilns

Trarnvray

for carrying limestone and burnt lime ran from the top
of Benthall Edge west to the lime kilns. Erom there it almost
certainly joined Benthall Rail to reach the ironworks in order to
supply limestone. The limekilns were new in 1B0O (frinder pers
comm)r which may date the railway. The railway is shown on the
1833 OS mapr and controlled by price and Hill in IB44 (Tithe
Apportionment). rt survives as a well marked route (BE 07501,
O77O2, 08001, 08201,08401, 08501- and 08701) particularly at the
western endr where a tramway bridge survives (O77OI).
A railway

Ash Coppice tramway

There \.tras very likely a complete network of tramways associated
with the exploitation of the coalfields of Benthal1. At the
edge of plot 140 there is evidence for a very well made route,
which ]ocal tradition suggests is a railway. ft would run north
from the pits of Ash Coppice (gn 12503) and linked them with the
top of Benthall rail and perhaps Willey furnaces.

Clay mine tramway
A smal1 tramway (BE 02688 and 02689) operated
from the Viger clay mine (BE 02693 etc) across

to take material
the Severn Valley

Railway and Burt.ons White Brickworks at the Bower Yard. The
route was in use in 1902 and 7927 (OS maps), and the tramway
bridge (BE 02690) was repaired in 1909 (date cut into brickwork).
Part of the remains of the winding drum can stil1 be seen (gE
02684).
Severn Va11ey Railway

in 7862t the line (BE 02801) was pa.rt of the Great Western
Railwayr and linked Shrewsbury with Bewdley and Worcester. The
construction of the line had littIe impact on Benthall itself,
apart from increasing the population sIightly. fn the Census of
1871 a comment was made that the population of Benthall, like
Broseleyr had seen a decrease in population due to the departure
of Labourers temporarily employed on the construction of the
railway. The population was 499 in 1861 to 446 in LB7l,
although this coincided with a general downward trend during the

Opened

nineteenth century (VCHii :233).

There must have been enormous difficulties in getting the line
around the bottom of Benthall Edger where the land drops steeply

into the river. To the west a massive brick viaduct was
constructed, carrying the railway above the river (BE 02806).
lronbridge & Broseley Station (BE 02802) was located on the
site of what is now the Ironbridge Car park. The stationr on
the north of the line, was a single storey white brick structure
The
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with two gables facing the riverr dnd a waiting room with an
ornarnental fireplace and tiled floor (1982.265). A11 were
supplied locally - the bricks from the Burtons Brickworksr the
tiles possibly from Maws and the fireplace may well have been a
Coalbrookdale casti ng.

There was also a timber goods shed on the south side of the lines
(BE 02803). An iron foot bridge (sn O54O2) linked Bridge Road
with the other side of the track. There was a level crossing
(BE 02804) in front of the bridge, and a bridge carrying the

incline from the clay mines to the brickworks over the railway
(BE 02690).

siding was constructed to the south of the line between 1902
and 1927 (en 02673)r pr€sumably to load Lime or crushed
Linrestone from the newly reopened quarries of Benthall Edge. The
station closed in 1963r and there are photographs of the last
steanr-hauled passenger train there (1982.265). The railway
itself closed in 1970 and the station was demolished.

A

3.33 River

Transport

River Severn was used to ship stone from at least the
thirteenth century, when there are references to the carriage of
stone to the Severn. A community of watermen and boat builders
gre\,r up in the area of Bower Yardr with associated wharvesr
warehouses etc.
In 17581 George Perry described barges and
frigates of 40 to 60 feet in lengthr €dch with a single mast
taking 20 - 40 tons weights. He quotes I Owners and 13 vessels
at Benthall.
The

of the late eighteenth cent,ury must have affected the
livelihood of this waterside community. The construction of the
Bridge in 1779 and the imposition of tolls on the road down to
Lhe Severn must have severely restricted the road access of the
Barge ownersr dnd cut off the community of Bower Yard from
Benthall. Ironbridge was in effect closer than Bentha1l.
"Ormers" figure largely in the problems faced by the proprietors
of the Iron Bridge in widening and rebuilding the road (see
above). At the same time the reliability of the river was
diminishing (trinder 1981)r and the long distance trade must have
Events

been affected.

Neverthelessr local trade across the river linking industry and
raw materials continued well into the nineteenth century. In the

mid-nineteenth century there were about eleven families of
watermen (1851 census quoted VCH x:draft)r with at least four
wharvesr serving the limeworks, the brickworks and othersr and
a boat builder (sno op 350r Appendix Four). There is little
evidence remaining for well built stone wharves (as at Coalport)
and it must be assumed that most wharves were little more than a
tenrporary mooring. Ready supplies of timber from Benthall Edge
must have encouraged a boat building industry. In 1835 Francis
Gotherr was listed as a boat builder (pigot) and in 1856 E.
35

Gother was a barge builder (p.O.). There are paintings of boats
being built at Benthall (Smith 1979), boat building activity on
plot 035 and oral evidence for a small boatyard inlet (BE
03001 ) .

Samuel Roden was listed as a salt dealer in 1835 (pigot).
and the
Supplies of salt were governed by strict legislationl
warehouse he leased in 1844 (titfre Apportionment) may well have
been a bonded warehouse for sa1t.
The

last trade realIy to

make use

of river transport after the

construction of the railway \"/as lime burning. John Patten owned
two wharves in 1852 (SRo DP 350)r and was listed as a bargeowner
in 1856. Trows can be seen pulled up at the kilns (BE 030) at
the end of the nineteenth century (1984.6448 ) even after the
railway was built (1981.1563).
Ferries

Prior to the building of the Bridge, Nlr Harries had operated a
ferry at Benthall, which he was instructed to give up (SRO act
4O/3). There \^ras a restriction on the operation of ferries
within a certain distance of the Bridger dnd so after its
constructionr the only regular passenger ferry seems to have
been at the western boundary of the parish, from opposit.e
Benthall Edge Wood Cottage (BE 021) to tfre Regatta field (MY
565).
more than a flat bottomed boatr attached to
a chain across the river by an upright rod with a small wheel at
the top. rt most likely operated as a tidal ferry - steered into
the currentr and allowed to drift across the river. The ferry
was owned by the Maw family in the 1880s (1986.12188).
The

ferry

was

little
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CHAPTER

THREE: MINERAL EXPLOITATION ON BENIHALL

EDGE

3.0 Introduction
Mineral exploitation has clearly always been central to the
economy of Benthall parishr but poor documentary records have
limited our appreciation of it. Limestoner ironstoner coal and
clays are all found along Benthall EdgeT and would have been
essential raw materials for the local building, iron working and
clay industriesr as well as providirg a valuable export.

pattern of past mineral working on the ground relates
closely to geological outcrops, and it is only in recent years
that the technology of open cast mining has facilitated the
extensive exploitation of less accessible seams. Thus an
understanding of the geology of Benthall is the basis of the
interpretation of the field evidence.
The

3.1

Geology

of Benthall Parish lies on a gently undulating plateau of
boulder clays; to the north it is cut away by the River Severnr
and to the east it is eroded by Benthall Brook. Benthall Edge is
the north eastern end of Wenlock Edger a ridge of Wenlock
Limestone forming part of the Wenlock Series of Silurian rocksr
first identified by Murchison (1835) r and running along the
north western margin of the parish. The limestone is

Much

characterised by discrete nodules (or ballstones) which represent
coral developments within a muddier limestone. This limestone
outcro6x along the top of Benthall edge. Beneath itr are found
the poorer quality Tickwood and Benthall Beds (now known as the
Farley Member) (toghilI & Chel1 1984) outcropping along the
north western side of Benthall Edgel and swinging round to the
north at the Severn Gorge (Geological Survey Sheet SJ60SE).

The Carboniferous Coal Measures with their productive coalr
clays, ironstone and sandstones, are characteristic of the
Coalbrookdale coalfield. In Benthall Parishr Lower and Middle
Coal Measures outcrop roughly between Bowers Brook and the parish
boundary to t.he east. The strata here have been down thrown by
the Broseley Faultr which crosses the parish from north west to
south east. The Lower Coal measures also occur on the higher
ground of the parish, in the area of Workhouse Coppice, and to
the south.

3.2 Coal

exploitation of coal in Benthall is perhaps the least knownr
the most important industry in the parish. The seventeenth
century coal industry was massive - something like 301000 tons of
coal per annum were mined from Benthall in 1695. Some of the
earliest wooden railways in the country were built in the parish,

The
and
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in response to the need to transport large amounts of bulky
material over poor roads. As a result of this industry the
population seems to have risen sharplyr and there was a major
period of house building.
But by the early nineteenth centuryr the coal industry had begun
to decline. Perhaps easily accessible sources of coal had been
worked ouLr or perhaps there was less interest in the mineral
resource from the manor. Whatever the cdus€r clay began to
eclipse coal as the most important mineral resource in the

parish.

3.21 The Coal Measures

coal measures outcrop in Benthall parish to
the north east of the Broseley faultr ond the Lower CoaI
measures over much of the southern part of the parish (figure 7).
The Broseley fault traverses the valley from Bower Yard to just
east of the Mine Spoutr down throwing the coal measures. North
east of the faultr the Benthall Brook has cut a steep valley
through the Big Flint Rock just below the Mine Spoutr through
the Pennystone Ironstoner and the Bestr Randle and Clod Coals at
the bottom of the valIey.
The Lower and Middle

At the top of the hill to the south westr the coal measures form
a rough horseshoe shape, curving nort,h from Benthall Potteries
to Workhouse Coppicel and south again to Benthall house. From
south to north, the Big Flint coal, Pennystone fronstoner Viger
Coalr Ganey Coals and Bestr Randle and CLod are all found. There
is a separater circular outcrop of the Bestr Randle and Clod
Coalsr ringing the field known as "Cadmans Cave and Foxholes"
(BE 06e).

Of the lower coal measuresr the Clod Coal \i/as a poor quality
coalr only good for industrial us€sr although Prestwich
recommended it for ironworking (Brown 19692259). The Randle Coal
was a good coking coalr and the Best coal was the highest
quality. Above these were the Ganey coals, which seem to have

exploited in Benthallr probably for the clays in
betweenr and above them the good quality Viger coal and in
been much

places the New Mine coal (see eppendix Five).

3.22 History of Exploitation
The peak production of the Benthall coal field was
seventeenth centuryr and early eighteenth centuries,
which the industry declined rapidly.

in the
after

for coal in Britain was at first limited to smithsr and
occasionally the poor, as much of the coal got from outcrops was
too noxious for domestic purposes. It \^Ias not until the
seventeenth century that coal came to be recognised as a national
asset with industrial value (Nef 1936:14).

Demand
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was part of the Royal Forest of Shirlett (see 2.21)
by Forest Law, which in effect reserved rights
so
covered
and
to hunt and take timber for the crowrtr and would have restricted
any mining in forests. Howeverr the Forest Charter of 1217 gave
the Land owner the right to dig or break ground in their own
holdings. Although this technically covered the taking of peat
or turfr or planting treesr in effect it could be invoked to
cover the digging of coal from shallow surface outcrops
(Neti:281). This legislation formed the nucleus of the process by
which mineral rights in Britain became concentrated in the hands
of the land ownerr rather than the crown or the occupier.
The

parish

The monks of Buildwas must have used coal either in their tile
kilnsr or in smithingr as in 1235 Philip de Benthal-I was able to
grant the monks of Buildwas the right of way over aII of his land
for lading coalsT stones and timberr and in 1326 Adam Peyeson
of Buildwas held land of Hughl Lord of Scheynton (sic) at
Benthall, with "quarri-es of coal of the seaT four labourers to
dig the coalsr and as many servants as he chose for carrying the
coals to the Severn and thence leading t.hem away" r of the same
time allowing Hugh enough coal for his hearth (vcui:454).
Medieval exploitation would have involved digging out surface
exposuresr rather than pits. A reference to "coldelIes" in a
deed of 1317 (SRo L224/3/289 quoted in section 2.23) may refer to

coal delfs.

River transport seems to have been the key factor behind the
massive expansion (and ironicallyr the decline) in the Benthall
coal industry in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
(Wi11an 1964). The outcrops 1ay within easy reach of t.he river.

certainly exported from the thirteenth centuryr but by
far the great,est expansion occurred in the early seventeenth
centuryr under Lawrence Benthall II. Records of a dispute
between him and John Weld of Willey show that he had sunk pits
and built two cottages for miners. In 1637 an agreement enabled
him to mine throughout Benthalt Marsh and the Marsh head (VCH
x:draft). This area includes plots 2L9 and 22O where there is
clear evidence of mining and colliery spoil. Mineral resources
may also be the key to Lawrence Benthall I gaining the little
piece of land at the south west of the parish in 1576r as the
Coaf was

Bestr Randle and Clod coals outcrop

here.

During the Civil Warr the parliamentary forces seized the
in order to prevent coal travelling down
Benthall collieries,
held
by the Royalists. As a result there
areas
the Severn to
and Worcesterr that the
in
Bridgnorth
shortages
were such
slay
soldiers
taking coal to Shrewsbury
to
townspeople threatened
(vcg
permitted
i:454).
free
was
trade
unl-ess
Benthall was one of the three great collieries of the River
Severn in 1645, with a production which has been estimated at
3orooo tons per year (Nef i:360-1).
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Later production is less well documentedr but never again
rivalled that of Broseley. Coalport seems to have taken over as
the main centre of coal export for the Gorge. From the
eighteenth century onwards the clays of the coal measures seem to
have been of greater economic value than the coa1s. Clay mines
would have produced smal-l amounts of coal for saler as a
blproduct of clay mining.
No pits were listed in the Tithe Apportionmentr although one was
mapped in 1835 (Hitchcock) (BE 05701 or O57O2). Pits were not
titheabler although the land above them wasr and so may not
have been listed. In 1852 there were coal storesr presumably for
John Patten's limeworks by the river (sno op 350). The 1851

census mentions some coal miners, but many may be working
outside the parish. The direcLoriesr howeverr listed Richard
Shaw as a senj.or Coat Miner in 1856 (P.O.) and in 1879 T & E Shaw
hrere coal miners and farmers (p.o.). rn 1844 a Richard Shaw
occupied a field called "Long Length"l (pIots BE 18801 and 18901)
and could well have been mining coal there (as well as producing
clay pipes, see Appendix Two).

mining seems to have taken place in the early twentieth
centuryr at Hilltop (c. 1927) (BE 14906), and possibly near
Barratshill farm (C,eological Survey Sheet el 60) (BE 2L4O2)r dnd
Sir Paul Benthall remembers pits being opened opposite Benthall
HalI during the last war. There are photographs of families
getting coal from "Foxholes" in Benthall during the strike of
I9l2 (Brown 1976) which may refer to plot BE 069 ("Foxholes" on
the Tithe map), or to plot BE 063 to the westr where there are
a number of cliffs created by open quarrying. They are carrying
seives and shovels, and would have been sorting through the
spoil heaps of recent mining.
Sonre

Viger mine was exploiting the Clod Coal in the 1950s (ee
02694, 02695, 02696, 02697, 02698, 026101 and 026102) and
probably the Randles Coal much earlier (plan LR/IB/110).
The

Opencasting began during the last war at the Benthall HalI Quarry
(BE 13302) and Benthall Quarry (BE 190041 13401, 18802, 18902)
sites (as s: 60 SE) and continues today at Deerleap just outside
the parishr with applications currently under consideration for
work at Hilltop Farm.

3.23

Market,s

Peak production from the Benthall Coal field was during the
seventeenth centuryr well before the massive eighteenth century
expansion of the loca1 iron industryr so much early production

must have been exported via the Severn to the markets of
Shrewsburyr Worcest,er and down to Bristol. Some may have been
used loca11y for the clay tobacco pipe industry.
From the eighteenth century there would have been a

local

demand

for coal from the limeburning industryr the malthousesr the
4L

ironworksr smithing and brick and pottery making. The clay
industries may well have used coal from their own clay mines.
Certainly the lime burner John Patten had a coal store down at
Bower Yard.

Burton's Brickworks at Bower Yard were mining their own coal and
clay just to t.he south of the works well into the twentieth
century (see Viger Clay Mine above).

3.24 Mining

Methods

The coal of Benthall was never found very far below the surfacer
and most was mined in shallow pits or adits.
The earliest form of mining in the parish must have been the
digging of coal from surface outcrops7 a method which probably
continued well into this century. Given the advantage of river
transportr the likely site for this is north east of the faultr
near the bottom of the Benthall Valleyr where Best Randle and
Clod Coals outcrop. A possible early site is to the north east
of Workhouse CoppiceT where there is a quarry and much evidence
of grey coal waste (BE 06803). Quarrying for coal has also
occurred to the south of Workhouse Coppice (ee 06805).
BeI1 pits were used to mj-ne seams close to the surfacer and in
particular where other measures provided a stable roof and floor.
Both the southern part of workhouse Coppice (BE 06801), and also
Ash Coppice (gr 12503) show evidence of clusters of be11 pits
mining Lhe Best Randle and Clod coalsr and the Ganey coals
respectively. The Deerleapr just beyond the parish boundaryr is
another example of a very well preserved landscape of bell pitsr
each with a circle of spoil thrown up around the mouth.
The traditional Shropshire method of mining is the long wall
methodr following a seam into a hill-side from an aditr and
Ieaving pillars of material to support the roof. Adits are known
from Hilltopr from near Barratshill Farm (BE 16801)r dnd in the
Viger clay mine at the base of the Benthall valley (see above).

3.3 Ironstone Mining
Small amounts of ironstone were mined in the parish, but
probably never as important a product as coal or c1ay.

it

was

The Pennystone Ironstone outcrops in the fields to the west of
Hilltop farm, and a number of ironstone shafts are to be found
up there (BE 12603 t I34O2, 13801). The Crawstone ironstone is

found below the Bestr Randle and Clod Coalsr drtd does not
outcrop in the parish. Deep shafts were therefore necessary to
mine this seam.

Ironstone from the Pennystone seam was brought out of the mine
as nodules in a clay matrixT and left in heaps to weather before
42

being picked over usually by women. As a resultr o1d ironstone
to be surrounded by the remains of massive heaps of
clayr much of which was unuffible for making bricks. Such heaps
clearly once existed in the fields to the north of the Benthall
potteries (eg BE 19001 and 19002) before the area $/as opencast.
Crawstone ironstone occurs in larger pieces of sandstone.
mines tend

fronstone may also have been got from the mines in the area of
Barratshill farmr ds small nodules can be seen on the surface
annngst heaps of colliery waste.
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CHAPTER

EOUR: A STI]DY OF

LIMESTONE EXPLOTTAT]ON ON BENTHALL EDGE

4.O Introduction
By far the most extensive and easily available mineral in
BenthaLl Parish is the limestone. Good quality limestone caps
the whole of Benthall edgel and poorer, but nonetheless
workabler seams are found on the surface of the sides of the
ridge.

industry is an excellent example of one for which there is
field evidence and little documentation. Limestone working
in east Shropshire has received much attention and the
spectacular underground workings of Lincoln hill have been welL
studied (Brown 1979,1981). Efsewhere it is lime kilns, rather
than the limestone industryr which have more often attracted the
attention of industrial archaeologists (sicl< l9B4). Benthall
Parish provides a unique opportunity to examine the way in which
the industry as a whole worked. The transport systemsl the
pattern of quarrying, the kilnsr and some idea of potential
local market can all be seen on the groundT and in conjunction
with the slender documentary evidence, can be used to understand
The

much

much more about

the industry.

burnt as lime was used for agricultural purposes
(fertilising soiI, breaking up clayey soils)r os white wash for
buildings, in mortars and later in hydraulic cements. ft was
employed in the chemical industry as an alkali for soapsl in
making glass, tanning and other purposes. Good guality limestone
was used as a flux in ironworkingr and occasionally as a
building materiaL, although in general it was too hard for high
quality ashlar.
Linrestone

4.1 Limestone geology of Benthall

Edge

There are two main outcrops of stone in East Shropshire - the
Silurian limestones of Wenlock edge, and the Carboniferous
limestone found around Lilleshall and at Steeraway.

Benthall Edge is a 300' scarp on the north eastern end of Wenlock
EdgeT a ridge of Limestone running from Ludlow to Lincoln Hill
in lronbridge. The limestone is part of the Wenlock series,
with the better quality Wenlock Limestone outcropping at the top
of the scdrpr above the ;rcorer guality Benthall and Tickwood Beds
(now part of the Farley Member of the Coalbrookdale Formation)
(Toghill and Chell 1984:85). The strata dip to the south south
eastr and the dip decreases as the strata recede from the outcrop
(Prestwich 1836:420).

of quarriesr access roads and spoil heaps runs in a north
easterly direction along the whole of the top of Benthall Edge

A band
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from the parish boundary in the west to the Broseley fault. in the
The fault down throws the strata to the north eastr and a
series of coal, clay and ironstone mines are found here, dug
into the succeeding Carboniferous coal- measures (GS Sheet SI 60

east.
SE).

limestone of the upper strata is good quality suitable for fluxingr with perhaps a small amount suitabl-e for
building stone. This stoner and the poorer quality shaley
Iimestone from the lower strata would be suitable for lime
burning. Both good quality crystalline stone, and muddier
nnterial in finely laminated beds can be seen in the cliff edges
along Benthall Edge, usually with about 2-3m of shaley material
over up to 5 or 6m of better stone. The stone was usually
quarried in 1ong, regular guarries such as BE 02628, or 02631.
The Wenlock

The reef facies of Benthall Edge comprise beds of muddy
lirnestonesr with geodes of very pureT crystalline stone
resulting from agglomerations of corals in a tropical sea during
Silurian times. Ballstonesr as these stones are calledr can be
up to 4m in diameter and up to 6m thick (Uurchison LB67t Hains &
HorLon 1964t Crosfield & Johnston 1914). BE 00905 and 02634 are
good examples of ballstone quarries - roughly circular, several
met,res deep. Locally such stones seem to occur in the base of
pre existing quarries, suggesting a bed of such material below
the 1evel at which most quarrying ceased.
George

lv1aw

described the stone

of Benthall

Edge

as fol-lows:

Section (l7Z' x 352') through Benthall Edge. Compact Wenlock
Limestone worked for lime gradually passing into Wenlod< Sha1e.
Thickness of workable limestone 85 feet. The top and bottom of
which is rather more compact than the middle
and
interstratified with shale. The base of the Iimestone passes

very gradually into shale occurring as isolaLed nodules
nearly 200 feet below the base of the compact workable limestone.
Dips from 15' to 20' SSW. (from George Maws Geological Notesr
1865, Book 1).

4.2

An analysis

of quarrying

Individual quarries can be identified amongst the mass of
workings. Each has a working face, and access roadr spoil
heapsl and a means of reaching a key transport node in order to
bring material off the Edge. More than one phase of working in a
quarry is commonr and often a quarry has cut away part of an
earLier one. Where this type of succession can be identifiedr
stratigraphic relationships can be recordedr and by building up
a series of relationships for the whole of the Edger a relative
chronology for quarrying activity is created. In turnr this can
be keyed into what Iittle dating and documentary evidence is
avail-able.
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quarries are at least 1O0m above the river, and so a complex
transport network has developed for bringing out bulky stoner or
finished lime. This network centres around a limited number of
key transport nodes - the River Severn, the Severn Va1ley
RailwayT an early railway and at least one medieval road. On
the Edge itself, transport is needed to bring out material from
groups of quarries - mainly inclines and roads. Each individual
guarry feeds material into one of these intermediate methods of
transport, from which the stone is then taken to a key transport
node. Because transport is so critical to quarrying activity7
it. forms the basis of a stratigraphic matrix.
The

For lime kilns there are other crucial transport factors. Payen
(paul 1B7B) quotes 11 bushels of coal to B bushels of broken
limestone as a suitable mix for a kilnr other quotes vary from
Lz4t 1:112 etc (Skinner L969:22). Obviously this would vary with
the guality of the limestoner but suggests that the transport of
coal is at least as critical a factor as that of limestone.

Lirner once burnt,, is sensitive to waterr and so rapid
transport to place of user or facilities for storing burnt lime
on site, would also seem relevant.

4.21 Transporting
The transport

Linre and Limestone

network clearly

forms the basis of any

understanding of the quarrying network on Benthall Edger
focusses around several key routes:
The Road

to

and

Buildwas

00901 is where the major route between the cross roads
at Benthall HalI and Buildwas Abbey negotiates Benthall Edge in a
Road BE

steep bend.

The Abbey of Buildwas was founded in 1135r but most of the
buildings date to c. 1160 (Pevsner 1978:BB). rn 1220, Phillip
de Burwardsley allowed the Abbot and Convent of Buildwas, "a
right of quarry throughout his wood of Burwardsely towards
construction of their buildings. They may make a road from their
quarries to the Severn and cut down trees for that purpose, but
must leave the timber on the ground". Randall assumed that t.he
guarry and road were in Broseleyr and the material sandstone
(

1879: L4ft.) .

An agreement of 1250 between Phillip, Lord of Bentha1l and the
Abbott granted land between the base of Benthall Edge and the
Abbey ("Hermiteshelde and Holweruding") to the monksr along with
"the right of making a continuous fence wherever his land abutted
on that of the monks" and right of road over all his estate for
the carriage of stone, coal-s and timber (eyton iii:276). It is
Iikely that road BE 00902 between Benthall Hall and Buildwasr as
well as associated quarryingr dates to this period.

4B

The earliest identifiable phase of working is on t.he western end
of Benthall EdgeT with quarries BE 23408 r 234OI and 23402
associated with road 00901.

Benthall "Lime Ki1ns" Railway
A second important access route to Benthall Edge was the railway
shown on the l-833 1" OS map and operated by Price & Hill in lB44
(Tithe map). The railway led south east from a point mid-way
along Benthall Edger in a larg€ curv€7 to run along Spout Laner
and turn north down Benthall Brook to the River (BE 06804r O74Ol,
O75OI, O77O2r 08401, 08501, 08701). There is some suggestion
that the latter part of the raiLway was in place by 1686 (VCH x:
draft) r and the railway crossed Bridge Bank (coming from Spout
Iane) .

Quarries O2626t 02627, 02628 and 02629 sent material along 02604
and out on this railway, as does 02631 to the north east. 02627
is assumed to be later than 02629 as quarrying expanded outwardsr
away from initial access points.

trrice & Hill also leased arabl-e land in 1844 (Tithe Apportionment
nosz 2741 275 efc) and may have been using some lime locally. The
Benthall Ironworks operated between 17Bl and l-830s; Randall
mentions the coach being upset where the "ginney rails crossed
the road from the BenthalL furnaces and foundryr" suggesting
that the railway comes from the west. It is Iikely thereforer
that the foundry had a rail Iink to the Edge as a source of
fluxing stone.
The Stone Port

Several of the roads leading down from Benthall Edge converge at
a poinL by the river bankr just to the east of the parish
boundary with Buildwas parislu Material from quarrles 02621 and

perhaps 00905 was being carried down 02603; 02605 must represent
part of a road in a similar direction; incline 02608 brought
nnterial from 02632 and probably 02637, whilst 02606 brought
stone from an earlier phase of quarrying in Pattens Rock Quarry
(eg 02641). At least 6 roads converge at this point. There is
no documented wharf at this point in Benthall Parishr bar a
passenger ferry (see Chapter 2) but in Buildwas there is the
"Stone Port". The bank here is much flatter than to the east,
and woul-d be an ideal place for loading stone.

Activity here must have ceased by the time of the construction of
the Severn Valley Railway in 1862 as there is no more than a
footway across the tracks.
fncl-ined
There

P1anes

are three inclines at the north eastern end of Benthall
49

Edger bringing material down from quarries 02641r 02642 and
02643, as well as the group 02646 and 02647. Road 02@6 must be
earLier, as it originally Ied into quarry A2647r which has
since been deepened.
02650 leaves Pattens Rock Quarry and turns north, dropping down
under the railway and path 02660 to terminate by a group of kilns

on the riverbank (03001-9). High on the side of quarry 02642
are two paralIel stone walls with a pair of holding down bolts
(02666), suggesting an incline removing spoil along road 02653.

a third incline (O265L) running east from the end of
the quarry down to a level road. A winding track (02656) takes
naterial down from guarries O2U4 and 5 and as it predates 02651r
must be at least eighteenth century.
There was

Severn Va1ley Railway Siding
Between 1902 and 1927 (os 2nd & 3rd editions) a railway siding
(02673) was constructed at the foot of Benthall Edger clearly for

removing limestone on lime.

(02665), an inclined plane constructed
late in the working of Pattens Rock Quarryr and a series of
concrete pillars (02680 -6) supporting some sort of tramway
suggest a late phase of quarrying. Pattens Rock quarry \,/as
workedr and material taken down incline 0265I to a platform
O2UB. Erom there it dropped down to probably crushing
machinery, kilns 02669 and 02670 and the railway siding.
A concrete engine base

4.22

Phasing Quarrying on Benthall Edge

Phase

1: Medieval Quarrying

clearly took place on Benthall Edge, and most
likely to the north west when stone was removed by road to
Buildwasr over land granted to the monks in 1250. Such
guarrying must have exploited the upper most strata - the best
quality stone. Some was obviously used as rubble fill for the
construction of Buildwas Abbeyr the rest perhaps for lime. The
monks had a lime kiln near Wellington - presumably for the
production of mortar - and so could well have also been burning
Medieval quarrying

linre from Benthall

Edge.

early phase of guarrying seems to have continued along
of the Edger credting the cliff edge which no\^/
survives. Most of the transport links have been cut by later
worksr and this is almost impossible to document.
A general

much
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o

Phase

2:

An eighteenth century trade

in fluxing

stone

later phase of quarrying took place in the eighteenth
centuryr and related to the group of roads which converge on
the river bank just by the western parish boundary. These must
have led to the "Stone Port" in Buildwas Parish. It is 1ikely
that this trade was in fluxing stone, as few of the quarries
linked Lo these roads have visible kilns. There is one kiln by
the river bank. The "Stone Port" was the terminus for a railway
operated by William Reynolds and partners, bringing stone from
the Wenlock Limestone Concern around Tickwood and Wyke (frinder

A much

1981:59).
Phase

3:

The

early nineteenth century trade in lime

Burnt lime for agricultural or chemical use was probably the
major material transported along the road or railway towards
Benthall from a series of linked quarries in the early nineteenth
century. There are at least seven known kilns linked to the
The route
railway, and another 13 on the railway itself.
provides direct access to fields and farmlands. Theoretically
this trade may date to the seventeenth centuryr but the main
phase of operation seems to have been later.
rn 1833 the
railwayr and associated quarries were in operation (oS lst
Edition), and by 1844 Price and Hill operated both the kilns and
the railway.
Although agricultural lime predominated; some fluxing stone must
have been taken along Lhe rail Link to Benthall furnaces between
about 1780 and 1830. Barnetts Leasow and Willey furnaces would
have been oLher obvious markets.

quarries sent stone down to the riverbank opposit.e the
bottom of Coalbrookdale for burning as 1ime. The row of kilns
and associated wharf (snO op 350) show that some was burnt for
Iimer and shipped by river. At least two guarries date to pre
l80l, at which date Pattens Rock Quarry was almost certainly in
operation. Powellts engraving of an incline at Tykes Nest (c.
1816-18) (smitfr 1979:no 95b) must show this guarryr and incline
2650 is mentioned in 1BO1 and in lB52 was still in operationT
Some

Leased by John

Patten (sRo op 35o no4).

Activities on Benthall Edge were declining by lBB3r when the OS
only one set of quarries operating. A limeburner is
mentioned in the local directory of 1856, but none by 1870
(xellys 1856r1870). Local supplies of fluxing stone may have
been all but worked out by the 1840s although the kilns by the
river were still operating in 1883.

map shows

Phase

4:

T\pent.ieth century operations

time after 1921 (Sir paul Benthall pers comm) and before
1935, Pattens Rock Quarry was reopened in a final phase of

Sonre

53

limestone working. A new access was built and material crushed
and possibly kilned before being taken out by railway. The kilns
02669 and 02670 have a date stone of 7928. By the time this
operation had finished, much of the peak of the hill seen in
early views of the Iron Bridge (smith 7979:L6) had been quarried
a\^/ay.

4.3

Lineburning

4.3L Kilns
A lime kiln enables limestone to be heated to a sufficient
temperature (900C - 1000C) to remove carbon dioxide. The
resulting guick lime (cao) is volatile, and will readily combine
with water to form slaked lime (CaOn) r giving off heat in the
process. Broken up limestone is layered with coal (or sometimes
wood or peat) r a fire kindled in the grater and the whole left
to burn. Kilns can be either fed continuously, or fired
intermittently.
evidence suggests that most of the kilns on Benthall Edge
which survive date to the eighteenth century at earliestr and
most to the early nineteenth century. Earlier limeburning may
have taken place either in open heaps covered with tunzesr or in
kilns removed by later quarryingr but little evidence survives.
At least 40 limekilns are known from Benthall Edge (map and
field evidence), most of which are late. There is no evidence
for early limeburning in open heapsr although it is likely that
kilns have been removed by later guarrying.

Map

These show a

variety of

t1pes.

Single kilns
Quarry BE 02624 contains a circular depression with built up
sidesr and a suggestion of an entrance to the north O25\O4).
This may have been an isolated kilnr and is not shown on any
maps.

Paired Kilns

lime kilns are shown in 1835 by the river bank (BE 02501),
and a further pair of kilns were rebuilt in 1928 (BE 02676 and
7)by Bowers Brook. The 1928 kilns shared a common arch between
There is a further
theml with two grates let into it.
quarry
pair
in
suggestion of a
of kilns
BE 23401 (BE 23407).

T\uo

Kiln

banks

kiln banks are known from Benthall. One at Bower Yard
I0 kilns in pairs, sharing common arches, behind a
continuous stone waIl forming the kiln bank (BE 03001-9). There
is evidence that these kilns were rebuiltr as there is a change
of direction to the west. At Spout Laner map evidence suggests
13 kilns in groups of three and one of four, behind a retaining
Ttuo

comprised
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wall (BE 08703-15). Presumably the three must have shared draw
arches. fn quarry BE 02620, there were four kilnsr two with
individual archesr and one pair of kilns. A11 four may have
originally been behind a bank or retaining wa1l.
A 1ocal tradition suggests that one set of kilns were bombed
during the last war, by a pilot aiming for the power station.

4.32 The supply of agricultural lime

getting of limestoneT and limeburning seem to have been
activit.ies. fn most cases the latter was a smaIl scale
activilyr fluctuating with seasonal demandsr and dependent on
local farmers to come to the kilns to collect limer rather than
an organised export procedure. On Lincoln Hill the limeworks were
owned by the Reynolds family, with the kilns being operled by
independent. contractors (frinder 1981:59). In some cases,
ironnasters were invoLved in agriculture and would have been abre
to supply their own lime (eg Reynolds owned a farm at Ketley
(rrinder 1981:37) ).
The

separate

kilns in quarries BE 02650 and 02627 are small scale and
located close to agricultural land. However, kiln 03001 and
those on Spout Lane are rather more organised conc€rosr close to
transport networksr dnd therefore supplying lime to a larger
area. In l800r it was advertised thatr
The

"There will be a ready supply of lime at Benthall New
Linekilns near the lron Bridge road at 14s per load, ready
mcney. Requested that no meat or drink be sent" (ESJ
22.rO.1800).

refer to the Spout Lane limekilns on plot
87, and suggests that they were operating from 1800 to at
least the 1840s, but perhaps could not survive the construction
of the Severn Val1ey Railway in 1862.
The advertisement must
BE

The lime kilns at Bower Yard were in operation for much longerl
and seem to have survived the construction of the Severn Valley

Railwayr as there is evidence for an arch in the viaductr
taking the inclined plane down beneath the railway. According to
the trade directoriesT John Patten is burning lime in Benthall in
1B2B and 1835, and John Tranter in 1B2B only (Pigot 1B2B and
1835). John Patten is listed again in 1856 (Post Office 1856) as
a limeburner and bargeowner, and occupies the wharf, limeworks
yard and incl-ined plane in 1846 and 1852 (SnO deposited plans 361
and 350). The ki-lns were out of use, and demolished by 1902.
Lime must have been exported b1z barge even after the construction
of the railwayr as there are photographs showing barges in front
of the kilns, with the railway viaduct in the background
(1e81.1s63).

56

4.4 The local market for fluxing limestone
The burgeoning iron industry
demand for loca1 limestone.

of the 1750s must have created a
Benthall Edge was the nearest
source of limestone for the furnaces at Willeyr Barnets Leasovr,
Calcut,ts, Coalbrookdaler Benthall- and Bedlam. But it seems that
the pattern of 1ocal limestone supply related more to ownership
than proximity.

I obtained limestone from Much Wenlock and Gleedon
rather than the more loca1 Lincoln Hill or Benthall Edge,
although there is some reference to employing barge owners to
ship it to Ludcroft wharf from Benthall after Darby's death in
1777 (trinder 1981:15). William Reynolds was transporting
naterial to his furnaces on the north bankr not from Benthall
Edge, but from his own concern at Tickwood and Wyke, via a
railway he owned in partnership. Horsehayl Madeley Wood
(eedlama)r Ketley and Lightmoor furnaces were supplied from
Gleedon Hill via a railway upstream of Buildwas Bridge (frinder
1981:59,70). Richard Reynolds was able to discuss the supply of
his own lime for Dundonald's proposed chemical works at Coalport
(trinder 1981:134).
Abraham Darby

HiIl,

By the early nineteenth centuryr htrales was an important source
of limestone for 1ocal ironworking. No suitable fluxing stone
left at Lilleshall by 1846' and the company had opened works
south of Much lVenlock by 1846. The oppening of a wharf at
Wappenshall in 1835 enabled limestone to be brought from Trevor
Rocks at Llanymynech to be used by the Ketley and OId Park
conpaniesr ds well as the Coalbrookdale Company and the
Lilleshal1 partners by 1845. The tramways to Buildwas were out
of operation by about this date (trinder l9BLzL47).
B1r inferencer it seems that fluxing stone might not have been
available IocalIy after the early nineteenth centuryr and that
any supply from Benthall must date to the eighteenth century.
Thus documentary evidence confirms the broad phasing derived from

the field

4.5

evidence.

tJnderground Mining

for

Linrestone

The existence of spectacular underground caverns at Lincoln HiIl
(grown 1967 etc) has 1ed investigators to postulate similar
caverns on Benthall edge (Wardell Armstrong 1984, Ove Arup

forthcoming). It is possible that the 1801 description of

Coalbrookdale alludes to caverns on this side of the river.
While gazing at the south side of the riverr the author states,
"Proceeding to the right is a row of lime kilns, near which is a
stupendous cavern." ff the word "proceeding" is literalr then
these caverns must be those of Lincoln Hill (Brown pers. com.).
Another piece of evidence may be that Bowers Brook does not
presently flow in its original course. Howeverr on the flat
land at the top of the slope above the quarries is evidence for
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the diversion of streams. Several channels have been cutr to
the course of the two brances of Bowers Brook. These most
tikely date to the use of the quarriesT when it would have been
inconvenient to have a stream running over a working face. One
possibility is that the stream has re-entered an old channel.
A11 attempts to trace the course of the stream, by putting dye
move

in itr

4.6

have

failed

(V.Cossons, pers. comm.).

ConcLusions

ff the band of quarrying BenthalI Edge is roughly 5000m longr
with an average width of 40m (assuming the edge has been quarried
from the present path along the slope back to the cliff face)
and a minimum depth of 6mr then something like 1.2 million cubic
metres of material has been moved during the 700 years or so of
recorded quarrying.

The industry may not have provided much employment. Working on
the well documented kilns of the Scottish Lothian district,
Skinner noted that most limeworks in the early nineteenth century
employed few people. A typical breakdown quoted in Maxwell's
"Practical Husbandr!"I might have been "two men for boring and

blastingl three for breaking and helping to fill the ki]I at
night; one that draws the limestone from the kill, slakes and
delivers, and one more that has a two horse cart for leading the
stone from the quarry at. the top of the kill' - a team which
could break 2 tons in a day.
Maxwell-

also calculated the costs of winning the stone; buying

and transporting coalr man power and horse power, and set them
against t.he sale of lime from the kiln, showing a profit of lIs
10d for a days work i,n 1757. Capital expenditure on kilns was
between €300 and €400 in the beginning of the nineteenth centuryr

rather higher than the cost of a horse mill or water mill
(skinner 1969).

Despite the spectacular field evidence of guarrying at Benthallr
the industry may not have had a large impact upon the local

economy. Perhaps this

partly

explains the paucity of

docunentation for ]imestone working. No doubt further analysis of
the account books for the major ironworking partnerships will do
much to help in the understanding of the distribution and supply
of raw materials in the Gorge.

This studlz has attempted to undertake a stratigraphic analysis
of field evidence for quarrying. As a resultr the industry of
Benthall Edge can be understood in terms of several broad phases
through time - medieval quarrying for rubble and limer the
eighteenth century supply of fluxing stone exported through the
Stone Port, a nineteenth century industry producing lime using
both river and tramway for transportT and a brief twentieth
century reopening of the quarries for crushed stone and 1ime.
This is an example of the way in which field evidence can be used
in the understanding of the historical evidence.
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CHAPTER

FIVE:

THE CLAY ]NDUSTRIES OF BENTHALL

5.0 fntroduction
In 1835, Benthall was described as having 525 inhabitants
"chiefly employed in the potteries" (Lewis 1835). Clay tobacco
pipes, salt glazed potteryr earthenwarer art pott.eryr bricks,
tiles and drain pipes have all been made in the parishT
exploiting the clays of the Lower and Middle Coal Measures which
outcrop on or close to the surface.
The floor tile industry of Buildwas Abbey suggests Lhat the
exploitation of clays from Benthall Parish may well date to the
medieval period, but certainly dates to the origins of the clay
pipe industry in the seventeenth century. Evidence for
seventeent,h century pottery making is slim, but by the early
eighteenth century salt glazed wares and earthenwares are in
production using local clay. In the mid nineteenth centuryr
Maws brought Benthall clays to Worcester, and then moved to
Benthall themselves in order to take advantage of the clays. The
production of bricks and drain pipes has only just ceasedl and
the fireclays are still worked in massive open cast mining
operations. Shropshire is today still one of Lhe two main
sources of fireclay in Britain.

of clay products in Benthall was very much associated
with working elsewhere in the Gorge through the activities of
several families. The Brownes of Caughley were involved in the
establishment of the Haybrook Potterlr and the Thursfields, who
\Arere instrumental in establishing the Benthall and Haybrook
PotteriesT began making pottery in Jackfield in 1713 (Trinder
1981:125). Maws moved their Encaustic Tile Works to Jackfield
from Benthall and the Burtons were making bricks and tiles in
Jackfield as weII as Benthall.
The making

5.1

The C1ays

are two main types of clay found in the Coalbrookdale
coalfield - the red clays and the buff or grey clays. The
principal properties of the red clays are a high proportion of
iron (giving a red or even blue finish) r and a degree of
plasticity, enabling them to be moulded. They are used for the
manufacture of bricks and ti1es. The red clays come mainly from
the Coalport and Hadley formations, and are not found in
Benthal1. The buff clays are purerr dnd a higher silica content.
gives them greater refractory qualitiesT enabling them to
withstand much heat (see Appendix Five). rhe best quality buft
clays are used for firebricks. rt was these clays which made
Benthall particularly famous for its ceramic products (Brown
There

1965:340) .
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There is some debate over the source of clay used to produce clay
tobacco pipes in the seventeenth century. Although china ball
clay was imported from Devon in the nineteenth century for the
more organised concernsr it was unlikely to have been imported
for the early industry carried out by individuals on a "cottage"
basis. A possible candidate has been suggested to be the Big
Flint cIays, which occur close to the surfacer and may have been
worked out, at an early date.
The Lower and Middle Coal Measures comprise beds of coal and
i-ronstone interleaved with c1ays, sandstone and shale. They
outcrop - and thus are easily accessible from the surface - over
much of Benthall parish. The measures outcrop by the Iron

Bridge; and on the other side of the Broseley fault in

a

horseshoe shape from Benthall potteries north to Workhouse
Coppice and south to Hilltop farm and on to the Deerleapr
covering much of the south east of the parish. Often more than
one product was worked at oncer making coal and clay mining
alnrost inseparable.

Big Flint Clays*

are the uppermost clays surviving in Benthallr and occur
in the north of the parish. They are very whiter and have
excellent plastic properties. ft is possible that they were used
as the clay source for the early clay pipe industry.
These

Pennystone Clays

1ocaI1y as "blue bind"r there were two lenses of cleaner
clay between bands of Marine Pennystone Ironstone in clay.
The clay was buff colouredr with ironstone nodules, and burned
a mucky red or brown colour. It would have been used for bricks,
or later land drains.
I{nown

New

Mine CIay

The main refract.ory clay found at Benthall comes from below the
New Mine coal. It is still used today for the production of fire
bricks and refractory productsl as well as for sanitary wares.

Viger or Clunch Clays
The

best quality white clay comes from the

Ganey

coal

seams.

This clay outcrops at Hilltop farm, in the Deerleapr but is
accessible from shafts elsewhere. It has very little ironr and
a high silica contentr and is highly refractive. Burtons white
brick works at the Bower Yard used it to produce white bricks,
and by mixing it with other clays7 could produce other colours.
The CIod Coal Clay was aLso exploited in Benthallr although it
was less pure than the Ganey cIays. At one point Burtons
brickworks experimented with a clay below the Crawstone Crust
(vcHi 2443).

*This information is summarised in Appendix Five
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yet no work has been done in comparing clay products with clay
sources. Thus it. is not possible to confirm rumours that clays
for medieval floor tiles found at Buildwas were obtained in
Benthall or Brose1ey. Much of the early press-moulded
earthenwares found in the area have a buff fabricl suggesting
the white clays. Surface collection at the Haybrook (PO01701)
and Benthall potteries (ee 21810) show that red fabric
predominates in later types of pottery and drains
As

5.11 Clay working methods

Clearly the earliest clay was worked in open quarries, from the
surface. As these outcrops were exhaustedr adits \^rere driven
into the hillside through the measures horizontallyr part.icularly
where sandstones provided a stable roof. A good example of such
an adit survives at the site of the l,tlaws tileworks (sa 05603).
This method continued until this centuryr as a drift mine was
registered in operation in the 1950s (probably the Viger clay
mine) (Brown 1965:342)r pr€sumably that for the Bower Yard
Brickworks. Clay must also have been worked in association with
coal and ironstoner in shafts on the high ground of the parishr
and is of course still being removed in opencasting operations
just outside the parish at Deerleap.
The term "getting"
mining.

5.12

or "winning"

The Clay Workings

was applied

to clayr rather

than

of Benthall

Viger Clay Mine
(although call-ed the Viger Clay miner the clay and coal
e:<ploited seems to have been the Clod Coalr the Viger CoaI
occurring much higher up the hill).

Stil1 operating early in the twentieth centuryr this mine was
producing clay for use in Burtons brickworks at Bower Yard. A
plan of 1953 shows the old workings, indicates a group of four
adits immediately opposite the bridge over the SVR to the
brickworks (026101' 02596, 02697, 02698) and a fifth adit (02695)
and another two nineteenth century adits on bridge road to the
east (026102, 026103). Another adit is shown on the 1927 OS
mapr and must relate to the old workings shown on the mine plan
(o26e4).

to have worked both the Randles and the Clod Clay
of the tower CoaI Measures. A section on the plan shows a
working of 3f6"r taking clay with ironstone nodulesr Clod Coal
and Clod Clayr leaving sandstone as the floorr and the Best
The mine seems

CoaI as the roof.

Remains

of at least two adits by the works
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(BE 02698 and 02610I)r

and two on Bridge Bank can be seen (BE 026102 and 103). The
workings were served by two sma1l tramways (BE 02688 and 89)r
taking material across a bridge (BE 02690) over the Severn Valley
Railway to the brickworks . One shown in 1883 only 1ed from the
shafts on Bridge Bankr and the other, shown in 1902 on1y, from
the adits by the Bridge.
Clay lvlining

at Hilltop

A second source of clay was the meadow below Hilltop Farm (pIot
149)
localIy as "C1ay Meadow". Three clay levels are
' inknown
shovnc
1902 (BE 149031 04 and 05)r two of which \^rere still in
operationr and two coal shafts (BE 14906 and 07). The Viger
coal, and the Upper, Middle and Lower Ganey Coals beneath it
outcrop in this field. The upper clay Ievel may have exploit.ed
the Randle Clayr the lower the Ganey C1ay. The coal shafts may
have exploited Lhe lower Bestr Randle and Clod Coalsr and would
also have been a source of coal.
The field has not been ploughed, and depressions for shaftsl
spoil heaps and at least three well-made roads (as well as a
footpath to the Sunday School) cross the field. One of the coal
shafts has recently collapsed.

CIay Miner Benthal"l

Bank

clay mine exists at the north end of plot 56 (BE 05603,
BE B5E), once the site of Maws works. The mine is
well preservedr lined with plain and decorated tiles and with a
sandstone roof. The mine must have been one of the sources of
day for the Maws works.
A smal1
IGVITAU

code

Mining by Benthall PotLeries

of Benthall Potteries are a series of ironstone
shafts and a clay shaft (BE 19001 and 02, 18801). Ironstone
nodules were found in claysr and the production of clay from
these mines is confirmed by the road shown in 1902 linking BE
l9OO2 with the pottery. The Haybrook Pottery must have taken clay
from the shaft PO 01901 to the south of the works in 1902.
To the north east

Iviining

at Barratshill

The coal measures run north-south behind Barratshill farmr where
Lhere is much evidence for mining. The Deerleap Mine worked
Ganey Coals and fireclay in plot 168 (GS sheet 60)r and mounds
suggest further workings (BE 2OlO2r 2O9O2, 21001 and 21101r and
an o1d coal shaft in plot 21402. The Geological survey shows

three shafts in

20101.
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Ironstone Mines

Three ironstone shaft.s to the north and north east of the
Benthall potteries (BE I26O2t l34O2t 13801)r out of use in 1902,
may also have supplied clay.
Q>encast Mining

Opencasting has taken place in Benthall ostensibly for coal since
the last war. However the fireclays taken out in the process

have either been utilised 1ocaI1y at Benthall potteries or
exported. The fields in front of Benthall hall have been worked
as the Benthall Hall site (en 13302), and the Benthall Quarry
site (ee 1BBo2, lB9O2, 19004) (CS Sr6OSe), and there have been
a number of workings north of the Deerleap.

5.2 Clay Tobacco Pipe Industry
Perhaps the best known of the early industries of Benthallr was
the Clay Tobacco Pipe industry. Pipes \,/ere manufactured in the

parish between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, at
several- different sites. The whole industry is a major subject of
enquiry, and must be understood in conjunction with that at
neighbouring Broseley (Uiggins forthcoming), although a summary
of the field evidence for pipemaking in Benthall is presented by
D.A.Higgins

in

Appendix Two.

foundations of the local clay pipe industry probably lie in
the link between productive coal measuresr and fireclays in
Benthall. Both industries flourish at the same timer and would
have exploited similar Coal Measur€s7 where fireclay was found
interleaved with coal. The most like1y clay source to have been
used is the Big Flint Clayr found outcropping on Lhe surface.
Easily obtainable supplies of this clay may have been worked out
at an early date and replaced with imported clays.
The

Such links must have played an important part in the economic
prosperity of Benthall in the seventeenLh centuryr and need to

be further studied in order to clarify the basis of later
industrial expansion in the Corge.

5.3

The

Pottery Industry

5.31 The early saltglaze industry
No medieval pottery has yet been found at. Benthallr although
given the clear evidence for a seventeenth century clay tobacco
pipe industryr it is most likely that such pottery was produced.
It may well be that the Haybrook Pottery is of a very early dater
but as the site has been opencastT this can not be confirmed.
The

earliest

known

local pottery industry is the production of
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salt glazed stonewares in the early eighteenth century (ttalam
19Bl). This industry is completely undocumentedr but evidence
comes from two possible kiln siLesr dfld the finding of large
guantities of saggars, many of which have fragments of such
pottery adhering to the bottom. Such saggars are often found
built into garden wal1s in "The Mines" r and elsewhere (Trueman
1eB7).

Possible Kiln Siter Brook Cottage
To the north of Brook CottageT Bridge Roadr there have been
several reports of the finding of a kiln baser confirmed by the
present, owner who claims to have seen circular brickwork (BE
10602). ff sol the kiln must be pre-1835 in dater as it is not
shown on Hitchcockrs map.

In the minute book of the Iron Bridge proprietors, there is
of the removal of a "potters oven and other buildings
situate upon the road in the occupation of John MiLes". These are
to be "taken down for widening the said road..the materials...to
be used in building an arch over the brook going on the side of
the said road" (16th June, 1783). This was before the
construct,ion of a new road to Lhe front of the New fnnr and if
the original road was a little to t.he east of the existing roadl
a kiln by Brook Cottage could be that referred to.
nrention

The site is covered with waste from Maws Tileworks (nn 10607),
and from the pottery by the New Inn. Howeverr two largely
complete salt glaze saggars, with fragments of mugs in the base
were found in the garden. It is quite possible that this was the
site of an eighteenth century salt glaze manufactoryr although

further investigation is

necessary.

Benthall Old Vicarage

fn the 1851 Censusr Warren Taylor Jones was listed as an
"Earthenware Manufactur€rr Master employing 6 m€nrr7 but, in
Bagshawrs directory of the same year he was operating what is
known

as the Posenhall pottery.

Excavations carried out at the site hoping to find a kiln (Sandon
1978) revealed ye11ow slip-trailed
wdr€sr brown glazed

earthenwaresr and brown and white-dipped salt glazed
stonewares. Many of the salt glazed fragments were surface tips
over later deposits. Only one waster fragment of brown glazed
ware was foundr but a great number of salt glazed wasters were
found including saggars.

Ironically little evidence of a mid nineteenth century pottery as
suggested by the Census was found here during these excavationsr
and during later work by the rcl{TAU (BE B5B and BE B5C), but

there was clear evidence for the local manufacture of much
earlier salt glazed pieces of the early eighteenth century (BE
2O3O2).
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BENTHALL POTTERIES

Based on 1902 O.S. Map
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5.32 Earthenware Manufacture: The Benthall Potteries
TVo sets of potworks on the north and south side of the road to
Much Wenlockr were collectively (and confusingly) known as

Benthall Potteries. For easeT that to the north is referred to
as Benthall Pottery (BE zLB)t that to the south (in posenhall
parish) as Haybrook Pottery (PO 017). The Haybrook pottery was
the earlier, and may have been making pottery as early as the
seventeenth century. With the addit.ion of the Benthall Potteryr
the combined works were making slip trailed and later common
yelIow earthenwares. From the mid-nineteenth century brown
Rockingham hrare and stone \^/ares were made. The firm made a brief

diversion into art pottery from 1883, but continued to make
domestic t,erracottasT lamp and electrical fittings etc. The
Haybrook pottery closed early in the twentieth centuryr and
Benthall Pottery in 1982r when it ceased making drain pipes.
Benthall Pottery

The works were built in 1772 by John Thursfield IIr on land
belonging to the Reverend Edward Harries. Three years later,

Thursfield insured what he described as a "new potworksl
etc" (SRo 4791 /f/3) and a year later the
partnership of Thursfield & Pierce (possibly William Thursfield
and William Pierce) held the works. Later map evidence suggests
that the works were laid out in a square, with kilns in the
corners, and seem to have been planned in a way in which the
Haybrook pottery to the south never was.
earthenware boards

A lease advertised in the Salopian Journal for 1815 listed the
potLerlr with a cottage for workman attached, and house for
resident partnerT "in a compleat state for carrying on a
manufactory of common earthenwarel and well situated for Land
Sale and the trade to Bristol and for Foreign Exportation". Soon
after, Pierce & Co transferred the works to Samuel Roden (VCH x:
draft).

The works were heLd by John Farnall between J.B23-4 (Hulbert 1836)
by Bel1 & Poole in 1B2B (pigot) and by John Lloyd & Co in 1835
(pigot). Easthope is another name which occurs in conjunction
with the works (eenthau 1955).
The Haybrook and the Benthall Potteries were united officially in
1845 by Warren Tlrler Jones and Edwin Bathurst, although they must
have been run together earlier. According to several directories
they were making Rockingham wares and stone wares and by 1851

enployed 31 men (1851 census). The Benthall Pottery Company
(1ate Messrs Bathurst and Son) operated the works in 1863 (p.O.).

The Allen family then took over the potteryr stil1 making
Rockingham and stonewaresr and the name Benthall Pottery Company
continued to be used (Xellys 1891r 1901r 1905r 1913r I9L7r 7922).
There is mention of a Beriah Allen (SRo 2BB2 /2) r but from 1870
till 1907 the manager was William Allen.
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BENTHALL POTTERY
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Figure 13. Benthall Pottery - plan of standing buildings
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In 1907 - William Beriah A11en - the son of William Allen, tried
to promote decorative art pottery by sending his workers to the
South Kensington School of Artr and that at Coalbrookdale, but
the attempt founderedr and the pottery concentrated on coarse
wares, such as electrical fittings and black lamp bases (VCHi
2434). The company became the "Benthall and fronbridge pottery
Conpany, Art & Domestic Pottersr glass and china merchanLs est.
1729" (Xe11ys), by 7929r on land leased from Willey estate (SRO
1190 Bund]e 20). Clay was obtained from a mine to the north
(BE 1e0).

Later managers included Major Prestage of Broseley TileriesT
then Raleigh & Rowe (Shrewsbury Chronicle 1939). The later use of
the site is discussed below.
The Haybrook

Pottery

(pO 017)

There is some suggestion that this pottery dates back to 7624
(sRo 2BB2/2), although Randalt claims the pottery was founded in
7729' and was known as the MughouseT and making drinking mugs
(vCHi:434). Building was certainly taking place Ln L743 on an
acre of land calIed Coppy Headr at Posenhall F'arm by William
Co11ey for his undertenant John Thursfield (Benthall 1955:160).
John Thursfield II had a lease of four pothouses in 1770.
Messrs

William Thursfield and Pierce insured the Haybrook Pottery

in 1805r consisting of 3 kilns, hovelsr smoke houses, warehouse,
stock of earthenware etc (SRo 4791/l/5). William Bel1 \^,as
nnnaging the pottery in 1814 (SRo 2BB2 /2) , but five years later
William Pierce of Haybrooke Pott.ery in the Parish of Benthallr
surviving partner of William ThursfieldT was declared bankrupt
(Salopian Journal, March 24th).

After 1845 little is known of the Haybrook potteryr as the two
potteries are run jointlyr although there is mention of Raleigh
and Rowe managing the pottery in the twentieth century (eenthall
1es5),
Archaeology

Nothing survives today of the Haybrook pottery. The last
buildings are shown on maps of the 1960sr but were demolished
recently. The field has since been opencastr and is now leveI.
In 1902 at least one kilnr a scatter of buildings, a terrace and
a pool are shownr as well as what must have been a managerts
house. Clay was obtained from an old shaft to the south on plot
PO 019.

Tbday waste material can be found in field PO 15r and in the
garden of the modern house on PO17. There are several tips herer
including domestic rubbishr and material from the sanitary pipe
works. A small pit dug inLo the waste adjacent to the pool to
the south west has yielded many decorative pottery wasters.
6B

The Benthall Pottery is today used for t.he storage of
agricultural machinery. The kilns have been demolishedr but
othenaise little has changed from the last use of the works t.o
nnnufacture drain pipes. 5 kiln bases can be seen in the floor
of the western range of the building, and two outside the
building to the north. The rubble from a bank of 6 drying sheds
can be seen and 2 drying kilns still stand. The concrete piers
for crushing machinery surviveT and remains of earlier
buildings.
Products

It is almost impossible on documentary evidence to separate the
potterj.es, and alLhough they were technically united in
LB45t they seem to have been run together much earlier. The
Haybrook pottery was the earlier,
and on the evidence of a pot
commemorating George Weld who died Ln l74B (now in trrcssession of
Lord Forester)r Randall suggests that it was making slip trailed
earthenwares in the early eighteenth cent,ury.
two

By 1815 the Benthall potLeries are making common earthenwarer
clearly for export to Bristol and abroad (see above). Morris
Thursfiel-d had taken a cargo of earthenware to America when he
died in Philadelphia in 1783 (Trinder 1981:725).

In the mid-nineteeenth century the potteries made red and yellow
wdf,es1 to be sold in lrfales (Randall IB77zl.B4), to which William
Allen added forcing potsr garden vases and terracotta. Jewitt
also suggests the potteries produced "t,he ordinary ye11ow and
other common wares" (.lewitt 1BB3:190).
In

1845 Allen introduced Rockingham and stoner^rares. The term
"Rockingham" originally described a rich brown glaze with a
slight purple iridescencer perfected at the Swinton (renamed
Rockingham in 1825) works (Cox 1974). It became an American
term for a variety of mottled brown glazed domestic wdE€s;
presunnbly imported from England.

In 1882 William Allen began making art potLery on the siter
copying classical designs, and producing moulded pieces, incised
patterns and other highly individualistic wares. Randall
describes the process of dipping \4rare in white slip before

firingr and cutting a pattern into the potr or incising a
pattern; and then allowing the glaze to concentrate in the
incised parts (VCH Salop t2434). The pots were marked
or occasionally stamped with a black printed
"SAIOPfAN" r
circular garter inscribed "BEI\I:IHALL POTTffi,Y'' enclosing "BRGSELEY'
(Messenger L97 9:1 If f ).
Surface collection from the waste tips to the west of the
Haybrook works have revealed unfired teapot lidsrkiln furniture
and a few fragments of black lamp bases (po Ol7O2). one
fragment of transfer printed ware and and one of ribbed grey
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stone ware hrere found, but t.his was possibly from domestic tip.
A concentration of fired and biscuit art pottery was found from a

hole in the top to th south west, near a small pool. Several
fragments of press moulded ware with brown trailed slip
decoration were also found. Many pieces of fired and unfired
drain pipe were found across the site. An unglazed fragment of
white and blue mugr similar to a c1911 coronation mug seen in a
private houseT was found. At the same time a bottle green teapot
and standr and two candle sticks were seen. A characteristic of
pottery from this works seems to have been the presence of 3
small raised dots in a triangle on the base.
The northern end of the canal (BE 221) shows signs of infilling,
probably with waste from the Benthall pot.tery. Surface
colLection produced many black glazed lamp basesl coarse ye11ow
earthenwares and thick garden pots (nn 22LO2). No art pottery at
all was found at this site. Workers have reported finding
quantities of teapot lids and spouts at the pottery itselfr ds
well as drain pipes and kiln bricks marked "Benthall potteries".

pieces of Rockingham dishes, and pale yellow earthenware
jugs and dishs bought 1oca1Iy and very likely made at Benthall
can be seen on display in the Lawnsr Broseley.

Who1e

If the potteries were run separatelyr it is possible that the
Pottery - with its one or two kilns and scatter of
buildingsr may have been a smaller specialist pottery. The
Benthall Pottery in 1902 is larger with at least 3 kilns built
into a square range of buildings, and may have been massHaybrook

producing wares.

5.33 Earthenware Manufacture: Other Benthall Potteries
Glassrs Pottery
Perhaps

179 (ee

the Least known pottery in the parish was sited on plot
fi9A2). rn L795 and again in 1805, John Thursfield

insured his potteries

including a "set of potworksr late
therein" consisting of one kiln and hove1.
(SRo 4791/L/3,5). rn 1835 two buildings and a kitn are shown (SRo
3956) r and in 1B2B and 1835 Pigots directory lists two potteries
- one of which is Bentha1l, but the other must be Glass's.
Jones & Bathurst of Benthall Potteries operate the works in
Glassrs..earthenware

1844

(Tithe map) and the works have disappeared by

1883.

The site now contains a modern bungalowT but extensive deposits
of earthenware wasters can be found nearby (BE 13802). The
nearest source of clay outcrops in plot L42 (BE 14201), which
shows signs of working.

Pitchyard Pottery
The

buildings adjacent to what is

now the New
70

Inn were the site

of a clay pipeworks, eventually known as the Raleigh Tobacco
Pipeworks, operated by Messrs Hopkins and Co (p.O. 1879) (ae
11501-6). Details of this factory are given in Appendix Two
c. 1922, Woolfson Rowe and Co operaLed the Salop pottery
Conpanyr making decorative earlhent/are (Tayler mss, Ke11y's
1922t 1926, 1929). fn 1934 no pottery is mentionedr but in 1937
it was operated as the Leigh Potlery companlr no longer listed in
1941 (Kellys). Some attempt was made to revive the pottery in
the 1950s, but. it failed.
From

There is some uncertainty about an earlier poLtery on the site.
Randall refers to the Pitchyard Pottery (eroseley) founded by the
Thursfields, and the Lloyds of Pitchyard House ran a Srcttery from
pre-1814 till at least 1833 (VCH x:draft). In 1B2B and 1836 there
are only two Srctteries in the parish, and it is more Iikely that
the second pottery referred to is what, was Glass's pottery by the
Leopardl sti1l in operation in 1,844
The layout of the buildings can be seen on the l9O2 OS mdpr
conprising two ranges of buildings, running towards each other
with a kiln at the apex (BE 11502, 11503 amd 11504). A kiln and
the back range were in existence in 1835 (Hitchcock) r the front
range were added by 1883. The site was acquired by the present
occupier in 1959. He demolished the ki1n, and created a large
roofed area by removing an internal waII. A chimney and parts of
the buildings can still be identified.

material from the poLtery was found by the IGMTAU (BE B3B),
and unglazed teapot lids have been found dumped in the garden of
Brook Cot.tage on the other side of Bridge Road.

Waste

5.4

Maws

Tileworks (eenthall Ercaustic Tile

Works)

is known of the Maws tile works by the river at Jackfieldr
in operation until L96.t but the companyrs operations in
Benthall before moving to the later site are Iittle understood.
It was the clays of Benthall which attracted the company to the
siter and the name "Benthall" was retainedT even after the move
to what was technically Broseley parish.

Much

5.41

Docurnentary background

In 1852 George and Arthur Maw opened a tileworks in Benthall, on
a site "fashioned out of the o1d Benthall Ironworks". The

brothers were apparently attracted by the convenient supplies of
clays and coal, which they had already been shipping from
Benthall down the Severn to their Worcester works (VCH i2446).
There is a suggestion that serious production of tiles did not
begin for some time. Experiments were made in the types of clays
and manufacturing processesr ond it was not until 1857 that the
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of prain encaustic tiles with a greatry
increased colour range, began at the site. However, some
conrnercial production must have been undertaken earlier, as a
fire of 1856 delayed a large order. Steam driven presses were
introduced in 1873r presumably at Benthal1.
comrnercial manufacture

i.htil 1863, the plastic process was the only one in useT where
wet clay was placed in a plaster of paris mouldr and then a slip
placed in the impressions to create a pattern. At this date the
dry process (dust-pressed), whereby weathered clay was ground7

seivedr dried and subsequently pressed into ti1es, was
introduced. Small tesserae were produced from 1861, enamelled
and majolica tiles from 1862 (.rewitt l8B3:184).
While at Benthallr t.he company obtained a first class medal at
the Exhibition of LB62r and awards at a number of other shows.
They developed a variety of tiles and majolica wareT and were
particularly famous for the colours they introduced (VCH Salop
I:446). A number of patents introduced by the company must also
have been developed at Benthallr for example the mi1l machinery
for Prossers 'dry process'r the steam blunger, and a patent for
a steam press for dry pressed tiles.
Dawes has suggested that there is some evidence for the
production of brick and roofing tiles at the Maws factoryr
showing an example of a MAW brick stamp from the works (L979259).

c. 1871 the purchase of land for a supplementary works near
the Tuckies at Jackfield was commenced. Space was obviously a
problem at Benthallr where by lBB3r the works are occupying all
available flat land, in what is the steepest part of the Benthall
valley. Despite denying all rumours that they intended to build
at Jackfield in 1875 (RMorrissr p€rs. comm) work had commenced
at the new site in 1879 (Randall lBBO:140)r and the factory was
built in 1882-3 (Jewitt 1BB3:19O) 7 coinciding with the closure
in 1BB3 of the Benthall factory.
From

Benthall works would have taken part in the river trader
shipping tiles and probably clay by barge. The construction of
the Severn Valley Railway in 1862 must have helped with the
transport of finished goods, alLhough the site was well above
the railway. The private raiLway siding at Jackfield would have
The

been more convenient.

5.42 Archaeology
The works L/ere located on both sides of Bridge Bank (BE 05605,
05804). The Maw brothers took over the old Benthall Ironworksr
and so it may be presumed that the original site lay on the east
side of the road. Space here was extremely limited and expansion
must have taken place later to the west with another four kilns
The only plan of the site is on the 1BB3 OS map.

Today there are modern bungalows on

part of the site of the
73

east

05605)r and a house associated with the works (By 006)
has recently been demorished. A retaining wa11 of glazed bricks
and fragments of saggars collapsed in March lg\7, and the area
has been graded to form a gentle sIope. The wa1l held back waste
and ash containing some broken tile materialr and the 1ack of
slag suggest.s the tip dates to the use of the tile works (Bn
B7A). Further waste occurs t.o the north on By 005, where tiles
can be seen eroding out of the side of the road to Easthope
\^rorks (BE

Coppice.

A smaIl clay mine survives at the south end of the works, Iined
in part with plain and decorated tiles (BE 05603).

Of the west worksr very Iittle survives (sn 05804). T\^/o
cottages built on the site have render inset with fragments of
broken tiles. There is a fragment of curved brickwork visible on
plot 58 which does not obviously correspond to the kilns shown in
1883.

5.5

Brickmaking

In 1635r Lawrence BenthaLl was promoting the manufacture of
bricks at Benthall Marsh (VCH:draft). That he was building
cottages for minersr suggests what may be the beginning of an
organised building industry in the parish (see Chapter B). The
earliest surviving use of brick is on the OId Vicarage (c. 1700).
The only other hint of early brick making is the field name Brick
Furlong (BE 200). Thomas Harries was operating a Brickyard on
field no. 273 (rittre Map) in 1844.
5.5L Burtons Wtrite Brickworksr Bower Yard
The land between Bower Yard and the Iron Bridge forms an ideal
site for a brick works - clay outcrops to the east of the
Broseley fault on the hillside behindr and the river provides
transport for heavy bricks. Brickmaking on the site may date
back to the 1790sr when Charles Guest operated a kiln here
(Williams fndex). The site was occuped by a brickworks
specialising in white refractory bricks until the early
twentieth centuryr which was replaced with a pipe making concern.

W 1844 J. & E. Burton were making bricks at a site just to the
north of where the railway was to be (BE 04601), although they
had previously make bricks and tiles in Broseley (pigot 1828).
In 1862 the company acquired the Ladywood Red Brick and Tile
works. The works are shown in 7852 (SRO op 35O) wit.h brick
kilnsr buildingsr yardsT tramwaysl water, stable and waste.
Apparently the first down draft chimney in the coalfields was
built here in 1874 (VCH x:draft).

In IBB9 E.Burton was a member of the Broseley Brick and Tile
Assocationr whose aim was to fix prices, fight
conpetition from Welsh slate for roofing materials and protect

Manufacturers
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t.he Broseley name (Dawes 1979:48). Control passed to Adam Jones
in 1895r dnd in 1917 to the Bennett brothers. The last operator
\^ras a Hughesr ond the "Benthall Firebrick works" closed in the
1930s (williams index).

exploiting the loca1 Ganey Coal Clayr and there
indication that Lhe works \^rere exporting clay down the
Severn (Dawes 1979:50). By 1908 local supplies were exhausedr
and Adam Jones apparently experimented with the clay from

The works were

is

some

beneath the lower frawstone. No doubt clay came from the area of
the Viger coal miner and after the construction of the railway a
special bridge and small tramway incline were built in order to
continue to carry clay across the line.
The Burtons were noted for producing a creamy coloured fire
brickr some of which had been used for an extension to the
Ironbridge Station. Bricks can still be seen on the retaining
waII for the oId stationr adjacent to the fron BridgeT and on
the base for the footbridge. The remaining Coalport station may
also be constructed of Burtons bricks. The company received a
medal at the London Exhibition of 1862 (Randall IB79). At one
point the st.amp RUTFORD & CO was used. An 1879 advertisement
(p.O.) for Burton & Sons Broseley Brick & Tile Works lists
roofing tilesr ridge tilesr flooring seuaresT all kinds of
bricks for agricultural purposes, firebricks, burs and squares,
although probably all but the firebricks were being made at the
Iadywood Works.

5.6

Drains and Sanitary Pipes

series of Public Health acts through the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries established the obligation of municipal
authorities to provide water. Vast loans were made to councils
in order to finance the piping of water and provision of
sehrerage. This in turn provided a stimulus for the mass
production of saltnlazed; vitrified clay pipes for use as drains
and sanitary pipes.
A

Yet it was only in the late 1930s that production of sanitary
pipes began on any scale in the parish of Benthall. This may
relate to the exhaustion of the easily accessible high quality
fireclaysr ds the Bower Yard brickworks were experimenting with
other clay sources by the beginning of the twentieth century (VCH
i2443). The introduction of plastic pipes in recent years has
made earthenware sanitary pipes uneconomic, and both companies
have closed.

Benthall Stoneware Conpany at Bower Yard
Burtons brickworks were reopened in the late 1930s by a company
producing only sanilary pipes and fiLtings. The pipes were salt
glazedl and extruded and fired in circular down draught kilns.
Some 30 to 40 people were employedr and fire clay was being
75

exported to South Staffordshire. They were stil11 operating
1953, but closed by about 1955 (Williams Indexr Dawes 1979).

in

in many places in Boweryard.
The southern retaining wa1I of the works is built almost
completely of pipes and many fragments are found dumped in the
area of the limekilns.
Drain pipes from the works are found

Benthall Potteries
Glazed products (Mid1and

Ltd) started work on the site of Old
Benthall pottery in 1939, with 35 employees, obtaining clay
nearby (williams index).
In 1958 the buildings of Benthall Pottery were used for the
production of agricultural drains and pipes (see BE 218). Clay
came from early open casting operations at the Deerleap and by
Benthall Hal1. Glazed sanitary pipes must also have been
producedl as these are found in abundance on the south side of
the road. Surface collection indicates that white kiln bricks
for their own use were being made, as well as drain pipes and
brown salt glazed sanitary wcrr€s7 all bearing the stamp
BEMHALL.

In 1982 Morris Corfield bought the site in order to use it for
storing agricultural machinery. Four circular kilns and a range
of drying ovens were demolishedr and machinery \4ras cleared dwalr
but otherwise t.he works were littIe altered.
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CHAPTR.

6.0

SIX:

INDUSTRIAL VENTURES

IN THE BENIHALL

VATLEY

Introduction

There were a series of industrial ventures down the Benthall
Valley and on the shores of the Severn (see figure 16). Early
Iead smelting must have been attracted by the proximity of the
River Severn as a transport networkr although the short lived
iron furnaces were more 1ike1y a product of the entrepreneurism
of Edward Harries and the Harries familyr then lords of the
manor and associates of John Wilkinson fron founding continued
well into the nineteenth century. Maws Tileworks and the white
brick works must have dominaLed the local economy of the valley
during the latter part of the nineteenth centuryr and are dealt
with in Chapter 5.

6.1 tead Smelting
fn the eighteenth century there were at least four lead smelters
in the Ironbridge Corge - in Benthallr Broseleyr at DaIe End and
one perhaps at the Lloyds (Trinder 19BI). Lead smelt.ing in the
area is one of the least understood industriesr dfld one for
which very little physical evidence survives. The convenience of
local coal supplies and river transport must have been two of the
main factors in the establishment of lead smelting in the Gorge;
particularly as there are no local sources of ore.
A lead smelter operated in Benthall Parish between 1731 and the
late eighteenth centuryr located on the river bank at the west
end of Bower Yard. The London Lead Company leased land through
its agent Thomas Barker in 1731r and a smelter was in operation
that year. Mathew Dore and Co took over the works in L739r using
ore from the Bog mines on the Stiperstones (Trinder 1981:8r10).
Ore came from Llangynog in Wales, where it would have been
transported via the Tanat valleyr down the Vyrnwy to the River
Severn. Even coal was not got. from the south side of the riverr
close Lo the smelter, but from mines at Little Dawleyr leased by
the Company (rrinder 1981). The smelter was still in operation

in

1786 (Young's map).

lead smelter can be seen in the foreground of views of the
Iron Bridge (eg Smith 1979 nos 7,14,26) r on the river bank on a
slight promontory a little way above the river. The most 1ike1y
location is on plot BE 29 or 30, in front of the lime kilns,
although plot 35 is possible. The building seems to be single
storeyed with an iron banded brick chimney on the river side. A
vent is let into a tiled roof. The smoke from the chimney is a
constant feature. It contained two coal fired reverberatory
furnacesr and was designed by Barker (vCH x:draft).
The

A second lead smelter \^ras located by the Iron Bridge in a
building converted into a malthouse W 1765, according to a deed
held by Mr Eustace Beard. The site is that of a malthouse just
7B

in side Broseley on the western bank of the brook (SRO DP 350,
nos B0 and 10). Field investigation has shown that there is a
scatter of brick and slag eroding out of the river bank at this
site where the retaining walL for the bank has collapsed.
6.2 Ironraorking in Benthall
Joseph Plymley noted "furnaces, foundryr
smithy" amongst the many activities in

officesr boring millr
the Benthall of 1803.
With railways bringing raw materials, pools providing water
power and wharves for shipping finished goodsr the picture of
the Benthall valley as a centre of ironworking must have been
much more convincing t.han it is today.
6.2L

Raw

Materials

The involvement of the Harries family in the construction of the
furnace suggests that ironstoner coal and limestone must almost
certainly have been supplied localIy. As lords of the manor they
owned the mineral rights of the parish and would have had control
of local supplies.
Speaking

of the ironworks at Benthallr Rennie described the

charging of the furnace:

"the first thing is to throw in some (embers?) and heap on
coals above it till Lhe furnace will hold no ffior€7 blowing
the Bellows aII the time. Upon the top of the Furnace fu1I
of coals throw in Iron stone & Limestoner (Zx1 as much
Limestone as fron Stoner and aft.er throwing in a good
stratum of that about (twice) the thickness of coals & so on
keeping the furnace always pretty full".
He suggested

that about 20 tons of iron

were produced per week.

At Horsehay in 1773 there was a ratio of 3 or 4 to I for raw
ironstone to l-imestone (tttott 1958) r which would have created a
demand for at least 70 tons of raw ironstoner
B tons of
limestone and c. 11.5 tons of coke for 20 tons of iron.
Additional coke would have been used for calcining, which would
in turn have reduced the volume of ironstone.
Pits were in operation above the works in 1835 (nitchcock), which
would have produced coal, but probably not ironstone. The coal
would have been coked in Dundonald's tar ovens (see below)r at
least at the end of the eighteenth century. A band of ironstone
outcrops just above the worksr and some may have been got from
therer otherwise ironstone could have been mined from sites at
the top of the hill.

A rail link with Benthall edge suggests that fluxing limestone
was almost certainly provided from the guarries at the terminus
of the railwayr the rights to which Harries would have owned.
79

6.22

Power

The Benthall Brook falls some 400ft over a distance of just over
a kilometre. ft rises in the area of the Deerleapr but is today
culverted down most of the valley. In places the brook is
supplenrented by runoff from Broseley Wood (eg in the garden of
Brook Cottage) or by additional streams (e.9. Mine Spout).
Howeverr the catchment area of the stream is not larger dnd
unlike Coalbrookdale, the valley is steep and narrow and there
is little space for large pooIs. Thus any water-powered equipment
would have had to make use of height rather than volume to

generate povrer.

Ironworking in Benthall at any scale was probably only possible
with supplementary power. A st,eam hammer was in use within a
year of John Wilkinsonrs experiments at Bradleyr and a steam
engine was in use to recycle water to a pool above the worksr a
cormon

practice in the Shropshire coal field in the eighteenth

century.

The site of the ;rco1 can be seen on Hitchcockts map of 1835r (Se
05703) although subsequent mining has led to considerable build
up of waste and the filling in of the pool. The pool h/as never
particularly larger drd there must have been problems with the

quantity of water available.

The boring miII was al-so water-poweredr with water which must
have been brought across the road from a nearby pool (possibly on
plot BE O97), unless there was an additional stream on the west
side of the vaIley. But the wheel of the mill was so designed as
to make best use of a small quantity of water.

W I7B4 the furnaces were blown directlyr with an engine whose
blast "supplyes the two furnaces to smelt 20 tuns per week"
(nennie). rn 1802 there \^/as in operation a 30 hp engineT
capable of blowing only one furnace at a time (trinder
]99lz40 t273) .

6.23 Benthall Iron

Furnaces (gg 05604)

The Benthall Lane works were built in the I77Ost possibly by the
land owner the Reverend Edward Harriesr partnered by William
Banks and John Onions who operated the works. Harries was Lord
of the Ivlanor from 1770 until 1812r dnd his involvement, with
John Wilkinson in the construction of the Iron Bridge and ot.her
entrepreneurial project.s make it very possible that he was the

initiator of the ironworks. Howeverr he was not actually
resident in Benthallr but a relativer Francis Harries occupied
t,he manor and insured part of the works some years later.
W l7B4 the works were marlufacturing steam engines and
some 700 men

(trinder

1981:40).

BO

employed

furnace was in blast in 1796 producing 1334 Lons per annum
(Scrivenor 1967:95). In 1806 one furnace was in blast producing
1294 tons per annum (williams index). rn 1815 the two furnaces
were operated by F.B. Harries & Co. Both furnaces \^/ere out of
blast by 1823 (trinder 1981:143)r alLhough it is possible that at
least one was working later (witliams index). The ironworks are
shown on Greenwood's map of LB27 r with a reasonably detailed
One

plan in 1835 (Hitchcock).

In I7B4 John Rennie also observed a steam hammer in use. Just a
year earlierT Wilkinson had perfect.ed a method of driving a
forging hammer with a rotative steam engine at Bradleyr the
first apptication of steam to forging iron (nickinson J-9J-4z25).
At Benthall, howeverr it seems from Rennies descriptionr that
a variation in the gear for driving the axle holding the cams is
under experimentation. A double rack was attached to the chain
from ttre beam. This rack drove two wheels which turned the axis
- one turning it on the upstroker one on the down. A flywheel
on tle axle kept the motion constantr and enabled the hammer to
be driven at a constant rate, lifting 16 inches at each stroke.
This was somewhat Less than the hammer at Bradley which lifted a
hanuner 2 feet high. Wilkinson's involvement with the boring mi1l
at Benthall makes it almost certain that it was he who was
involved in the design of the steam hammer.
The ironworks was situated half way up the Benthall valley on the
east side of the road on a plot of land which has now been
cleared (BE 056). Nothing of the works survives todayr as the
buildings were taken over by Maws in 1851r pr€sumably heavily
rebuilt, and demolished some time after 1881. Much black glassy
slag and ironworking waste can be found around the site and lower
down the Benthall valley.
On

l-ater mapsr the forge seems to have been located with the

ironworks on the same site.

6.24 Boring

Mi1I

a water-powered boring mill of the tlpe invented byJohn
Wilkinson was constructedr presumably for the production of
engine cylinders. By 1784 the works were producing rotative
engines, and in l7B9 the books were full for two years in
In

1781

advance (BE 11004, Trinder 79BI:4O.97)

Wilkinsonrs original boring machine, patented in \774 was used
for boring canon from solidr and involved the rotation of the
object to be bored against a cuLter. A revised version of the
nnchine was used for the more accurate boring of cylinders,
which had already been cast hoIIow. Here the cylinder was held
rigidr and the cutter turned as it travelled along an axis.
This produced truly circular cylinders, and was thought to have
been in use in Bersham. The invention was instrumental in
enabling Watt to patent his improved steam engine (oickinson
l9l4:22).
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boring mill at Benthall seems to have been of the latter
type. It was described by John Rennie in 1784 in some detailr
and corresponds closeley to a model reconstructed from drawings
held in the British Museum (Oavid de Haan, pers. comm, Braidr
forthcoming). A waterwheel powered t.he turning axis with the
cut,tersr a weighted Lever moved the cutters horizontallyr and
the rylinder was held in place by chains.
The

Rennie described the wheel as "about 14 feet diar & about 4 feet
broad"r with "buckets of cast iron & its water coming on at the
Top & a smaIl quantity drove the machine". Obviously there was a
problem with water supply, and so the apparatus was designed so
as to minimise [rcwer requirements; with a the lever providing

additional power through gravity.

E?ancis Harries insured a "boring mill with smiths shop over it
and charcoal house adjoining under one roof together" in 1807
(SRO) 4791/l/7 p 134), to which moulding shops had been added by
1814. It was stil1 in operation in 1844. Today nothing remains

of the boring mill site except a flat area of land, slightly cut
out of the hillside. A modern bungalow has been built on the
sire (eE 110).

6.25

Foundry

Although iron was no longer smelted in Benthallr ironworking
continued in the parish until the middle of the nineteenth
centuryr probably until just before Maws bought the site of the

ironworks in L852. In 7844 Price and HilI operated an
ironworking complex including poo1sl a foundryr officesr d
nnchine house and a boring mi11.

The foundry was located within the ironworks (nitchcock 1835) and
was operated from at least 1B2B by Stephen Hill (pigot 1B2B).

6.26 Associated ironworking activities
Francis Harries also insured in 1BO7 a "Blacksmiths shop with a
room over and carpenter shop adjoining"r and a "threshing milI
shopr workmans houser two warehousesr a smiths shop with two
fires and pattern makers shops overr also a building no\^I
erecting consisting of a smiths shop and carpent,ers workshop"
(sRo 4794/L/7 p 133). These seem to all have been associated with
the main operation of the ironworks. Much of this activity was
probably taking place a little way up the valleyr around the
site of the boring miI1 just below the New Inn.
A machine shop of uncertain function
Apportionnrent of L844.

6.27

is listed in the Tithe

Products

Pig iron for castings was being produced by the furnacesr sent to
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Cookley and Wolver1y in the late L77Os and to the Soho foundry in
Snrethwick between 1797 and 1781. Otherwise domestic wares were a
more common product
By 1811 there must have been a fairly large foundry operation. A
list of products of 1811r includes "ironmongery Goods,
Palisadesr Aquafortis Potsr Soap Boilers, and all kinds of
Loam Castings, Pipes, Engine-Workl Machineryr Threshing-Mi11s,
Rollers for Mills and aII Forge Castings etc. " Prices are given
for all articles delivered to Bristol. Clearly the operation
rivalled the Coalbrookdale company in the range and nature of its

products (sRo 254.71).

6.3 Tar Ovens
Lord Dundonald built a series of coke ovens beside the ironworks
in I7B7 (frinder 1981:40). He had patented a method for "Making
tarr pitch essential oilsr volatile alkalis, salts and cinders

from pit coal " (cD 233.108), (the process is described by
in Trinder 1977238). The technique was employed
at Newcastler Rochesterr Coalbrookdale and on the Dundonald
estate at Culross, near Edinburgh.
Plymleyr quoted

The destructive distillation of coal in sealed vessels gives off
gas and tarr and leaving a residue of coke. The tar was
distilledr and heated t.o form pitch for naval and building
purposes. The gases were used for oils for varnish, the
volatile a1kaIi for rsal ammoniacr and the coke in the
ironworks. Such products had been originally made from fir treesr
and imported to Britain from Sweden and Russiar but when the
northern European states raised their prices in 1703 Britain
turned to America. Supplies from America had been cut off by the
wdrT and there was at the end of the eighteenth century a demand
for Ioca1ly produced materials.

The works were very shortlived, although some tar must have been
producedT as a fee was paid to the proprietors of the Bridge in

order for tar to be taken down the road to the Severn and the

was painted with one of his mixtures (trinder
19Bt:55). DundonaLd had great problems with family financesr
and there is some indication that the cinders produced were of
little use in ironworking (the Carron works would not use the
cinders produced at his Culross works). The varnish was too
brown and smelt. too bad to be used in house painting, and it is
possible that the northern European tar was cheaper to produce
(figures quoted by Stuart)(Scot.RO MS 5372-BO)r although a
mixture of Dundonal-drs was applied to the Iron Bridge. The works
were demolished at least by 1799r and earlier if they were indeed
used as a source of lead for works at Ketley in 1790 (Trinder

Bridge itself

1981:40) .

Local tradition suggest,s that the tar ovens were not by the
works, but at the top of the vaIley.
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6.4

Ropeworks

visited the parish in L776t hemp
universally'grown by farmers and cottagers who
dressed and spun it before it was passed on to be woven into
linen rin the countryrl and a contemporary suggested that there
were very few farmers "but what had a hemp patch.. the produce of
which they spin and cause to be wove for the use of their
families" (Green 1981). The probate inventory of Richard
Benthall in I72O shows that f5 worth of flax and hemp was stored
at the Hal1. Plymley describes smal1 plots of land (ca1led
hempyards) attached to almost every cottage (e1ymley 1803:177-8)
According to Arthur Young, who

was ralmost

a short-lived ropewalk in the parish c.
in the Sroor house accounts (VCH x:draft).

There was

6.5

Corn

1821 mentioned

Milling

There is a fourteenth century reference to "the mi11 poole of
Benethalle" in the (SRo 1224/3/289)r and there are two buildings
adjacent to pools on Parsonrs map of c. L62O. In 1807 Harries
insured a threshing mil1r which may be the miII shown in 1835.
A second smalL mill stood just above this, leased by Jones &
Bathurst of Benthall potteries (en 10605, BE 15701).

is a complex of sma1l pools associated with water power for
threshingr 6od also for the boring mi1I of the ironworks (rigure
15r 16). The pools are located just adjacent to and below the
New fnnr on the east side of the val1ey. Their smal1 size, and
the sluggishness of the Benthall Brook must have limited the
quantity of water power availabLe.

There

The Benthall MiII, built at the end of the eighteenth cent.uryr
and famous for its 60 foot overshot wheel, is discussed in detail
in Appendix Three.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN:

BENTHALL

-

THE CHARACTER OF SETTLA{M{T

7.0 Introduction
The parish of Benthall consists of at least four distinct
settlement areas. One scat,tered along the road from Broseley to
Much Wenl-ock, an area down the Benthall Valleyr the group known
as "The Mines" and Bower Yard by the riverr which forms a
separate community. The most striking feature about the parish
is the absence of settlement around Benthall- Hall; now a
National Trust propertyr visitors may not even be a\^/are of their

proximity to an industrial area. Yet the grouping of country
houser church and farm buildings suggests a traditional rural
vi1Iage.

Apart from the hal1, most of the buildings in the parish are
smaLl cottagesl usually built singly, and in haphazard
relationship to the roads and to each other. There are a few
exceptions - the Bailiff Houser the Old Vicaragel Benthall House,
and Hilltop Farm are al-l substantial houses (plot nos 9201r
20301, 19301, 15101) - but there is no sense of a well-

stratified

community.

This section explores the historical context of these surviving
buildings, asking what kind of sample they constitute, and uses
building as evidence for an understanding of the development of
the area.
7.1 Historical Background

It is important to recognise that a conventional manorial
structure underlies the history of the parish as an industrial
settlement (see Chapter 2). A11 the land in the parish was in the
ownership of the lord of the manorr until the 1920s when some of
the housing stock was was sold off into private ownership.
Benthall HaII survives as the symbol of the estater and gives
evidence for the nature of the settlement and its age. It
appears to be a late sixteenth century houser and a documented
date of 1583 (Pevsner L974:72) confirms this. There is evidence
for an earl-ier building on the siter associated with a preexisting church. The present church was rebuilt in 7667 r but
there is evidence for a chapel here in I22L with an earlier
dedication (nyton iii:278). A number of slip decorated and line
impressed medieval tiles are found reset in the floor of the
church. Additional tiles have been found in the garden of the
hallr indicating that they are from destruction rubble for an
earfier building and not brought from nearby Buildwas Abbey. rn
the Hall itselfr the absence of true symmetry in a building style
which is evidently intended to refer to the ideals of symmetryr
nay be confirming evidence for this.
some
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Figure 18. Benthall Va11ey Settlement Pattern
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It is clear from the industrial background to the parish, that
although there was some industrial activity in the medieval
periodl the main period of prosperity was the seventeenth
century. The Lord of the Manorr Lawrence Benthall7 actively
developed the coal (and possibly clay) resources of the parish,
and encouraged settlement. By the time of the sequestration of
the manor in 1645r the collieries of the parish were at least as
important as t,hose of Brosel-eyr though these had been developed
earlier. Although ironworking and ceramic industries continued
well into the eighteenth and nineteenth cent,uriesr Benthall was
by then very much an adjunct to nearby Broseleyr and never again
achieved

industrial

pre-eminence.

development of the parish r^ras a
of the area had been enclosed in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuriesr dnd there were a number of
smaller farms along with the demesne. Arthur Young in 1776 noted
that the cottagers kept pigs and cows and grew their own hemp,
arable crops included corn, peas, beans and vetchr and cattle
were generally preferred to sheep.
Alongside the industrial

thriving agriculture.

Much

pattern of lanti'ho1ding, at least in the nineteenth centuryr
suggests that agriculture and industry should not be set up as
opposite extremes of economic exploitationr since both land uses
often fell within the same holding. A probate industry from
Benthall Hall in 1720 shows that Richard Benthal1, alongside a
substantial agricultural cofic€rrlr had also a brick clampr
ironstoner codlr and pipe makers c1ay. fn the nineteenth centuryr
some industrialists were also holding farming land - for example
Price and HilI who operated the ironworks and the lime kilns also
leased arabl-e 1and.
The

7.2 Location and Development of settlenrent
Local tradition records that the early settlement of the parish
was around the ha1l, and that this village was destroyed during a
civil war skirmish (Sir Paul Benthallr pers. comm.). Although it
may be that the hall was attacked in 1645, it seems much more
likeIy that any medieval settlement was gradually abandoned as
the industrial resources of the parish came to be more rigorously
exploited. To the north west of the haII are traces of ridge and
furrow cultivation, and what may prove to be house platformsl
and earl-iest buildings elsewhere do not seem earl-ier than the
early seventeenth century. If there was a gradual shift in the
location of the settlementr following the development of industry
it seems likely that this took place in the seventeenth century.
Documentary evidence also suggests that the development of an
industrial settlement was taking place in the early seventeenth
centuryr but this will be discussed in detail beIow.
7.21 Population
Although knowledge of population figures cannot help
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identify

the

location of settl-ementT it gives an important contexL for

an

understanding of the nature and extent of settlement and its
development in the area. ln 1542, 11 men were mustered from
Barrow and Posenhall. Wanklyn considered that the population of
the parish was c.BO in 1570. In the 1642 Protestation return,
there were 84 men listed in the parish of Bentha1l. In 1672t 29
househol-ds v/ere eligible to pay the Hearth Tax, and in 1676r the
religious census recorded 241 adults (Wanklyn:1982, VCH x:

draft)

.

of these early figures demands caution in so far as they are
compatible records. What proportion of adult men
strictly
not
in the muster of 1542, and what is the relation
included
were
of adult men and numbers of households in the
numbers
between
early seventeenth century? How many households were too 5rcor to
have to pay tax in L672? These demographic issues need more
discussion than is appropriate herer but the statistics do at
least begin to sr:ggest that during the seventeenth centuryr there
was a substantiaL increase in the population of the parish. This
is consistent with the apparent increase in the area of
settlement at about this timer and with documentary evidence
which suggests migration into the parish (see below).
Use

l7OOr the population was greater than 500r and in 1801, it was
600 (Wanklyn :-g82). The census returns record a faII in the
population during the nineteenth centuryr which continued until
it stabilised at about 320 in the l930rs:

In

1801 636
7B7l. 446

1821 554
1901 387

1851 530

This declining population is also reflected in the building
historyr but this will be examined in detail later.
7.3 Phases in the Development of Settlement

buildings confirms the general pattern of an
earlier settlement in the vicinity of the haIl, superceded by
new areas of settlement in the seventeenth century. The scattered
settlement pattern along the periphery of the parish certainly
suggests that this is not a primary settlement arear and this may
support the traditional- account of its origins. Dating evidence
for t.hese buiJ-dings will be reviewed below, but none seem earlier
Evidence from

than the mid-seventeenth century.

But the surviving buildings cannot be interpreted without an
awareness of their context within the historic settlement as a
whole. In order to do this it is necessary to establish the

extent to which they are representative of the original
settlement, and what kind of sample they consititute-
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7.31 Evidence from field work

Field work suggests certain characteristics of the settlement:
the buildings are arranged haphazardly with no coherent planned
relationshipr and there are at least four distinct settlement
areas.
Set.tlement along Wenlock

Road

development is concentrated along the road between Broseley
and Much lalenlock. Map evidence shows that this area may have
formerly been more densley built up than it now is, and study of
maps post-dating the Tithe Map shows that the land along the
roadside was divided into small pIots, even where there are now
no buildings (see plot nos 186, 195, l.94t for example). This may
imply that there were dwellings here at some earlier date. The
road was established by Lhe middle ages (vcH x:draft). This area
was known as Benthall- Marsh and it was referred to in a Iegal
dispute of the 1630's relating to new settlement (see bel-ow).
Todayr many of the buildings along this road have been rebuiltr
but those which survive in anything like their original form are
uniformly smaIl cottages, of brick or stone (eg plot nos 18301
and 19801). rhe relationship between the sma1l plots for building
and the larger field pattern suggests that both fields and road
Some

settlement, which has taken place in land taken out of
the fields and bordering the road.

predate

Settlement down Benthall Brook

Road

Buildings along this route are also dispersed in sma1l plots. The
road was already an important route by 1630 (VCg x:draft)r and
some of the houses that are more or less oriented towards this
route appear to be among the earliest of the parish. The plot
formation again suggests that settlement occurred as the result
of taking land out of fieldsr at l-east between the Wenlock Road
and the Minesr but some of this land has also been used for clay
mining. In the Gorgel it is unusual for housing land use to
compete with agriculturer and it would be interesting to relate
the phases of industrial exploitation here with the use of land
for building (see for example plot nos L54r 155).
The Mines
What survives in this area seems to be only a proportion of the
buildings that were here in the eighteenth century. The random
grouping of the buildingsr which are not laid out with any
reference to the road patt€rhr s€elll to have called into existence
a network of roads and paths to connect them. The whoLe
settlement clearly respects, and does not encroach upon, the
outcrop of coal to the south west. Study of the plot formation in
this area suggests that rather than taking in land along
roadsides from the fieldsr it was indeed marginal land; there is
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l-ess apparent reference to earlier field boundaries. It is
likely that the origins of the settlement was contemporary with
the exploitation of the nearby coal seam.
The present buildings in this area are as a rule larger and
appear Lo be better built than those along the Wenlock Road. Some
of them also seem to be among the earliest buildings in the

parish.

Bower Yard

The area along the river may be considered as a separate
connnunity with a coherent and distinct economic base of its own,
related to river trade and the crafts that accompanied it. The
settlement is oriented to the river, but was formerly more
concentrated than it is now, with a dense area of seLtlement to
the west which was lost in construction of the railway.
Surviving buildings are therefore only a smal1 part of the
original extent of the settlement here and may not be
representativer but the few that are ear1y, are substantially
built and of larger dimensions than those along the Wenlock Road
(eg plot nos 3601, 5OO1). There are also a number of l-ate
eighteenth century and early nineteenth century smal1 terraces.
Pictorial evidence suggests that there were a number of quite
substantial housesr as well as a sizeable settlement of early
cottages that appear to have predated the fron Bridge.
7.32 Evidence From Maps
These concentrations of surviving settlement must be compared
with the evidence that maps give for the former location and
density of settlementr if the surviving buildings are to be
understood in the contexl of the historic settlement as a whole.

For the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuriesr there are

a

number of county maps, which, while their scale is too smal1 to
document individual buildings with any precision, are useful for

suggesting the general

J.

location and density of the settlement

Rocguets Mapr 1752 (Photograph

of originall

3656).

This map gives prominence to Bower Yard. It records a scatter of
settlernent along the Broseley-Wenlock Roadr but omits any
settlement in the Benthall Va11ey or at The Mines. This is
puzzling in the light of field evidence which suggests that many
of the buildings in this area are of seventeeth century or early
eighteenth century dater and it may be that the map records the
relative importance of areas of settlementr raLher than their
strict location. If this is so, it is worth noting that the
areas it chooses to cal-l- into prominence are Bower Yard and the
Wenlock Road.
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Baugh's Map 1808

This map is similar to Rocque's; in that it gives schematic
rather than literal evidence for the location of settlement. It
suggests that there was a cluster of building along the Wenlock
Road and at Bower Yard.
Ordnance Survey Drawing, 1874

(Sritish Library

OSD 213)

This map is considerably more detailed than Rocquers map. It
shows settlement along the Wenlock Roadr denser than that shown
on the earlier maps, and more or less continuous along the route
through the Benthall Valley. ft records the clustering of
housing at The Mines, and suggests that this development away
from the roadr was conti-nued north of Spout Lane. The scale of
this map is too small for it to provide a reLiable record of
numbers of dwellingsT but it. does suggest that the overall size
of the settlement in this area was greater then than in
subsequent mappings; the Tithe Map records only three houses in
this area (plot nos 61 , 59, 100).
Greenwood's map lB27 (IGMT Library)

This map confirms Lhe general distribution of settlement shomr on
the early Ordnance Survey drawing though in rather less detail.
He indicates a road leading west from part way up Bridge Bankr
not shown by other map makers, although it is worth noting that
Greenwood tends to be relatively inaccurate (eg. the mis-location
of Lincoln Hill in lronbridge),
Benthall Tithe Map 1844

This is the earliest large scale map of the parish, and a
conparison with the Ordnance Survey drawing seems to sr:ggest that
by the time this survey was doner part of the settlement north of
Spout Lane had alreadlr disappeared, since the Tithe Map records
only a few houses in this area. It gives a precise indication of
the previous extent of settlement along Bower Yardr and shows
that elsewherer the present distribution of settlement though not
its overa]l extentr is close to that of the early nineteenth
century.

If the first two editions of the Ordnance Survey (1883 and 1902)
are also taken into accountrand compared with these earlier maps,
they suggest that some buildings were lost or replaced in the
latter part of the nineteenth century. In particularr the overall
size of the settlement at Bower Yard was much reduced by the
building of the railway.
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7-33 Conclusions

For Benthall, as perhaps for no other part of the Gorge, maps
provide important negative, rather than positive evidence. They
cannot be used for assessing the origins of settlementr since the
general distrbution had already been established by the beginning
of the eighteenth century when the first surviving map was made.
Neither do they give much evidence for the phasing of
development. What detailed study of maps does provide, howeverr
is evidence for substantial numbers of buidings that no longer
survive. fn particularr the Ordnance Survey drawings of 1814 show
a built up area which had already disappeared by the time that
the Tithe Map was made in LBM. The buildings that now l-ine this
part of Bridge Road are almost without exception apparently early
twentieth centuryr built on an area used as an encaustic tile
works in the Later nineteenth century. On Bower Yard a
settlenrent that appears to have been relatively dense by the mid
eighteenth centuryr wds greatly reduced in size presumably when
the railway was built in the L860's. That this did not occasion
new building on any scale to replace what was lostr suggests the
poverty of the area by that time. Map evidence also shows that
the settlement was not added to on any significant scale after
the eighteenth century. It was only in the twentieth century
that new building modified the earlier distribution of
settlenrent.

evidence shows that the extent if not the distribution of
building has changed since the late eighteenth century. Surviving
buildings are only a proportion of the original extent of
settlementr and their relationship with this earlier totality
needs careful assessment.
Map

7.4 Building

Dates

It has been established that there is evidence for important.
settlement in Benthall since at least the seventeenth centuryr
though its precise extent is not known. How many of Lhe buildings
that survive belong to the first period of building on the
periphery of Lhe parish? How does this relate to the character
of the different areas of settlement?
7.41 General Problems

in

Dating

Study of the buildings suggests that there are certain
difficulties in arriving at building dates.

Structural

Evidence

of the buildings in the area are made of mixed materials;
either brick with some use of stone, or stone with some use of
tinber. superficial study is not always enough to determine the
relationship of the different materials. Is the stone that exists
Many
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in a brick building a survival from an earlier building or merely
in use as footings or in combination, referring to but not
necessarily part of an earlier building tradition?
42 and 43 Bridge Road (p1ot no 155) are built of rubble to
ceiling height, and during restoration work, a stone gable was

in an internal walI. The use of brick here is clearly a
later alteration associated with increasing the height and
extending the overall length of the building.
uncovered

11 Benthall Lane was demolished in 1984r but was recorded by
Jonathan Rowe in 1983r and the site was then excavated by the
I@1T archaeology team. The cottage was built of brick and stone,
and the stone walling was shown by excavation to continue as
foundations underneath areas that were built of brick. It seemed
likely that the cottage was rebuilt in brickr probably in the

eighteenth centuryr though there is no conclusive dating
evidence.

Al-ternatively, at Hungerdale Farm, stone has been used for the
construction of farm outbuildings which post date the brick
construction of the main cottage.
fn other dwellings, the exact relationship of stone to brick is
less easy to determiner for example where there are stone
footings, or a single waII of stone. In other areas of the
gorge, evidence suggests that it was not uncommon to build in
mixed materials especially where housing was built against an
earth bankr but in this arear where in many cases the buildings
are not built into a slope, the use of stone may well be evidence
of an earlier phase of building. Stone is known to have been used
as an early building material in the examples discussed (p1ot nos
3601, 5001, 18301, 19701, 19801, 10201).

of timber with stoner which occurs several times within
the arear is a construction technique para11elled elsewhere (.1.t.
Smith, pers. comm.)7 suggesting integrated construction.
The use

in one example, a now &molished building on Bower Yardr is
there any evidence for stone replacing timber. Although there
are difficult.ies with reading the evidence of the photograph to
interpret the relationship of the two materials, it does seem to
suggest that it was a timber framed cottage subsequently extended
in stone (plot no 42; 1986.11909).

Only

A Seguence

of

Use

of Building Materials?

Stoner timber and brick are all found in housing across the
parish. fn other dredsr it may be assumed that this would
represent a chronology of buildingr but making this assumption in
this area is problematicr because the origins of building work
seem to have been very variable, and al-L three materials were
readily available IocaIly. The evidence for these various
origins of building work will be reviewed belowr but it is at
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least possible that the use of different materials refLects the
builder/commissioner rather than an absolute

means of the
development.

Brick was being manufactured in the area at least on a sma1l
scale since the early seventeenth century, dnd Lawrence Benthall
was promoting the manufacture of bricks at Benthall Marsh in 1635
(vCg x:draft). Brick clay would have been readily availabe as a
by-product of mining. ft is not known of course, what markets
these locaIIy produced bricks would have reached, but it seems
likely that they would have had Local use. Howeverr the first
brick buildings would appear to be late seventeenth century (OId
Vicaragel c.1700r Raddle Hall-, Broseleyr 1663)1 although Benthall
Hall is apparently brick lined. A11 these buildings suggest a
degree of affluence absent in the cottages that form the greater
part of the settlement.
Sandstone was a readily available 1ocal materialr although local
limestone does not seem to have been suitable for fine building
work. Timber, of course, was an important loca1 product (see
2.2). Although all these materials may have been available on a
very sma1l scale as much as by organised industrial provision -

small clamps of bricks for example could have been fired on a
casual basis relatively easily in an area where suitabl-e clay was
readily to hand - the use of brick does however also seem to be
associated with larger scale building and production. The
paraI1e1 study of Broseley Wood shows that tLe building of large
numbers of cottages for industrial workers was carried out in
brick from the early eighteenth century.
The

social history of building

The variable origins of building work - who commisioned and who
paid for building - must be introduced as a factor in assessing
the character of the building. Vernacular architectural theory
nnintains that there is a diffusion of architectural design from
the greater to the lesser kinds of building over timer and while
this may suggest a model which leaves out the actual conditions

of building and the specific relationships of making and use
which underpin it, it does at least introduce a \^/arning about
taking dating evidence from one building and using it on another
of a different type. ft is important to give recognition to the
economy

of building, and qualify dating by the like1y

available at the time.

means

If Benthall was developed through a process similar to squattingr
it is particularly important to be cautious. The rubble built
squatter cottage that is now at Blists HiIl, for examplel was not
built until some time in the nineteenth century. Development of
this kind will closely reflect a kind of subsistence economy of
Iredflsr and this may introduce considerable variation into the
choice and use of materials. The same caution needs to be applied
in using other building features as dating evidence, such as plan
forms. The dating of buildings in this report is based on
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comparative study, and
l-ines.

is intended to lay

down

only rough guide-

In itself, abstracted from the context of construction and the
of the buildingr plan form is not a reliable guide to
dating. Certain features may give very general guide-Iines: the
use of corner fire-places for example, which occurs in a few
houses, can be attributed to the late seventeenth century or
early eighteenth centuryT by analogy with other loca1 building.
Sectional form may be more important than plan. The absence of a
full second storey is likeIy to be evidence of a date before the
later eighteenth centuryr at least in brick or stone cottage
construction. In timber buildingsr the existence of an original
second floor at all suggests a seventeenth century date.
whole form

General problems

in dating:

conclusions

As a general I'ypothesis for dating the phases of building in this
dr€dr iL is suggested that timber and stone, which may have been
in use at more or less the same time in the later seventeenth and

early eighteenth centuries, were both superceded as a major
building material by brick during the eighteenth centuryr as both
production of bricksr and the demand for labourers housesr
increased. Tt is assumed that brick did not come into general
use for cottage building until the early part of the eighteenth
century.

Tinber is not a material associated with industrial house
building, nor particularlyl with poor building, if only because of
the necessary skill in carpentry which is involved. Stone as a
building material is capable of a wider spectrum of us€r
reflected in the range of quality of construction the buildings
of BenthaLl evidence. In assessing individual examplesr it is
inportant to distinguish between those elements of a building
tradition which may be dateable by virtue of their use of
building practices of the dayr which connote, that is, some
element of architecture, and those which are more makeshiftr rnor€
vernacular or rudimentary.

ft

useful to introduce a distinction between vernacular
industrial housingr and to suggest that what characterises
industrial building is its use of a more exact modelr reflecting
the reguirement to build in greater numbers. The organisation of
building7 by speculation or smal1 scale commission, which 1ed to
the building of houses in pairs or groups, may also be a
characteristic of specifically industrial house buildingr and
both these features became aspects of an industrial aesthetic. Tn
this arear while precise dating may be difficultr it is possible
to distinguish between a pre-industrial housing form and an
industrial cottage, and it is this change in major housing type
and the subsequent development of an industrial housing form,
which is important in the studlz of Lhis area.
may be

and
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7.42 Dating: The First

Phase

In spite of the caveats given earlier, it seems fair to suggest
that t.he use of timber in building is 1ike1y to be a seventeenth
century techniquel though it may have carried over into the
eighteenth century. This can be suggested by analogy with timber
building elsewhere in the county. The timber buildings that
either survive or are documented in Benthall are relatively well
built with timber of good scantling, and quite large (p1ot nos
5001, lI2O4' 42OL). Of coursel it may be that other, less well
built timber dwellings are among those houses that have not
survived, but those that survive are of a quality that does not
suggest mass building in industrial developmentr nor building for
a relatively poor class of occupier. Furth€rrnor€1 these buildings
have a sophisticaton in their use of timber that does not suggest
the late application of a more or less outdated building
technique. Building methods that require their own skills will
not linger at the lower levels in a social hierarchry of building
when there are cheaper and more rudimentay methods of
construction then available. The particular history of this dr€or
which grew up as an industrial settlement makes it unlikely that
construction techniques which were not adapted to building
cheaply and on a relatively large scaler would have survived.
There is however, no direct dating evidence for timber building.

building may also be a seventeenth-eighteenth century
construction. Un1ike timber building, it is more likely to be
suitable for building on a larger scale and relatively cheaply
though of course expense depends on standards of technique and
these vary within the area from well coursed and squared ashlar
to random rubble. There is also a technique that employs timber
framing over stoner to form the roof structure and gables (see
plot no 10901 and 15401).
Stone

Benthall HalLr built at the end of the sixteenth centuryr uses
sandstone as ashlar facing over brick, and it is likely that this
stone was in fact guarried locally.
There are two dat.ed stone buildings. One of these, The Bailiff
House (p1ot no 92), dated L672, is built of well coursed stone
and formerly had exposed timber gable ends. It is a substantial
houser possibly that of Hartshorne in the Hearth Taxrwhich was
recorded as having 6 hearths. fnsider the partition wa1l between
front unit and rear wing is timber framedr but it seems likely

t.hat this was just the technique used for construction of an
internal wall. This, with the use of timber for the gable ends
suggests that there was a familiarity with mixed construction
techniques at this date. Because this house is larger and more
substantial than many others in the dr€dr its use of this
technique is relatively sophisticatedr and the stone is well
coursed and squared. It is suggested that the other buildings in
the area that use this technique are aLso 1ikely to be late
seventeenth century (see for example 49 The Mines, BE 10901).
There

is another dated building on Bower yard
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(BE 036). This

house is dated 1642t and is partly built of stone but extended
and refronted in brick. The datestone does not appear to be in
existence in a photograph of the house taken c.1950r which
suggests that it is not authentic.

Another house on The Mines (se 1-I4) incorporates two late
seventeenth century date-stones, though the house itself is
probably late eighteenth- early nineteenth centuryr with small
fragments of an earlier building possible in the existence of one
partial rubble wal1 in what is now a small extension to the main
house. Assuming that these dates stones came from the earlier
building on the siter they do suggest that sL,one was in use as a
building materiaL in the seventeenth century.
The c17OO phase map has been drawn up to show buildings that are
wholly or partly of timber or stone. Some of these may have only
fragmentary remains of these construction techniquesT but are
included as possible rconstructions of earlier buildings.

7.43 Dating: A Second

Phase

Although there seem to be few houses that survive from the
seventeenth centuryr there are rather more from the eighteenth
centuryr suggesting that this was in fact a major period of
building in the parish. There are a number of small coLtages
with plans of no more than two rooms which may be related

directly to those recorded in the probate records (plot nos
I9B0l, 18301, I62OL). nut many of Lhe houses that are left have
been enlarged or changed since thenr so thatr although surviving
houses may incorporate recognisable elements of seventeenth or
eighteenth century housesr they also reflect later changes to a
high degree. It would be risky to suggest that this can be used
as evidence for the poverty of the first phases of building
without qualification, but when this is put alongside the
documentary evidencer it does begin to suggest that the earlier
building included a high proportion of very small housesr few of
which survive. It is suggested that this is part of the
development of an industrial housing form.
buildings are brick built cottages which have one and a
half storeysl and a one or two roomed plan and they are probably
early-mid eighteenth century. During this period, a number of
earlier cottages may have been rebuilt, since several of these
smal1 brick cottages incorporate substantial fragments of
stonework which may be taken as evidence of an earlier
construction. It is this type of brick cottage which is the
precursor of an industrial housing type, and the model which was
adopted for example in Tea Kettle Row in Coalbrookdale. The
housing of Broseley Wood will demontrate the phases in its
development from the more rudimentary detached cottage of
These

Benthall.
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Given that these cottages are very sma1l and poorry builtr it is
worth asking why the stone cottages were rebuiltl to be replaced
by something which cannot have been much better. The brick
cottages represent a housing tlzpe as a moder of practice, and the
beginnings of a standardisation of construction. The fact that
they are brick bui1t, suggests that they are the result of some
more formar buirding process. Brickr especially where bondedr is
not a material for serf-building, but impries a degree of expense
both in manufacture, and also in assembly. rnsider some have
chamfered timbers with ornate stops of a kind also found in
buildings of a much higher quality (BE 17802, 18301). rt is
possible that these cottages dre the- result of provision by the
land owner or industrial entrepreneur, and they at least suggest
a leveL of income consistent with industrial work. They represent
the development of a type of building that may be related to the
industriarisation of the area, though it is important to note
that in Benthall (as indeed in the greater part of Broseley
Wood) r these cottages are built in relative isolation, and not
grouped as terraces.
The change from stone to brickr and the rebuilding of those
seventeenth century cottages which are knourn to have existed but
which do not surviver can be understood as a change in the
organisation of building practice, and possibly that shift from
impermanent to permanent building which is a tenet of vernacular
theory. fn this case, this change can be interpreted as the
development of an industrial housing form, and changes in the
economic organisation of building work. rt may also represent an
improvement of living standardsr but so 1itt1e is known either
about the earlier phase of building here or about the eqr:ivalent
houses of the rural poor, that this must remain as speculation.

7.44 Later Building

to have been littIe new building in the latter part
of the eighteenth century and early nineteenth centuryr to judge
by what survives. There are small numbers of cottage groups7 and
terraces, and some evidence of rebuildingr but on a sma1l scale,
representing individual improvements or land development rather
than a sizeable new phase of building (egBE 11801 t 15502,
16201). ft is noteable that in most casesr the terraces seem to
be the resuLt of extending or rebuilding existing dwellings
rather than completely new buildingr which suggests some process
of change in the nature of housing organisation.
There appears

building of sma1l terraces or pairs of houses suggests either
formal provision by small scale speculation or by the land owner,
or the exploitation of family property as income. There is some
evidence to suggest that some of the larger earlier dwellings
were suMivided at about this timer which may be connected with
family formation or the development of property as investment. fn
at least one case, 49 The Minesr 1ocal tradition recarrs that in
nxcre recent historyr the two cottages were inhabited by different
generations of the same family.
The
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Belonging to the same period of building are a number of small
detached houses of two rmit p1an. Unfortunately nothing is known
about their originsT or their social status, but they suggest
some sort of stratification when considered alongside the smaller
terraced houses (ee tOgOZ, 11203). But it must be emphasised that

the buildings of Benthall do not exhibit the degree of
stratification which would be expected in a self-contained
industrial communityr and that the parish must therefore be
considered as an outlying settlement, perhaps of Broseley.

fn the later nineteenth centuryr in spite of the continued
existence of industry in the arear there was very little new
building, and few changes made to older ones. This period seems
to have been characterised as much by the destruction of existing
buildings as the building of new ones. This was a process which
started in the earlier part of the centuryr to judge by a
comparative study of mapsl but it was escalated by the building
of the railwayr which accounted for the demolition of at least
sixteen houses on Bohrer Yard f or example. They r^rere not
replaced. This history is consistent with the steady decline i.n
the population of the parish during the nineteenth century.
7.45 The twentieth century: The Rise of Suburbia and the
of the Bungalow

Development

With the accelerated decline in industry Benthall seems to have
become a place of retreat. Twentieth century development is
characterised by the building of a number of bungalows and other
srnall detached houses which continue the unplanned and relativery
random

distribution

of building in the area (eg BE
That these are in the tradition of
by their namesr of which Ittldo and

03110561086r088 and 099).
Dunroamin is emphasised

Halcyon are perhaps the best examples.

Several phases in the development of t.he area in the twentieth
century can be identified, with new building in the thirties and
fifties. It is sugested that the earlier phases relate on the
one hand to the evacuation of industry from the area, and the
continued expansion of family property on the other (BE 17101,
I7zolt 15301, 11001). There has also been some building on a
larger scaler the Bentlands Estater and the building of the Local
Authority Housing. These developments have modified the density
of settlement in the area (BE 14101, l7gol, 21501).
Recent building has again been piecemeal and private. This new
building replaces existing housing rather than extends the total
number of dwellings, presumably as the result of planning control
on settlement size (BE 106, 216). Alongside this, extensive
alterations and work on older buildings needs to be considered,
and there are nohr several conservation projects underway in the
parisl'r. Both these aspects of more recent building appear to be
associated with incomers to the area (BE 10901, 15502).

to2

CHAPTER.

ETGHT: BEMHALL

-

BUILDI}G TYPES

8.0 Introduction
Buildings have been studied for the evidence they give in dating
the development of settlement in Benthall. rt is now important to
consider how these buildings can be classifiedr and what
information this provides for the nature and process of

development.

8.1 The First Phase of settlenrent
Tinrber framed cottages

Only two timber framed dwellings

survivel though at least two
others are known through pictorial
evidence (1976.II0,
1986.11909). The surviving cottages are built of substantial
timbers, framed in square panels and with queen post or strut
roof construction. They have a characteristic square plan formT
of two units. one of these houses has a wide dormer gable which
is a feature which is al-so found in some of the stone cottagesl
and in other 1ocal timbered housesr such as yew Tree Cottagel
Coalbrookdale. It may notl however be an original feature. Large
detached chimneys are also characteristic. These features also
seem to be present in the illustrated cottages that do not
surviver though one of these, on plot no 42 seems to have been a
rather flimsier construction, with, for exampley a shallow
pitched roof (see plot nos 112, 5001 t 4201, 2BO1).
Stone

Built

Cottages

There is a sma11 group of houses built of stone, sometimes in
combination with timber, with a substantial two-unit plan. The
method of construction varies from rough rubble to sguared and
coursed stone, but in either cds€r the houses are well builtr and
the detailing suggests a coherent building tradition. fnternal
beams are sometimes chamfered with ornate stops, for example, and
where there are timbered gables, the timbering is of a
substantial quality and with a technique similar to that of the

tinber framed cottages. The detached chimney is again
characteristic (BE 10901, I54Ol, 15001, g2ol).

There are in addition a number of rough rubble built cot.tages,
which do not appear to be either as large or as well built as the
first group. Most are fragmentary survivals, existing as parts of

cottages later rebuilt in brick, but there are two cottages
whichr while heavily restored and much altered may give some
indication as to the nature of the type. It may be however, that
even these were of a higher quatity than the rudimentary
fragments. fn at least t.hro casesr the cottage that has replaced
the stone house is a sma1l brick building, smaII in p1an7 and
with only a single storey. ft seems possible that these rubble
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very sma1l and mean, and this may explain their
survival rate (gs 18301, 19801, 16202, 14403, 14801).
houses were

poor

It is possible to suggestl then, that of the early buildings
which survive in some form or another, there are aL least two
distinct types, representing some kind of social hierarchy. It
is also noteable that there is a high proportion of the poorer
houses surviving along the Wenlock Roadr though the higher
numbers of vanished buildings in other areas makes it difficult
to attach too much significance to this.
8.12 Historical background to the first phase

in Benthallr unlike those other parts of the Gorge so
far sudied, settlement decreased rather than increased during the
period for which there is map evidencer it is important to try to
establish whether what survives is a representative sample.
Because

It is a truism of vernacular architecture that it is only the
better quality buildings that are likely to survive, and that
this phenomenon of differential- survival- is 1ike1y to be the more
acuL,e the older the buildings are. This Lrypothesis can be checked
by reference to other sources. There are two principal sources
which provide some information about building in the area in the
late seventeenth century and early eighteenth century, the Hearth
Tax of 1672 and the series of probate inventories which cover the

period between 1675 and

1762.

The Hearth Tax

first imposed in 1662 and was abolished in
of property tax which used number of hearths
as an index to size of house and hence an approximate guide to
wealth of occupier. It was a tax on the occupiers of property
rather than owners. ft can be used by the historian of houses as
a rough guide to the sorts of house Iike1y to be found in an
dr€or and the distribution of typesT but needs to be used with a
certain ammount of caution because it is not necessarily a
comprehensive list.
Paupers were exempted from payment, but
unfortunatelyr although a list of paupers discharged is given
with the Shropshire return of 1672 (which is the only one to
survive) r this is for the whole of the Franchise of Wenlock,
rather than a parish by parish list. This means that figures
available for BenthaLl Parish may not actually be a record of
every single house, but only of those affluent enough to pay. It
is not known how the definition of "pauper" was arrived at.
The Hearth Tax was
1689. ft was a form

Shropshire Hearth Tax Return of L672: Benthall (Shropshire
Archaeological and Parish Register Societyr 7949, 33)
The

Name
Phillip Benthall

Hearths
18

Hearths

Name

John Jones
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3

Joseph Reynolds
Morris Hartshorne
John Cooper
C,eorge Hartshorne
Thomas Syner

Robert Crunnage
Thos. Hartshorne
John Hartshorne
Wm Rutter
John Wooton
Rd. Smith
Ceo. Hartshorne
John CulLas

2
2
2
2

2
2
6
3

4
1

4
3
2

Thomas Marsh
John Machyn
Francis Arnshaw
John Hager
Wm Hayne
Oliver Easthope
Thomas Easthope
John Brooke
Edward Dawley
Ra1ph Bradley
Widdowe Turner
Naboth Dawley
Widowe Lloyd

2
2
2
2
1
1

1

2
2
1

3
3

I

Out of 29 houses listedr thenr 20 have I or 2 hearths on1y, which
suggests a high proportion of very small dwellings. The spread of
house types suggested by these figures shows a cluster of small
houses and very few intermediate or larger houses. By comparison
with Broseleyr whichr out of 92 houses listed had 10 r,yith more
than 5 hearthsr Benthall seems to have a relatively high
proportion of sma11 dr^rellings.
How many

of these 29 houses survive?

suggested seventeenth

The

first

phase map shows

century houses, but there are very few of

these that survive in anything like an original form. The house
with 18 hearths is obviously Benthall Hal1, that with 6 probably
the present Bailiff House (BE 9201) which was built or rebuilt in
the same year that the tax was made. Of the other buildingsl
only the timber framed house on The Minesr possibly the two stone
houses nearby and two houses on Bower Yard now exist in anything
like their original form (BE 112041 10901, I540I, 5003). The
survival rate of smal1 dwellings is therefore poor, as might be
expected as standards of livingr and the means to make
improvements have modified housing needs.

of hearths, while it may give some indication
of the status of the house and therefore of its occupier, is not
necessarily a reliable guide to the nature of the house itselfr
and it should not be thought that a single hearth house is
necessarily a hoveI. The stone house on The Mines and the timber
framed cottage nearby could both have been built with only a
single hearthr and the timbered house at least is a relatively
large and we11 built structure (se 10901 t Il2Ol-). ffre existence
of only one hearth does not necessarily suggest the existence of
only one room. ft is the poor survival rate of housing from this
period as much as the number of hearths that suggests that there
may have been a higher number of poor dwellings which have since
been demolished or rebuilt.
However, the number

Probate Inventories

studied in a sequence from the late seventeenth
century (earliest exampler 1675) to the later eiqhteenth (last

These have been
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1762). They represent a record of propertyr usually
in the proving of a wilI. They do not often
give direct evidence of property ownershipr since they are not
concerned with real estater and willsr which might detail
inheritence arrangementsr have noL been studied. What probate
records can do however, is give detail on the arrangement of
houses. The best records made an invent,ory of all goods in the
house presented as a room by room survey. Others fail to mention
particular roornsr though it is sometimes possible to reconstruct
the kind of house by studying the kinds of goods listed. For
exampleT fire irons are sometimes listed, which may give evidence
similar to that derived from the hearth tax.
example,

moveable wealthr made

difficulty with using probates is that it is not possible to
assess how representative a sample they constitute. What kinds
of people had these inventories made? ft is usually the case that
they mainly record wealthier households. However, in this sample,
from what can be gleaned about occupations etc, and the wealth of
the householders it seems reasonable to suggest that there is a
fair cross section of society represented. The sample considered
here ranges from an inventory of Benthall Hal1 to the home of a
poor miner. It has not however been part of this survey to
analyse personal wealth (see Trinderl forthcoming).
The

overall sample is smalIr dnd its size at any one time
insufficient to give good evidence for any changes over time. The
records are spread across a number of years and inevitably they
can at best be grouped by period.
The

Tlpe

l-675-1700

7700-t720

two roomed plan
4
tr*o roomed with service
one roomed plan
3
one roomed plan with service 2
one hearth house
3

3 roomed

?
2

I

house

7720-1750

T\zpe

one
one
tvro
two
one

1

room plan
room with service
rooms
rooms with service

hearth

1750-

4

I

3

2
2

1

2

I

1

What the probate records suggest is that there were substantial
numbers of houses that were very sma11. A high proportion had

only one room with an attic chamber above. Others had one
principal room and a smaller oner with two above, but both these
forms probably often had only one hearth. Of the two room plan
houses, most had kitchenr sometimes called house, with parlour,
and in only one case is there direct evidence of the parlour
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being heated. This suggests that the single hearth houses may
have also had a two roomed p1an, though some of them may have
been single room dwellings. Additional rooms were usually
service rooms of some kindr either brewhouse, buttery or larder,
and some houses had an additional cellar. The evidence suggests
that the common form of house would be a small two unit cottage
with attic rooms above, that is, the type that survives in
substantial numbers in the Gorge as a wholer and of which there
are a few examples in Benthall itself. The 4 roomed house
represented 36.6t of the Benthall houses recorded (Trinder,
forthcoming).
Probate fnventories also give some evidence of what kinds of
people lived in what kinds of houser although not every record

gives this information so that the sample is very smaI}. A
fuller reconstitution of households must await further study (see
Trinderr forthcoming). What evidence there is does suggest
however that the larger houses were like1y to be those of
people holding agricultural landr and that it was the trowmen and
miners, that isr the indutrial workers, whose houses were among
the smallest.
There are very few houses that seem to be of any great size:
other than Benthall HaIl, only one house is listed as having more
t,han two main as opposed Lo service rooms. Again, these records
suggest a clustering of very small houses and a small number of
much larger houses, confirming the evidence of the Hearth Tax.
This might be taken as evidence of the poverty of building, but

it is open to another explanation; the general pattern for
vernacular housing of the period was for an approximate
relationship between use of space and type of house, and it is
houses that were not purely living spaces that seem to have had
the most space. It is suggested that the small size of houses
recorded in the documentary sources for the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries is evidence not so much of a poor class of
occupants, but of an industrial housing tlpe in which income was
rnade outside the homer and such farming as there was was
subsiduary and on a smal1 scale. This is borne out by closer
analysis of the probate recordsr in fact, where the houses with
are houses of craftspeople or small farmers. That
these people may also have been relatively more prosperous than
the miners is a separate issue. It is an aspect of the nature of
building that it reflect not only degrees of affluence but also
the uses of the house. Number of rooms may be as much an
indication of occupation as it is of wealth.
more rooms

To set this in context a brief comparison could be made with
other parishesr from figures prepared by Trinder. These show
that in Broseley and Little Wenlock, the range of housing types
and sizes was much more evenly distributed. Little Wenlock in
particular had a far smaller proportion of very small one or two
roomed houses, but this would be consistent with its different
economic structure. This stratification
relates not just to
numbers of industrial workers, but also to the structure of the
settlement as a whole, and it has already been suggested that in
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the later period, Benthall was not a self-sufficient community.
8.13 Building Techniques
Carpentry

There is a more or less common form for timber framed buildingr
and elements of this can be traced through into the stone built
houses (p1ot nos 5001-, L72O4t 15402, 92OL). It may be worth
distinguishing between the timber and stone houses and the rubble
cottages, because the former seem to contain some kind of
architectural tradiLion which may be lacking in the more
rudimentary buildings. Benthall Hal1 employs sophisticated
carpentry techniques in panelling and the construction of its
cantilevered stair. Absence of opportunity for work of a similar
standard elsewhere in the area suggests that skilled workers were

brought to the area specially.
Howeverr two other local
buildings rather later in date, The Bailiff House and The old
Rectory also have woodwork of a high quality inside (p1ot nos
9210,20301).

In smaller buildings where timber is a subsidiary materialr its
is likely to be confined to main beams and roof structure.
In a number of the smaller cottagesr these main beams have
ornately stopped chamfersr which suggests the application of a
school of building rather than crude techniques of make-shift
use

construction (p1ot nos 17802, 18301).
Stone Building

of stone varies from well- dressed ashlar or squared rubble to
randomly coursed unshaped rubble. ft is suggested that where this
rough rubble exists alongside other detail such as timber work of
a more architectural quality, it suggests economy of buildingr
but that where it appears as rudimentary in its entiretyr it may
well be an indication of squatter building properly so ca11ed
(plot nos 15401, 15001r 3601, 15501).
Use

Brickwork

of brick suggests some element of building skill or
craft in constructionr By c.1700 in "po1ite" building at leastr
there was a well developed vocabulary for the use of brickr
although it is not known how loca1 this building tradition may
have beenr and whether for exampler builders came from outside
the area to work on specific and expensive projects such as the
building of the O1d Vicarage (BE 20301). However, even in
the smaller cottages; Lhere is some evidence for a coherent
building tradition or school, in the application of detail such
as eaves corbelling and string courses (BE 198011 18301, 10801).
Techniques of bonding do not suggest rudimentary building work.
fn additionr at least two sma1l buildings in the parish use
The use
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in a highly decorative way (BE 17g02, IB5O1). However
the existence of rendering, 1itt1e of it recentT suggests the
possibility of a poor initial standard. This would be compatible
with an adaptation of building skiIls to varied means and to
building cheaply.
brickroork

of brick also suggests the introduction of different
scale for building work; since it is much more a mass-buirding
material than either stone or timber, at least in this area, and
in particurar in this locarityr where brickmaking actually was a
local industry. The existence of numbers of very similarly
constructed brick cottages suggests the development of an
industrial cottage which could be compared with the early
buildings of Coalbrookdale for exampler as they are known from
The use

pictorial

evidence.

Roofing Materials

is some evidence for the use of thatch as an alternative,
and possibly a precursor to the use of tile as a roofing
material. 49 The Mines (BE 10901) was thatched until the 1940's,
and iLlustrat.ions of the iron bridge show several thatched
buildings on Bower Yard (1976.110; AE 185.771). Tile however
seems likely to have been used for new building from at least the
There

early eighteenth centuryr when it was being locally produced.
There is no use of slate.
An

architectural vocabulary

The dwellings discussed so far are all more or less vernacular in
characterr if that term can be taken to include the development
of an industrial architecture. There are however a number of
buildings which aspire to some kind of architectural style in a
more conscious way. Benthall HaIl will not be discussed further,
but there are also Hilltop and Benthall House (BE 17301, 15001),
which employ a classical vocabularyr in very similar ways, and
which are both probably c 1800. fn additionr there is the OId
Vicarage, which may be clTOOt and which is a first example of the
use of classical symmetrlr and also of brick (BE 203). Unlike
the two later housesr this does not appear to have been a
farmhouser aDd it has been suggested that it is the site of a
pipe worksT so that it may have been built from industrial
wealth- No evidence of this kiln has so far been found.

These architectural buildings serve to emphasise the distinction
between Lhe few wealthy buildingsr and the restl in a settlement

that appears to have largely lacked a well stratified social
order. What is important here is not so much a distinction
between agriculture and industryr as between landed wealth, which
rnay have been exploit.ed in a number of different waysT and a
tenant class of labourers.
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8.14 Early Building T\pes: Conclusions

it is possible to make a general classification of the
buildings of this area in some kind of chronologyr there is
1itt1e sense of a coherent range of building types as models of
practicel although it is clear that the early development of the
industrial cottage was one such model. There is only a limited
social stratification of building, but it is possible to trace
changes in the nature of building development. There is also the
fact that "vernacular" traditions of building were superceded by
a more industrial form, both in terms of the formation of a new
rnodel of building, the small brick cottager and in the
organisation of building development, the formation of terraces
and groups of houses. The more important distinction, however,
would seem to be between those buildings which employ an element
of architectural design and skillr dnd those more rudimentary
constructions which do not seem to belong to a tradition of
building at all.
Although

The absence of any coherent pattern of settlement form is
evidence for the piecemeal development of the arear and suggests

that it may have developed out of squatting, that this was never
rationalised with industrialisation and organisation of land
managernent,.

Certain distinct elements of building can be identified in the
parish. Housing that survives on Bower Yard is of a relatively
good quality and a good size. There are a number of buildings on
Bridge Road and The Mines which are very substantially built.
Along the Wenlock Road howeverr rron€ of the surviving cottages
suggest anything other than a 1ow standard of constructionr and
many appear to have been rebuilt. Evidence suggests however that
interspersed across the whole area, there were large numbers of
very sma1l dwellingsT making it impossible to draw up absolute
distinctions between the three areas.
Some of the earlier buildings are among the largest in the
parish7 including the timber framed and stone built houses at the
Minesr and the stone building on Bridge Road (BE 10901, ll2o4,
15401). These are also the houses which seem most "vernacu1ar",
as opposed to industrial in character. It may be that they are to
be understood as pre-industrial building t1pes, existing models
of construction which may have characterised the first phase in
the establishment of an industrial settlement. They must, have
been the houses of relativeiy affluent people, and in the parish
are exceptional among larger numbers of much smaller houses.

There are large numbers of small houses which have not survivedr
but which were presumably co-existent with these few earlier
larger dwellings, and it may be that these small houses can be
seen as an early form of industrial cottagel rather than a
building form below the vernacular threshold, or the buildings of
the very poor. The problem is that not enough is known either
about the origins of industrial housing or about the 1ike1y
standard of living of early industrial workers, who were in
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effect a new cIass. It may be misleading to analyse houses by
their size or plan form without reference to the economy that
underpinned the household. If these sma11 cottagesT and their
brick built successors, are in fact an early form of industrial
housing, it is to later artisans dwellings, rather than the
buildings of the countryside, that they must be compared. The
existence of numbers of very similar buildings in the early
stages of development of Coalbrookdale as an industrial
sett.lement, may provide a context for their interpretation. E\,ren
the later industrial cottages in this area may not have had
significantly more space. It seems possible that craft
occupations required their own space which would have perhaps
lead Lo other housing forms. This may be part of the reason why
in general Bower Yard housing seems to be of a rather better size
and quality than housing elsewhere; it may reflect the use of the
house as a place of work.
is one aspect of the architecture of a squatter settlement
this Lhat needs consideration. What evidence is there
for the organisation of the building process? Did squatter
building mean self building? two surviving stone cottagesT both
of which have been however substantially rebuilt are reminiscent
of the Blists Hill squatter cottage from Dawley (which is
nineteenth century). fhe rubble is very rough and uncoursed. fn
There

such as

surviving buildings other than these two howeverr the standard of
construction, while cheap, in terms of quality and use of
nnterials, does not suggest selfbuilding.

It is possible to suggest both an adaptation of building skiIls
and tradition to suit various levels of investment in buildingT
and the existence of some more rudimentary building, little of
which survives, but which may be what is represented in the stone
fragments which form part of many of the brick cottages.
Unfortunatelyr of course, because none of these rudimentary stone
houses survive in anything like their original form, it is not
possible to relate them with any certainLy to atrue squatter
tradition.

As another aspect of varieties of architectural practice in the
buildings of Bentha1l, it is also possible to suggest a
development from relatively
expensive and slow building
techniques to those that are more consistent with industrial
buildingr the use of brick in small dwellings.

8.2 A Squatter Tradition? Documentary Evidence
Both the distribution and form of buildings suggests that a form
of sguatting underlay development of the parish; whether through
primitive buildingr or under slightly more formal conditions.
Documentary sources may provide a context for the understanding
of this evidence. There was a dispute between John Weld of
Willey and Lawrence Benthall of Benthall in the 1730!sr relating
to common rights and enclosure in the parishes of Benthall and
Brose1ey. In the course of this, Weld accused Benthall of
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building, or encouraging "poor and disorderly people,' to build
cottages, complaining that he "doth erect and cause to be erected
diverse cottages in his pretended manor...and encourage and
countenance the erecting of cottages [to make tenants for
himsel-fl" (VCH draft, p4; SRo 1224 box 66)). Benthall denied
this by saying both that he had only built two cottages, and that
they were not for disorderly people but for miners. It may be
that the extent of enclosure by this time \^/as connected with the
development of industrial
land usesr and t.he growth of
settlement. what this dispute reveals is both that there was a
process of house building for minersT that it took place on land
t.hat may once have been considered as common landr and that this
process was taking place with the sanction of the lord of the
manor, whor through his abitity to levy a rentr stood to gain.
Encouraged "squatting" may be consistent with the building
evidence and suggests a pattern of development not hindered by
the land owner, and even condoned by him. The distinction between
those houses built according to an architectural tradition and
those which were more rudimentary may even be evidence for direct
involvernent in building by the lord of the manor. The documentary
sources for both Benthall and Broseley suggest that at least in
the seventeenth centuryr some direct buitding was carried out.

early exploitation of minerals was part of a vigorous estate
that squatting here was by no means the result of
weak manorial control. Unfortunately, there is little evidence to
show how the land was developed, but by combining field evidence
with what can be learned from other dr€osr it is suggested that
developnrent and inheritence under a leasehold system was
encouraged but not directly controlled. probate inventories, and
the few deeds which are available for the area confirm that there
was a system of inheritance under lease. The question of estate
management may have been a rationalisation of a process that was
The

managernentT and

going on anyway.

8.3 Building T\rpes: Later

Development

Some of the alterations to buildings that were made in the
nineteenth centuryr and the style of Benthall Vi1la Farmr
probably also an early nineteenth century building, suggest
similarities with the buildings on the Willey estatel and may be
connected with the holding of the manor by Eorester from 1840
(BE 16001, I54O7, 19401). The building of small rows and terraces
could perhap be associated with estate managementr but the nature
of these alterationsr which were more or less piecemeal suggests
that these changes were, ratherr unregulated and private (see
BE 11801r 15501, L97OI). This may suggest that on a small scaler
land was developed as a source of income among the tenants, some
of whom did not live in the area in 1844.

In the nineteenth century the Tithe map and apportionment shows
that it was only the agricultural land or industrial land
that was held in large blocks. The housing was divided among
shows
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several smalI tenants, most of whom lived in the area and may
have sublet other small properties (platt 1987) rf this was a
qgstem that had survived from an earlier time, it suggests that
there was little interest in direct involvement in housing
provision by the major landholders. Evidence from title deeds in
Broseley Wood (SAO DZA/3/395-), and the occasional reference on
probate inventories to new building sugests that building work
was usually the responsibility of the tenantr and this is
certainly the impression given by the evidence of the buildings
themselves.

8.4 Building \pes: The Twentieth Century

building reflects the architectural fashions of the dayr for
"dunroamin" style housingr and may be set in a tradition of
private aspiration expressed through architecture.
fL
demonstrates that the pattern of development in the twentieth
century was sti1l largely one of private building. There are a
nurnber of examples documented where the building of a bungalow
was the result of family formation. It may be that whereas in
the earlier periodsT this might have involved subdivision or
building onto an existing houser by this time the taste was for a
higher degree of separationr and the bungalow was adopted as an
appropriate house tlzpe for an older generation moving out of the
family home in favour of a younger.
New

Early chalet style

bungalows

These appear to be of the 193Osr and vary from vernacular
revi.vaI7 to the application of art deco detailing in a watered
dovrn version. There are a number of detached houses of the same
epoch, which also employ standard vernacular revival detail, with
little reference to the particular local styles, such as rough
cast render and half-timbering (see BE 18601, B7O1-3, 8801,
t25OL-2, 16203).
The 1950rs and After

Building in these years seems to have been more self-consciously
detail to a minimum. The loca1 authority
prevalent at the timer with a part open

modernr and simplifies
housing adopts a style
plan (BE 21501).

The Bentlands estate (es 14101) was built circa I97Or a
of bungalowsT so taking up some of the Lhemes
in the early use of the bungalow in the parish, differing in the
scale of the development, as a private speculationr rather than
individual building to suit individual needs. This is reflected
both in the layout of the estate and in the standardisation of
design of the uni.ts, whichr where they vary, do so as variations
on a theme.
developmenL mostly

There are a number

of other houses and bungalows which can
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be

not to be family building, but smal-1 scale speculationr in
their application of identical forms over small series of
seen

buildings (BE 11003, 5801).

Modernisations and rebuildings
There are a number of houses t,hat were rebuilt in the 1950's.
Their style is now tmodernetr and there are few references to
the early building styles of the area. This suggests an interest
in modernity rather than history which may also be reflected in

minor alterations (BE 11501 ).
Recent Buildings

return to styles which reflect the
hisLorical architecture of the area albeit minimally. There is a
self consciously cottagey style, using dormer windows, steep roof
pitchesl etc. History is only a poinL of reference, thoughT
rather than a strict code of practice; proportions are changedT
brick bonds are not replicated, chimneys not included. The idea
of cot.tage sometimes goes beyond a loca1 vernacularr to the
inclusion of diamond leaded lightsl for example (though an early
engraving of Bower Yard does show a cotlage with windows in this
style). In general this style is condoned by local planning but
apparently not actively promoted; there are no local design
guides, and it seems that this new vernacular is the result of
compromise between builders and planners. More work would be
neede to establish where its origins lie, but it at least
suggests a new interest in the local building styles and
historical references (gE 10601, 18102, 1800I, 21601).
The 1980's have witnessed a

is true of smaller alterations which adopt a broad
historical base. Changes and improvements are often associated
with recent salesr and possibly with the arrival of incomers to
The same

the arear taking over property from an older population who have
lived here all their lives and who lack this orientation
to history. Alterations of a previous generation have been more
concerned wiLh amenity than with aesthetics or historicism. The
differences must also reflect changes in planning control, both
in its administration and in its underlying ethic.
perhaps

8.5 Building and Industry

for the development of an industrial settlement and an
industrial housing pattern has been discussed. Can the evidence
of buildings provide any further information about the
organisation of the industrial economy?
Evidence

The building evidence suggests that it was never highly
regulated. What were the terms of employment in the early mining
industry? There is nothing to suggest that it was sufficiently
well ordered to have involved t.he formation of Lied houses for
114

example.

FurthermoreT it is known that domestic industry was of great
importanceT with an extensive pipe making concern. Little
evidence for this survives, though oral testimony has suggested
some potential sitesr and there are a few fragmentary remains
which would merit further investigation (BE IBI r 197 1 155). The
limestone industries were no likeIy to have provided a great deal
of employment (Section 4.6)r and certainly resulted in no major
building in the parish. fn the nineteenth centuryr som€ of the
land was leased in large blocks by industrialists, but this seems
to have been largely open land presumably held for resoufc€sr
rather than as an source of income from housing.
A dispersed settlement pattern allowed space for garden plots
permitting a subsistence economy of a kindr and this can be
documented in the nineteenth century, using t.he tithe and census
retuns to suggest the importance of small scale land holding.On
his visit to the parish Ln 1776 Arthur Young noted the importance
of animal husbandry among the cottagers, and also noted that they
grew and spun hemp (vCn x:draft).

This suggests that industrial employmenL, was never enough to
account for t.he whole of the local economlr and that it took
place within a far more mixed economy than that north of the

river for

example.

industries, brickmaking etcT seem to have
little direct effect on the area in terms of settlement
pattern, so that what this now evidences is an eighteenth century
pattern and a relative decline in later years which permitted its
survival. Even the patterns of changes to buildings seem to give
evidence for the origins of the settlement as if these were never
realIy superceded by later development. fn this respect; the area
is guite unlike Coalbrookdaler where a prosperous later history
has profoundly modified the original form of the settlement of
the seventeenth and early eighteenth century.
The nineteenth century

had

@riculture
The parish was never soIe1y industrial. Agriculture had always
played an important part, as is witnessed by the reservation of
the central part of the parish for agricultural use, and the
concentration of industry at its periphery. A number of building
conplexes relating to this agricultural history of t.he parish
survive, and they suggest that there was a considerable diversity
in the scale and capitalisation of agriculture.

At the top end of the scale must be placed Benthall HaIl farm
buildings which are probably among the earliestr and which
represent a large complex of very substantially built barns etcl
sone of which are timber framedr the rest brick. There are also
two grougx of farm buildings which incorporate rubble-built barns
which suggest an eighteenth century building datel and the Srcverty
115

of the construction, the fact that unlike the other farm
conplexesr these have not been rebuiltr suggests a relative
poverty in the holdings that were associated with these groups
of buildings.
fn contrast, the

complex

of buildings at

Bennets

Hill

Farm which

includes a partial stone walI seems to have been rebuilt at least
in part since the Tithe Mapr and insurance papers which
apparently refer to this group of buildings document a rebuilding

from timber to brick in the early nineteenth century

(SRO

47et/ 6/ 63, 4791/ LO / 37O).

Bennets Hill farm and Hilltop have substantial circa 1800
farmhouses, which give evidence for the profitability
of the
farming at that time. They also give some evidence for the

organisation of the estater suggesting that the farming
enterprise was not concentrated in one farmT but that there was a

qgstem of leasing with a spectrum of farm sizes
profitability.
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CHAPTER

N]NE: SETTLEMEM TN

BROSELEY I^iOOD.

9.0 Introduction
Broseley Wood differs in character from Benthall in being much
more densley built upr and almost a suburb of -Broseley. In the
random way in which the area is built upr the absence of coherent
road lines, the networks of small paths; it exemplifies more

strongly than Benthall its origins in a process of squat,terbuilding on the commons. Although often said to have a wide mix
of buildings in a relatively undifferentiated area, Broseley
displays a density of buildingr rationalised into a more or less
coherent street patternl and can thus easily be distinguished
from Broseley

Wood.

9.1 Historical

Background

The settlement of BroseLey was possibly recorded in the Domesday
Book. It seems to have been largely an agricultural village with
a nucleated centre and a traditional organisation of field and
common until some time in the sixteenth centuryr when the
substantial reserves of coal began to be exploited by the lord of
the manorr James Clifford. He encouraged the immigration of
miners, and they were alLowed to build cottages on the hitherto
unenclosed commons of the village.
It is estimated that by
cl.62Or there were some 27 houses in Broseley itselfr c33 on
Coalpit Hi11, and a similar number in Broseley Wood. In 1605-7r
there were riots in which the newcomers cottages were burnt down

by the freeholders, resenting the loss of their common rights
(vcH x: draf t).

of c1618 shows a scatter of small cottages in this areaabout 20-30 (sRo 1224/l/32). By 1681r there were probably more
than 60 cottages in only one part of Broseley WoodT suggesting
thaL its growth was rapid during the seventeenth century (VCn x:
draft). In 1690r this area was itself said to be like a country
town; "the ancient waste of commons of Broseley is now in
greatest measure built up and enclosed by poor people, and has
become as a country town" (Wanklyn 1982).
A map

In support of this, available figures suggest that popul_ation
for the whole of Broseley seems to have been dramatic from
the l-ate sixteenth to the early seventeenthi between 1570-1700,
.it increased from 125 plus or minus 20 to 1950 plus or minus 150
growth

(Wanklyn 1982).

9.2 Nature of Settlement
What is the relationship between Broseley Wood and Broseley
"itself?
It is sometimes remarked that Brosetey is characterised
by its mix of building types with litt1e differentiation by area.
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Broseley Wood seems to be an exception, since t.here are very few
buildings here that are of any sizel and most seem t.o be single
unit or two unit cottages.
The first references to settlement in the area suggest that it
was associated with the buildings and habitation of the poor; it
was said in the 1680's that it was built up by poor peopler and

the first

settlers were considered to be "the dregs of many
counties" in 1605 (Wanklyn 1982). Tn a dispute between Cliffordr
the lord of the manor, and the freeholdersr the freeholders
cbjected to building cottages on the waste for "colliers and
mineral men" (Neff 1936:308)r which makes it clear that it was as
an industrial labourers settlement that this area was developed.

fn the nineteenth century, the area was in ilI-repute as the
poorest part of the settlement, said in 1831 to contain the
filthiest and most dilapidated houses in the parish, (VCtl
x:draft) and the commission which was set up to implement reforms
in avoidance of a cholera epidemic in the 1830rs reserved its
harshest criticism for the dwellings in Broseley Wood (SnO 0Oa).
It seems fair to characterise the area as a kind of suburb,
perhaps an area where the pressures on land use that led to the
development of urban building forms elsewhere in the town was for
some reason limitedr and which remained a settlement of labour.
The failure for a landowning class to develop in this arear and
the fact that the estate owners remained uninvolved in building
suprising. Money that was made in industrial
process seems to have been invested in building within the
present town centreT where there are a number of seventeenth and
eighteenth century houses that display architecture as a
conspicuous declaration of wealth. This contrast is exemplified
in the area of study by a comparison between for example Quarry
Road and King Street/Cape Streetr which latter has a continuous
building line and a number of substantial houses that use
architecture as a deliberate aesthetic vocabulary.
processes seems

a poor district? It has been suggested
one of the reasons for the rapid population increase in the
area was that early prosperity encouraged family formation and a
natural population increase (Wanklyn f9B2), but there is littIe
Was Broseley Wood always

that

architect,ural evidence for this. Survival of very early
buildings appears to be negligibler which suggests a process of
supercession in which the early buidings may have been largely
replaced perhaps because they were of poor quality.
fL is
however

important to qualify this in respect of the buildings

that, survive, whichr while they may be in many cases smaI17 dr€
certainly not necessarily meanly bui1t. The study of housing in
Benthall has suggested that the small cottages are primarliy to
be understood as the appropriate housing form for industrial
workers, and it may be that in Broseley Wood al-so there has been
a tendency to confuse labourers homes with poor hovels. The fact
that there are few buildings of any quality in this area suggests
that it has always been the habitation of a working class. There

is a sharper segregation of classes in Broseley than in
Perhaps a difference in

settlenrents north of the river.

1]9

industrial structure is important in this contextT contrasting
the imporLance of mining on the sout.h with perhaps more highly
skilled ironworking to the north. Or it may be that as one of

in the eighteenth century (VCH
x:draft)r its urban structure was more highly st.ratifiedr
enabling the formation of an enclave of labour.
Shropshire's most important towns

On

the other handr the impression should not be given that

Broseley Wood comprised at any time an undifferentiated mass of
poor housing; standards of design were sometimes guite high, and
there is the beginnings of a stratification of housing types;
single unit cottages dominater but there are also a number of
larger, two r:nit cottages. It seems like1y that at least in partl
its characterisation as a particularly poor area owes to its
function as kind of suburb of labourr part of an urban community
that. was relatively well stratified.
9. 21 Riverside settlement

buildings survive at Bower Yardr because the construction of
the railway involved the demolition of a number of housesr only
some of which were replaced. Those that do survive are largely
later nineteenth century buildings, but one house apparently has
a timber framed core BE 050). There is not enough surviving in
this area to permit a useful analysis of the settlement based on
assessment of its buildingsr but the presence of two groups of
designed industrial cottages of the nineteenth century is
important in the general context of the housing development of
Few

the area as a whole (ee 050).

9.3 Phases in the Development of Settl-ement
9.31 The Evidence of Building
Dating
The seventeenth century map (sRo 7224/I/32) shows a number of
buildings in the arear but field evidence dows not suggest that
many of these survive. At least one building, a cottage on
Woodlands Green (BY 107)r cdo be directly compared. The house was
rebuilt in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth centuryr but
it has been extensively modified since then. Using Lhe same
criteria for dat.ing as in the study of Bentha1l, it seems that
survival has been poor. There is one building that is builL of
stone rubble (BY 132), and another that is apparently timber
framed (By 232.4)r while some of the brick cottages have partial
wa1ls of stone (BY 135). These may relate to the buildings shown
on the seventeenth century mapr but most of the buildings seem to
be brick cottages of a style characteristic of the eighteenth
century or later.

This raises a general problem; dating the brick cottages is
difficult since so far no direct evidence has come to Iight.
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Only one building is itself dated; Tanglewood on Barratts Hi]1
(BY 23201) has a date of 1742 in tiles on the facade; while the
tiles themselves cannot be o1d as old as that, the date itself
may have some historical basis. Another property of Lhis tlpe has
deeds that go back to 1735 (see plot no 13505) as this is
apparently a purpose built pair of cottagesl this is a very early
date for a relativley highly developed type of industrial housing
design; if the deeds do refer to the property as it now survives.

It certainly seems 1ikely that this style of cottager brick, one
and a half storeyedr mdy be dated to the first half of the
eighteenth century. This raises another question: if this is the
date range of this building type, are its origins? many of the
smaLler brick cottages have a sophistication in the use of brick

which suggests a coherent and developed tradition of use
underlying it. There was a local brick industry since the
sixteenth century (VCn x:draft)r and brick was used for the
higher status buildings of the town in the late seventeent.h
century

at least (Raddle Ha1lr

1663).

This question of the origins and development of the use of brick
in building perhaps cannot be adeguately addressed at this stage
of the surv€1zr and it is sufficient at the moment to suggest that
the stone and timber remains represent a first stage of buildingr
followed by the development of the brick cottage during the
eighteenth century.

buildings in this area give only partial evidence of the
history of settlement because the general survival rate is poor,
as an examination of the Tithe Map reveals. ft seems that a
great many buildings were demolished during the late nineteenth
centuryr and then into the twentieth as part of a sLum clearance
programmer so that what survives now is unlikely to be a
representative sample. Study of the Tithe Map suggests that
clearance was carried out almost as a process of "pruning", but
there is no evidence of what kinds of buildings it was that were
denrolished. The clearance seems to have been to rel ieve
overcrowding-sone of the clusters of buildings appear to have
been virtual- if not necessarily designed- back-to-backs.
Howeverr

Certain phases in the development of settlemenL can thus be
suggesLed from the building evidence. There is a high proportion
of eighteenth cenLury cottagesr and a number of fragmentary
survivals incorporated in later buildings, suggesting that this
\^/as a major period in the formation of settlementr a scatter of
dwellings that was gradually and partially filIed in as the
density increased. There is no real sense of the existence of
discrete phases of building, however, and there are substantial
numbers of dwellings from the late eighteenth and nineteenth
centuryr fitting into the existing pattern of land use and never
superceding the earlier scale of development. There are also
significant numbers of twentieth century dwellingsT perhaps
partly built to replace earlier buildings demolishedr either as
formal provision or speculationr or as private building workr and
these also extend the earlier random pattern of development.

l-2t

that there was encouragement given
to settlement by the lord of the rndrrorr but there is no evidence
for intervention in a process of building or planning the
development of the land. It seems to have grown up purely
haphazardly, by random settlement on the cofllrnonsr and there is no
sense of a cent.re. This is suggested by study of t.he early
seventeenth century map (SRo 1224/l/32), which shows a very
random scatter of housesr and confirmed by study of surviving
buildingsr in their random distribution, absence of coherent
orientation, and the lack of a centred settlement. From the
first, development seems to have been relatively unplannedr dnd
this has never been superceded.
Documentary evidence suggests

Study of the relationship between settlement and field patterns
may help in an understanding of the tlpes of settlement process.
The area bounded by Bridge Roadr Barratts Hill, Cape Street/King
streetr and Legges Hill is relatively sparcely settled, and
retains a recognisable field structurer with regularly shaped
p1ots. The settlement appears to be arranged along the road

Iines, suggesting that these in fact pre-date the buildings.
sarne pattern pertains to the area north of Cobwell Road.

The

Elsewherer the pattern is different. Settlement is much more
dense in the area between Legges Hill and Cobwell road. It is
aLso much less regularl with a high incidence of footpaths, many
of which came into existence simply to provide access to houses

from t.he main routes, or to be the spaces left between the
settled 1and. Later deeds still refer to building on the waster
as a process fo continuing development in the area. The one

exception to this is Speeds lane/Simpsons Laner whereT in the
southern sectionr one building is built in a tiny slang that juts
out into th road line, dndr in the northern sectionr there is aL
Least a vest.igial building liner suggesting that even early
eighteenth century building here may have been respecting some
sort of route-way. This road is shown on Greenwood's map of 1827.

The evidence of buildings and the pattern of settlement begins to
suggest the early importance of twor and possibly three routes;
Wenlock Roadr King Streetr and perhaps Simpsons Lane. rt also

suggests that in the southern part of the settlementr the
formation and use of regular field plots was an important
constraint on settlement. Only in the northern part of the area
was sett.lement apparently unregulated by any constraint, and
strung out more or less at random between these main routes. This
analysis may make it possible to begin to understand rather more
about the division of land use in the parish in the
seventeenth/eighteenth centuries .

this analysis, and Lhe distinction which
is it possible to make between types of settlement. ft shows
that the more regulated southern settlement took place on land
that had previously been leasedr described as "Mr Cagers
tenement"r whiLe the northern land was "Priorie Common". There
was alreadlr some settlement at the boundary of this common with
the coppice land (presumably also held in common) to the north.
Parsonsr map confirms

t22

Figure 22. l4ap of Broseley by Samuel Parsons c. 1620.
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What may be the line of King Street seems to be shown as a
boundary between different tenements; along which settlement was
alreaQz taking pIace. From this it may be suggested that the
street began life as building along a tenement boundaryr and
In fact this
becarne a more important thoroughfare only later.

finds confirmat.ion in the evidence of buildingsT since the
earliest buildings on this street-line do not necessarily respect
it in detail (see for exampleT 58 Cape Street, which juts out
into the road liner and 11 Woodlands roadr which faces away from
it). It is from the late eighteenth century that buildings
consistently line the street, with an architectural order which
suggests its importance. ft may be that there are t least two
disLinct tlpes of process for the origin of settlementr one being
squatting on the corlmoflsr the other a more regulated process of
building on tenanted landr pr€surably as an example of early
exploitation of land for other uses.
9.32 Docunrentary Evidence

indicate that building was the responsibility of the
tenantr but there is no evidence for weak manorial control.,Deeds
of saLe and rent roIls (eg Mr and Mrs Purcellrs Rent RoII for t.he
Year 1744-5, listed in Randall: 1879;60-64) r give evidence for
the administration of the estate during the eighteenth centuryr
while for the earlier periodl the encouragement given to
settlernent suggests that it was in the interest of the landlord
to create new tenants. The organisation of building work itself

Title

Deeds

to have been largely private and control may have been a
rationalisation after the event in some cases; a lease of 1727
"Eaves has built a house on part of the premises" (SnO
L224/3/27). Some leases were made expressly for the purpose of
building (Iease for William Leadbeater to build a messuage (SnO
7224/3/461), and others refer to part of the waste laLely
seems

enclosed.
Some

of these references are from the late eighteenth

centuryrindicating that settlement formation was a continuous
process of extending the bounds of settlement on waste or open
land ( 1794, a lease of a small piece of land enclosed out of the
common, where a house was mentioned in a further lease of 1809;
a good deal of
SRO L224/3/6I4). Even in LB4O, there was still
property was
show
how
open land between the houses. other deeds
(SRO/1224/
into two;
divided
subdivided
3/472-3, messuage
into two
by
was
also
divided
L727
SROI224/3/727 t the house built
in the
stage
was
a
first
by 1730). rt may be that subdivision
stage
a
later
income,
and
that
creatj-on of housing as a surce of
was actual new building.

surviving buildings confirm the cases of subdivision
(although recent change has tended towards amalgamation of
units). No &cumentary evidence of the process of new building is
available, but the pattern of settlement makes it clear that it
was either by a process of extension from individual propertiesl
producing a clustering effectr or by very small scale coherent
Some
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building projectsT involving Lhe formation of small terraces or
pairs of cottages.
provides a clearer picture of the structure of
landholding in the nineteenth century. The land was almost
entirely owned by Lord Foresterr with some small exceptions, and
leasing was on a small scaler with a number of tenants often
holding more than one propertyr though seldom more than two.
This suggests that there was some speculative interest in landr
and there are a number of people with an interest in land who
The

tithe

seem

map

to live outside the area, in addition there is

some

subletting of single propertiesrwhich is also evidence for the
use of land as a source of income by people who did not
necessarily live in the immediate area. ff the origins of housing
were in family property, by the nineteenth century this had to
some extent become capitalised. In factr the nature of early
building suggests that even in the eighteenth century, building
work was on occasion organised on a more than individual scaler
as small scale speculation etc. Even so, the dominant pattern was
apparently one of individual holdings rather than a more formal
landholding.

9.33 Conclusions
What little documentation that exists for the buildings and the
evidence of the buildings themselves sr:ggests that division into
phases is somewhat arbitraryr as there seems to have been a more
of less continuous development both of new buildings and also of
alterations and additions to old ones. This suggests a piecemeal
process of building throughout the eighteenth century and into
the nineteenth and even twentieth centuries. Although its seems
that the eighteenth century was the major period for the growth
of settlementr development has been more or less constantr though
smaIl in scale; a more or less sophisticated developmen tof
industrial housing types continued to be applied in very small
scale developments; there has never been any attempt to develop
on a larger scale or to introduce any coherent planning.

character of the settlementr the distribution of buildings
and their orientations, suggests that from the earliest phase in
the formation of settlementr building was still largely privately
organised or commissioned. The housing is still scatteredr and
t.here is a sense of gradual development on small plots; producing
a characteristic clustering of housing. There is also some more
fornnl development, however, such as the small terrace on
Barratts HiIl, which suggests that building may have been not
just family extensionl but also a profitable enterprise.
The

In additionr the buildings can be grouped more or less into
characteristic t1pes, both in relation to plan and form, but also
in relation to construction technique. This is evidence for at
least a leve1 of organisat.ion in a building industryr and does
not suggest self-building. There is a degree of sophistication
in for example the use of brick which suggests the formation of a
t25

building Lradition or school (see building techniques
below).
Twentieth century building has continued in
the same manner,
largely as piecemeal infill, replacement o,. .rt"rrion.
There have
been a few speculative develop'mentsr but
on a
very
small
scale.
The pattern of fragmented ownership persists. 9.4 Building

T\rpes

The character of the buildings can be used as a source
of
historical- evidence in addition to evidence derived from
their
distribution and the settlement pattern. Hor,rreverr because of
the
poor survival of. buildings in relation to
the
former
extent
of
the settlement, the disculsion of ruiloing i*., is of necessity
larsely derived fro3
centu[z u"O f.t"r; ;;J-f;-i,
5lq eighreenrh
not possible to establish
Ln accurate or- detailed context for
Nf*J
ti", tfi E ,r+Bg, t$e
Bfi r, if", i
:t *. *i:Sifi.' 3 F'. 1 1
sfisu B& ie
to identify tlpes as far as this s6ems to be useful.
9.41 The Development of an Industrial Cottage
The EarlY Phase
can
There are large numbers of eighteenth century buildings which
celledr
ne iaentified by their simillr character; often single
by this. plan
but sometimes extended later. They are characterised
chimneyr a sectional
i;;, of ten by the existence of J detached
by th9 use of
form of one and a half storeysl and in many casescorbelled
outr
often
are
Secorative brick detailing; lft" eaves
use
the
and
bands,
sil}
there are several examples of projecting
is,
There
of other features such as stepped gables and copings.

in the examples where the brickwork is visible, a use of a
definate brick bond. These details suggest that there was a
coherent building traditionr and a coherent type as model of
practice for the smalI industrial cottage. (sy 232.Lt 107, 110,
111).

This form was also used in two unit cottages, some at least of
which have two apparently original stacksr suggesting a degree of
prosperity (BY 23207, 111, 115). There are also some examples of
cottages of this general tlzpe which appear to have been built as
a pair of dwellingsT though many of these have now been brought

into single occupat.ion (By 13505). This indicates degree of
formality in the provision of housing and suggests that from an
early dater some sort of speculat.ion or collaborative building
work was undertaken.

This can be seen also in the adoption of the cottage form for

a

small terrace on Barratts Hill (BY 23201). This row of 5
cottages was built in several phasesT and comprises one pair of
single unit cottages and 3 two unit dwellings. ft seems that the
creat.ion of a terrace was either gradualr or urd€rtaken at the
t26

time but by several different builders. possibly the lowest
unit was originally detached, and linked to the terrace slightly
Iater. A11 the dwellings use a very similar formT single stoieyed
with dormers to atticr and some use of decorative brick, ." ..ir.=
and string course. There is at least one other exampre of a
terrace of cottages of this general type (plot no f:5) r which
seems to have been built as a single pair of cottages then
extended, but it may be that the clear evidence of phasing in the
build merely denotes a division of building work.
same

The cottage of this type also appears in more haphazard clusters,
sometimes as the originar part of a much-extlnded dwerling,
sonetimes as a series of separate units (By 1I1, 110).
The repeated use of the same form suggests that there is a
coherent buildin g type
which can be identified in this context as
an industrial cottage. rt is suggested thatr while the settlement
pattern and formation may be relatively piecemeal, in the
organisation of building work, there was a-degree of formalityr
as vernacurar building techniques were refined under the
requirements of industrial production.

Later

Phases

This theme can also be traced in later development. There are
several late eighteenth century terraced ro\,rsr where the
individual units adopt. a.similar plan form, but in a furl height
cottage. Detail is simplified, and there are fewer vernacuiar
references, for example; the large detached stack is no longer
used (BY 135, 137).
There are also several late nineteenth century rows which
comprise single unit cottages each uniform in design and detailr
and suggesting smalr scale specurative building. Although there
is a great variety in individual designr between Lerraces and

other groups of housingr the variety itself has a kind of
coherence in its use of applied decoration in brickr for
exan6:1e, simplified pranningr and formality of design and layoutl
suggesting that albeit on a very sma1l scaler there was in the
UuitAing in this area, both an- industrialisation in terms of
housing designT with references that are more urban than rural,
and also in the way that land was developed, by smal1 private
interests and small scale speculation (ey 235, 12I, 23217).
in smalI groups of buildingr paired cottagesl for exampley
the same themes recur. Although there is a wide range of building
tlpes and designsr most seem to be informed by an urban
industriaL vernacular. Where eighteenth century cottages used a
decorative order of projecting brick detailr later cottages adopt
polychromy as decoration, for example.
Even

In addition, specific types of development can be identified;
clustersr rows, pairs of buildingsT all evidencing different
processes of land development, which continued to be used
L27

throughout the eighteenthl nineteenthr and twentieth centuries.

ft is important to distinguish between terraces as gradual buildof building liner and deliberate terrace buildingr and in
contrast to the building pattern of Benthallr Broseley Wood seems
to contain a number of early terraces that were deliberately
designed ds rowsr rather than a slow process of new building and
extension. What this suggests is that in this area, there was an
earlier industrialisation of settlementr making it possible both
for some speculative building to be carried outr and for property
to be a form of investment.
up

9.5 Building

Techniques

Stone building

There is only one surviving building of rubbler and it has the
wide timbered dormers that characterised a similarly constructed
house in Benthall (BE 132). In addition, there are a number of
houses that have some remains of rubble walling, and it is
possible that this represents the survival of an earlier cottage
later rebuilt (BE 135). eoth these techniques are 1ikeIy to be
seventeenth century.
Tirnber Building
There is some use of timberr for example a cottage on King Street
which is said to be cruck framed (BY 23204), but no other
building in the area seems to have timber as its primary building
nnterial. fn only one example is timber found in conjunction with
stone (ev f:S).
There are other timber framed buildings in the rest of Broseleyr
but its absence as a material in this area is noteable; this may
perhaps reflect on a differential survival rater or it may
denote the early development of an industrial housirq t1pe, which
used brick as an appropriate localIy available material for
building on a relatively large scale.

Brick

Brick seems to have been used for most building since at least
the early eighteenth century and possibly earlier, and the use of
detailrof decorative features such as dentilled eavesl string
courses, stepped gablesT hood moulds etc and also of bonding
techniques suggests that there was a highly developed tradition
of brick in buildingr in conjunction with the adoption of a more
or less standard form. This suggests that building work was
relativel-y well organised and formalr rather than literal self
building. This needs to be considered alongside the development
of a local brick producing industryr at first as a by-product of
mining (brick kilns were first referred to in the sixteenth
728

century;

VCH

x:draft).

Makeshift Building?

a certain notoriety as a sguatter settlement, and
attention is also drawn to the large numbers of boundary walls
etc made from industrial waste products; most notablyr saggars.
It is perhaps interesting howeverr that this improvisation of
materials does not seem to extend to buildings themselves. Again,
the way the surviving buildings have been selected raises a
probleml since this sample may be constituted by those buildings
built in the most permanent wa1rr but nevertheLess there is a
striking gap between improvised building for garden walls etc and
houses themselves. There are very few buildings thaL have a
makeshift or temporary aspect; perhaps the tile-hung butcherrs
shop on King Street. (BY 23208) comes into this category as a
"home-made" building, and there are two other shops on Cape
Street that are little more than shacks (BY 23201). There is one
bunagalow of c1950 that seems to have been built from asbestos
and has a temporary air (BY 23204) t but beyond thisr the
surviving buildings a1I have some sort of initial architectural
The area has

standard.

9.6 Change and Alteration
The same is not true of alterations and later modifications. This
is an area where the individual occupier has been able to take a
more direct action in buildingr at least in recent years. What

is important here is that for the most part these ramshackle
additions are made on the least public face of the buildingswhether this is the back or the front rather depends on the
orientation of the building to street or footpath. Again, it is
possible to distinguish between small extensions such as porches,
Lonservatories etcr and more permanent additions, extensions to
the main part of the house, which usually seem to involve rather
more reference to an architectural code. Perhaps this is the
difference between changes that require planning permission, and
changes which do not. It is estimated (by a local planning
officer) that less than 1O% of alterations are designed by
architectsr and that many may not even be undertaken by builders;
if there is any truth in the not.ion of self-buildingr it is at
this leve]r of small scale changes, rather than building design
i tself.

poverty of buildings surviving in their original form is
often cited as a particular problem in this area; but this
demonstrates partly the sequential way in which the area was
developed, by piecemeal change and addition. ft reflects the
fact that many of t.he buildings were very smallr maY have been
built in a kind of subsistence of housingr to satisfy immediate
need. In squatter settlementrthe poor survival rate of early
buildings miy be partly a high replacement rater as building
tlpes or forms \^Iere superceded. Another characteristic of the
The
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settlementr its lack of coherent street linesr where there were
no conspicuous facades, would contirbut.e to the absence of
architecture as a social system of values; these buildings were
essentially private- it is for examplel sometimes difficult to

distinguish between front and

back.

By contrastr those buildings which started off with more
architectural pretension and in a more prominent locationr such
as the buildings on King Streetr s€€ffi to have survived without
najor alteration rather more easily. Even here, howeverr there
have been changes of user the conversion of housing to shops, for
example, which have had an impact on the architecture of the
buildingsr and reflect phases in the development of the
settlement. similarly buildings with architectural vocabulary in
the town itself display a marginally lower rate of change. fn

this area thereforeT change may itself be historical, and
origins and nature of the settlement. It is by no
means all recent, and even the recent change needs to be seen in
the context of its historyr as part of a sequence of improvement
and alteration. It is important that the extent of this process
is not merery seen as a distraction from architecturar value but
is given its historical perspective: it may be that it is the
general character of the area rather than the quality of
individual buildings which should be the focus of historical
interpretation and conservation strategy in future.
evidences the

9.7 Industrialisation of building?
origins of building work are very variable in the area. This
is reflected in the pattern of buildings within Lhe settlementr
and in their formsr whether single housesr pairs of cottagesT
terraces or clusters, (which sometimes do not have a uniformity
of building p1an, but comprise dwellings of different sizes).
AlLhough alL development was smalL in scaler it is nevertheless
possible to identify as an element in building, a process of
industrialisation. The development of the cottage has already
been discussed, and attention should now be drawn to the use in
other buildings of a more or less standard type, of standardised
decoration, etc. Certain themes of development may be used to
illustrate this; the development of the cluster form from the
haphazard early type, to the "designed" group on Woodlands Roadr
for example; a formalism in designT as evidenced in the pair of
cottages on Bower Yard that are designed to be read as a single
dwellingr with their party walI cutting a central upper window.
In detail, also there are certain themes which suggest an
industrial vernacular; Lhe use of a classical style in some later
workr the repeated use of decorative brick and bonding, etc. As
industrial housingr the cottages can be distinguished from the
larger houses along King Street and Cape StreetT which use
architecture in a more individual walr and cannot readily be
classifed into particular tlpes.
The

If the buildings of the survey area cannot be understood as
literal self-built squatter housing, this does raise a question
130

of

where the means for building came from. It is known that this
area was an important centre for the domestic clay pipe industryr
and although specific remains of kilns have not been identifiedr
archaeolgical investigation has been undertaken on a number of
sites, and extensive documentary research into the industry
carried out (see Higginsr forthcoming). It is worth referring to
research undertaken elsewhere into the organisation of building
workr which has suggested that at least in the late eighteenth
century and early nineteenth centuryr within the working class1
it was the artisan craftsmen who were able to fund building work
(Ooughtyr 1986). Further research is needed into the social and
economic background of Lhe industry in this area, and its

organisation, but the evidence of building does suggest that
there may have been a class of artisans with sufficient means to
fund building workr and it is at least possible that this is to
be connected with the importance of a domestic industry.

of this domestic industryr and the collapse of other
industries in the dr€dr with one exception on Cape Streetr has
led to a significant change in the character of the dr€€rr since
previouslyr the land use would have been far more mixed than it
now is; in particularr there was the pipe factory on Legges HiII,
and several maltings and small workshops which are referred to in
the Tithe Apportionment. One industrial ware house (maltings?)
remains on King Street, beyond this there is little
surviving
The demise

evidence.

fn its relation to the rest of Broseleyr Broseley Wood suggests
certain themes which could be taken up in further studlr; the area
seems to be almost a suburb of the town and can be seen as an

enclave of workers housing within the larger stratified
connnunity. In some of the larger buildings on its peripheryr
there are clear examples of an urbanism of designr which is best
exenplified by the use of a classical vocabulary. The buildings
of Broseley give a clear indication of its urban statusr not only
in the use of formal architectural qualitiesr but also in the

variety of housing typesT the stratification of buildings
according to a clear social structurer and the formation of
distinct enclaves of building types.
9.8 General Conclusions

of the building and settlement of Benthall and Broseley
suggests that although a practice of squatting may have
underlain the growth of settlement in this dr€d; surviving

Study
Wood

buildings indicate that this took place in the context of a
relatively well organised industrial economy, evidenced in part
by the use of coherent building traditions. Squatter settlement
as self-building cannot be sustained on the available evid€rrc€;
although fragmentary remainsl and the poor survival rate of
buildingsr may give indirect evidence for this as a partial, or
very early stage in local development. It is important. to
distinguish between the location and distribution of buildingsr
which here shows the haphazard pattern of developmentr and the
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evidence of the buildings themselvesr which suggests development
through more coherent modeLs of practice. Why this pattern was

never subsantially superceded cannot yet be answered, but
requires further research.

The two areas show the formation of an industrialised landscape
of buildingr and sr:ggest its origins and piecemeal expansion. fn
understanding the development of the Gorge as a wholer the
settlernent patterns of this area may turn out to be of great
inportanceT in revealing very clearly the interaction of
infornnlr piecemeal development with the emergence of an
industrialised economy and social structure. An r:nderstanding of
the ways in which these processes are reflected in building
design can be begun in this area by studying the shift from

vernacular to industrial which its buildings evidence. It is
hoped that the study of Ironbridge will be able to use t.hese
themes and develop t.hem further.

significant.lyr the study of this area can begin to
identify the earliest industrial housing of the Gorge. Given the
obvious importance of the whole area for the development of
industryr any evidence for the origins of an industrial way of
Iifer through the identification of the characteristic housing
forrns of the early eighteenth centuryr malz prove to be of more
than local interest.
Perhaps most
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APPENDIX ONE

The l{ature Consenratiqr Value of Lirnestane litcrkings
John Hughes
Telford Trust for Nature Conservation
Unimproved caLcareous grassland is all too easily destroyed by
ploughing or fertiliser application. The post-war changes in
agriculture have seen a hugh proportion of this ancient, seminatural habitat Lost. The interest of such grassland lies in its
rich diversity of species, and the national rare speciesr of
which there dre mdnlr associated with it.
Abandoned Limestone quarries seem to replicate t.he conditions
needed for colonisation by plants normally associated with such
calcareous grassland. Certain of the quarries on Benthall Edge
fall into this categoryr providing a habitat for species becoming
much fess common within Shropshire (Corfield and Turtle 1986).

Succession

of Vegetation and its

l{anagement

Without interference from manr the climax vegetation in a lowland
quarry will eventually be woodland. The low nutrient levels and
roclqr floors mean that the process of soil ecretion is slowr and
it may be many decades before trees are able to gain a foothold
(Hope-Simpson L94O)

It is precisely these poor mineral soils which are so attractive
to the plans of unimproved pastures r for as humus levels in the
soil increase these shortr slow growing herbs begin to face

conpetion from rank grasses and scrub.

in sheffield seems to indicate
that rare plants are not primary colonists (with some exceptions)
of quarriesr but their presence indicate that colonisation has
been appearing for a considerable time. The 5 hectares of Ttelford
(al} abandoned industrial workings) that constitutes calcareous
grassland has been closely studied by Telford Nature Consenration
Project (Corfield and Turtle 1986). Their findings are that older
sites have t.he greatest number of plant speciesl but
proportionally fewer rarities.

work carried out by Hodgson (1981)

It should be notedr that all the sites of calcareous grassland in
Telford have been abondoned for several decades already.
The wildlife value of a quarry can be maintained by managing to
prevent successionr eg the medieval limestone workings at
Barnackr Cambridgeshire have excellent grassland flora (Ranson
and Doody 1981). On Benthall Edge, scrub is being removed
annually from one guarry in order to conserve its flora.

In

1985 experimental

plots

to bare soil in order to
Though results are not yet

\^rere scrapped

monitor plant recolonisation.
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published there is an indication that rare species are acting as
primary colonists (telford Nature Conservation Project).
Possible Ecological Methods of Dating Quarries
These can only be suggestions for possible lines of research. It
seenE that the vast majority of ecological research on guarries
is directed at those recently abandoned (within the twentieth

century) as they hold the greatest wildlife interest. Alsor much
of the archaeological dating by biological techniques is for much
longer periods than the few centuries for which Benthall Edge has

been guarried.

1.

P1ant Species

This would seem to be of use only for recent quarries where
docurnentary evidence will often take precedence.

2. Soil Accretion
It could be fairly assumed that the greater the depth of soil
on the quarry floorr the older the quarry. This musL howeverr

take into account variables such as soil slumping and
surrounding vegetation (overhanging trees will rapidly add to
the

3.

humus

layer).

Dendrochronology

Dating from tree growth rings would seem to be an obvious
ans\.rer. Problems arise when trees have been feIled, and the
stool allowed to regrow (as in coppicing). The absolute age of
the tree can t.hen only be guessed at from the size of the
stool.
Ftom casual observation it also appears that the quarries
whichr from other evidencer \,/ould seem to be the oldestr
have a poorly developed canopy of trees. Could this be due to
secondary working of abandoned quarriesr or even control of
the vegetation by grazing (horsesr deerr rabbits)r and if sor
would this be evidenced in the soil deposits?

4. Pollen Analysis from Soil

Deposits

This specialist technique which is usually associated with
peat bogs could be of great value if it is all applicable in
this situation. Further research is required.

5.

Lichenonretry

lichen colony is long lived and grows at a measurable
rate is well established. B1z measurement of lichen colonies on
structures and rockfaces of a known age it should be possible
to build up a picture of growth rates, and thus extrapolate
this to the linrestone quarries.
That a

Sinple comparisons of Lhe lichen flora of different quarries
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should give pointers as to relative agesr though this
technique willr of coursel only record the last time the face
was quarried, or fell naturally. An additional problem on
Bentha1l Edge is the rubbly nature of many of the exposed
facesr making them unstable and difficult to trace the extent
of lichen colonies.
Lichens are natural monitors of air pollution. Their primary
source of minerals is via absorbed rain waterr if this also
contains sulphurous compoulds from industrial processes (acid
rain) this may ki11 or check the growth of existing colonies
or prevent new colonies from forming.

Monitoring lichen species on the most easily datable
structures (such as gravestones) can give clues as to the
peaks and troughs of industrial activity in the area.
The Relationship Between the Woodland Crop and Mineral Winning

are left in no doubt by Wiggins (1986) that Benthall Edge is
ancient semi natural, and in parts primary woodland. ft is
therefore a reasonable assumption Lhat its valuable crop of
underwood and timber has been cut regularly over the centuries.
This land also offered an easily accessible supply of minerals notably limestone. How then did the crops of wood and stone
yielded from tlre land relate to each otherr and whichr if either
at any one timer was of greater importance?

lile

As well as being the ubiquitous material- of househol-d and
agricultural artefactsr wood (as charcoal) was also needed to
fire limekilns. ft. wouLd thus be beneficial to have a ready
supply around a quarry.

of Benthall Edge Wood, where it is suspected
quarries
oldestr the woodland seems to have been
the
are
the
previously well managed and is now in a stored coppice state
(Wiggins 1986). At the mout,h of each of the quarries in this area
is a small mound of spoil tipped over the edge into the
To Lhe south west

woodlands.

the north and eastern area of the wood which has
extensively disturbed and the woodlands show
severe neglect in its management.
In his researches for the Ancient Woodland report Wiggins also
noted thatr within Telfordr areas known Lo have been woodland
becorne spoil dumping grounds as the industry of the eighteenth
Conpare this to
been much more

century gathered pace.

The vegetation of the sma1l spoil dumps from the south western
quarries of Benthall is of interest. lt contains species
infrequently found in surrounding managed woodland. Very easily
seen on the spoil is Yew (f"*"t Uu.""t.). With the exception of a
few large specimens it is vIrEuaIlt absent from the managed
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woods. It would have been 'weeded outr of coppice in favour of
more desirable species as it is of little commercial valuer and
poisonous to livesLock.

These patches of Yew make it easy to pick out spoil dumps
especially where they exceptionally extend many metres down the
slope. Could they possibly be marking sites of inclines or other

structures?

There is undoubtedly tremendous scope for looking at the
inleraction of vegetation and quarries; and any one aspect could
make a fascinating research topic. The results of such researches
could be of significant value to both archaeologists and nature
conservationists alike.
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eipeaaking in Benthall,
by David Higgins.

at least as early as the 1630's pipemakers were drawn to the
Shropshire coalfield by the white firing clays and plentiful coal
supplies. An industry of national importance grew up in the area
extending from Much Wenlock to Brosel-ey, an area which includes
the parish of Benthall. Many of the pipemakers congregated in the
Broseley Wood/Benthall area registers include many entries
relating to known makers from the seventeenth to nineteenth
centuries. Although few of the production sites have yet been
traced examination of numerous documentary sources, and
contemporary parallels, sr:ggests that the production of pipes in
this area can be divided into three main phases.
From

At the simplest level pipemaking appears to have been carried out
as a bi-employmenL to supplement income derived from small scale
farming or possibly labouring activit.ies.
This type of

arrangenrent appears

to

have been

particularly

common amongst Lhe

earLiest makersr although Richard Shaw appears to have been
operating a similar system in the nineteenth century. The
pipemaking would have been carried out in a small workshop which
need be no more than a backroom or outshot. As pipemaking became
established it became a fuII time trade often employing other

of the family. No workshops or kilns relating to this
simply type of production are known in Benthallr but parallels
suggest that the workshops would be indistinguishable from other
domestic property. Likewise kilns would have only been about lm
in diameterr and insubstantial in nature. No examples at Benthall
are known to survive.

menbers

fn the second phase master pipemakers appear. They are
characterised by extensive holdings of property and toolsr the
emplolrment of journeymen at their works, and the large scale
production of pipes. once again no traces can be identified on
the groundl but larger scale workshops and kilns would be
expected. Henry Bardleyts works is considered to fall into this
category.
In the third phase large scale factory production appears. In
this state the o\^rner may no longer have been actually involved in
production. This phase is characterised by the use of large scale
buildings and kilns, the employment of a large workforcer and an
increasing devision and specialisation of tasks in the production
process. One such factory existed in Benthall.

I

Contexts
HENRY BRADLEYIS KTLN

STTE (BE 21603)

In 1984 David Higgins discovered pipekilh waste in builders'
trenches at 11 Lodge Laner Benthall. A small excavation was
subsequently carried out to determine the extent and nature of
the deposits (fCUtaU exavation code BEB4). The trial excavation
located a steep sided pit. or ditch into which large guantities of
pipekiln waste had been dumped. This was indentical to that
uncovered in other areas of the site by builders' trenchesr and
suggests that this plot was the site of the workshop and kiln.
Large quantities of muffle were found during the excavation
indicating the tlpe of kiln used at this period. Further analysis
of this material should determine the size and construction of
the muffle. The majority of the pipes were marked HB or Henry
Bradley and the kiln is considered to have belonged to that
maker. The large number of mould types and different marks
recovered (in region of 100) suggest he was a large scale
manufacturer employing a number of journeymen. The pipes dated to
the period circa 1660-90.
POSSIBLE KILN

In

SITE (BE 17903)

collected pipes during building work aL 23
(fCMt
Benthall Lane
acc nos 1982. 1255-1262). This house was
formerly the Old Leopard inn. Although there was a range of pipes
presentl many of them were marked IH or IAMS HART, and some of
these were possible wasters. Atkinson (notebooks) recorded
similar waste from 24 Hillcroftr Benthallr and it seems probable
that some or all of this material derives from a nearby kiIn.
The pipes are attributed to James Hartshornel although his actual
workshop site cannot be identified with precision. The material
dates Lo circa L69O-L72O.
l-982 Mr P KnoLt

RICHARD SHAW'S

K]LN S]TE (BE l.]94 02)

sile now occupied by Benthall Vil1a Farm appears to havebeen
used as a sma1l family workshop in the first half of the
late example of
nineteenth century. It is a particularly
pipemaking being undertaken as a small scale domestic industryr
in conjunction with other activities. As such the site is of
considerable importancel and any opportunity to examine the
buildingsr or collect kiln waste should be taken.
The

Richard Shaw is first recorded as a pipemaker in 1812 and appears
as such in trade direct,ories until 1859. Although given as a
pipemaker in 1844 he also held four adjacent pieces of land, and
was presumably operating a smallholding. fn the 1851 census he is
recorded as a farmer employing three ffi€D; and by 1861 as a
coalnnster employing six men and five boys. Clearly he was
engaged in a number of small scale act.ivities, and is worthy of
further study. Only two imcomplete examples on his marks are

t

relief stem stamps reading R
given as Ironbridge is not
certain, and raises the possiblity that other makers marking
their pipes Ironbridge were not actually working there.

knournr but they appear to have been
SHAMIRONBRIDGL Why the place is

BRIDffi

ROAD FASIORY

STIE (BE

]I5)

The most substantial pipemaking complex in Bethall is undoubtly
the pipe works situated adjacent to the New fnn Bridge Road. This
appears to have been started by Noah Roden If, who came from a
well known pipe making family with a works in Broseley. He became
landlord of the New fnn in about 1835, and later appears to have

of the pipe business into the adjacent buildings. No
kiln is mentioned in the Tithe Survey of l$44r but by 1B4B trade
directories give Noah as a pipemaker in Broseley and Benthall. He
died about 1855r and his widow appears to have briefly run the
works until about lB5B when Edwin Southorn took them over.
nroved some

Edwin was one of the most important members of the Southorn
family, and set up an independent works following a split in the
family. It seems to have been Edwin who was responsible for the
Southornrs exhibit in the 1851 exhibition, and at the New Inn
site he brought about a number of revoluntionary changes. He took
out various registrations and patents to make water pipes and
transfer printed pipesr and he was using steam power as part of
the manufacturing process. He produced some of t.he finest English

pipes of the period, making this site of considerable
significance. During this period the factory was known as the
tBroseley Pipe Works'7 being referred to as such in Edwin's
adverts of 1863-79.

In 1861 the works employed twenty-eight people, and in 1871
forty. Edwin died in LB76r and the works were run for a few years
by Hopkins & Cor who in 1879 advertized it as the Raleigh Pipe
Works'. By 1BB2 however it appears to have passed back in to the
hands of William Southorn & Co who in that year copied one of
Edwints advertisementssr and used the name rBrosley Pipe Worksr.
They also took over Edwin's registered trade mark which they
continued to use until Lhe closure of their King Street works in
1960.

It is not known exactly when production on the Bridge Road site
Entries in Kelly's Directories of 1891 and 1895 give Wm
Southorn & Cor Broseley pipe works and Raleigh pipe worksr
Benthall'. This shows that the Southorns took the title Broseley
Pipe Works for their Legges Hill siter and retained the title
Raleigh Pipe Works for the Benthall site. fn the 1909 Directory
the Benthall entry is dropped suggesting that production there
ended between 1895 and 1909. The site however is still marked as
a pipe works on the 1927 OS mapr although by that date aI1 of the
Southorns production is thought to have moved to the King Street
works in Broseley. fn summary a rough outline of the site's
history is as follows:ended.

1

Circa LB44-B; Noah Roden established the worksr probably as
new

a

site.

Late 1840's-circa 1858; t.he site is run by the Roden family.
Circa 1858-1876; operat.ed by Edwin Southorn as the rBroseley
Pipe Worksr.
Circa lB79t taken over by Hopkins & Cor site renamed 'Raleigh
Pipe Works'.
Circa 1882-1895+ operated by Wm Southorn & Co as the rRaleigh
Pipe l$orksr .
KrLN DUIIPS (BY 006)
The wood known as the Deerleap contains numerous undulations from
previous mining activity. The roots of a tree blown over in 1984
revealed areas of pottery and pipe kiln waste. Samples were taken
by the Archaeolgogy Unit (BE 84) and showed that late nineteenth
century waste of both the Southorn and Smitheman firms was

present in the o1d workings. These were the two major firms
operating in Broseley at this periodr and a more extensive
sanpling policy should be carried out if the wood is threatened
with clearance or other disturbance.
PO-SSIBLE

K]LN DUMP (BE 06806)

in the wood known as Workhouse Coppice reveals patches
of pipekiln saggers and waste from the Wm Southorn & Co works. It
seems likely that this wood too was used for the dumping of waste
from the large factory sits. Atkinsons's book on Broseley pipes
notes the finding of Edwin Southorn waste in an o1d quarry at
Bentha11. This wood has easy access to Edwints works and it is
probable that some of Edwin's waste was dumped here too.
EooEpaths
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APPENDTX THREE

Benthall Corn ltill

by Michael

Trueman

12 May 1987.

Throughout the nineteenth century Benthall Mi11, with its sixty
foot diameter waterwheel, was almost as much a tourist attraction
as its close neighbourr the lron Bridge.

earliest reference to the mill is from the late eighteenth
centuryr and although the second of its two large wheels was
taken down in the 1930's the layout of the site largely survives
intact. The MiII buildings, howeverr dr€ in a rapidly worsening
state of repair.
The

of its fame and its setting the Mil1 was a popular
subject for painLers. Their efforts provide the best evidence
for the form of the MiII during the first half of the nineteenth
century. Maps and photographs take over in this role from the
1840's and 1860's respectively. Viritten descriptions have been
made throughout the Mi1l's lifetime and are supplemented in the
first half of this century by oral evidence.
Because

Examination of the standing structure together with documentary
evidence suggests four main phases in the use of the site as a
milI. In outline these are as follows:

First MiII - A smaIl waterwheel may have preceded the
installation of the large wheel that is described in 1799.

r

The

II

The Second

III

The Third

IV

Decline - A decline in use in the early years of the
twentieth century leading to the sale of the MiI1 in 1925
and the dismantling of the wheel in the 1930rs. Used as a
slaughter house to the 1940'sr thereafter it fell into

Mill - Constructed between 1785-99 and in
operation from that date to the l-B50rs.
MiII - Major rebuilding in the 1850's. The wheel
is replaced; the Mil1 buildings are extensively altered and
a steam drive is incorporated. Operation continues through
to the early twentieth century.

disrepair.

First MiI1 - pre 1790's
The existence of a small waterwheel preceding the installation of
the large wheel described by Goodrich (7799), is inferred from
evidence contained in and around the standing mi1I structure. A
sma1I opening with a single segmented brick-arch in the stonebuilt east gable is bLocked with stone-work. This opening could
I

The
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have provided access for the drive from a wheel mounted adjacent
to the gable. The small dam wall (BE 05307) would have been
suitable for powering just such a wheel, whereas it has no

obvious function in relation to the two large wheels of later
phases. The distance between the centre of the arched opening
and the small dam wal1 would have allowed for a wheel of a
maximum size of 18 ft.
Fina11y, stonework projecting from the
side of the stone-lined channel (BE 05308) may be a remnant of
the wheel pit accompanying this earlier wheel.

Assigning a date to this first Mi11 is very difficult.
Stylistically the stonework of the mi11 and the brick-arched
opening can only broadly be placed in the seventeenth or
eighteenth centuries. The earl-iest firm reference to the MiIl is
a detailed description and sketch of the first 'Great Wheel' by
an admiralty engineer, Simon Goodrichr who visited the site in
Decenber 1799. Prior to this there is no clear reference to a
miIl on this site. A conveyance of 1317 mentions a mi11,
apparently further up the vaI1ey (SRA 1224/3/289). References to
a watermill and to two mi1I ponds in Benthall in the seventeenth
century do not locate these features (VcHx:draft), but both they
and the 1317 reference probably refer to the two miIl ponds
marked on Samuel Parsons map of cL62O. A description of the
Benthall fronworks by diarist Jonathon Rennie in 1784 gives a
detailed discussion of water power on the Benthall Brook and
nnkes comparisons with other waterwheels in the Gorge but makes
no mention of Benthall Mil1 (matkon 1986). The 1752 Roque map of
Shropshire does not mark a mill at this location, whereas the
1827 Greenwood map does.

If

Mi]l - l79ors to l850's
The Benthall Tithe map of lB44 shows a heart-shaped miI1 pool
associated with an L-shaped (MiI1) building.
This skeleton
picture of the early mil1 is given some flesh by five paintings
(in Smith 1979 - Munn 1802, Wood 1813, Holdsworth c1820r Owen
I834t Anon early 19thC) and three descriptions (coodrich L799,
The Second

Warner 1801, Barton 1821) between 1799 and

the

1850's.

A two,/three storey gabled building stands at right-angles to the
waterwheel. In construction it appears to be of stone with one
north-facing dormer and at least two other windows. A secondr
one-storey building, with a single-pitch gable roof, butts onto
the main building to form an L-shape.
The milI-wheel is described by Goodrich (1799) as a 'back
overshotr wheel of 60 ft diameter. The shaftr drrns and braces
making up the twelve spokes and the rim were of wood and the
power take-off was via a twelve foot diameter cast iron 'bevel
wheel'. This probably operated a horizontal Iay-shaft mechanism
similar to that of the second milI. Two stone piers carried the
wheel and Woodrs 1813 picture shows a lean-to roof covering the
power take-off, between the western pier and the main buil-ding.
Woodrs print also suggests at least one other (gabled) building
745

on the site north of the mill, and hence in the foreground of the
painting.

fed the wheel from t.he south. Wood shows this as a
trough carried on stilts with a smal1 gate mechanism close to the
wheel. Owen's 1836 painting shows a very narrow launder,
apparently confirming Barton's 1821 depiction of it as an iron
pipe, again on stilts. A vertical pole or pipe now stands at the
head of the launder.
A Launder

site is described as a'millrby Warner in 1801 and as a
'fl-our miLl' by Barton in 1821. There is no evidence that it was
ever used other than as a corn mill. rnformation is limited
about the scale of operations at the millr the extent of the
hinterland supplying it with corn or its market. The 1844 Tithe
Samuel Roden
Apportionment gives Samuef Roden as the Miller.
also occupied an area of farmland in Bentha11. fndeed the
Apportionment divides the parish into a number of farms some or
all- of which must have been supplying the MiII.

The

IfI

The Third

Mi1l - 1850's to ear.Ly 190Ors

Descriptions of the Mill during this phase are mainly brief
entries in Directories. But photographs and map evidence from
the latter half of the nineteenth century to the present day give
a clearer picture of the form of the Mill than for the earlier
phasesl although the photographs give a frustratingly narrow
field of view, most being from a stand-point northwest of the

MiIl.

After Owen's 1836 painting the next known pictorial record is the
earliest surviving photograph of the Mill-, dated to the 1860's or
l87Ors. This shows a new wheel next to a MiII building which has
been considerably altered. Sandwiched between these dates is the
1856 entry in Kelly's Directory which describes the Mil1 as a
'steam and water corn-milIr.

the same heart-shaped mill pool as is on
the Tithe mapr but marks a sluice gate at the outlet of the
strearn The main building is again L-shaped now with a long
narrow outbuilding to the north. The wheel's position is marked
together with two square structures either side of its east-west
axis. A third square structure stands towards its north-east
The 1883 OS map shows

corner.

Photographs (IGMT collectionr see below) identify the L-shape
building to be the structures which stand on the site today.
Both hal-ves of the building are gabled and covered with clay
plain tiles. The brick built north waII of the main building is
visible as is the stone built gable wal1 of the annexe. There
are brick-arched windows in each of the wal1s and a chimney in
the west walI of the annexe. The outbuilding to the north is not
in view in 1860/70 (1982.171) but in 1892 (1980.1627, 1980.2793t
1981.145.5, 1981.3828) it has a low-pitched roof and is set
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within a low bricl< wall.
The wheel is now of a more conventional design with twenty pa.irs
of wooden arms strengthened by two pairs of concentric iron
rings; as described in the 7924 by members of the Newcommen
Society (Newcommen Society 1924:110). rn the 1860's/7O's
photograph the western wheel-pier is entirely built of stone. By
1892 it has been patched with bricks and what is visible of the
east pier is entirely brick. A two to three course brick wa1l
has now appeared around the side of the wheelr further surrounded
by a 1ow wooden fence. Photographs from the 1900's/l_O's
(1980.1628-9) show this has been replaced with a tall continous
wooden fencer which is taken down by the 1920's (1982.2801). On
all the photographs from the 1890's orrT a steep lean-to roof
rises over the power take-off area.
The launder is now clearly an iron pipe with a vertically rising
pipe at its head. It approaches the wheel- at an angle resting on

the brick stack built into the gable of the Mill building.
from the 1900's/10's (1983.310) show the same
but the iron pipe has been boxed in. l930rs
photographs (L982.1781) show the iron pipe inside this
deteriorating casing.
Photographs
arrangement

millers during this period are recorded in the Directories as
the Roden family to 1879 (felly's Directory), the Davies family
to ]BBB (Salop and Porter) and Adam Jones from 1899 (Wildings).

The

II

Decl-ine

- early 1900fs to present

Oral evidence collected by Jonathon Briggs supplements the mdpsr
photographs and written records to give a picture of the decline
of the MIII.
Ke1ly's Directory for 1900 describes the waterwheel- as only

occassionally usedT although this may mean that steam is now the
sourc€r rather than that the milI itself is only
occassionally used. Photographs in the 1900's (lct"tt:1980.1628-9)
show the site in a good state of repair.
It is only in
photographs from 1919 on (1919 Photograph in Watt 1919:89) that
the site is increasingly overgrown. fn 1925 (deeds) the site was
sold by the Forrester estate to John Bennet whose brother Luther
used the Mill to charge batteries. Two photographs from the
193Ors show the wheel still in place, but the site is very
overgrown (tcttt:1982.178L and Major and Watts 1977:plate 70).
Several people remember the wheel being dismantLed at about this
main pow€F

time. In the 1930's/4O's the buildings were used as a
slaughterhouse. Although some repairs appear to have been
carried out in the 1940's, the Milt feI1 out of use after the
war. fn 1968 ownership came into the hands of Fred Ball whor in
1986, sold it to Mr and Mrs Mason. (Unless otherwise specified
the information described in this paragraph is taken from deeds
in the hands of the owners and from oral evidence gathered by
Jonathon Briggs)
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Cmclusiqr

give a broad picture of the development of the Milr
site from the first reference in 1799 to the present day. There
are however gaping holes in this picture which archaeological
examination of the siter currently being undertaken by the
fronbridge Gorge Museum's Archaelogy Unitr has begun to fill in.
Documents

The initial assessment of the site which is presented here is
being followed up with a measured survey of Lhe Mill buildings as

a basis for a stratigraphic analysis of these structures. A
detailed photographic survey of the whole site is also being
carried out.
The initial resuLts have included the identification of an
earlier phase in the history of the mill and the clarification of
later phases. The operation of the power take-off from the wheel
to the grinding area has been illustrated as has the arrangement
of sluices around the MiII Pool. The courses of the two q>proach
roads have also been clearly identified.
There is, howeverr enormous potential for further archaeological
work on the site. ControLled clearance of the site, perhaps as
part of a conservation scheme covering the whole of the lower

part of the Benthall valleyr would greatly assist in furthering
an understanding of it. The area around the stone-lined channel
(BE 05308) may contain further evidence for the earliest phase of
the miII. The area north of the Mi1I platform should be examined
for further evidence of the culverting of the stream. The dam
wa]] (BY 00503) should be cleared and recorded in detail. The
fr.rnction of the west bay of the main building and of the Annexe
is still unclear, and clearance of rubble from the collapse of
parts of these structures may help to clarify this.
Finally a great deal- more work could be done on the general
picture in which the mill- belongsl particularly on documentary
research into the agriculturat inAusiry of Benth;U and the Corgl
in general.

Cqrtexts
NW TRACKWAY

(BE 05203)

This is seldom visible on the pictorial evidencer but is marked
on a number of maps. Now partly overgrown and partly used as a
garden it runs between the Mill House and the road.
?CULVERT (BE 05204)

collapsed brickwork and iron fencing may indicate the presence of

a collapsed culvert.
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NE TRACKWAY (BE 05205)

This is visible on a number of illustrations and maps, to the
north-east of the MilI. ft is tracable on the ground and on the
TDC (1961) map, following the 61 m contour, with steep slopes
above and below it. A run of iron fencing survives along part of
the down-hi]l side of the track. The form of the west-most
upright of this fence and a piece of angle iron on the opposite
side of the track suggest that there was a gateway at this point.
srEPS (BE 05301)

series of eLeven brick steps mark the northern limit of the
retaining wall into which its stone-bui1t and brick-patched sides

A

are bonded.

OUTtsUILDINGS (BE 05302)

series of outbuildings are visible on maps and pictures. On
the ground a single two leaf brick wall is butted to the
retaining wa1l, BE 05303. The shallow slope of the top suggests
a low-pitch roof between this and the milI building, which is
identifiable on later photographs and which is probably one of
the outbuildings remembered by Walter Jones as being used for
A

keeping pigs.

STONE RETAINING WALL (BE 05303)

Butted to the curved west wal1 of the Annexe. Although the core
is of stoner there is some patching in brick.
ANNEXE (BE 05304)

This building collapsed in March L987. WaI1 scars indicate that
at the time of the collapse the building was of stone to the same
height as the main building. Detectable in the rubble is a
chimney in the east wall and an internal division in the northeast corner. A socket in the south wall and an adjacent
supporting timber housed a large beamr present in the rubbler at
the equivelant of first fl-oor level in the main building. The
westr retainingr wall contains a narrow vertical slot of unknown
function. There are openings at two 1evels through the common
waII with the main building. Surviving brickwork butted to the
main building indicates the presence a very high opening from
outside through the east wall of the annexe.
The only visible suggestion of building phases is in the west
retaining wal1. This is clearly of two phases. The southern
half is curved and apparently of one build with the north waI1 of
the main building. Butted to this is the straight retaining
wal-lr BE 05303. This may be in keeping with documentary evidence
which indicates that at least two distinct buildings stood on
this spot. Pictures show that associated with the earlier mil-l
was a one storey stone building with a single-pitch gable roof.
Photographs of the second miII show a stone, two to three storey
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gabled building

clearly identifiable as the collapsed building.
The function of this building is unclear. The chimney may hint
at a domestic use or, againr may relate to steam power.
MILL BUILDING (BE 05305)
A three-storeyr two-bay building with a stone core, raised and
partially rebuilt in brick. The building is best described in
terms of these two main phases.

stone Phase - substantial stone-work in all the walls indicates a
rubble-stone construction with blocks of up to 30 cm across. The

line of the original gable roof is visible under the brick
heightening. Features are largely masked by alterations, apart
from a brick arched opening in the east gabre war.l facing the
wheel at first floor l-evel. This has been bLocked with stone and
may indicate an earlier sub-phase of use of the stone building.
Brick phase - The eastern half of the north wa1I has been almost
totally rebuilt and all the wa1ls have been heightened by
approxinately one and a half metres. The western wall is curved
into the earthen bank and has been faced with a single leaf of
bricks. Traces of a stone core are visible through a sma1l
recess at ground floor l-evel and along the top of the waIl. The
new gabled roof was of clay plain tilesr remnants of which
remain, and which hadr at a later dater been partly covered with
corrugated sheets. Three floor leve1s are indicated by the
presence of joist holesr broken off joists and fragments of
wooden

flooring.
of this building are as

The two bays

folLows:

Tu/o windows and a doorway partially surviving in
the eastern half of the north wal1 are identifiable with
features seen on photographs. A number of other openings

East Bay -

and blockings are

visible.

Two smal-l arched openings

in

the

lower east corner of the north wa11 refate to the power
take-off from the mi11 wheel to the grinding machinery. A
drive shaft would have run through the lower opening to
three vertical wheels, the recesses for which are visible in
the east gable wall. Two of these drove mi1l stonesr which
now lie amongst the debris of the collapsed interior. The
stones are constructed of segments of French Burr stone
bound by iron straps. The third vertical wheel drove a
hoistr part of the clutch mechanism for which is still
attached to beams hanging from the third fl_oor IeveI.

- Documentary evidence gives 1ittle information
about this part of the building. There are a number of
openings into the East bayr t,he annexe and the alleyway to
West Bay

the south.

On the ground floor

a 1ow brick wall

incorporating a large round iron socket is butted to the
north waIl r while at the southeast corner of the room a
narrow iron pipe runs into the hollowed out base of the
dividing wa11 of the main building. These features
150

may
ALLEW{TAY

relate to the Millrs

steam power system.

(BE 05306)

This is formed by a two-sided, sloping, brick retaining wa1l
which is butted to the south side of the Mil1 building. Through
an opening 1ow in the centre a sLone core is visible. Two brick
buttresses bond into the retaining waI1 and butt against the
stone south wa11 of the MiII.
SMALL DAM WALL (BE 05307)

This stone-bui1t waII is to the east of and is continuous with
BE 05306. A shute formed out of large stone slabs is set in the
top of the wall. A 13 inch diameter iron pipe has been inserted
in the west half of the wa]1.
STONE-LINED CHANNEL (BE O53OB)

This runs north from the base of the dam wall, BE 05307. At its
north end water runs through an iron grill (part of an iron
fence) into a culvert fronted by a 1ow brick arch. Stonework
projecting into the channel on its east side runs paralleI to the
gable wall of the Mill building.
wHEEr,

Prr

(BE 05309)

This area is identifiable from map and picture evidence. On the
ground the pit must have been located between the channelr
(BE 05308) and the east gable of the miII. It has been filled in
and is now almost completely covered by rubble from the collapse
of the €mnexe building.
WHEEL SUPPORTS

(BE 05310)

structure is just visible beneath the
MiIl annexe. Although not aligned with
the MilI buildingr the structure is at the approximate location
of the eastern wheel sr:pport. No trace is visible of the western
The corner of a brick
collapsed rubble of the

wheel support.

POWm. TAKE-OFF

(BE 05311)

fdentifiable from documents as the area between the western wheel
support and the main building, it is now covered by rubble from
the collaps of

BE 05304.

THE LAUNDER (BE 05312)

Pictures of the early Mill depict the Launder running to the
southr clear of the MiI1 building. Photographs of the second
Mill show the launder resting on the brick stack built into the
gable of the Mi1I. South of the alleyway (BE 05306) is a short
run of brick work 29" wide running at an angle to the MiIl
buildings. Ironwork protudes from the ground nearby. This
151

structure is on a line between the brick stack and the location
of the sLuice at the west end of the large dam wall (By oo5o3)
and is probably the base of another support.
BENTHALL BROOK (BE 05313)

This divides into five sections over the MiI1 site: the feed
into the pool; the pool itself; between the pool and the wheel;
around the wheel; and from the MiIl to the river.
DAr{ WALL (BY 00502)

The Mill Poor dam wal] appears to contain at least two phases of
build. Adjacent to the road the waII is clearl_y of stone. The
l-ine of the wall- is heavily overgrown and only visible at
intervals between the road and the eastern boundary of the poo1.
The eastern portion of the waIl is brick with two openings - one
1ow with a brick arch, the other a tall narrow rectangle. fn the
latter a stone core is visible. rronwork in the stream below the
waII may be fragments of the sluice which is marked on the 1BB5
OS map at this location and to which the rectangular opening
probably relates. The arched opening is probably the exit for
the culverted course of the stream running under the pool. A
second sluicer marked on the map as near the road is not visible
on the ground, but would line up with the launder supports near
and on the MilI.
MrLL POOI (BY 00503)

This is well defined on the TDC survey and clearly traceable on
the ground. It is bounded on the north by the dam walI and on
the other two sides by steep slopes. The pool is now silted up
and the stream runs down a channel through its centre.
SOUTHERN SLUTCE

(BY

OO5O4)

At the south end of the pool a third sLuice is marked on the 1927
Little trace remains of this structure. One corner of a
structure formed of well cut rectangular stone blocks is visible.
Many more such blocks are scattered in the stream. The occupant
of the house above the miIl remembers that the stream used to dip
underground at this point and that it was filled in some years
ago. This information suggests that the sluice was used to
divert the stream into a culvert running under the pool when it
was not required to raise the level of wat,er in the poo1. An
arched opening in the dam wall_ (By 00503) may be the exit point
of this culvert.
OS map.
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APPENDIX FOUR

No owner

1 Harries
2 Haruies
3 Harries
4 Harries
5 Harries
6 Harries
7 Harries

I Harries
9 Harries

10 Harries
11 Harries
12 Harrles
13 Harries
L4 Harries
15 Harries
16 Harries
17 Harries
18 Harries
19 Harries
20 Harries

2t Harries
22 Harries
23 Harries
24 Harri.es
25 Harries
26 Harries
27 Harrles
28 Harries
29 Harries
30 Harries
31 Harries
32 Harries
33 Harries
34 Haruies
35 Harrles
36 Harries
37 Harrles

Benthall Tlthe Apportionment
occupier
name

John Patten

cultivation

House and Garden

James Jones
Francis Slodd
Gother

Garden
Shop

William Tipl,on
Francis Slodd
Gother
Francis Slodd

House and Garden
House and Garden

Francis Slodd
Gother
Francls $Iodd

Garden etc

Garden

Gother

2 Dwlngs & Gardens

Gother
James Bartlam
Abraham Pomford
James Bartlam
James Jones
Abraham Pomford
Francis Slodd
Gother
Francis Slodd
Gother

Garden
Garden
House
House
House
House
House

John Patten
John Patten

Garden

House and Garden

Erancls Slodd

Garden

Gother

John Patten

House and Garden

Francis Slodd
Gother
Franels Slodd
Gother
Francis Slodd
Gother
Francis Slodd
Gother
Francis Slodd

Garden

John Patten
John Patten
John Patten
John Patten

Coppice Yard
House Bulldings etc
Garden

Garden

Tlmber Yard
Patch
House and Garden

Gother

Samuel Roden
Samuel Roden
Samuel Roden
Thomas Armstrong

Richard Merrick

MEfsrs, B, B, P &
Luke Barttam

John Patten
Lt. J. Jones&
J. Weaver
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B

Arable

House

Patch & Buildings

Meadow

Poplar Plantatlon

Meadow
Meadow

House and Garden
House ete
4 Houses & Gardens
Garden

Yard

Two Houses

& Gardens

Meadow

No owner

Benthall Tithe Apportionment
occupier
name

38 Harrles
39 Harrles

Joseph Fletcher
W.Perkin &

40 Harrles
47 Harries
42 Harries
43 Harries
44 Harries
45 Harries
46 Harries

Rlchard Merrick
Sanuel Roden
Himself ( T. Harries

47 [Iarries
48 Harries
49 Harries
50 Harries
51 llarries

Edward Roden
Samuel Roden

52 Harries
53 Harries
54 Harries
55 Harries
56 Harries
57 Harries
58 Harries
59 Harries
60 HarrLes
6t Harries
62 Harrles
63 Harries
64 Harries
65 Harries
66 Harries
67 Harries
68 Harries
70 Harries
7L Harries
72 Harries
73 Harries
74 Harries
75 Harries
76 Harries
77 Harries
78 Harries
79 Harrles
80 Harries
81 Harrles
82 Harries
84 Harries
85 Harries
86 Harries
87 Harrles

C.

House and Garden
2 Houses and Gardens

Harvey

Samuel Boden
Samuel Wace
Samuel Roden

Garden
Warehouse and Garden

)

Props. offron
Bridge

Hinself

(

T.

Harries

Thomas Pumford

J.Rowley
Ruthin

cultivation

)

&

adjoinlng R
Patch
House and Garden
2 Dwel]ings & Gdns
Iron Bridge ToIl Hse

Rd & Wst

Meadow

House and Garden
Malthouse
Wst adj R below Brdg
House and Garden
2 DwelLings arrd Gdns

R.

SamueL Roden

M and A Hartshorne
M and A Hartshorne
Samuel Roden
Samuel Roden
John & Edward

Burton

Price and Hill
Prl-ee and Hill
Prlce and HiIl
Priee and Hill
Samue} Roden
Price and H111
Prlce and HilI
Price and Hill
Price and Hill
Price and HiLl
Price and Hill
Price and Hill
Pri.ce and HiIl
Price and Hill

Richard Smlth
Sarah Powe1l
Sarah PowelI
Sarah Powe11
Sarah Powell
BeJamln Cox
John Lloyd
John Lloyd
John Lloyd

Samuel- Woodcock

Edward Pugh
Robert Gethin
Edward Pugh
Mary Hartshorne
154

Garden
Garden

House and Garden
House Bullding etc
Carthouse

Gdn,Brkwk,Wharf etc
Garden

House and Garden

House
House

Mil} Pool etc
Waste

Clnder H1II
Orehard

Garden

Foundry Offices etc

Pasture
Arable

Pool etc

Road and Cart House
Machlne House
House and Garden
House and Garden
Garden
Garden
Garden

House and Garden
Garden

tand open to
Croft

Road

Road and Waste
House and Garden
Garden

House and Garden
House and Garden
House and Garden

Pasture
Pastur.e

No owner
B9

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
oo
100
101

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries

Harrie!

Harries
Harries
Harries
Haries
Harries
Harries
Harries
L02 Harries
103 Harries
104

704
106
108
109
110
111

Harules

Harries

Haruies

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
tt2 Harries
113 Harrles
tL4 Harries
115 Harries
116 Harries
t17 Harries

llaruies
Harries
Harries
L2t Harries
t22 Haruies
t23 Harries
L24 Harries
125 Harries
126 Harries
127 Harries
L28 Harries

118
119
Lzo

129 Harries
130 Harri-es
131 Harries
132 Harries
133

L34
135
136
737

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries

Benthall Tithe Apportionment
occupier
name
John Lloyd
John Lloyd
John Lloyd
John Lloyd
Widow Hartshorne

Edward Lee
Price and H111
Edward Lee

John Lloyd

cultivatlon

House Buildings etc
Orchard
Garden
Road

House and Garden

House

House and Garden

Garden

Meadow

Meadow

House and Garden
House and Garden
Price and HilI
Stables and Yard
Price and Hill
Boring M111 & Yard
Himself(T.Harries) Sawpit
Price and Hill
House and Garden
William Parker
Garden
William Parker
Garden
James Meredith
House and Garden
Wl11iam Parker
House etc
Price and Hill
Mtll,PooI etc
Noah Roden
Garden
Enoeh Hill
House and Garden
Wilkes and Ward
2 Dwellings & Gdns
Anne Aston
House and Garden
Susan Hanley
House and Garden
Price and HilI
Furness Yard
Pasture
T.Foster &
2 Dwellings and Gdns
Samuel" Roden
Samuel Roden

G.

Collins

Hughes

Rlchard Harley
Riehard Harley
Elizabeth Clarke

House and Garden
House etc
Garden

House and Garden
SamueL Hartshorne House and Garden
Thomas Inskip
House and Garden
Noah Roden
N I [Ise, Bdngs , Gdn, Rd etc
Jones and Bashurst MilI and PooI
Himself ( T. Harries ) Plantatlon
Plantation
Thomas Dunce
James Hartshorne

T.Henley

&

Garden
Garden
Garden

T. Powel1

James Hartshorne
Edward Ward
Edward Ward

T.Henley &
Powell
John Shaw
John Agar
Price and Hill
T.

Samuel Roden

F.Parkins

J. Powell

&

155

House

House arrd Garden
Garden
Two Dwellings
House and Garden
House and Garden
Garden, Yard
Carthouse Yard

2 Dwellings & Gdns

Arable
Pasture

No owner

139 Harries
L40 Harrles

t{t Harries

143 Harries
144 Harries
L45
L46
L47
L48
149
150
752
153
754
155
155
L57
158
160
161

L62
163
164
165
166
767
168
169
170

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrieg
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harules

Harries

Hamles

17L Harries
t72 Harries
173 Harries
L74 Harries
t75 Harries
t76 Harries
177 Harrles
178 Harries
1,7 I Harries
181
182
183
184
185
186
188
189
190
191

HarrLes

Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries

Benthall Tithe Apportionment
occupier
name

cultivatlon

F.Parkins

&

Garden

J.Tomklns

&

2 Dwe1l1ngs & Gdns

J. PoweII

J. Gethln
Thomas Evans

Mary Roden
Alexander
Hartshorne
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Boden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden

House

Pasture
House and Garden

Pasture

Pasture

Pasture
Pasture

Rough
Bdngs , Fd, P, ete
HiIl Top Yard
Plantatir>n
Little Yd,Stable etc
Orchard
House, Garden, Foldetc
Plantation
Orchard
Orchard
Crannages

Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
Pasture

Road

Orchard
House and Garden

2 Dwellings,Gdn,etc
Little Meadow
Meadow
Llttle Yard
Meadow
Meadow
l{eadow
Thomas Evans
Garden
HimseLf ( T. Harries ) Plantation
Plantati-on
Jones and Bashurst Pottery
John Duckett

Thomas Broadhurst
Thomas Broadhurst
Mary Hl11
Widow of Noah Hill
Widow of Noah HiIl
Robert Jones
Robert Jones
Robert Jones
Robert Jones

Francis Harries

Esq

John Beavington
Franeis Harrison

Rlchard Shaw
Richard Shaw
Robert Jones
Francis Harries
Thomas

Hill

Bobert Jones

John Meredlth

Lydia

Churchnran

116

House and Garden

House and Garden

Garden

2 Dwelllngs & Gdns

House

House and Garden

Garden

The Yard
Pasture
Leopard House & Gdn
The Yard wth Stables Pasture
Garden
Pasture
llouse and Garden
House
House
House

PaIch

and garden
and garden
and garden

Croft
House and Garden
Field
SIang

House
House

and garden
and garden

Meadow
Meadow

Pasture
Pasture

No owner

Benthall Tithe Apportionment
occupler
name

Harrles
Harries
794 Harries
196 Harries
197 Harries
792

193

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
202 Harries
203 Haryies
204 Harries

198
199
200
201

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
ztL Harries
2t2 Harries
273 Harries

205
206
207
208
209
210

274
275
2L6

2t7

2L8

2t9

220
22L
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
23L

harrles

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harrles
Harries
harrl-es
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries

2s2 Harries
233 Harries
234 Harrles
235 Harrles
236 Harri.es
237
238
239
240
24L

Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries

Anne Gethin

Gabriel Bund
Elizabeth Gethin
Zophen Gethin

Francis

Littlehales

cultivation

House arrd garden

Garden

House and garden
House and garden
House and garden

James Easthope
James Easthope
Thomas Hill
Thomas HlIl
Thomas H111

Garden
Hse, bdngs, lawn, etc
House and Garden
House and Garden

William Fifield

Bath

John Hartshorne

Esq
Thomas Hill
Thomas HilI
Thomas Hill
Thomas Hl11
Thomas H111
Thomas Hill
Thomas Hill
Thomas HI1I
Thomas Hill
Thomas HtlI
Thomas Hill
Thomas HiIl
Thomas HiIl
John Jones
John Jones
Thomas HiIl
James Easthope
James Easthope
James Easthope
Thomas Hill
Thomas H111
Thomas HiIl

Himself ( T. Harries'
Jones and BaEhursE
Jones and Ba*hurst
Himself (T. Hamies )
Francis Harries
Eso

Joies and Bathurst
Jones and Ba*hurst
Jones and Ba&hurst
Himself ( T. Harries )
Mary Roden
Richard Shaw
Biehard

Shaw

Mary Roden

Robert Jones
Robert Jones
157

Patch
House and garden

Meadow

Meadow

Close

Siners Copplce
Lowes's Leasow

Siners Cop with
Plantation

Bd

Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
ArabIe
Rough Past
Pasture
ArabIe

Garden

Patch or Garden
Patch or Garden
House

Patch and Buildlng

Orchard
House, Garden, etc
Barn and Fold
Meadow

Meadow

Pasture
Pasture

Siners Copplce
Plantation
Constable's Yard

finers Coppice
Cover
House and Garden

Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
ArabLe

Arable

Plantation

Pasture
Pasture
Oziers

Morri.s's Piece

Meadow

Plantation
Four Square Piece
Long Lengh
Long lengh wlth road
Marsh Field
L Part Of Long LenP r

Plantation

Garden
Hse, Ptry, Yds, Bdngs,

Hanleys

Meadow

etc

Pasture

Meadow

Pasture
Pasture
Pas-bure

Meadow

No owner
242
243

244
24s
246
247

248
249
250

251
252
253
254
254
255
256
257

258
259
260

26t

262
263
264
265
266
267

268
269
270
277
272
273
274

275
276
277

278
279
280

281
282
283
284
285
286
287

Harries
Harrles
Harries
Hamies
[Iaries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harrles
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries

llarries

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries

288
289
289 Haruies
290 Harrles

Benthall Tithe Apportionment
occupier
name
Robert Jones

Hanleys

Barn Marsh

Samuel Roden
Samuel Roden
Samuel Roden
Samuel Roden
Samuel Roden
Samue1 roden
Samuel Roden

Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

and Hill
and Hill
and Hill
and Hill
and Hill
Hlmself ( T. Harries

Pasture
ArabIe
Pasture
ArabIe
Arable
Pasture
Pasture

Haa1ewel1 Slang

)

)

Near HazlewalL
Oak Coppiee Piece
Litt1e Ash Cop Mw
(a) Coppice
Gayney's Rough Past. Pasture
FleId
Pasture
Gayney's Rough Past. Pasture
CIose
Pasture
Ash Coppice
Wood
Pasture
Pasture
Roads and Railways
Pasture
Pasture
Coppice Meadow
Meadow
Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
Pasture

Lime Kilns,etc
Mine Croft
2 Houses and Gardens
Lower Mine Coppice
Lower Mine Coppice
Barn Piece
Near Meadow
Cop. and Brlckyard

Further

Meadow

South tea
Mlne Copplee

Pasture
Wood

Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
Wood

Arable
Arable
Wood

Cadmans Cv& Foxholes ArabLe

Copplce Meadow
Barn Eold and Patch
Hazlewell Barn Mw
HazlewaLl Plece
Hazlewall Piece

Hazlewal] Field
Hazlewall Piece
Haz1ewall

Meadow

Hazlewall Fie1d

A. Hwl-s , J. Grn, J . Rbt Garden
L.

Meadow

Further Haz1ewall

HazLewall Fleld
HiII Head
) Benthall Edge
Himself(T.Harries) (a)CI Lnd, Limeks&
1,8

Meadow
Meadow

Road

Samuel Roden

Hlmself(T.Harris)

P.

Barn Piece
Ash Copplce Piece
Ash Coppiee Leasow

Noah Roden

John tloyd
John tloyd
Prlce and [1111
John Patten
SteeIe
Himsel-f ( T. Haries )
Price and Hill
Price and Hill
Price and H111
Hlmself ( T. Harries
Price and Hill
Priee and H111

Pasture
Pasture

Meadow

Hill Top Piece
Lower Marsh wlth

Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Boden
Mary Boden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
Mary Roden
John Lloyd

John Lloyd
John Patten
Hinsel-f ( T. Harries
John Lloyd
Price and Hill
John Lloyd

cultivatlon

Meadow

ArabIe
Arable
Meadow

ArabIe
Arable
Arable
Arable
Arable
ArabIe
Wood

Rd

Past etc

No owner

Benthall Tithe Apportiorrnent
oecupier
name

29L Harries

A . HwIs,

292 Harrles

A .Hwls,J.Grn,J.Rbt

cultivation

J. Grn, J. Rbt Garden

2 Dwelling & gardens

e

293 Harries
294
295
296
297

298
299
300
301

302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311

3t2

,Jt o

r)J-rJ

314
315

Harries
Harrles
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries

A . Hw1s,

J. Grn,

J.Rbt Field

5

Himself ( T. Harrles
John Parry
John Parry
John Pamy
John Parry
John Parry
John Parry
John Parry
John Parry
John Parry
John Parry

)

John Parry
Esq

32t Harries
Harrles
Harries
324 Harries
325 Harries
326 Hamies

Price and Hill
Prlce and Hill
Himself(T.Harries)
Priee and Hill
Francis Harries

322
323

327 Harries

328 Harries
329 Harries
330 Harries
331 Harrles

Coach teasow
Coach Leasow

Hse , Bdngs , Gdn, Or, Rd

House
House
Rough
Rough

Patch

,

etc
Arable

MeadoYl
Meadow
Meadow

Pasture
Pasture
ArabIe
Arable

Ho11y Leasow

Pasture

Eracis Harries Esq Plantation
Fancis Harries Esq Road
Francis Harries
B.HI,off,Pl grnd,Gdn

318 Harries
319 Harries
320 Harries

3LT Harries

Wood

ArabIe
Pasture
Pasture
Arable

Leasow
Leasow

tong Plece
Wood
Himself(T.Harries) Coppice
John Parry
tower Hill Head
Arable
John Parry
Middle Hill Head
ArabIe
John Parry
Little Crofs Meadow Meadow
John Parry
Further Ridlne Hill ArabIe
John Parry
Arable
Ridins Hill
John Parry
Crofs Meadow
Pasture

Francis Harries
Francls Harrles
Esq.
Franci Harries Esq
Himself(T.Harries)
Francls Harrles

316 Harries

Copplce

Ski1ls
Skll}s

Esq.

Esq

Fancis Harries

Esq

Eraneis Harries

Esq

Upper Griffin Meadow Pasture
Upper Hill Head

Pasture

Upper Hill Head
Plantation

Pasture

Ox Leasow

Pasture

House and Garden

Hill Head
ArabIe
Road
Plantation
Brick Furlong
Arable
Little Meadow
Pasture
Pasture
Slmpson's Griffin
Near White Leasow Arable
Further White Leasow Arable
Plantatlon

Francis Harries
Francis Harries
Es,l
Eancis Harries Esq
Francls Hamies
Grlffin
Esq

Esq.
,159

Bdngs, Fd, p

Meadow

Pasture

No owner

332 Harries
333 Harries
334 Harries
335 Harries
336 Harries
337 Harries
338 Harrles
339 Harries
340 Harries
347 Harries
342 Harries
343 Harries
344 Harrles
345 Harries
346 Haruies
347
348
349
350
351

352
353

354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
377

Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
?loek
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harries

Benthall Tithe Apportlonment
occupier
name
Francis Harries
Eraneis Hamies

Canal

Esq

cultivatlon
Meadow

Meadow

Lawn and PooI

Pleadow

Esq

Francis Harries
Lawn
Fancis Harries Esq Cover
Francis Harries
Gardeners

Pasture

Esq

Esq

ArabIe

Meadow

Francis Harries
Francis Harries
Esq
Francis Harries
Francis Harries

U Silver & L , ,cor

Francis Harrles
Erancis Harries
Esq
E rancis [Iarries

Pool

Esq

Esq
Esq

Esq

Francis [Iarries
Francis [Iarries
Francls Harries
Ann Pitt
Ann Pitt
Ann Pitt
Ann Pltt

Arable

Middle Silver Hill

Arable
Mw

Arable

Pool

Furlong
Upper Furlong
Wet Piles

Arable
ArabIe
Pasture
Arable

Dry Piles

Upper Marsh Meadow
Upper Marsh Meadow

)
)

Francis Harries
Joshua Instone
Joshua Instone
Themselves

Pitt
Pitt
Pltt
Pltt
Himself(T.Harries)
Ann Pitt
Ann Pitt
Himself ( T. Harries )
Ann Pitt
Ann Pitt
', ':-. - 160

Ann
Ann
Ann
Ann

Lower Silver H111

Lower Marsh Meadow Pasture

Esq

Joshua Instone
Joshua Instone
Joshua Instone

ArabLe

Road

Esq

llimsel-f ( T. Harries
Hlmself (T. Harries
Ann Pitt
Ann Pitt

Three Square Piece

Meadow

Pasture

Plantation

Oziers
Broad Stones
House and Garden
House and garden

Croft

Hse, Bksth' Sp, Gdn,
To11 House

Pasure

ete

Croft

Pasture

The Yard
The Yard

Bradeleys or
Sheep Leasow

Meadow

WmI Lsw

Benthall Leasow
Sprlng Meadow
PooI with Oziers
Bth1l Mw & Irelnd
Broad Meadow
Plantation
Slang
Broad Meadow

Meadow

Pasture
Arable
Arabl-e

ArabIe
Pasture
Cs Meadow

Arable
Meadow

Arable

J

No owner
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379

Harrles
Harrles
Harries
Harries
Harries
Harrles
Harries
Harries

Benthall Tithe Apportionment
occupler
name
Ann Pltt
Ann Pitt
Ann Pitt
Ann Pltt
Himself ( T. Harries
Ann Pitt
Ann Pitt
Ann Pltt

161
- L-'; -

cultivation

Slack Yard

Pasture
Pasture
Hse,Bdngs,Fd,Gdn,Or, Rd etc
Oziers

Little Slang

) Plantation
Garden Close
Gorsey Field

Grn Cop & Rd to

Cop

Pasture
Arable
Arable
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APPENDIX FIVE

The Minerals

of Benthall
M]DDLE COAL I{EASURES

Name

Description

Big F1int Coal

C,ood

Big Flint Clays

Very white & plastic
occasionally occurs
in parish

May

Pennystone

tayers of ironstone with
cleaner clays between.
Buff clay, burns mucky red
fronstone occurs as smal1

clay

Ironstone
=Blue bind
=p clays

Evidence

coking coal

for

use

Deerleap be1l

pits

be suitable measure

for clay pipes; surface
outcropr littIe rennins.
Used for land drains
ironstone mined near
Benthall Potteries

pieces.

LOWER, COAL MEASI.]RES

New Mine Coal
=Sulphur CoaI

New

Mine Clay

very sulphurousr used as

floor for

r,uorking Pennystone

Refractory clay

Clunch Coal

Poor quality

Clunch Clay
=Viger CIay

refractory

= Viger Coal

Burns clean

Used today

buffr not

Upper Ganey Coal
=T\,so Foot coal

with p clays

at Bower Yard brick
works for sanitary pipes
Not used today
Used

Outcrop

at Hilltop

Benthall House, Ash
Coppice. Worked in

Bellpits

Middle Ganey Coal

=Little

Pit props seen in this
measure at Deerleap
little worked.

Ganey

Lower Ganey Coal
=Main Ganey

163

and

High ah:rnina quantity

Ganey Clay

=fireclay

very refractoryr but burns
black hearted. Suitable
for white bricks rsaggars

Not used today
Randall says used at
Burtons Brickworks
Bower Yard. Worked at
Benthall Level.

Best Coal
Randle Coal
Coal

C,ood

coking coalr suitable
for kiln firing

bellpits

Randle Clay

Too carbonaceous for
refractory purposes.

Used for floor tiles by
Maws. Mined near Burtons.

quality coal
Prestwich says best for
ironworking

Always worked where seen
Used at Benthall

Clod Clay

Tight burning, buff clay.
accepts glazel not porous.
Good for kiln furniture
house brick.

Used

Litt1e Flint

Lowest measure which
outcrops at Benthal-I

Worked

{'liddle

Buff clay.

CLod Coal

Good

Coal

Crawstone Coal

Always worked

Occurs

fronstone

in

sandstone

Gawstone Clays

by Burtons for
sanitary wares.

extensively at

Benthall

shafts only

From shafLs onIy.
Adam

Jones experimented

with these at

Yard c1908.

Sources

W.H.Williamsr Index
Mr Ian Taylor

of

of Industrial Sites.

Coalnxror Refractories.

John RandalL 1B77r 7879.

Geological Survey Sheet SI 60 SEr Salop.
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Deerleap

Ironworks.

From

Crawstone

in

Bower

APPEMIX SIX

Benthall: Inventory of archaeological contexts
Most of the context,s are for Benthall Parish. There are a
few archaeological contexts for Posenhall and the Bower Yard
area of Broseley Parishr which are listed at the front of

1.

this

Appendix.

Sites are numbered by parish and plot number. Within each
plot number, individual context numbers have been
allocated. The first three figures of each number represent
Lhe plotr the second two the context number.

2

Numbers are based on plots shown on the 1902 Ordnance Survey
Map. This is reproduced in Figure 2r or is available at SRO7
SBL and in the IGMT library. The 1927 and 1883 editions are
almost the same.

3

4

Only the archaeological contexts are listed in this
appendix, architectural contexts are in Appendices Seven
(Benthall) and Eight (eroseley Wood).

5

There is a complete listing of all context,s at the back of
the report.

POSENHALL PARISH
HAYBROOK POTTERTLS

(pO OrZOr)

site and lay out of the Hay brook potterlzr operating from at
least the early eighteenth century until some time after I9O2l
mainly in conjunction with the Benthall Potteries, can be seen
on early OS maps. Far less organised than the Benthall
Potteries, the works seem to have consisted of a scatter of four
buildingsr a terrace or works along the road frontager two
kilns and two pools in 1902. Current opencasting is to the south
of the site, but the nort,h end of the site has been opencast
earlier, almost up to the road frontage.
The

po[TERy WASTE,

HAYBROOK POTTERY

(pO 01702)

the west, a new house has been builtr

but in the garden are
well stratified.
drain pipes etc,
but a sma11 excavation has thrown up fragments of art pottery
with incised and leaf designsr fragments of unfired wares etc.
*Art pottery - many fragments of unglazed buff of pale red
fabricr white or blue slipped with moulded linear designs and
incised leaf patterns
* Several fragments of straight sided vessels, with turned
moulding around baser very white fabrickr with pale blue banded
To

many tips of potteryr which seem to be fairly
On the surface are found many sanitary pipes,
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decoration. Probably early twentieth century coronation

mugs,

similar to complete example owned by occupier.
* one frament of art pottery with streaky bottle green glaze and
slight 'oiI slick' finish, brown interiorr drrd dark brown red
fabric

r

* Fragment of tile, unglazed, brown fabric, blue slipped with
incised and moulded decoration, "Flo.. Sa..." stamp on reverse.
*salt glazed sanitary pipes and U bends
* gragments of manganese under glazel clear glazed earthenwarer
similar to that found across the road at Benthall potteries
* several fragments of press moulded waresr with ye1low and
brown slip decoration under a clear gIaze.
BROSELEY PARISH

SITE OE LEAD SMELTER (BY

OO1O3)

Plot of land referred to in lease of 7765, mentioning a
malthouse, formerly a lead smelter. Malthouse stood until the
century. Now demolishedr and some material rebuilt into garage.
The rest of the site is rough ground. The stone retaining waI1
of the river bank has partly collapsedT and a layer of brickr
ash and slag can be seen eroding out, about one metre below the
modern ground surface. Some of the slag is black and glassy,
but it does seem to resemble iron smelting slag from Benthall
Ironworks. Further work is needed.
coRN MrLL DAr,l WALL (BY 00502)

See Appendix Three.
CORN

MILL, MILL

POOL (BY OO5O3)

See Appendix Three.
CORN MTLL SOUTHERN SLUICE

(BY

OO5O4)

See Appendix Three.
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BENTHALL PARISH ARCHAMLOGTCAL COMEXTS

oLD ROAD TO MUCH WENLOCK (BE 00501)
See

Chapter 4.

ROAD TO BUTLDWAS (BE 00901)

roadr 3-4m wider r€surfaced in twentieth century (OOOO1
Sharp U-bend as road negotiates steep of Benthall Edge. Online
of medieval road, leading from Benthall Hal1r down Benthall
E@e towards Buildwas mentioned in treaty of 1250. Provides only
road access to Hungerdale Earm. Post dates 902. Shown on Baughs
map c. 1808.
Madeup

ROAD FR.OM QUARRIES TO RTVER, (BE 00902)

Early roadrfrom bend on 0901 sloping gently down Benthall Edge to
riverbank. Well paved with limestone, occasional passing places
and built up or cut into bank. Considerable use. Hollow way at
north eastern end. = 02601.
MODERN

TrP (BE 00903)

Tip of

modern brick, burnt
improvements to 0901 (0909).

zlc

brickr waste pipes associated with

ZAc TRACK (BE 00904)

Zig zag path down Benthall Edge, shown on 1883 OS map, and just
discernable as pathl tipped on by BE 0903. Probably footpath
cutting bend of 0901.

BALLSTONE QUARRY

(BE

OO9O5)

Roughly circular euarrlr c. 6r deep with sloping sides. Some
good guality dense stone visible on south western edge. Material
removed to the north, down Benthall Edge. Cuts guarry 00907 and
road 00906.
FRAOVIENT

OF ROAD ALONG EDGE (BE 00906)

Fragment
02603.

of road along Benthall Edge has been cut by 0905r

QUARRY (BE

dnd

00907)

C1iff has been cut to c 5m wide, with a flat floor c. 3m deep
cut by 02603 and guarry 00905. Earlier quarrying. Access road
00906.
BALLSTONE QUARRY (BE OO9O8)

Rough area

of guarrying cut by 02603. Access road 00906.
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RESUREACTIG ROAD

00901 (BE 00909)

Road has been resurfaced using broken drainage pipes, kiln
waster glazed bricks etc. from heap 00909. Probably from

Benthall Potteries.

BEMHALL EDGE Ii{OODS (BE OO91O)

2. Towards south western extent of Benthall Edge
woods. Under different ownership at some point (hence plot
division). Clear evidence for better managment of coppicing than
on the main part of the Edge.
See ChapLer

ROAD TlO @TTAGE

IN

WOODS

(01201)

to cottage across what is now a fieldr just visible.
Possibly originally part of road complex for deserted village in
plots BE 228 and 223.
Hol1ow way

PATH TO BEMHALL EDGE EERRY (O22OI)

Footpath leading down

to riverbank for ferry.

See Chapter 2.

LTME KILN ON RIVERBANX (02501)

Brick arch of old kiln on flat area of bank of River Severn
with incl-ine 02608. The kiln has collapsed
completelyr leaving a void between the arch and the bank. Two
kilns shown on 1835 map (Hitchcock)r but not on later editions.
probably associated

ACCESS ROAD (02502)

Access from railway line to Lime kiln 02501. original access
probably via incline 02608.
ROAD (BE

was

002601)

from quarries to River Severn. Well mader paved with
l-inrestone, occasional passing places. Cut by railway. Shown on
Tithe Map. Takes material to riverbank, possibly to Stone Port
Road

in Buildwas parish (=00902)

ROAD (BE

02602)

Road from Benthall Edge &wn slope from 02604 to 02601. C. 1.5m
wider not particularly well defined. Cut by 02603. Mature tree
at junction between 02602 and 02601. Not in use today. Later than
02601.
RoAD (BE 02603)

Well defined road from quarries to riverr later than 02601.
Cuts 906 and 02638 and runs along edge of slope. Diverts around
guarry 0905. Junction with 02601 is shown on Tithe Map. Not in
168

use today.
ROAD

(BE 02604)

along top of break of slope of Benthall Edge from 02638 to
railway 7702. The path varies in quality and has in places been
dumped upon (by junction with 02602).
Road

ROAD

(BE 02605)

OId road, probably all that remains of an incline and a road
leading down to the river. Pre-dates railway.
ROAD (BE

02606)

Used today as a footpathr this road slopes steeply from quarry
42636 west down Benthal edge to 02605. Well made, embanked

roadr cutting

02609 and 02605. Originally provided exit from
guarry O264lt but went out of use with later working.
ROAD (BE

02607)

Road from road to Benthall
to become 02612 TNCLTNE (BE

HalI to cottage

1101 then

turns north

02608)

Marked as a track on the OS maps, this incline is hardly visible
on the ground. Leads from 02679 (to the right of the lookout) r
down slope, cut by 02606 and the SVRI and originally to lime
kiln BE 2501.
ROAD (BE

02609)

from railway 7702 to quarry O262Bt cut by 02613. Slopes up
over spoil heap of guarry 02629, and probably not tramway.
Road

ROAD (BE

02610)

Track across rough ground. Turns north to reach incline 02608 at
southern end.
ROAD

(BE 02611)

Road

leading south through woodland from quarries and road

to fields.

ROAD (BE

02612)

Road through rough ground.
ROAD (BE

02613)

Road from 02604

to join

02612.
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02606

ROAD (BE 02614)

for guarry 02629 and kilns, to junction with railway
7702. Level enough to have been railway.

Access road

RoAD (BE 02615)

Access to quarry 026026, curving north to meet 02604 between
steep banks of spoi1. Dumped on by modern rubbish.
ROAD (BE

Access
ROAD

02616)

to quarry 02623 from road 02604. Shortr clear

road.

(BE 02617)

north east from junction with railway 7702 along edge of
quarry 02631 to join 02619. Two old exits from guarry visible
above the road, cut by later quarrying. Not shown on lBB3 OS
mapr sr:ggesting some quarrying after this date.
Leads

ROAD (BE

02619)

From

02604r along Benthall edge to top of guarry

ROAD

(BE 02620)

Rough access
QLTARRY

to quarry 02627.

(BE 02621)

euarrlr roughly circular c. 2m deep.
to cliff face and guarry 02622.

Small

QUARRY

O264L.

Has

cut off access

(BE 02622)

quarrying of cliff edge access cut of by guarry O262L and by
spoit. Also cut by 02625. Some modern dumping at northern end.

O1d

QUARRY (BE

02623)

Roughly circular ball stone quarrlr with gently sloping sidesr
rough limestone visible in sides. Fairly shallow (2-3m). Cuts
02625 and 02624. Spoil from quarrying has impinged upon 02604r
which has diverted around it.
QUARRY

Area

(BE 02624)

of shallow quarrying

QUARRY

2-3m deep cut by 02623. 20-30m across.

(BE 02625)

High area of quarrying, just under cliff line. Yew trees.
Probably a shallow quarry cut by 02623. Cuts quarry 02622.
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QUARRY

(BE 02626)

Over lOm deepr this guarry has steep iregular sides. Acess road
02615 takes spoil out to north. Some modern rubbishr from
cottage 1101, including brickworkr victorian stone ware jarsT
blue on white transfers and more recent junk.
QUARRY

(BE 02627)

Quarrying

of cliff

beneath cottage BE 1101, with access road

02620.
QUARRY (BE

02628)

4 and Bm deep and c. 5m wide, and about 40m long. The
strata are 1.5m fine bedded shaley limestone over a good 2m of
harderr denser stone. Occasional vertical marks of powder
charges in the better stone. Access road 02609 cut by 02613.
Betwenn

QUARRY

(BE 02629)

A Iong, regular quarry c. 200m long and c.2O wide, running south
east from where Price & Hillfs Tramway meets Benthall Edge.
Access road 02614. The C1iff face was workedr and spoil dumped
to the northwest. At the western end the remains of kilns can be
seen. This is the only site marked "Quarries" (as opposed to Old
Quarries) on the 1BB3 map. Four kilns visible (02661-4) and two
further marked on OS map (02675 and 02676) as well as small
square structure nor^, gone (02677)
The pattern of access suggests that this quarry was associated
with the operation of Price & Hil1s Lime kilns, shown in 1835

(sRo 3956).

QUARRY

Small

spoil

(BE 02630)

Iinear quarry c.12m longr

4m deep and 2-3m
dumped across 02604 down BenthallEdge.

QUARRY

(BE 02631

wide with

some

)

Linear quarry; fairly narrow at south western end where access
road 02617 entersr it widens to east. Working face along cliff
line shows c. 4m rubblyr shaley limeston€r oV€r 2m goodr dense

naterial at entrance, dropping away below 1eve1 of 02617 to over
l0 deepr with at l-east 4m good stoner marked with many vertical
drill marks. Earlier access roads visible high in spoil on south
western side, with dumping through these down Benthall Edge.
Later phase of quarrying associated with 02618.
QUARRY

(BE 02632)

General area of quarrying, %6m deepT with much spoil
Access road 02618 leading to top of 02608.
T7T

in

quarry.

(BE 02636) = 02633

QUARRY

eudrrlr several metres below leveI of main path along
Benthall Edge (02619) and thus below the approximate base of the
majority of quarrying. Spoil removed down slope 02606. Cut by
quarry 02635.
Long

QUARRY

(BE 02633)

Part of
QUARRY

02636

before cut by 02635.

(BE 02634)

Ballstone guarry c. 2m diameter with sloping sides. Cuts guarry
02637.
QUARRY

(BE 02637)

Shallow quarry cut byquarry 02634. Road 02679 has been diverted
through it and climbs out over edge to the northeast. Sides
slope gentlyr although rock face visible in places.
ROAD (BE 02638)

Road along

Benthall Edge cut by 02603.

TNCLTM (BE 02639)
A possible incline is shown
and the railway bridge. Any

OS mapr between 02655
trace has been obscured by working
in 1920s, but may have been associated with a phase of working
of 02645 or 02646.
QUARRY

on the 1883

(BE 02640)

Clear area of quarrying at western end of Pattens Rock euarrfr
visible. Most recent phase

reached by road 02653. Steep cliffs
of quarrying in Pattens Rock Quarry
QTTARRY

c. 1920s.

(BE 02641)

this represents the creation of the steep cliffs
to the south side of Pattens Rock quarry c. 10m deep. Access
road no longer visible, but spoil presumably piled to north.
Predates O264Ot

QUARRY

(BE 02642)

cliff face on south side of euarrlr to east of 42641.
of vegetation, and partly collapsingr the working face
cuts into a peak of materialr probably originally isolated by
stream (eg Bowers Brook). 2-3 m or light brown overburden covers
about 2m shaleyr stone with better stone beneath it. Spoil from
lat,er working has been dumped against this face.
Second

Clear
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QUARRY

(BE 02643)

Eastern end of Pattens rock quarry. Quarry narrows towards top
of incline 02651, and material has been removed below leve1 of
road.
QUARRY

(BE 02644)

Old worked cliff

face.

Associated

with road 02656r and so pre-

1801.
QUARRY

(BE 02645)

Steep cliff facer of good quality stone. Original course of
branch of Bowers Brookr which has recenLly dried up. Natural

outcropr since quarried. Pre 1801.
QUARRY

(BE 02646)

face. Western Branch of Bowers Brook drops down facer
eastern branch now emerges from fissure at base of rock facer
indicating either solution hollow or underground working. Dense
good guality stone. Working indicated by vertical drill holes.
Access road 02655.
Sheer rock

QUARRY

Area

(BE 02647)

of guarrying, access road

02655.

?QUARRY (BE 02648)

Road 02667 widens onto a rough platform,
May be quarryr or loading area for

associated

with working limestone in

cut into side of hill.
crushing machinery

1920s.

?sHAFf (BE 02649)
INCLTNE, PATTENS ROCK QUARRY (BEO265O)

visible incline today runs down the sloper under a brick
arched bridge of a foot trackr and under the railway 1ine, to
terminate near lime kilns (3001-9). The incline is c. 2m wide
and cut well into the hill side. Access to the top of the incline
and the road leading to it (02652) have been confused by later
workings. Cuts zig zag track 02657/02656.
A very

The incline is clearly marked on the 1BB3 OS mapr is not
specifically mentioned on the Tithe map, but in operation in
1846 and 1852 (sRo DP 361,350), and also in 1862 when the svR
was built. Clearly visible from gorgel so probably "the incline"
mentioned by Hulbert in 1837.
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TNCLTNE (BE 02651)

A very well-defined incline runs east from the end of 02643 and
terminates by the quarry 02644 in a relatively level track still
some distance above the river. The cutting for the incline is
deep. Access to the top of the incline is confusedr but does
suggest that the incline was worked after BE 02604. This is
further confirmed by the presence of a concrete pipe 02667,
culverting the eastern branch of Bowers Brook under the foot of

the incline.

fncline is associated with working of limestone in 1920s. Worked
by engine on concrete base 02665r material went down tramway
laid on incline to leve1 section leading to loading area 02648
above machinery and viaduct 02680 etc.
RoAD (BE 02652)

Pattens Rock quarry. Cut by 02654. May have
originally led to top of A26507 according to map evidence.
LaLer Quarrying has continued below road level and obscured

Road through

relationships.

ROAD (BE 02653)

t&per road through Pat,tens Rock Quarry. Earliest road through
quarry associated with incline 02666. Predates quarries
02641,02642,02643.
ROAD

(BE 02654)

with tipping of spoil against cliff face 3642.
Cuts 02652. Dumping of spoil associated with working of
Road associated

Iimestone

in

1920s.

RoAD (BE 02655)

Access from quarry 02645 to road at bottom of incline 02651.
Cut by 02651. Material may have originally reached river via
roads 02658 and 02659.
ROAD (BE 02656)

mapl between road 02651 and road 02657.
Difficult to seer but presumably part of zig zag track up hill
to quarries O2644-6t 1ater used to transport material to incline

Road marked on 1BB3 oS
02650.
ROAD

(BE 02657)

OLd zig zag track cut by incline 02650 from road 02660 up to
quarries 02644-6. Pre-1801.
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RoAD (BE 02658)

track leading down slope from platform/quatry
footpath, beside ?aerial ropeways or earlier
Possible
02648.
Cut by BE 02659.
slope.
inclines down

Narrow winding

ROAD (BE 02659)

to railway bridge. Better made and more used than
02659. Crosses over, and probably pre dates, railway siding of

Road down slope
1920s.
RoAD (BE A2660)

running east west along bottom of edger just above SVR.
Carried over incline 02606 by brick arch. Old router probably
diverted by railway at eastern end.

Road

LrME KrLN (BE 02661)

circular depression c. 3m diameter marks the top of the
kiln close to the south eastern working face of guarry 02629. Ahe
arch is constructed of Iimestone rubbler with roughly cut
vousoirs. The interior roof of the arch slopes diagonally down to
the eye, which is a brick topped opening 49cm across. The
brickwork of the slope is supported by three iron bars. A kiln
is not shown in this position on the 1883 OS map.
A shallow

L]ME KfLN (BE 02662)

a pair of kilns in quarry 02629 linked by a common arch.
Brickwork on the int,erior of the kiln is visible to a depth of

One

of

c. 1.5m, and the kiln has an approximate diameter of 2m.
double kiln is marked on the 1883 OS map.

A

LrME KrLN (BE 02663)

A deep depression, %1.5m in diamter marks the position of this
kilnr very close to 02662r linked by a common arch.
LrME K]LN (BE 02664)

This is the least well preserved kiln in the group, visible as a
semi circular depression. It is shown to the east of the double

kiln in

1883.

ENGINE BASE (BE 02665)

A stone packed platforml several metres in diameterr with two
parrallel concrete plinths and holding down bolts. to the west
are two more bolts in concrete basesr partly buried in fine
limestone debris. Associated with tramway and incline down 02651,
dating to between 1921 and 1927 (Sir Paul Benthall pers comm.)
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TOP OF TNCLTNE (BE 02666)
T\^ro mortared limestone wallsr c. lm thick with two holding down
bolts in each. The walIs are parallel to the slope of Benthall
E&e, and may have been the top of an incline, associated with
road 02653 and quarries 02641,02642 and 02643.
@NCRETE

PIPE (02667)

l-8" diameter concrete pipe, taking Bowers Brook under foot of
incline 02657. Associated with guarrying in 1920s.
METAL

PIPE (02668)

Iron piper with flange and bolt holesr from which Bowers Brook
emerges opposite railway bridge.
REBUTLD OE LrME

KrLN (02669)

Modern brickr used to rebuild entrance to arch between kilns
02670 and 02671. 2.6m highr 2.75m wide, keystone marked "1928"
with initials TE and HC cut in mortar.
LrME KrLN (02670)

Left hand kiln; white brick kiln lining visible, fallen away to
front but otherwise weLl preserved to a height of several metres.
Kiln is cylindricalr tapering to cone at base. Good state of
preservation suggest part of I92B rebuild.
Ll,rE KrLN (02671)

kiln, visible as sunken area in platform above kiln
arch. Entire kiln probably preserved under vegetation.
Western most

CoNCRETE WALL

(02672)

Low concrete wall running east from Kilns 02670/02671. Holding
back bankr and creating platform in front of kilns. Probably c1928.
RAILWAY S]DING

(02673)

Flat arear with well cut limestone blocks forming waLl to the
south to hold back bank. First shown on 1927 OS map, as short
extension to SVR. Associated with limest,one working in 1920s.
ARCTI

OF LIME KILNS @2674)

Superstructure of kilns (02670 and 02671) before they were
rebuilt in modern brick (02669). Constructed of roughly cut
linrestone blocksr and built againstr dnd into the hillside. An
an earlier entrance arch is visible above modern brick.
f\uo

large buttresses, one supported on an iron girder,
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the

other built against the wall.

first few metres of the 6m trong vault have been rebuilt in
modern brick, however the back is of a different build and may
be original. Two benches of limestone run along either side.
E\zes for the Lwo kilns are let into the eastern and western
wallsr and a circular chimney or flue high up in the southern
The

wal-I.
FLUE

IN LIME KILN (02675)

An arched opening high up on the back wall of the arch of kilns
02670,02671 leads to a circular flue. The arch is 50cm wide and
65cm highr and the flue can be seen opening into the top of the

kilns.

SITE OE LIME KILN (02676)

In quarry 02629r the 1BB3 OS map shows a kiln to the east of
02664. This kiln is not now visible.
SITE OF LIME KILN (02677)

The IBB3 OS map shows
north of A2676.

a

second

extra kiln in guarry 02629 to the

srRUcruRE (02678)

A small square structure of roughly the size of a kiln ismarked
on the IBB3 OS map to the north of 02677 in guarry 02629. May be
a lime burners shelter.
JUNSIION (BE 02679)

Flat area at terminus or railway 7702, where it joins roads and
tranrvuays leading to lime quarries. Probably used for loading.
@NCRETE

PILLAR (BE 02680)

Rectangular concrete pillar built into slope above and to the
west of 02581 and c.15-20m east of kilns 02670' 0267lr approx
265t OD.
TrIR,EE @NCREf,E

P]LLARS (BE 02681)

of a leve1 viaduct c. Im eest of 02680. Three concrete
pillars built into hill side, each with two holding down boltsr
Remains

and Level surface.

PLATF'ORM W]TH ?MACHINERY BASE

(BE 02682)

Platform c. lOm by 10m cut out of hill side to the east of
026801. A series of concrete slabs and holding down bolts
suggests base

for crushing/processing

machinery.
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FOIJR CONCRETE

Group

PILLARS (02683)

of rectangular pil1ars, to the east of kilns

02670/7I,

set on same level platfrom. Vertical rectangular slots in top.
FIVE

CONCRETE

PILLARS (02684)

Group of low pillars c. r two on slope between kilns O267O/L
and 026857 oDe a pier in wall 02672r ond two on platform in

front of kiln.

TWC OONCRETE PTLLARS

Large pilIar
south.

(02685)

built into slope below 02682,

and second

pil1ar to

PLATFoRM (02686)

wall 02672, this 1evel area in front, of and to the
east of kilns O267O/L disappears to the east of the concrete
features 02683, and seems to be associated with loading material
from kilnsr aerial ropeways or associated processing onto trucks
in parrallel siding 02673.
Created by

?WINDI}G MECHAN]S}'II CLAY MINE INCLINE (BE 02687)

Four holding down bolts survive on two plinths to the north of
the tramway bridge which may relate to the winding mechanism.
LATER ROUTE, VIGER CLAY MINE TR.AMWAY (BE 02688)

Shown in 1902 as a route running west to the south side of the
bridge over the severn valley railway. Thence down the incline
over the bridger and west to the brick works. By 1927 two new
levels (BE 026 102, 026103) are in operation closer to the
bridger and a short branch to the north is shown.
EARL]ER ROUTE, VIGER CLAY MINE TR,AMWAY (BE 002689)

the clay mine tramway is shown leading off Bridge
towards the tramway bridge (02690).

In

1BB3

TRAMWAY BRIDGE

(BE

Road

02690)

Brick bridge carrying incline from clay mine over Severn Valley
Railway to Bower Yard brick works. Rebuilt 1902. Dark blue

brick with stone
ARCH OVER. ROAD

parapet.

(BE 02691)

Brick arch carrying railway over access route to Benthall Edge.
Junction of several roads at this point preserves idea of small
settlement herer shown Ln 1844 but demolished to make way for
railway.
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BLOCKED ARCH OVER, INCLTNE

(BE 02692)

Railway viaduct has been blocked with more recent brickr
suggesting that the incline to the lime kilns continued in
operation after construction of railway.
vrcER cLAy MrNE/tww. (cLAy) (BE 02694)

on 7902 OS map only to the west of bridge over SVR.
Probably entrance to "Old Workings in Randles C1ay" shown on
Viger Clay Mine P1an. Out of use by 1927.
Shovrn

ADrr (BE 02695)

Viger clay Mine. At southern end of railway bridge. Shown on
plan of Viger clay mine. Providing clay for brick and tile
works. Visible as dent in hillside. Working small outcrop of
Viger clay from c. 1920s.

ADrr

(BE 02696)

shown on

plan of

shown on plan

of Viger

of group of four adits in Randles clay
Viger clay mine. Post 1902.

One

ADrr
One

(BE 02697)

of group of four adits in

clay

Randles

clay mine. Post 1902.

ADrr

(BE 02698)

of group of four adits in Randles clay shown on plan of Viger
clay mine. Post lgOL Part of entrance visible, stone and brick
walLs, and small brick structure with remains of chimney at top
on eastern side of entrance.
one

BEMHALT mGE hnODS (BE 002699)

See

description in text (Section 2.2).

ADrr

(BE 026101)

of group of four adits in Randles clay shown on plan of Viger
clay mine. Post 1902. Can be seen as long depression running
into hillr just west of 026.104. Traces of brick bank retaining

one

waI1 -

ADrr (NORTH) (BE 026102)

Adit on western side of Bridge Road, working clod clay. Shown as
"Old Workings" on Viger clay mine p1an. Served by railway in
1883. Out of use by 1902. Probably one of the adits visible on
the bank opposite Corn MilI. Entrance marked by galvanised iron
sheet, arched over. Also smal1 ?shelter of similar material
surviving to south of entrance to adit.
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ADrr (soufi{) (ee 026103)

Adit on western side of Bridge Roadr working clod c1ay. Shown
as "O1d workings" on Viger clay mine plan. Entrance visible.
Served by railway 1883, out of use by 1902.
POWDER HOUSE

(BE 026104)

$l the Benthall Edge Nature trail, leading from the Clay Mine up
the slope of the edgeT is a small brick structurer c. Im
square. The structure has an ironframed door, and within in a
vaulted roof. Stubs of two walls can be seen butting Lhe front
of the structure. The strength of the construction and the
thickness of the bricl< suggests that this structure was a powder
store.

FrsH wErR (BE 02701)

a medieval fish weir in the River Severn at
technically part of Madeley Parish (Pannett 1973).

There was

SEVERN VALLEY RAILWAY

Bower Yardr

(BE O2BO1)

Line of railway opened t862,

closed 1970 (see text)r preserved

as footpath. Single track, cut into hill on east side,
supported on massive brick viaduct to west of parish. Cut
linestone blocks used as walling.
srATroN (BE 02802)

Site of lronbridge & Broseley Stationr Severn Valley Railwayr
closed 1963. Photographs in IGMT collection show a white brick
structure, single storey on north side of line (eg :--9BI-2,
1980.1630, 1981.69). Interior photographs suggest cast iron
fireplacer tiled floor (1982.265). DemoLishedr and in use as
a car park.
GOODS SHED

(BE O2BO3)

Tinber goods shed shown in photographs and on OS maps, to east
of station on south side of line.
LEVH, CROSSING (BE O2BO4)

Level crossing to allow road access to Iron Bridge to the south
east of station. Rails can still be seen in asphaltr as well as
upright for gate.
LIME KILN SID]NG (BE O2BO5)

Built between 1902 and 1927 t shown on 1927 OS map, probably in
association with reopening of limestone workings in 1920s (see
chapter 4). Flat platform and cut stone retaining wall can still
be made out on ground in front of limekilns.
lBO

VIADUCT (BE 02806)

Well construct.ed blue brick and stone arched viaduct carrying
Line around the bottom of Benthall Edge.
BOATYARD

INLET (BE 02902)

It has been suggested that this was the site of an inlet in which
boats were taken for repair, and that it was destroyed by later
guarrying for sandl deposited in a bend of the river (E. Rogers,
pers. comm.)
POSSIBLE SITE OF LEAD SMELTER (BE 02903)

Also could be site of Benthall lead smelterT according to
pictorial evidence.
LrME KrLNS (03001

- 9)
shown on 1BB3oS map, and dating back at
Bank of limekilns,
least to a description of 1801. 10 kilns shown on OS map,
behind continuous wal1 curving slightly at the western end-

Occupied Ln LB44 by Thomas Harries (although probably operated by
John Patten living nearby)r aod operated by John Patten in 1852.

a fifth arch
to have had a
kiln behind itr rather than being grouped together. The kiln
bank was c.4m high. The arches are l-et into a wa1l of limestone
blocks c. 3m high.
with
Today four brick lined arches are visible,
suggested by an area of collapse. Each arch seems

No

railway siding. Still marked Limekilns in

BOAT

1883.

YARD (BE 03010)

Local tradition (pers comm Eustace Beard) suggests an inlet
somewhere on this small promontoryr used for boat building and
repairing barges. It has since been used as a source of sand and
so levelled. Any inlet has disappeared since 1902.

at lime kilns in early phoLographs (eg
1981.1563), suggesting that lime is loaded straight into boats
Barges are shown drawn up

from John Pattens wharf.

S]TE OF LEAD SMELTER (BE 03011)

Possible site of lead smelter (see Smith 1979226t text). Flat
area, slightly raised above River Severn. Site has since been
used for boat buildingr and also as source of sand (E. Beardr
pers comm), and no remains can be seen.
POSSIBLE SITE OF LEAD SI,IELTER (BE 03101)

Possible site of lead smelter shown in Smith 1979:26).
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BOAT BUTLDING

ACIIVITY (BE 03503)

Site of timber sheds and pieces of timber probably associated
with boat building in the nineteenth century (smitfr 1979:no 9B).
BURTONS BRICKWORKS (LATER. BENTHALL STONEWARE COMPATiY) (BE 04601)

Site of a brid< kiln in 1790sr later in use as brick works making
refractory bricks and then sanitary pipe works until c. 1955.
Layout of works shown on maps for 1835r LBB3 etc, with
occasional glimpses for works in photographs of the Iron Bridge
(eg 1981.3r 1985.240 and drawing L979.1497.29). The buildings
were demolished by c. 1961 although a long building to the east
survived a little longerr and the site is now used as a picnic
area. The retaining walL for the site is built of many white
bricks, and occasional sanitary pipesr and broken sanitary
pipes can be seen scattered on many sites throughout the Bower
Yard (for example by the lime kilns).
ROAD FR.OM ]RONBRIDGE TO RIVER,BANK

(BE 04701)

of t.he lronbridge suggest that this was a toll route, as
there are references to the letting of tolls at this gate.

Minutes

SITE OF MALTHOUSE (BE

O5OO5)

Site of malthouser paralle1 to (and probably post dating)
Ironbridgel let to Samuel Roden in 1844.) Most likeIy not the

malthouse which was formerly a lead smelter.
NEW TRACKWAY, CORN

MILL (BE 05203)

See Appendix Three.
CULVERT, CORN

MILL (BE 05204)

See Appendix Three.
NoRTH EASTER.N TR.ACKI CIoRN

M]LL (BE 05205)

See Appendix Three.

srEPS, CoRN M]LL (BE 05301)
See Appendix Three.
OUTBUILDINGS,

C:ORN

MILL (BE 05302)

See Appendix Three.
STONE RETAINING WALL,

ORN M]LL (BE 05303)

See Appendix Three.

ANMXE, OORN M]LL (BE 05304)
See Appendix Three.
MILL BUILDINGS, CORN MILL (BE 05305)
See Appendix Three.
ALLEY, CORN MILL (BE 05306)

L82

See Appendix Three.
SMALL DAM WALL, @RN

MILL (BE 05307)

See Appendix Three.
STONE LTNED CTIANNELI @RN

MILL (BE

O53OB)

See Appendix Three.
WHEEL

PIT,

CORN

M]LL (BE 05309)

See Appendix Three.
WHEET, SUPPORTS, CORN

MTLL (BE 05310)

See Appendix Three.
POWER TAKMFF, @RN MILL (BE 05311)
See Appendix Three.

LAUNDER, @RN

M]LL (BE 05312)

See Appendix Three.
BENTHALL BROOK, CORN

MILL (BE 05313)

See Appendix Three.
BRIDGE ROAD I\DRTH (BE 05401)

Originally a wooden railwayr the route was taken over by the
bridge proprietors
to provide a road link with the
Broseley/Wenlcok turnpike. Much repairing and improvementr and
possibly a diversion in front of the New fnn (see text).
Problems caused by poor drainager and steep rise of 400 feet in
totaI. Rebuilt as a road "9 yards wide" in 1783. Much cinders
and furnace waste were probably used to build up the roadr and
can be seen eroding out by the Corn Millr for example. A local
contractor suggested that the road v/as "at least 11 ft thick"
below the New fnnr indicating the amount of build up.
SEVER.N VALLEY RA]LWAY FOCITBRIDGE

(BE 05402)

Footbridge over Severn Val1ey Railway from in front of Bridge
Shown in photographs in museum
House, over line to station.
collection with lattice work iron parapet. Stone and brick
plinth still survives in from of house. The brick work is whiter
and was nrost probably made

at Burtons brickworks.

FOOI'PATH (BE 05403)

Possible early course of Bridge Road (BE 05401). Meets end of
footbridge to station.
BENTHALL

RAIL (BE 05404)

In existence in 1686 (see Lext), route is now Bridge Roadr with
a possible variation to the east from the New fnn, downwards.
Branches Lo the lime kilns, to Deerleapr and probably a route
r:p Benthall Laner looping north again past the Sunday School to
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Ash Coppice. Other

links

may have been

with the

"Marsh".

RoAD (BE 05501)

OId route along Benthall Edger shown
CLAY

in

some

early

maps.

ADrr (BE 05603)

A clay mine survives in the south bank of the site. ft consists
of two main tunnels with side tunnels, lined with ye11ow tiles,
with traces of decorated tiles on the floor. The roof is formed
of sandstone. The last use of the adit seems to date to the
operation of the worksr although it could have been in use
earl-ier. There is also a vaulted brick structure to the west,
facing bridge roadr which may have been associated with the
mine.
SITE OF BENTHALL

IRONV'ICRKS

(BE 05604)

Site of Benthall Ironworks, 177Os - c. 1823r lat,er used as iron
foundry. Buildings were incorporated in Maws Tileworks c. IB52r
and demolished 1883. BE 58 is a flattened platform with no
surviving masonry. Large amounts of black glassy slag found
eroding out further down the valley. PLoL 67/69 on tithe map
shows layout of buildings in L844, SRo 3956 shows buildings in
1835 MAWS

TILE

VORKS (BENTHALL ENCAUSTIC

TILE

V']ORK)S EAST

(BE 05605)

Site of Maws Tile works 1852 until 1883. Probably the earliest
part of the works r as the company took over the o1d ironworksr
presumably reusing some buildings. 1BB3 OS map shows three main
ranges of buildingsr two with kilns, and two further buildings
to the northr one of which is he two storied brick house shown in
1982.103. In 1859 there were two kilns to the south of thisr
onlu one of which is shown on the OS map. A building to the
north west (on BY 06) was probably the managers house. THe
platform for the building remainsr cut out of the stoner and a
new house on the site has reused clearly earlier timbers.

of the works buildings survive today. The site is now a
flat platform built up above the 1evel of Bridge Road. A
retaining waII of glazed brick and saggars on the north western
corner of the siter collapsed in April L987, showing that the
site was built on ashy wasLe dumped from the ironworksr with
some tile waste at the top. Traces of Maws tiles cemented
together were foundr as well as square saggars, and pieces of
triangular ye1low kiln furniture. The cemented tiles were
presunnably remains of the floor of one of the two buildings at
the north of the site. One lozenge shaped medieval floor tile
with slip decoration was found at. the site, presumably collected

None

by the

Maw

family.

T\uo modern bungalows have been built on the south of the site.
There is apparently a fragment of rail protruding from the east
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of the site between the two housesr and may be the remains
of a railway bringing clay from the area of Easthope Coppice
bank

farm.
SITE OF TAR OVENS (BE 05606)

Lord Dundonald built coke ovens similar to those at Calcutts in
Benthall in 1787. They were reputed to be beside the ironworksr
although nothing survives today.
oLD SHAFT (CoAr) (BE 05701)

Located to the south of the fronworks/Tileworks. Shown as pit in
1835 and out of use by 1883. Operated by Price & Hill in 1844r
probably providing coal for ironworks. Probably mining Best
Randle & CIod. Nb: reference to ironworks using clod coal. Two
open pit shafts can be seen todayr brick linedr and filled with
rubbish.
oLD SHAFT (BE 05702)
Second

of the two shafts

mentioned above.

srrE oF PooL (BE 05703)

Site of trrcoI shown in 1835 map (Hitchcock) now fiIled in and not
visible. Probably pool above ironworks into which water was
recycled before the introduction of direct blowing of the
furnaces (see text).
MAWS

TTLE I/il3RKS (EENTHALT. ENCAUSTIC TILE I^IORKS) WEST (BE O5BO4)

tile works c. 1852 - 1883. Probably later than
but already in existence in 1859 (fggZ.lo3).
1BB3 OS map shows complex of at least four kilns and buildings.
Site today forms flat platformr two houses built on site have
Many tiles found in
render studded with fragments of tiles.
garden, particularly of Westholme. Traces of what are reputed
to be a kiln waII (short length of curving brick wall) survive in
the west bank just to the south of Westholme.
Site of

Maws

works to eastr

Photograph 1982.103 shows the works, looking from the west side
of the road. A range of brick buildings with two gavle roofs
facing northr and behind them a kiln and chimney can be seen.

srrE oF

"crNDER

HILL" (BE 05805)

Site probably made up with tips of ash and slag from Benthall
iron furnaces. Ment.ioned in Tithe Apportionment as Cinder Hill,
occupied by Price and HilI.
oLD SHAFT (COAr & TRONSTONE) (BE 06301)

of two shafts shown in 1883. Situated on flat
platform. Approximately on line of Broseley fault. Possibly site

Westernnmost
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of horse gin

seen

in background of

Munn

painting c. 1803 (Smitfr

7979:71).
PArH (06302)

OId route leading

to path along top of Benthall

Edge.

oLD SHAFT (COAL & TRONSTONE) (BE 06304)

Westernmost
out of use.

of two shafts

shown

in

1BB3r and probably

recently

OPEN SHAFT, BENTHALL EDGE (BE 06305)

Coal shaft to north of path through plot 63, recently collapsed
and now fencedr shown as smalI depression in 18837 so probably
mined well before that date. Circular shaftr unLinedr showing
thin seam of coal about 1.5m below surface.
Btr.LPTTS,

I^IORIHOUSE COPP]CE

(BE 0680])

Bestr Randle & Clod are found close to the surface in this
area. The woods to the north of the old limekilns are scattered
with small circular depressions, probably bellpits exploited in
the seventeenth century.
The

cr

rPot/[DER

HousE (BE 06802)

Rectangular brick structure with double thickness wa11s.
A11eged1y a gunpor,rder houser probably associated with coal or
clay mining. If the coal measure shales were being mined for
clayr gunpowder was apparently necessary.
QUARRY

(06803)

Quarry at base of Workhouse coppice, on precise line of fault
between limestone and coal measures. Much colliery waste aroundr
may possibly be quarry shown in photographs of getting coal at
"Foxholes" during the miners

strike of I9l2 (see text).

PART OF LIME KTLNS RATLWAY (BE 06804)

There is a possibility that at one point the Lime kilns railway
looped north around the kilns on plot 87 and continued down
towards Benthall rai1.
QUARRY

(BE 06805)

is evidence for o1d guarrying below and to the east of the
lime kilnsr probably for limestone.

There

,'CADMANS CAVE AND FOXHOLES"

(BE 06901)

The field name suggests the possibility of mining here. There is
also a circular outcrop of Bestr Randle and Clod Coals around the
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of this field which would make it Iike1y that shallow
surface mining took prace. The field has now been proughed flatr
and there is nothing immediately visible. There is also a
photograph of people getting coar at "Foxholes" during the miners
strike of 1912 (see text).
margins

PART OF LIME KILNS RA]LWAY (BE 07401)

Railway ran north of southern boundary of fieldr only a slight
depression visible. The railway dates to at least the beginning
of the nineteenth century (when the lime kilns on plot 87 are
"new"). The line is shown on the 1833 I'OS mapr as well as
Hitchcockrs 1835 map.
PART OF LIME KILNS RAILWAY (BE 07501)

Railway departed from modern course of roadl and turned west in
the very southern corner of this field. possibly the site of a
railway bridge, suggested by the 1833 1" OS map.
RATLWAY BRTDGE

A

(BE 07701)

brick arched railway bridge over lime kilns railway, carrying
old road into plot 14. The road seems to have disappeared by

an

1835.
PART OE LIME KTLNS RAILWAY (BE O77O2)

Railway ran along Lhe course of the roadr and probably in the
deep ditch now the the south west of the road near its terminus

on Benthall

Edge.

PART OF LIME KILNS RATLWAY

Course of
depression.

(BE

OBOOT)

railway ran through fieldr

visible as a slight

PART OF LIME KILNS RAILWAY (BE OB2O])

to north of southern boundary of this field, shown in
7902. Field boundary now survives as tree liner with slight
depression to north.
Railway ran

oLD LEVEL (08301)

in 1902 and 7927 maps, suggests that it
c1ay. Nothing survives.

Shown

may have been

for

LTNE OF LIME KILNS RA]LWAY (BE 08701)

Section of railway from guarries (A77O2) to lime kilns on plot
87. According to 1835 map (SRO 3956) railway branches into 6
between groups of kilns. Lime probably taken out on a separate
liner or by road at the boLtom of the kilns. Operated by price
and HiIl in 1844. General line of railway shown in 1833 (lst

edition

OS).

r87

KILN BANK (BE

OB7O2)

present countryside path rises up over what must have been
the kiln bank for kilns 8703-13. The bank was probably a stone
waIl, and as shown in 1902 was stepped in the middle, probably
to allow the road to cross it.
The

KILNS (BE 08703-15)

13 kilns are shown
and one of four at

in 1835 (SRO 3956) in three groups of three
the north end, served by branches of the

railway (8701). In 7844 they were operated by Price and Hil1.
RoAD (08716)

Road from

(OB7O2)

02617, shown on OS map as dropping

to

meet Spout Lane.

down over

kiln

bank

ADTT AT LIME KILNS (08717)

Adit

shown on GS SI 60

SE. Nothing visible.

M]NE SPOUT AD]T (BE 09401)

Adit. shown on geological survey SJ 60SE to west, of Mine SpoutT
approxirnately in the centre of the lime kilns. fn outcrop of
Bestr Randle and Clod coal.
POSSTBLE

SrrE OF

POOL (BE 09701)

Stream from Mine Spout runs through this plotr and joins
Benthall Brook. Would have provided additional water source for
millsr etcr and may well have been dammed to provide a pool
ROAD

(BE 10101)

Benthall ironworksr possibly to get access to coal
shaft in Broseley wood. 'Road and cart house" shovrn on Tithe lr1ap.
Present road to Easthope coppice farm is a rater oner recently
Used by

remade.

srTE oF

MACHTNE

HOUSE (BE

10?

)

Machine house shown on Tithe mapr located opposite junction
Spout Lane and Bridge Bank. Nothing can be seen today.
DEMOLTSHED BUTLDTNG

of

(BE 10601)

SITE OF POOL BY BROOK COTTAGE (BE 10603)

pool shown on 1835 map in front of the present Brook
Cottage. No trace of the pool survivesr although the brook has
been culverted and today runs under where the pool wouLd have
been. Brook Cottage is at an angle to the road and clearly
respects the pooI. The pool was infilled by lg)2.
Lower

A poor in approximately this position is shown on the map of 1688
with what is presumably a mill in the position of Brook cottage.
This pool may have provided water to power the Boring Mill (BE
11004) on the other side of the roadT although there would not

have been much height available.

lBB

SITE OF POOL ABOVE

BROOK COITAGE

(BE 10604)

shown in 1835 and the Tithe Mapr this pool was above the present
Brook Cottage; opposite the New fnn. The pool powered a small
threshing miIl (10605) which canrt have used either much water or
much height. The current site is well built up above Brook

Cottage, and there was probably a dam several metres in
height.The pool has now been infilled and a bungalow built on the
site in 1986. Water from the culvert under the pipe works may
have contributed to the water supply for this poo1.
Again there is a pool at the north end of priorie common in 1688
which is most Iikely this poo1.
STTE OF MILL ABOVE BROOK OTTAGE (BE 10605)

Site of water powered miII probably threshing miI1 insured 1807
by F.B.Harries, and shown in 1835 and on Tithe Map. Garden
above may have been pool (see Tithe map nos 1101109). probably
dumped upon by material from pottery across the road by the New
fnn. Recently built house on site.
A building is shown on a map of 1688 against t.he dam wal1 of
pool herer which is most Iikely a mill.

TILE WASTE,

BROOK COTTAGE GARDEN

a

(BE 10607)

There is a tradition that much Maws waste was dumped on the mound
on the west side of the p1ot7 where blue dust pressed tiles have
been found.
S]TE OF BORING MILL (BE 11004)

At north end of plot 110 was site of water powered boring mil1,
constructed 1781r oDd still shown as boring mi11 and yard in
7844. The mill was described by John Rennie as having a wheel of
74 fL diameter about 4 ft broadr which suggests a breast shot
wheel with 1ittIe height available. The site is well above the
Mine Spout streamr and although there may have been a spring in
the Minesr rnuch of the water may have been brought from the pool
opposite Brook Cottage across the road to the east (see Section
6.24).

Several new houses have been built on the site todayr and no
Lrace of the milI can be seen. There is an o1d drystone
retaining wal1 behind several of the cottages which may relate to
the mi11.
"FURNESS YARD" (BE 11101)

Site of "Furness Yard", behind boring miII (ee 11004), leased by
Price and Hill in L844. Probably associated with their
ironworking complex.
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BR]DG

ROAD POITERY AND

PIPE I4DRKS: EA,ST RANGE (BE 11502)

references show that this site was a clay pipe works
from the mid nineteenth century untir the end of the
and
made decorative earthenware from c. 1922 until some"entury,
time before
Documented

L94L' with a brief revivar in the 1950s. There is the
possibility of a pre-nineteenth century pottery on the site
(see
text).
The site was taken over by its present owner in 1959 and is now
used as a garage and chemical storage area, and part has been
excavated for a weighing machine. some of the pottery buildings

survived intact.

of buildings along the street fronty on the east side of
the works survives fairly intact. Two storeys, built of brick,
they seem to have been constructed some time after 1844 and
before 1902. Originally of four units, the northern most section
has been demolishedr and the southernmost section replaced by a
new structure. The two centrar units survive intactr although
the roof line has been raised by the present owner. The buirdinis
most likeIy date to the expansion of the works under edwin
Southern in the mid 1800s.
A range

BR DGE ROAD POTTERY A}TD P]PE ISCRKS: WEST RANGE (BE 11503)

The west range of buildingsr shown in l9O2 have now been partly
demolished to single storey heightr the inner wal1 removeb and
the space between them and the east range roofed over. The part
of this range abutting the kirn to the north has been removed,
and the southern extension of the buirding has also been Iost.
Howeverr some wa1ls do survive. The buildings are shown - with
an extension to the east - in 1835r dod may date to the pottery
which existed before the site became a clay pipe works.

A chimney

still stands against the west side of the structure.

BRIDGE ROAD POTIERY AT{D PIPE I^DRKS3 STTE OF

A

circular structure -

presumably a

KILN (BE 11504)

kirn - is

shown

in l835r

and

survived until after 7927. Noah Roden ffr the pipemakerr became
landlord of the New fnn in 1835r the same year as the kiln is
shoran on map evidence. Either he built the kiIn, or it dates to
an earlier pottery.
BRIDGE ROAD POTTERY AND PTPE I{CRKS: STTE OF KTLN (BE 115050

The site of a second kilnr
1927 poLtery making as it

most likeIy associated with the post
is not shown on os maps, was pointed
out by the present owner. rt was located to the west of the
buildingsr just near the remaining chimney.
BRTDC,E ROAD POTTERY AND

The present owner

prpE

hICRKS: CULVERT

(BE 11506)

of the site described a large culvert
190

runninq

under t,he worksr from the south eastern corner. The culvert
emerges on Bridge Roadr and the water can be heard running under
the road to join the now culverted Benthall Brook.
FIELD WTTH MINING EVIDM{CE (BE 11901)
Known as "Ganeys Rough Pasture"r Ganey is the name applied to a
loca1 coal seamr and there is some evidence for old mining in the
field. The field slopesl and coal waste can be seen where the
grass has eroded.
FTELD WTTH MINING EVIDENCE (BE 12001)

Also known as "Ganeys Rough Pasture"l Ganey is the name applied
to a locaI coal s€drnr and there is some evidence for old mining
in the field. The field slopesT and coal was probably taken out
of small adits dug into the hillside. An old hollow way can be
seen runnirg along the base of the field towards Ash Coppice.
FIELD WITH MINING AND HOLLOW WAY ( I22OL)

Also part of Ganeys Rough Pasturer and including Barn fieldr this
field (now under grass) has mining evidence, and traces of a
hollow way leading into Ash Coppice and shown in 1902 as a track.
sPour LANE (BE l24)l-)
The name of this lane derives from the "Mine Spout" or spring
located on the north side of "The Mines". Ginny rails would have
run down this lane from the line kilns, after about 1800. The
road may be that shown on Greenwoods map of 1827 leading west

across the face of Benthall

Edge.

BEr.LPrrS, ASH COPPTCE (BE 12503)

of this woodsr prior to 1844 was smaller than it is
today, with the southern boundary marked by a smaIl valley. To
the north of this are a series of regular, circular depressions,
most likeley bellpits used to mine coa1. The Ganey coals outcrop
near the surfacer dnd are probably being exploited here. Whi.te
fireclay may also have been mined.
The area

A,SH COPPTCE TRAMWAY

(BE 12504)

Route of railway originally running from the south western
boundary of ash coppicel along the eastern boundary of plot BE
126 (now ploughed out) and along road BE 140r where it can be
seen as a well made route, built up above the surrounding farm
land. May have proceeded to join the turnpike road by p1o[ BE
L79. The existence of a railway here is supported by local

tradition

ASH COPPTCE hTOODS (BE 12505)

See

description in text.
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FrELD (roRuenly rucons) (BE 12601)

(fitfre Map) this field
part of a more extensive coppice. Now heavily

I(novrn as Ash Coppice Leasow

been

cor.rRSE

oF ASH COpprCE

TR.Arrr^rAy

must have once
ploughed.

(BE 12602)

See BE L25O4. Line of railway can no\^r be seen as slight
depression along former field boundary with BE 127.
rRoNsToNE SHAFf (BE 12603)

Old Shaft out

of use 1902 now marked with concreted stone cairn.

FIEI,D (BE 12701)
I(nown as "Near

Hazlewall" so presumably part of o1d coppice.

Frm,D (BE 12801)
Known

as "Further Hazlewall" so presumably part of old coppice.

FIELD W]TH MINING WASTE (BE 13001)

Recently ploughed

fieldr

showing evidence

of pit

waste.

oLD LEVEL (13101)

Field known as "middle Silver Hil1"r with level shown ( and
probably in operation) 19O2 and 1927 in north west corner of
fie1d. Probably c1ay.
BENTHALL QUARRY

SrTE (BE 13401)

on the SJ60SE geological surveyr this open cast mining
site quarried the Ganey to Big flint coals of the lower coal
rreasures. Area of whole workings shown also on 1963 OS map.

Shown

oLD SHAFf (rnOmSrONe) (BE 13402)

Site of old ironstone shaftr marked on 1902 OS and so out of
by then. Now grassed. Shaft capped.
oLD LEI/EL

use

(Cr.ay) (BE 14901)

Northernmost working shown on 1902 OS
undulations in grassy field.
BENTHALL QUARRY

map. Visible only

as

SITE (BE 13601)

Part of open cast mining site shown on OS geological survey sheet
SI 60 SE. See BE 13401.
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oLD sHAFrs (rnoNsronr) (BE 1380r)

against eastern field boundary ln l9O2r two open shafts and
a possible building are marked. Today the field abuts a housing
estater and there is much pottery waste around the site of the
shafts which may have been used to fill in the mines. Presumably
the shafts were capped prior to building the estate.

Shovn:r

POITERY WASIE (BE 13802)

Unfired buff .oottery waste found scattered along south eastern
margin of fieldr around site of old ironstone shafts. Possibly
dumped from "Gl-asses Pottery" on plot BE 179, although it does
not resemble the few sherds of slip ware found on that site.
A,SH

@PPICE RATLWAY (BE 14001)

Part of course of railway (see BE 125). The east end of this road
is well made and built up, and confirms t,he use of the route as
a railway rather than farm track. The route continued south east
around what is now a housing estate, and south to join Lhe main
road.
FrELD W]TH MTNING EVTDENCE (BE l.42ol)

Clear evj.dence for adit minirg into the slope of the hill in this
field. There are many undulationsr and the Viger and New Mine
Coals and Pennystone ironstone outcrop here.
FLOYER LANE (BE 14301)

Road past Sunday School to Hilltop
was part of Ash Coppice Railway.

Farm. Formerly the south end

ArR SHAET (BE 14501)

Site of shaft (now capped) probably for adits such as Benthall
Level on plot BE 149 in on north of eastern side of fie1d. In use
in 1902.
FIELD WITH MINING EVIDENCE (BE I49O2)

fn this fieldr the llpperr Middle and Lower Ganey coals out cropr
and presumably also the high quality buff fireclays between the
coal seams. There have been many workings in the field through
tinre. The nap of 1688 suggests this to be roughly the area of
"l,Ir Bentalle Cole works".
Several individual pits are shown in l9O2 and on the
geological survey SJ 60 SE.

OS

otD IEVH, (Cr.ev) (BE 14903)
Northern most working

in field

shown

in

use.
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1902

but by then out of

LEVEL

(clav) (BE 14904)

Easternmost of two leveIs shown in 1902. Possibly Benthall Level
shown on Geological survey, exploiting Ganey Coa1s and fireclay.
Probably working L9O2.
LEyEL (Crev) (BE 14905)
Western most

of two levels

shor^rn

in

1902.

oLD SHAFf (COAL) (BE 14906)

Shaft to south of 14903. Out of use in

L9a2.

oLD SHAF] (COal) (BE 14907)

Shaft to east of 14904. Has recently collapsed and been filled
with modern rubble. Out of use by 1902.
ROAD (BE 14908)

Old road clearly visible, running south east from Hilltop farm to
HiIltop. PubIic footpath in 1902. Stone wall and o1d tree line
visible on eastern side.
ROAD (BE 14909)

Old road can be seen amongst spoil heaps running north from
footpath 14908 towards clay adits.
PLATFoRM

(BE 14910)

Circular platform,
Old Shaft or leveI.
MEW

several metres across, to west of

14901.

rNN TANK (BE 15602)

In 1983 during construction work of a new garage north of the New
fnn, a large underground chamber \4ras revealed and recorded by
the Archaeology Team. The site has now been filIed.
A
collection of clay pipes, earthenware pottery and a fragment of
saggar was made by the Leam and stored at Coalbrookdale chapel
under code BE B3B.

MILL (BE 15701)

Site of Mi1l immediately opposite New Innr on Bridge Road.
Shown as Mill leased by Jones & Bathurst in 1844. Possible
candidate for one of the two mi1ls shown on the map of 1788.
MrtL

POOL (BE 15702)

in 1835 and on the Tithe Map of 1844, as a very smaIl pool
just above mill (BE 15701). Slightly above and to the west of

Shown

794

Benthall Brookr and so possibly fed from springs in the Mines
area across the road.
BRIDGE ROAD SOUTH

(BE 15801)

part of road from turnpike road to
Bridge. Cut into hill side at top.

Southern

Much Wenlock

to

Tron

There may have been a route down the valley in the thirteenth
century to carry stone from the quarries to the river. The road
was in exist.ence by 1630, and in 1688 a road is shown leading
part way up the Benthall Val1ey beside the brookr and
terminating before joining what was later the Turnpike road.
This suggests that the route predates Speeds Lane Broseleyr
which is shown on Rocque's map of 1752.

Benthall rail ran down Benthall Brook by 1686, ond the route was
still a railway when acquired by the proprietors of the
Ironbridge. Although they improved the route considerablyr
there were stiIl problems, and a new road was built from the New
fnn down to near the Bridge. One interpretation of this new road
is that the original road ran to the east, through what is now
the garden of Brook Cottage, respecting several cottages down
the valley which are now at an angle to the present route. The
road may have been rebuilt to the west.
There was a turnpike gate at the topr and probably one on the
western side of the bridge on the small road leading down to the

riverside.

The

present road has been made up with what may often be many
of slag and'ash furnace waster some from the Benthall

metres

Furnaces.
oLD SHAFr (COAL) (BE 16601)

in 1902 in north western corner of plot 164r and marked as
shaft on OS geological survey SJ 60SE. Probably working Ganey
coals and fireclay. The area may well be part of Mr Benthallers
cole work shown in 1688.
Shovnn

DEERLEAP

MrNE (BE 16801)

adit

on geological survey Sl 6OSE into the
post date 1902. Now visible as an area of
grey spoil and waste in south west corner of field. The Upper.
Middle and Lower Ganey coals (and fireclays) outcrop in this
fieldr and the area would very 1ike1y have early workings.
Shown as an abandoned
lower Ganey coal. May

SHAFT (BE 17501)

geological survey SJ 60SE shows a coal shaft adjacent to
the bend in the road by Barrattshill Farm. No further details
are given, but the shaft must post date 1902.
The OS
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GLASS'S PO{TTERY (BE 17902)

Site of pottery late eighteenth century to mid nineteenth
century (see text)r shown as having one kiln and range of
buildings in 1835 (Hitchcock map). Now the site of a modern
bungalowT 32 Benthall Lane. Some press moulded slipped wares
were found eroding out of garden soiI, but not in the quantities
expected from a pottery site. Very littIe evidence of pottery on
siter except several fragments of brown glazed wares and one
fragment of press moulded slip ware. Much pottery was found
nearby in plot BE 138 which may come from this site. Waste would
also be expected in plots BE 742 and 172 but these are now under
grass.

POSSIBLE SITE OF' CLAY PTPE

KILN (BE 17903)

See appendix tr,uo.
oLD SHAFTS (CLAY) (en reeOr)

On site of Benthall Quarry site - open cast mining which
exploited Ganey to Big Flint including fireclays. Shown in 1902
as two shaftsr approached by road from south.
oLD SHAFf (rnONSrONe) (BE 19001)

Shaft shown in centre of field and out of use in 1902. Probably
exploiting Pennystone ironstone. Destroyed by Benthall Quarry

Site

opencasting.

oLD SHAFII (rnONSr"ONe) (BE 19002)

Site of shaft to east of 19001 in corner of fieldr reached by
road from Benthall potteries and so most likely producing clay as
well as ironstone. Destroyed by Benthall Quarry site
opencasting.

ROAD TO BEMHALL HALL

(BE 19101)

part of medieval route to Buildwas.The route
forks north west from the turnpike road the Much Wenlock towards
the halI and church and was in existence in the 1630s

Presumably once

RICHARD SHAW'S CLAY

prpE KrLN SITE (BE 19401)

See appendix two.
BROSELEY/MUCH WENLOCK ROAD

(BE 19601)

Turnpike road in existence since medieval times. This context
refers to that part of the road from the junction with Lodge road
to the junction with Speeds Lane. Sti1l in use as 84375.

L96

FIELD WITH OtD SHAF'TS (BE 20101)

Three shafts shown on OS geological survey SJ 60SE, but no
documentation. May predate 1902r as the area is shown as spoil
heaps.
OLD VICARAGE GARDEN (BE 20302)

Site of possible pottery excavated in 1978 by the Wilkinson
Society (Sandon 1978) and in 1985 by the IGMT archaeology unit
(rcurau forthcomirg).
The first excavation found a great
deal of brown and white dipped salt glazed pottery waste and
several saggars, which may be indicative of early eighteenth
century salt glaze production. No kiln was found. rn addition
400 fragments of buff coloured earthenware covered with a brown
glaze were foundr probably dating to the nineteenth century.
Four trenches were excavated by the fGMT archaeology unitr again
with no evidence of an in situ potteryr but much eighteenth and
nineteenth century pottery.
BATH MEADOW

(BE 20501)

In 7744t fsaac WykeT a Surgeon was allowed to "erect and set up
a good substantial piece of building necessary for a cold bath".
He was leased three quarters of an acre in part of Syners Meadowr
and given "liberty to Iay water pipes for said bath when erected
into a custernr waterpipes being on the backside of a dwelling
now in possession of Matthew Gittins called New Coppice House".
This plot is known as Bath

Meadow

po,ssrBlE cotrRSE oF

(BE 20502)

TRAI'{WAY

on the Tithe

Map.

It is very likely that Benthall Rail would have linked through to
the manor of Benthall's mines in the Deerleapr and possibly to
New Willey. The most level route from the Benthall va11ey is
along the (now culverted) brookr and across Barratt's Hill and
into plots BE 167 and BE 205r south towards the Deerleap.
STNERS COPPTCE

(BE 20601)

of a series of fields with field names which suggest an
earlier coppice (See text). In 1688 a house called "The Syner"
is shown on the junction between Benthall Brook and the road up
Barrats HiIl. Some woodland still survives in the area.

One

Wooden railway
2O5O2).

to Deerleap

may

also run through this field

(See

SINERS COPPICE (BE 20701)

o1d coppice (see 2060f) and possible course
(see 20502).
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of

wooden

railway

STNERS COPPTCE

(BE 20901)

Old Coppice (see 20601). Now roughly woodedl with much mining
evidence. Ganey coals outcrop along this field.
PrT

MOUNDS

(BE 210A01)

Roughly wooded plot with severaL large spoil heaps from pits into
coal measures. One shaft shown on OS geological survey Sl 60 SE.
PrT

r'{oUND (BE 21101)

Plot containing large pit moundr with
use

by 1902.

BOUNDARY

much

coal waste. Out of

DITCII (BE 21102)

A deep ditch runs between the Dearleap wood and
may have originally been a park boundary.

plot

BE 211 which

STNERS COPPTCE (BE 21201)

See BE 20601.
STNERS OOPPTCE (BE 21501)

See BE 20601.
HENRY BRADLEYIS

K]LN STTE (BE 21603)

Large guantities of clay pipes and pipe kiln muffle from the late
seventeenth century were found }rere by the fGMT Archaeology Unit
(see Appendix Two).
POTTERY WASTE

(BE 21604)

As part of excavations by the fGMT archaeology unitr much
potLery kiln waste was found. Most likeIy the pottery kiln waste
was dumped from Lhe Haybrook pottery to the west (se BE 84 irii
and iii).
BENTHALL POTTER.Y

(BE 21801)

Site of Benthall Pottery from 7772 until 19827 rnaking
earthenwaresr "yelIow and red warestr r Rockingham and stone
\ry7ares, and later sanitary pipes and agricultural drains. Layout
of buildings shown on Tith€ mdpr and OS maps. See context BE
22102 for discussion of wares.
a site for storage of agricultural machinery. Relativeley
few changes made to buildings as they were in use for making
sanitary pipes and agricultural drains three or four )zears dgo.r

Now
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BE}TIHALL POITERY STAND]NG BUILD]NGS (BE 21802)

The layout of the pottery in 1835 seems to have been well
pLannedr with buildings set around an open courtyardr entered
from the south. Two or three kilns are shownr orr€ in the north
east corner, the other (atwo) in the centre of the eastern
range.

The present layout of the buildings reflects their use
manufacture of drains and sanitary pipesr and very little

for the
seems

to survive of the nineteenth century works, except to the south.
The southern facade has been refronted in modern brickr but
behind this survives a range of buidlings in nineteenth century
bricl< which may relate to the early works. To the north the works
have been completely rebuilt in several phases. The earliest is
a brick and iron framed structure which may reflect infilling of
the courtyard in the late nineteenth century. Most of the other
structures are of brick and corrugated ironr and date to the
twentieth centuryr suggesting that much of the works may have
been rebuilt in 1935 (see text).
At the time the works were bought in 1982 a scrap dealer was
brought in to clear much of the machinery. Large doors were
inserted in the western and eastern wallsr and other wise the
works were littIe changed.
BENTHALL POTTERY KrLNS (BE 21803)

Inside the buildings two kilns to the south have been recently
denolishedr and the bricks remain in place. The bricks seem
relatively modern. Three others to the north have been
denolished and concreted over. There are openings in the roof of
the present structure for the kiln tops, and it is likely that
the structure postdates the construction of the kilns.
Outside the buildings to the north the rubble of two further
kilns can be seen. These have been demolished to the leve1 of
the fire boxers. That to the east has a diameter of c. 1Om, that
to the west a diameter of c. Bm. The iron rings and many of the
fittings are still visible. They are built of a variety of
brick, mostly modern (e.g. "Mossite" bricksr "Fletton Ltd") but
some are stamped "Benthall Potteries". The kilns were oil fired
in their last phasel and the oil pipes and metal cover for

firebox are visible.

BEMHALT POTTERY STANDING DRYING OVEN (BE 2I8O4)

Inside the buildings to the south is a rectangular drying
sti1l standing. The oven was oi1 fired.

oven

BEI{THALL PO{mERy DRyI}rG OVENS (OEUOr,]SHBO) (BE 21805)

north of BE 2lBO4, a row of five demolished ovens stood.
rubble from the ovens is still in situr and the gable roof
lines are visibLe in a standing waIl.

To the
The
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BENTHALL POTTERY CRUSHERS

(BE 21806)

T\ro massive concrete bases for crushing machinery still
the south of the main eastern entrance to the building.
BENTHALL POTTM,Y WELL

A brick lined
western corner
works.

(BE 21807)

well of c. 1.5m diameter survives in the north
of the iron framed building in the centre of the

BENTHALL POTTERY BT,OWER.S

Two

stand to

(BE 21808)

blowers survive to the south of the standing drying kiln.

BEMHALL pO,fTERy OrL TANK (BE 21809)

Waste oil was apparently used as fuel in the final phase of the
works, and the tank still stands in the south west corner of the

works-

BENTHALL POTTERY WASTE MATERIAL (BE 21810)

Eroding out of the site are large amounts of buff and dark brown
stoneware pipes and collarsr and bricks, many stamped with the
markrtBenthall Potteries". The caretaker reported finding large
numbers of teapot lids and spouts on the site, although none
were visible.
PrT

MOT]ND ( BE

21901)

of use by 1902, the 1BB3 OS map clearly shows a road leading
north from Lhe Much Wenlock road to a coal shaft surrounded by
waste. The road can be seen todayr slightly built up over the
surrounding marsh and waster and the area of the pit mound can
be seen.
Out

DRATNAGE CANAL

Canal dug

(BE 2210I)

to drain

marshy

field for agricultural purposes. Shovm

as early as 1844 (Tithe Map).

BENTHALL POTTERY WASTE (BE 22TO2)

rn the field to the west of the site, is a drainage canal. The
northern part of this canal has been partly infilled with pottery
waster most likely from the Benthall Potteries. The site
yielded large amounts of pottery including:

* Highly glazed black lamp stands wit.h red fabric,
unglazed lamp stand fragment

and one

* Highly glazed rich brown Rockingham \^/ares (including moulded
teapot spoutT with buff or more often red fabricr one piece with
breen and brown glaze and band of white slip
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* Several fragments of large shallow coarse vessels (resembling
wide brimmed flower pot.s) with buff fabricr manganese
underglaze and a clear glaze ov€rr very roughly painted. Some
with only clear glaze on interiorT giving a yeIlow finish.
* coarse straight sided stoneware vesselsr with
glazed interior and brown glazed exterior and rim

off white salt

* variety of finer vessels with slightly blue,/white interior,
exterior clear glazed to give mid brown finish to buff fabric.
* fragments of buff vessels with reddish brown g1aze7 less
highly fired than Rockingham wdf,€s7 rounded rims with interior
Iip suggesting jars, with white or clear glazed interiors.
* fragments ofcoarse straight sided stone ware vessels, with
buff fabric fired slightly grelr clear glazed interior giving a
slight olive finishr paler grey exterior.
* very fine buff fabric lids and vessels, clear glaze giving a
creamy colourr slight rolled decoration.
BENTHALL HALL

SITE (AZ

ZZZOTI

fnrnediately to the south of Benthall Ha1lr this guarry has left
the field as a general depression, rising towards the field
boundary. The Bestr Randler clod and Litt1e Flint coals were
shown on geological survey Sl 60SE.
FOCITPATH

(BE 22202)

a public footpath running south of Benthall Hallr this route
relate to the cross roads shown on Rocquers map of L753t and
was clearly once an important route to Wyke.
Now

nny

DESERTED MEDIEYAL

VILLAGE (BE 22301)

Site of the old village of Benthallr reputedly demolished during
the Civil War to protect the house, but most likeIy already
abandoned (see also 22BOl)

is much evidence to suggest that an earlier building stood
the site of the present Benthall hallr constructed in 1544.
* fn particular the many references to the Manor of Benthall,
dating back to the twelfth century.
There
on

BENTHALL CHURCH (BE 22501)

E)zton suggest,s the church was in existence before 7221; ds o
Chapelr but there are few historical references. The original
dedication was to St Brice, which has been suggested as evidence
for an earLier foundat.ion. The present dedication is to St
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Bartholemew

The Old Church was reputed to be destroyed in the
an inscription on the wooden gaI1ery sr:ggests that

civil warr

and

the church was
in
the
chancelr
odv€
and
bel1 tower
1667".
Certainly
"rebuilt
date to this period. Roof has original wooden hammer beams.
1BB4 a vestry was added in the south side, and the east window
replaced. fn 1893 an apsidal porch was added at the west end to
accommodate the rebuilt stairs to the galleryr
and the door
placed in its present position. Above the old doorway is a
sundial with a lions headr inscribed "De forti dulcedo". The
lions' mouth apparently v/as used as a beehive.

of the earlier church include a wooden shield with the
1 (1603-1625), and an area of reset medieval floor
tiles by the font. The tiles are slip decorated, some lozenge
shaped with a fleur & 1ys decoration. A group of reset tiles by
the altar include line inpressed and slip decorated tiles.

Remnants

arms

of

James

BENIHALL CHURCH GRAVEYARD (BE 22502)

right to bury at Benthall was only granted in 1702 (eenthall
nd). The graveyard has been much disturbedr and many of the
monuments placed around the walls. Ivlonuments of interest include
a cast iron slab to Eustace Beardr decorated with a broken
anchor and chainr and several ceramic tombstones against the
west.ern waIl of the graveyard.
The

GRAVEYARD EXTENS]ON

(BE 22601)

to cope with the many deaths from
cholera epidemic in the nineteenth century.

The graveyard was extended

a

PrG STrES (BE 22703)

Butting against (and therefore later than) the north eastern
of farm buildings is a pair of extremely well appointed
pig sties. of brown brickr they have cast iron feed troughsl
and two iron gatesT dated to 1819.
range

DESERTM MEDTEVAL VTLLAGE (BE 22801)

The site of Benthall vi11age, reputedly demolished during the
civil war but most likely abandoned before this dater the
rennins of t.he village can be clearly seen. Ridge and furrow
cultivation surveves to the north and west of the field, and
there are several house platforms, centered around what may have
originally been a village pond. There are traces of a route to
the north leading to Benthall Edge.

site has not yet been ploughedl but ploughing would have a
deleterious effect upon the very fragile remains.
The
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BASE OF WTNDMILL

(BE 22802)

circular brick base to a modern wind pump can be seen in the
northern corner of the field.

The

MEDIEVAL ROAD (BE 23001)

The road between Benthall Ha11 and Benthall Edge seems to have
originally been a medieval route between Buildwas and Benthall
(see Section 4.2),, 2.3L).
EARTH BANK

(BE 23301)

An earth bank has been thrown up in this fieldr and acts as a
boundary to the limestone guarry to the north. The bank extends
to the south west, beyond the limits of the quarry. On the
north east side the bank is less tham a metre high, to the south
west where the field slopes, the bank is two metres high.

It is possible that this was a medieval woodland boundaryr
the tree species growing on the bank are hazel of no
great age. The bank is more likeIy to have been thrown up to
prevent stock falling into the guarry.
however

LTMESTONE QTJARRY

(BE 23401)

Almost square quarry with very

westr spoil on north west.

flat floor,

working face

to south

north eastern
edge suggest kilns. c.5m deep (23407). Access road 234O4t
Two depressions on

working bounded by bank 23405.
QUARRY (BE 23402)

Massive irregular quarry %fSm deep. Working face to south east
and also some on north east. Spoil banked up between quarry and
0901 has since been cut away. Break in working face with earth
infill visible on both sides. No immediately visible access.
Solne dumping on other side of 090I.
Clearly encroaches upon
farmlandr breaking cliff line. Relates to use of road 901 and
probably medieval.
DEPRESSTON

(BE 23403)

Circular collapsel 2-3m in diameter and 1.5m deep. Some debris
in entrance including brickwork, concrete. Either old ki1n, or
associated with round structure marked on 1902 OS map.
ACCESS ROAD

(BE 23404)

Access to 234OLr narrow road curving between
than 901.

spoil heapsr Later

BEMHALL EDGE I^DODS (BE 23405)

See

description in text (Section 2.2). l4ost south westerly part
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of the edge. Characterised by large limeslone quarries of
possibly medieval date.
QLTARRYTNG

(BE 23406)

Cliff edge in this area has been quarried to c. 4m deep, and
spoil heped up against it. The cliff shows almost no overburdenr
and roughly coursed7 rubbly stone. Access road 901.
srrE oF KrLNS (BE

23407)

"O1d Ki1ns" marked in area of 23406 on 1883 OS map. Two
depressions visible on east side of 23407.
BENTHALL

mcE

!{CODS (BE 23501)

Patch of woodland adjoining Hungerdale Farmr and Sprats coppice.
Very little quarrying.
OLD ROAD TO BE}TIHALL HALL (BE 2390I)

The present road from Posenhall to Wyke originally cont.inued
north at this 5:oint, Ieading to Benthall Hall. The significance
of this route is suggested by the field name "Cross Meadow"
indicating a junction at some time.
cRoss RoADs, BENIHALL HALL (BE 24301)

evidence, and convergence of foot. paths suggests an old
cross roadsr possibly originally to north of hal1r but south of
hal1 more recently. Modern foot path leads north east towards

Map

Spout Lane.
BROSELEY,/MUCII WENLOCK ROAD

(BE 2490I)

part of turnpike roadr just in parish of BenthaLl on
route of early medieval road. There was a tollgate at Posenhall.
See also BE 19601.(See 2.31)

Northern
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APPE}iDIX SEVEN

Benthall: Inventory of erildings
CoTTAGE

rN hnOD (BE 01101)

Cottage, of 3 units and two storeys, built in at leasL 3 phasesl
of which the first is perhaps represented by the stone walling to
t.he rear of the western bay. The south elevation has 3 distinct
sectionsr of which the central appears the earliest. To the eastr

a gabled bay abuts, but both these sections appear to be
eighteenth century. There is a stack between these two bays,
suggesting that perhaps their junction was originally a gable
end. The western section seems to be a slightly later addition,
but has the stone walling in its rear wall. In a lean-Lo out
buildingT probably a nineteenth cent,ury addition, there is
incorporated a seventeenth century gravestone, dated 1662.
SI]E OF DEMOL]SHED BUILDTNGS (BE O2B, O3O ETC)
The Tithe map shows that there was a group of some 12 houses that
have now been demolished for the construction of the railway but.

which were in the general vicinity of plots 28 and 30 and the
adjacent woodland. Little is known about the buildings in this
area, but some of them are apparently shown in an anonymous
painting of c.l820 (1976.110)r which depicts a cluster of houses
including a timber framed cottage and an apparently stone and
thatched house, which can also be identified from a much later
photograph, c1860-7O (1984.6449).
B0

BOWER.

YARD (BE 03101)

Bungalow with attic dormersr built c1950 on site of earlier
buildirq, which was it.seLf built between 1844 and 7902.
79 AND 79A BOWER YARD (BE 03401)

Pair of housesr possibly built as a single dwelling c1830r
certainly before L844, and extended to create an extra houser 79a
c1970-80. Unusually wide roof span is apparently original.
outbuildings built since 7927 now demolished.
77

BOWER. YARD

(BE 03501)

House, rebuilt c1980 in tradiLional cottage style. earlier
building recorded on 1902 Ordnance Suvey mapr but not there in
lBM. The present building seems to be an extension of the
original cottagel suggesting thaL the earLier form may have
comprised a two unit cottage of two low storeys.
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DEMoLISHED BUTLD]NGS

(BE 03502)

Buildings demolished since c1961r in existence on 1902 ordnance
Sunrey mapr but not shovrn on Tithe Map. There are buildings shown
nearby on this plot in 1844t however, and listed merely as
"buildings"l but they appear to occupy a rather different
position from either of the later structures.
78

BOWER.

YARD (BE 03601)

brick builtr one and a half storeysl 4 bays but
built in several phases. The earliest part seems to be the
northern bayr which has a rubble core visible in the gable wall
and to the rearr includirq a possible chimney base. The brickwork
in the central section appears to be the earliest brick phasel
presurnably representing first an extension of the building, and
then its heightening and refronting. The southern bay seems a
rather later addition, but still possibly eighteenth century.
There is a date stone of 1642 in a dormer windowr but as this
does not appear to be in existence in a photograph of c1950r is
unlikely to be authentic. The brickwork would seem to be
eighteenth centuryr and the stone core cannot be directly datedr
but must be late C17-ear1y C18.
Long cottageT

DEMOLISHED BUILD]NG

(BE 03602)

Building recorded on Tithe Map as houser but other wise
unrecorded.

74-76

BOWER YARD

(BE 03901)

of three early nineteenth century terraced houses, built in a
single phase and common sty1e7 though not all to an identical
plan; one has only a single unit planr the others are now double
fronted. As this was 4 dwellings in 7844, this present
arrangement is the result of some laLer modification, but sti1l
suggests that the original form varied from house to houser
though the evidence of alterations suggests that there were three
single unit houses to the eastr with the double fronted dwelling
to the west. Brown bricks with flat lintelsr some evidence for
alteration of size and position of openings. Possible communal
wash house on the v.restern end of the row.

Row

72-73

BOWER YARD

(BE 04001)

Pair of housesr built in at least 3 phases. Most.ly a brown late
eighteenth or early nineteenth century brickr but with partial
rubble wall to rear. This may denote either an earlier cor€r or
a technique of building against the bank. 2 dwellings in LBM.
DEMOLISHED @flTAGEI BOWER YARD (BE O42OT)

Small cottage; demolished between 7927 and 1953. Pictorial record
shows that it was timber framedr in square panels with a very
shallow pitched roof. ft had a large deLached stad< on one gable,
208

a smaller stack in Ehe other, which formed part of a stone
section, possibly a later addition (1986.11909). Tithe map
records 3 houses on this siter so apparently a pair of cottages
and

in existence then
71

BOWER YARD

(BE

had been demolished by 1882.
O4/,Ol-)

Houser rebuilt c1970 in a northern vernacular style. Postion of
chimneyr axial, and brickwork in gable give indications that it
is a rebuild rather than a total replacement of a building which
was here by 1844 as a pair of dwellings. A photograph of c1900
shows this house as a two unit cottage with central doorwayr
sr:ggesting that it may have been altered since the Tithe Map was
made (1982.2L99).
OLD SALT HOUSE, 70 BOWER YARD (BE 04901)

Cottage of two bays and one and a half storeysr with an
additional bay to the north. Evidence from pictures suggests that

the building post-dates the fron Bridger and that it has
undergone a series of major changesT its present appaearance
being the result of quite recent alterations. It is first
illustraLed in cl7BB as a building of two paralleI gabled ranges
(sst{T33l L973.2O2). Later pictures (cIB20) show the building
having three seperate units (anonymous sketch shown in Smithr
1979;58)r while by 1835 (L972.27.1)r there seem to be two units
only, each with an added outshut. This corresponds more or less
with its present appearance, though the outshuts were
subsequently removed, and casement windows added to the upper
storeyr which have in turn been replaced by dormers. It. may be
suggested from this evidence that the present building was built
or rebuil-t between c1788 and cIB20, that it was perhaps reduced
in size between c1820 and 1835r and subsequently altered again,
at least once. fts earlier apeearance suggests that it may not
always have been in domestic use, as its name would also implyr
and perhaps the changes that took place after 1835 hlere
associated with its conversion to a dwelling. rt was certainly in
use as a house in 1844.
TOLL HOUSE (BE 04902)

first clear evidence for Lhe To11 House is in a picture of
ct795r which shows a small building with gable end chimney
(sSMT33/ 1973.202). A subsequent print gives a rather different
representation of thisr showing a tall and narrow building with
no chimney (1978.82). It may be assumed that this refers to the
sanre building however. By 77BBr the to1l house was shown within a
cLuster of three buildings (1976.L2O), and a further range to the
south seems to have been built by c1820 (Smith, 1979;58). The
central block had been demolished by 1835 (1973.37.1). A large
building to the west of the to1l house which was shown in c17BB
(1978.82) appears to have also disappeared by 1835.
The

There was also anot,her building which appears to have been built
on the road line but to t.he south of the tolI house and which is
209

to have a central pediment and coped gables in a print of
c1788. A similar building is depicted in a sketch of 1816-21
(324L). However, a building in this position is not shown in a
sketch by Arthur Howe Hol-dsworthr n.d. but pre 1820 (7978.225.5).
Perhaps this house was demolished just before 1820?
shovrn

srrE oF HousE (BE

04903)

Images of the Ironbridge suggest
(1976.120) and it was demolished

that this house was built c1788
after 1927. rt is difficult to
reconcile this with the evidence of William Westwoodrs painting
of 1835 (1973.37.1)r which clearly shows a gap between the To11
House and its neighbourl so 5:erhaps the building recorded in 1BB2
is in fact a later rebuild. Comparison of the Tithe Map with the
1BB2 O.S. Map also suggests that the building on the site is not
the same in each case. The 1844 building comprised 2 dwellings.
srrE oF MALTHOUSE

(BE 05001)

Malthouse shown on Tithe Mapr but demolished by 1882. There was a
house adjacent to it in 1844t but presumably this was demolished
at the same time. A smelthouse on Bower yard was a malthouse by
1765 (Trinder) r dnd it is Iike1y that this was the building on

this site.
69

BOWER. YARD

(BE 05002)

built of rubbler two bays and one and a half storeys.
Probably early eighteenth century or earlier. Two side wall
stacksr to front. and rear. An additional bay to the east is shown
in early images (michaelangelo Rookerr cl7BB). This is in a
contrasting sty1eT with sash windows instead of leaded casementsr
but is now demolishedr probably in the later nineteenth century
as it appears to be shown on the Tithe Map. Malthouse tiles in
the garden wall (Be B4D) must have come from the nearby malthouse
when il was demolished some time after 7844.
CottageT

HUr ON BRTDC,E (BE 05003)

brick shackr probably built at about the time of the
railway (1862)r and certainly later than the Tithe Map. Early
photographs show that it. was never much more substantial than it
i-s now, and it is suggested that it may have been built as a
small shelter. Howeverr this interpretation is questioned by the
fact that the Broseley Tithe Map does seem to show a building on
this siteSma1l

68

BOWER YARD (BE 05004)

Cottage, timber framed with large scantling timbers in square
panels. Wide gabled dormer central in front elevat.ion is also
Linber framed (though it may not be original). Square plan form
of two units, one with a very large projecting stone stack.
Probably seventeeth century. fn use as two dwellings Ln 1844.

2LO

DEMOLISHED HOUSE

House recorded

(BE

O5OO5)

on Tithe Map and presumably demolished for

construction of railway.
BRIDGE HOUSE (BE 05201)

Large houser first shown in a sketch by Arthur Howe Holdsworthr
probably before 1820 (1978.225.5). It is built of brick on a
stone plinth. 4 baysT three storeys. The early sketch suggests
that it may then have been an inn since there is a large
projecting sign. However the Tithe map merely records it as a
dweIling.
M]LL HOUSES; 65-66 BR]DGE

ROAD (BE O52O2)

Pair of housesr 3 storeyedT two unit p1ans, but built without
much refinement r egt there are no proper lintels to openings.
Probably late eighteenth century. Recorded as 3 dwellings in
t844.
THE BUNGALOW AND UNDERN (BE 05601)

circa 1930. Site occupied by Benthall encaustic tile
in 1882, but this had been demolished by 7902. Undern is a
Iater bungalow, built since 1961.

BungalowT

works

WESTHOLME

(BE O5BO1)

in vernacular revival sty1el rough cast render and
pyramidal hipped roof. Built on site occupied by former
encaustic til-e works in 1883.
Houser c1930r

THE HAVEN (BE O5BO2)

House,

circa

1930 on

site of former encaustic tile

works.

H]LL R]SE (BE 05803)

circa
site of tile

Houser

AI,IBLESTDE

&

1980r large scale vernacular cottage idiom.
works.

GR]NDLEWALD (BE

Built

on

05901)

Pair of Bungalowsr part of a group of four, which all employ the
sanre basic plan; a central door flanked by bay windows. Built
c195Or built on site of encaustic tile works. See also plot no99.
BROADACRES FARM

(BE O71OI)

Farm complex, originally a farmyard without dwe1ling. The
present house was made from a cartshed or pigstyes c1950. The
pillars that separated the bays are still visible. The original
structure appears to be stone beneath the render. The other farm
buildings comprise a tall barn and stable, built of roughly

27r

coursed sandtone rubble, and a range of brick sheds. The stone
buildings are perhaps eighteenth century. Listed as barn only in
1844.
BENTLANDS ESTATE (BE 07901)

Private developmentr circa 1950.
LONGIEU, SPOUT LANE (BE 08601)

Chalet style bungalowl c1930.
FAIRVTEW, SPOUT LANE (BE

08602)

Chalet style bungalowT c1930.
THE CHALET, SPOUT LANE (BE 08603)

Bungalowl c1950.
GLENCOE, SPOUT LANE (BE OBBOI)

BungalowT c1950.
COTTAGE, SPOUT LANE (BE OB9O1)

Present building is a reconstruction possibly using reused brick
and a style derived from l-ocal nineteenth century building
traditions. It replaces a building which was shown in 1902r and
on the Tithe mapr ds a houser but it is not known what form this

original building

had.

THE BAILIFF HOUSE, SPOUT LANE (BE 09201)

Houser formerly known as the Croft. Main range with contemporary
rear wingr both parts built from coursed and squared sandstone
with timber trusses with queen struts exposed in gable ends
(though now rendered over). oated on a Lintel to a now blocked
doorwayr 1672. Insider much of the detail seems consistent with
this dater incLuding the chamfer stops to the main beamsr the
stone moulding to the upper fireplacer ard the ogee moulded wood
doorcase between Lhe two bays. The internal partition wall is
tinber framedr and appears to be on a slight plinth at cellar
leveI. This may be an indication that it is in fact an original
exterior waII to an earlier buildingr but there is no othe
evidence to support this. The house was lived in by the
Hartshorne familyr and is like1y to be the house of 6 hearths
referred to in the hearth tax of L672. In the nineteenth century
it was in use as the parish workhouser possibly as two separate
units, since it was recorded as two dwellings in the Tithe Map of
7844. it was still lived in by the relieving officer in 1879
(P.o. Directory). rt is said to have been built as the house of
the estate bailif.

272

ALTOVTSTA

& TTTLDO (BE 09901)

$ro bungalows, c1950r part of a group of four that all employ the
sane basic p1an. This pair are slightly biggerT with integral
garages, and some later modifications such as the addition of
dormer

roof lights.

BARN (BE

10501)

Srnall brick built barnr not shown on Tithe Map, but probably
early nineteenth century. One waIl is built of stone, and the
gable wall seems to have originally been openi there is clear
evidence of infillingr and a timber 1intel.
62

BRTDGE ROAD

(BE 10502)

probably late eighteenth-early nineteenth centuryr and
certainly built by 1844. 2 storeyedr 3 unitsl though one lay be
an addition. Old lined out stucco. Smal1 casement windows seem
likely to be original.

Houser

61

BRTDGE ROAD

(BE 10503)

Houser late eighteenth-early nineteenth centuryr and certainly
built by 1844.
NEW HoUSE

(BE 10601)

House, 1986,

12

in

BRTDGE ROAD

new vernacular sty1e.
(BE 10701)

Houser possibly a recent conversion from non-domestic user in a
building not shown on 1902 O.S. rapr but on the site of mill
pool. 4 bays, two storeyed, with pilaster-buttresses between each
bay on each efevationr and some evidence that it may have
formerly been single storeyed. fts appearance suggests that it
was an industrial building and that it must have been built guite
soon after \9O2.
DEBDALE (BE 10702)

Bungalowl

c

45

rcAD (THE MINES) (BE

BRIDGE

1950.
]OBO1)

CottageT probably late eighteenth century. Brick with sharply
projecting dentilled eaves and dormer windows. Two long units
with central door. two stacks to rear might suggest that it was
designed and later used as two separate housesr and it \^ras
recorded as two dwellings on the Tithe Map. Sold from the
Forester estate 1924.

213

45A

BRTDGE RoAD

Bungalow

44

(rHn urNes) (BE

with attic in

mansard

10802)

roof,

c1950.

BRIDGE ROAD (THE MINES) (BE 1OBO3)

House, probably late eighteenth century or early nineteenth
century and first recorded r L844. Two fuII storeysT two units
synrnetrically arranged with a central doorway and sash windows.
49

BRTDGE ROAD (THE

MINES) BE 10901)

CottageT built of roughly coursed rubble with queen strut truss
visible in one gable end. The other gable is rubbler with
projecting purlins. Timbered wide dormer to south. Insider the
principal bay is to the northr with wide inglenook style
fireplace now partially blocked going to external stack. Inserted
corner fireplace in further bay. Central cross wa11 is also of
rubble with a gueen strut truss abover and seems to have been an
integral part of the original construction. It has been
suggested that the presence of this very massive internal
partition may be evidence that the two part,s of the building were
in separate user but as both sections have main beams with ornate
stopped chamfersr both seem originally domesticl and as only one
bay has an original fireplace, it seems likely that it was
originally a two unit house wit.h a single hearth. ft was two
dwellings in 7844t and has been used until recently in this way.
Local tradition states that the two dwellings were lived in by
different generations of the same family. An additionaL dormer
window was inserted during the twentieth centuryr and the roofr
which was formerly thatched, wds tiled c1940. The house is
currently being restoredrand drawings prepared by the building

recording team.

The rear boundary walI is a partial saggar wall, and there are
also saggars in the earth bank behind the house.
hDODLANDS, SPOUT LANE (BE

11001)

Large Spanish style bungalow, c1960. It replaces an earlier
building shown on the Tithe Map as stables.

63r

BR.TDGE ROAD

(11002)

Snrall houser 2 unitsr though one seems to have been raised and so
was perhaps once a single storey only. Wide gabled dormer. Axial
stack and blocked doorway to right of existing doorway.
Probably late eighteenth centuryr but patchy brickwork suggests a
long sequence of alterations. A single dwelling in 1844.
ISLAY,
Three

EERNLEIGH (BE 11003)

pairs of

speculation.

building only
r presumably built as a single private

semi-detached housesr c1960-70 (one

shown on O.S. mapr 1961)

2L4

SITE OF DEMOL]SHED BUTLD]NG (BE 11004)

Boring

Mill recorded on Tithe

OVERDALE, THE MINES

BungalowT

built

Map

but demolished by 1882.

(BE 11201)

c1950 on former

oUTBUTLDNGS, THE MINES

field or

(BE 11202)

Group of sheds, possibly associated
between 1902 and 1961.

53,

garden.

with houser demolished

THE MrNES (BE 11203)

Small brick cottager probably early nineteenth century, and
certainly before 1844. Two fuI1 storeysr on€ and a half unit
p1an. Blind backed, becau.se built up against boundary of
neighbouring property. Squared saggars in garden edging wall.
THE MrNES COTTAGE (BE 11204)

Large timber-framed cottagel probably first half seventeenth
century. Framed in square panels, queen strut roof and large
detached stack to east. Two unit p1an7 probably originally two
storeys. AIl fenestrat.ion is recent and part of t.he front waII
has been rebuilt in brick. Projecting front wing is also recent.
1902 O.S. seems to represent this as two separate dwellingsr it
was in use as two on the Tithe Map, but the existence of a single
nnjor chimney (the west.ern chimney looks like an addition),
suggests that it was built as a single house.
50 THE M]NES (BE 11205)
Houser forming wing of timber framed cottage (see above). Two
storeyedl 3 bays with projecting side waIl stack. Some blocked
openings and a straight joint in the front wal1 suggest that it
has been changed several times. ft has however been in use as a
house since at least L844, and cannot be much earlier than this.

48 THE MrNES (BE 11401)
House, built in at least 3 phases, represenLed as 3 para1lel
gabled ranges. The central section seems the earliest, and has a
truncated stack on its northern gab1el and a side waIl stack.
Western range may have been added nextr and subseguently was
itself extended to the north. There is another addition to the
eastr a single storeyed bayr with brickwork that suggests a
nineteenth century date.This section howeverr includes a rubble
stone waII which may be the remnant of an earlier building on the
site. A11 three bays are shown on the Tithe Map. The western
range incorporates two very worn date stonesr oD€r in side wa1l
seems to read 1619 with the initials I.H. and the other, which is
on the rear gable7 is 1681, with initials B.H. None of the
present. building seems earlier than the late eighteent.h century.
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4647

BRTDGE ROAD ( BE 11501)

Pair of cottagesr probably late eighteenth centuryr but
extensively modernised c1960. 46 was formerly a two bay cottage;
to which an additional bay was added during modernisation. 47
appears to have been more or less completely rebuilt, though one
beam has been reused inside. The pair are an example of
improvement equated with modernity. Their earlier appearance is
shovn: in a postcard (7982.1861), but there is Iittle
detail
visible. Saggar walI in garden of 46.
54 rHE MrNES (ee uZOr)

with integral barn. Original house-part is a single
fuII storeys, and alongside it a further bay with a
single very small window to ground floor suggests some kind of
service or even agricultural use. The barn itself is beyond.
Style suggests a late eighteenth century or early nineteenth
century date, certainly by 1844, when it was recorded as house,
buildings, etc. It seems to be a very sma1l farmr to judge by its
layout (integral arrangement rare for such a late date). fn
process of major restoration.
Farmhouse

unit

and two

55-57 THE MrNES (BE 11801)

of three cottagesr built in at least two phases. Original
buiding likeIy to be no 57r which was originally a single celled
cottage, probalby mid eighteenth centuryr brick with dentilled
€dv€sr extended by two bays recentlyl in a similar styIe. The
other cottages, also single ce11ed, seem to be slightly later
additions, and have two fulI storeys. There are rear wings, but
it is not known whether or not these are original. Listed as 4
dwellings in LB44t so perhaps the new part actually replaces an
earlier cottage.
Row

PTNE IR,EEI SPOUT LANE (BE 12501)

Chalet style bungalowlbuilt on open land c1930.
hDODS]DE, SPOUT IANE (BE

I25O2)

Chalet style bungalowl built on open land c1930.
BENTLANDS ESTATE (BE 14101)

Private housing development of
FORMER SUNDAY SCHOOL

cL97O.

(BE 14401)

Early nineteenth century school buildingr two ranges at right
angles, forming two school roomsr with added lean-to porclr. Dark
brown brick with blue brick dressingsr and round arched windows
with wrought iron glazing bars. fn iLs present, formr later than
1844, when a building on this site was a house.

2L7

scHool BUILDINGS,
Group

DEMOLTSHED

(BE L4O2)

of buildingsr built before lB44 , then in use as two

dwellingsr and demolished since
29

FLOYER LANE

7902.

(HrLI,rOp) (BE 11403)

cottage, built of roughly coursed rubbler but. possibly completely
rebuilt recent,lyr presumably using the original materials.
Probably a two unit form, but the rear axial stack suggests that
either the original form has been altered with rebuildiDgr or
that the original cottage was extended. Single dwelling in 1844.
HILL

TOP FARM YARD (BE 14601-6)

of six farm buildings.
I. Brick barnr with openings in north east side. probably early

Group

nineteenth century.
2. Small barn or shedr rubble core, raised adn extended in brick.
3. Sma1l shed or barn, brickr and brick and pipe waste.
4. Corrugated l-ean-to shedr recent.
5. New barn, breeze block and wood (telegraph poles?)r but
internal 1ow partition seems to use and earlier brick.
6.Black corrugated-iron dutch barnr early twentieth century.
This complex of buildings is perhaps that referred to in
insurance records of Francis Blithe Harries, 1BO5-14, which are
described as being to the northwest of the road leading from the
iron bridge to Bridgnorth. If this is sor there was a grain
storer stables and hayloft, and one of the buildings was timber
framed. An additional building which was shown on the Tithe Map
and which lay to the north-west of the yardT has been demolished
since I9O2.
34

BRTDGE ROAD

(BE 14801)

CottageT one bay of rubbler heightened and extended to east, in
brick, but now rendered over. Detached stack on western gabIe,
and single storeyed extension beyond. presumably the original
cottage was a single celled building with attic upper storeyr the
construction seems very rudimentaryr but litt1e of Lhe original

form survives.

TI^trC BUNGALOWS

euilt after

(BE 14901)

1961.

DEMOLTSHED BUTLDTNGS

(BE 15001)

Group of buildings, shown on the 1902 O.S. map (and on the Tithe
Map), but now demolished. They seem to have been farm or garden
buildings but were recorded on the Tithe Apportionment merely as

buildings.

2tB

HILL TOP FARMHOUSE (BE 15101)

early nineteenLh centuryr classical style with
slmrnetrical three bay frontage on three storeys. Rear wing
incorporates almost furl height stair window. yellow brick,
possibly from Bower Yard brick works?
Farmhouse,

THE ORCHARD AND HrcH WTNDSOR (BE 1530L)
TUo bungalowsr c1950

41

built on open site.

BRTDGE ROAD (BE 15401)

Large cott.age, squared rubble with timber framed gable roof
trusses, with queen struts. One and a half storeyedr two main
b.yu, with lower extensions on each end, that to south is stone
to ground floor and bric]< above. Large projecting stone stack to
north. Front elevation has two wide dormers which are additions

in brick. In the rear walIr two small gabled dormers have
formerly had rower sillsr now blocked. There is a blocked doorway
to the r€drr and traces of anot,her to the south of the front
elevation, which might suggest that the house was at one time two
dwellings. It is shown as at least two separate units on the
1902 Ordnance survelr but is a single dwelling on the Tithe Map.
If it was originally built as a single houser it was a large and
substantially built dwelling7 and is probably late seventeenth
century.
42-43

BRTDGE ROAD (BE 15501)

single houser structural evidence suggests Lhat it has at
time been at least two or three separate dwellings (there
are for example, 3 doorways and another that is now blocked): it
is also shown as three units on the 1BB2 O.S. map. Until its
recent acquisitionT it was t.wo houses, as it was also in 1844.
This terrace, however, is the result, of extensions to an earlier
house of stone, which is still visible within the brick. It
comprised the central two bays of the existing building, and the
original eaves line is stil1 visible beneath the rendering.
During renovationr the stone gable was exposed internally. It
seems t.hat this original building would have been a two celIed
house with attic upper storeyr perhaps seventeenth or early
eighteenth centuryr extended in lengih and raised in height
probably in the late eigghteenth century or early nineteenth. It
has been suggested that traces of a semi-circurar structure which
were discovered to the rear of the cottage at the south west may
be the remains of a pipe kiln. The structure was built against
the second chimneyr wich has now been taken downr and is against
the rubble rear wa11 of the original build.
Now a

sone

srTts oF BUTLDTNG (BE 15502)

Building shown on Tit,he map but not listed in apportionmentr
which records this plot as a garden. There survives traces of a
garden walI and gates.
2t9

39-40

BRTDGE ROAD

(BE 16001)

Pair of cottages, renderedr presumably over brick. Two projecting
stacksr one to each gable, and wide dormer windowsr slightly
pedinented in brick. overall form suggests that this was built as
two cottages, possibly in the eighteenth centuryr buL it may
havebeen altered in the nineteenth; the dormer windows are in a
style cent of the architecture of the willey estate. tw dwellings
in 1844.
37-38

BRTDGE ROAD (BE 16201)

Pair of cottages, ostensibly early nineteenth centuryr though
that nearest to road may be earlier; it is now renderedT making
it difficult to see the original form but its alignmentr and the
slight discontinuity in the roofline, in addition to the fact
that the eaves band of the neighbouring houser which is clearly a
single build of the early nineteenth centuryr does not continue
across both houses.The two houses are not of the same plan form;
38 is slightly larger, one and a half units, while 37 is a single
unit with a single storeyed wash house now the kitchen added, a
standard nineteenth century provision.
36

BRTDGE ROAD

(BE 16202)

CottageT modernised and recently extended. The original form
seems to have been a single celled cottage of one adn a half
storeys, which has had added to it two further bays adopting a

similar styIe. Howeverr the rear wing incorporat.es rubble
walling which might indicate an even earlier building on the
siteBELMONT BRTDGE ROAD

(BE 16203)

BungalowT c1920-30r apparently built by family of Lhen occupiers
of 37 or 38. Two squared bays have decorat.ive terracotta finials,
but the dormer windows are recent additions.
DEMOLISHED BUILD]NG

(BE 16301)

Buildingr demolished since I9O2, but original function
DEMOL]SHED BUILDING

unknown.

(BE 16401)

nuildingr demolished since 7902, and probably originally a
(see Tithe Map).
28

BARRATTS

house

HrLL (BE 16701)

Houser c1800. Two storeyedr 3 baysl modified by
windows.
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insertion of

bay

BARRATTS

HrLL

FARMHOUSE

(BE 16901)

in symmetrical classical style of three bays
storeys. sash windowsr to ground floor but casements
abover crow stepped brick work in gables. In 1844, there was a
house in the farmyard and it is possible that this house was
built to replace an earlier and smaller cot,tage.
Farmhouse, c1B30r

and two

BARRATTS

HILL FARM (BE 17001)

small farm comprex, comprising a smalL barn or stable and shed
alongsider partially built of rubble but raised in brick. The
adjacent building is a comparatively recent structure of breeze
blocks, replacing the possible former farmhouser which appears to
have been demolished some time after t9O2?
BROOKFIELD, BE}fIHALL LANE (BE 17101)

Bungalow, c1930.
ASHFTELD HOUSE BEMHALL LANE (BE L72OI)

Houser c1950-60.
BENTHALL HOUSE (BE 17301)

circa 1800. Symmetrical classical styler of three bays and
three storeysl with ornate central doorcase, yellow brick with
red rubbed brick flat arches over windows. Originally a farm but
nost of the associated buildings have now been demolished (since
House,

1e02).

26

BENTHALL LANE (BE 17801)

Sma1l cottage. The original section is gable on to the roadr
partly built of sandstone rubble, but with brickwork above that
incorporates a decorative brick string course, ornate for such an
othewise modest building. ft is a single celIr with a large
detached stack on the rear gable, and a chamfered cross beam
within. Single storeyed extension may in part be nineteenth
century (it seems to be shown on the 1902 O.S. map), but has been
added to recently.

27 BEMHALL LANE (BE 17802)
Houser probably early nineteenth centuryr but much renewed, e.g.
brickr,sork rendered over. Three baysT two storeys. It is

possible that this represent s the rebuilding of an earlier
building because the detached stack is an anomolous feature for
the early nineteenth centuryr and the unrendered rear wa1l
appears to show at least three phases of construction.
25

BENTHALL LANE (BE 17803)

Late eighteenth or early nineteenth cnetury houser two storeyed
22L

and

three baysr but the original form obscured by a large wing
front of the house.

which projects from the
BE\TILA}{DS ESTATE

(BE 17901)

largely bungalows, a private development of 30
dwellings of the late 1970rs.
Housing estateT

22

BENTHALL LANE (BE 17902)

Small cottager rebuilt c1980. The present building has a small
two unit frontage with dormer windows to attic storeyr and two
wings at. right angles to each other behind. The form of the
original building is not known, buL it may be suggested t.hat in
area, it would have represented perhaps the front section only of
the present house. The cottage style of the present house is
reinforced by the use of latticed panes to the windows.
23-24 BEMHALL LANE (BE 17903)

Pair of housesr apparently until recently a single dwelling
subdivided as family property (oral evidenceT mentioning in
supportT interconnecting doors). Tithe apportionment, however
records this range as 3 dwellingsl suggesting that each was
originally a single unitr and that t.hey were subsequently
combined. ft is shown as a single building in the 1902 O.S. map.
which usually records property divisions. It is now 4 baysl
subdivided unequally into one house of 2 baysT and another of
one. The Lwo unit house, no.231 has been extended by an
additional bay in a similar styler orrd itself appears to have
been built later than the single unit house, no.24. This has now
been rendered ov€r7 but at the junction of the two dwellingsT a
patch of older brick work is visible. It is possible that thisr
which probably represents an eighteenth century houser was
extended in the early nineteenth century (the bricks of no.23
appear to be of this period). There is now an extension to the
rear of number 24r but is clear that this is a rebuild of an
earlier extension or rear wing which \^ras apparently single
storeyed. The original form of the house itself cannot be
determined, but the type of fireplace, and the exist,ence of a
chamfered main beam in the principal room suggest an early-mid
eighteenth century dater which would in turn suggest a one and a
half storeyed form. Oral tradition suggests that there \^/as
formerly a pipe kiln built against the exterior of the stack.
20

BENTHATL LANE (BE 1BOO1)

CottageT rebuiltr c1980, in vernacular revival sty1e, rendered
over brick with dormer windows etc. plan form with gable and main
range at right angles, suggest.s that the rebuild follows in

general arrangement but not overall dimensionsr an earlier
building on the site. This seems to be confirmed by the presence,
in the side gable wa1l, of a blocked arched opening. Similarly,
the projecting stack on t.he gable wing does not seem to be a
modern feature.
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19

BENTHALL LANE

(BE 18002)

Smal1 cottage, heavily restored and rendered over brick. 2 unit
plan wiLh doorway to the right and 3 dormers above. Dentilled
eaves, but litt1e other original features visibler beyond the
basic structural and plan form.

21 BENIHALL LANE (BE 18101)

Small cottage, brick built

and two unit plan with central

doonray. Very low heightr and projecting stack on gable wall.
Rear wing probably added. General- form suggests an early-mid
eighteenth century dater but the wide dormers are reminiscent of
Lhose used on the Willey estate in the nineteenth century and may
be the result of later modificationr perhaps the improvement of
the upper storey.
SITE OF LEOPARD INN (BE 18201)

Site of innr demolished some time since 1902, and in existence by
l144t as an inn.
18 BEMHALL LANE (BE 18301)

Cottage, consisting of 3 principal units which at first suggests
that an original single unit single storeyed cottage with attic
dormerr at the north east was wrapped around by later additions.
his section has deep stepped eaves band. Howeverr appraisal of
the interior suggests that this present form is in fact itself
very oldT and it is the apparently added bays which contain the
oldest surviving features. The rear walI is apparently built of
stoner and in the southwestern bay there is a chamfered beam
which has an ornate st.op of a late seventeenth century-early
eighteenth century form. ft is not possible to establish the
relationship between the sections by investigation of the
exterior since all wal1s are renderedr but the evidence suggests
that if this cottage was built in phases, none of them are later
than the mid eighteenth century.
BARN (BE

18501)

Barnr two ranges at right angles, each single storeyed with loft
above. Built or rebuilt in several phases perhaps the earliest
represented by the rubble plinth visible in the south gable and
southwest wall. This would suggest that this north-south range
is in fact the earlier part and that the other range is a later

addition. This is confirmed by the general relationship between
the two sections. perhaps the earlier range was in use as a
stable, since it has two narrow doors and a single window.
Former lean-to buildings across the west waII have been
demolished. There is a deep dentilled brick eaves band on the
east wal1.
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THE ORCHARD

Erc

(BE 18502)

3 bungalowsl one c 1980, the other two c1950.
HALCYON (BE

18601)

Small chalet style bungalowl c 1930. Half-timbered with central
gable oversemi-circular arched entrance.
BENTHALL

VILLA FARM (BE 19401)

with central doorway.The dormers
gables
are the wide
that characterise local estate building in
the nineteenth centuryr suggesting that the farm has been altered
or perhaps first built, in the early nineteenth century. It has
been recently modernised. There is an insurance plaque on the
gable wall. Rear wing now in use as garager but contains blocked
fireplace. The farm buildings are small in scaler but have not
been studied.
Small- farmhouser two gabled bays

corrAGES (BE 19701)

Pair of cottagesT orr€ a two unit planr the other single. Brickr
with hipped roofs and deep casement windows. The guality of this
detail suggests that the cottages may have been built as estate
cottages. The smaller dwelling is apparently built on a rubble
plinth, which may be evidence of an earlier building on the site.
The style of the present buildings suggests a late nineteenth
century dater but they are shown as two dwellings on the Tithe
Map.
DEI,IOLISHED BUILDING (BE I97O2)

Houser recorded

16

in

1844r but demolished by 1882.

BENTHALL LANE (BE 19801)

Small cottage; two small unitsr and single storyed with attic lit
from gable ends. Two gable end stacksl possilby only on eriginal,
to the north eastr with a projecting stack and deep fireplace
inside. Small outshut to rear. Rear wa1I is built of rubble to
about ceiling heightr which may be evidence of an earlier
building on the site.
THE OLD VICARAGE (BE 20301)

Probably built c170or brickr symmetrically arranged facade with
central- doorway in later porch, and 3 storeys. InternallYr the
plan departs from symmetry to have one larger roolllr the haII, and
a smaller parlour. There are sevice rooms with corner stacks and
a central staircase with turned wood balusters to the rear. Roof
structure is a ridge paralIel to the facade and two rear gables.
Very little alteredr only one single storey addition to the

north. An early use both of brickr and also of classical
proportion. Known as Coppice House, it was in use as the
225

vicarage from the late nineteenth century (first referencer
Kelley's Directoryr 1891). Archaeological investigation has
attempted so far without success, to find traces of a reputed
kiln in the grounds of the house, since traditionr combined with
the fact that there are no obviouse agricultural buildings sith
the houseT suggesls that it may have been built as part of or in
consequence of, an industrial concern.
HAYBRMK TERRACE (BE 21501)

4 pairs of locaI authority housing, completed in 1953.
11

BENTHALL LANE (BE

21601 -2)

Present building (f Coppice Lane), was built in cI9B2 in
traditional cottage sty1e7 but with integral garage, replacing a
sma1l cottage which was recorded before demolition by Jonathan
Rowe in 1983. This first building was partially of stoner perhaps
early eighteenth century, raised to give an attic storey perhaps
later that century. It had a two unit p1an, and the attic was lit
only from the gable waIIs. On the site was evidence for a pipe
kiln, which was recorded by TGMTAU (BE B4).
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Figure 28. Broseley Wood - building contexts numbers, northern
area (Broseley Parish).
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APPEMIX EIGHT

Brose1elr lxood: Inventory
DEN,PLISHED

BUILDI}GS (BY

of buildings
OO1O1)

Buildingsr probably demolished for const,ruction of railway.
DEMOLISHED BUILDTNGS (BY OO]O2)

Buildings demol-ished probably when the railway was constructed.
7-9

SEVERN BANK (BY 00103)

Terrace of three housesr probably built when the railway was
constructedr 1862r to replace houses demolished by it. There
were buiLdings on this site in 7840, but not these ones. These
are taII single bayedT but double pile cottages.

5-6

SEVERN BANK (BY OO]O4)

Pair of cottagesT probably late nineteenth centuryr perhaps built
when the railway was constructed. A designed pair, with central
porch, and the upper central window divided between the two
dwellings. Ridge cresting. Currently being al-tered.
3-4 SEVRN

BANK (BY 00105)

Pair of cottagesl externally apparantly of the late eighteenth or
early nineteenth centuries, but probably refronting/rebuilding
earl-ier structures, since insider the internal partition wa11s
are timber framed (queen post construction). rhe end of one of
the tie beams is visible in the front wall, and the timber truss
is exposed in the gable of no 3. The rebuilding may have
rationalised the division of the two dwellings, since the
division now falIs within a casement window (cf the arrangement
of nos 5-6). No 4 is a single unit pIan, with added single
storied wing to front, no 3 a two unit plan. Both now have two
storeys, though the upper storey in each is very Iow. It is
likely that the original form would have been a one and a half
storeyed construction.

The Tithe Map records a total of 12 houses, a malt house and a
public house in this area by the river.
srATroN HorEL (BY 00201)

Hotel, probably purpose built when railway was constructedr 1864.
Blue brick with yellow brick dressings, including hood moulds.
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Figure 29. Broseley - Severn Bank building context numbers
(eroseley Parish).
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Three storeyed, six bays with two original doorwaysT presumably
giving access to separate bars. Partly demolished range to west
was probably formerly the stables. It is built of a rather
earlier brown brickr and the gable of the hotel is built of
similar brick with partial stone to ground floor. This suggests
Lhat there was a building on the site before the present hotel
was built.
11

STATTON ROAD (BY 00202)

Small houser probably built when the railway was constructed in
LB64' built of brown brick with yeIlow dressings. The house is a
two unit plan with a central doorway and a symmetrical sty1e7
with yellow brick dressings to the hood moulds etc. rts style is
that of a cottage ornee, but in the arrangement of the wide
dormers, it recalls some of the earlier vernacular cottages of
the area.
10 BRIDGE

ROAD (EASTHOPE

OOPPICE) (BY

OO4O1)

Houser incorporating an early nineteenth century two unit
cottage, added to with a large new extension that retains the
same

overall

scale.

DEMOLISHED BUILDING

(BY

OO5O1)

Building shown on the map of L9O2, but demolished by 1960.
site is no$/ occupied by a permanent caravan.
20

The

BRTDGE ROAD (BY 00601)

originally early nineteenth centuryr ard recorded
as three dwellings on the Tithe Map. The present house is largely
a rebuild, but the rear wall includes some stone work.
Houser probably

MARTINA AND MILLIVOOD (BY OO8O1)

TWo

14

bungalowsr

circa

1950.

COBWU,L ROAD (BY 00802)

Detached house,

circa 1930, with later additions.

I

EASTHOPE COPPTCE FARM

(BY

OO8O3)

Classical styIe, with 3 bays, 2 storeysr
synnnetrically arranged with a central door in architraver and

Farmhouse, c1B3O.
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sash windows
14-16

with tflat

STATTON ROAD

arched

brick

heads.

(BY 1301)

Pair of cottages, now a single dwe11ing, but empty for a long
timer and recently sold. The rear wallr as far as it is visible,
is built of stoner the front is an early nineteenth century
brick constructionr apparantlyr but has been partially obscured
by a large flat roofed extension.
13

MAYPOLE ROAD

(BY 10001)

Houser probably early nineteenth centuryr two units with central
doorway and gable end stacks. A recessed additional bay to the
rightr partly rebuiltr is shown as a separate dwelling on the
Tithe Map, and probably in L9O2.
THE @PPICE, MAYPOLE ROAD (BY ]OOO2)

Early twentieth century bungalowT built on t.he site of an earlier
house (recorded on Tithe map)r and perhaps incorporating some of
its structure.
DEMOLISHED BUTLDING

Houser shown on

(BY

1OOO3)

Tithe Mapr but demolished before

MARBURY, THE LAVMAC, THE GABLES

1902.

(BY 10201)

3 bungalowsl c1950r built on fields or gardens.

9

MAYPOLE ROAD

(BY 10401)

Houser early twentieth century (not shown on 1902 map). Cast iron
columns to porch, and recessed balcony to rear. Art Deco style
glazing in front door. A house and workshop were recorded on the
site in the Tithe Map of lB4O, but these had been demolished by
L902.
DEMOLISHED BUILDINGS
T\^ro

2

(BY IO4O2)

houses shown on the

WOODLANDS GREEN

Tithe

Mapr and one demolished by 1902.

BY 10701)

Cottage, possibly incorporating remains of one of the ear1iest
buildings in the area (it seems to correspond in position to a

23t

dwelling shown on the mid seventeenth century map of Broseley),
but now substantially altered. The earliest visible section now
is likely to be early eighteenth centurlr a single unit brick
cottagel enlarged later with the addition of a rear wingr dnd o
further projecting wing to the frontT rlow mock timbered.
DEII{OLTSHED

Group

5,

BUILDINGS (BY 11001)

of 4 houses

7-7A

shovrn on

MAYPOLE ROAD

the Tithe Mapr but demolished by 1902.

(BY 11002)

Group of three cottagesr probably largely built in the late
eighteenth or earl-y nineteenth century. 5 and 7 l^Iere apparantly
originally detachedr and tehre is now a smal1 linking bayr itself
probably nineteenth century. 7a may be a lightly later additionr
and is set back from teh building line. The rear wing of no 7 may
include remnants of an earlier building. 4 houses and a shop in
lB4O' and a representation that suggests an additional range at
the back of no 5, in separate occupation.
DEMOLISHED BU]LDINGS

(BY 11003)

Pair of houses, demolished between 1840 and 1902, one of
void in 1840.
3

MAYPOLE ROAD (BY 11004)

Houser

I

them

circa

1980.

MAYPOLE ROAD (BY 11005)

Originally a single unit cottager oD€ and a half storeyed, with
dormer window to attic, brick built with dentilled eavesr and
probably early eighteenth century. Extended by the addition of
another bay and a projecting wing probably by the early
nineteenth century. This house was the Maypole Public House in
lB4O, and until at least 7902, was part of a larger complex of
buildings, others to the north demolished some time after that.
DEMOL]SHM BUILDINGS (BY 11006)

of buildings adjoining 1 Maypole roadr and demolished by
I9O2. Shown as two houses on the Tithe Map.

Group

56-69
Row

CREWS PARK

(BY 11007)

of dwellingsl demolished c 1960-70,
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and now replaced by a

bungalow. Shown as 4 houses

26-27

COBWELL ROAD

in

1840.

(BY 11101)

Pair of early eighteenth century cottages, built in a cluster, at
right angles to each other. 26 is a single unit planr added to
and extended. one and a half storeys, with coped gables and
dentilled eaves. The brickwork has been rendered over. No 27 is
a two unit cottage; also one and a half storeys, with coped
gables, dentilled eaves and sill band. rt seems like1y that it
was built as a single dwelling. Tithe Map records these dwellings
as forming part of a group of 6 houses, with another two on the
site of the present garden of no 27.
37-32

SYCAI,IORE ROAD

(BY 11102)

Pair of early nineteenth century houses, now a single dwe11ing.
Most features date from the recent alterationsr but there is one
original doorway.
Km{wooD ETC (BY 11103)

2 bungalows, c1950. The shell of a burnt out bungalow survives
behind.

15

EASTHOPE ROAD

(BY 11201)

Originally a single unit cottage, with large detached stack and
brick construction with dentilled eaves that are cut by a
casernent upper window. Deep plan form. Frobably early eighteenth
century. Later single bay two storeyed additionr probably
nineteenth century. In 1840r there was another house in the area
presently occupied by the garden of this house.

t6-I7

EASTHOPE ROAD

(BY 11202)

Pair of cottages, probably late eighteenth centuryr one a single
unit p1an7 the other two units with central doorway. Two
storeyed; dentilled eaves and single ring arches to original
openings, which have been replaced in one of the houses.
Additional bay to the south is a recent addition.
THE BUNGALOIV AND WILDB.SWILL (BY 11203_4)
T\^ro

bungalowsr cl-950.

BYWAYS, BERWYN ETC (BY 11301)
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of 4 housesr c1960r stepped in planr and built against
the sIope. Built as a small speculation, and to an identical
design. there were two houses on the site occupied by Berwyn in
1840. These had been demolsihed by 1902.
Terrace

GLEMISTA HOUSE (BY 11302)

early nineteenth centuryr and shown as two
dwellings in 1840. Present form is a smalI three-bay classical
houser suggesting that it was in fact rebuilt since 1840.

Small- houser probably

2t-23

COBWELL ROAD

(BY 11501)

Cluster of cottages, the earliest,

no 2lt probably early

eighteenth century, and a two unit cottage with central door and
gabled dormers to attic. Dentilled eaves band. Integral with
this is the single unit original bay of no 22 which has been
raised in brick at some time in the nineteenth centuryr possibly
at the same time as the gabled end bay was added. No 23 is built
at the rear of no 2lr but as it has been extensively alteredr its
original form and hence date is hard to discern. It is not shown
on the Tithe Map.
24

COBWET.L ROAD

(BY 11502)

Cottagel probably late eighteenth century or early nineteenth
century (it has two full storeys) r but so extensively restored
to discern its
and modernised, that it is now very difficult
original form.
25

COBWELL ROAD

& 34

SYCAMORE ROAD

(By 11503)

Pair of cottagesT haphazardly alligned. No 25 has been
extensively restoredr but beneath the rendering the remains of a
projecting brick siII band are visible, suggesting that this
house incorporates the remains of an eighteenth century cottage.
It also has a large projecting bricl< stack. The south eastern bay
appears to be a later nineteenth century addition since it is not
shovin on the Tithe Map. 34 is a 2 unitr 2 storeyed cottager much
renewed but probably early nineteenth century.
35

SYCAMORE ROAD

(BY 11504)

Houser formerly 2 cottages, each a single unit p1an, with inner
doonvay and flanking casement windows. One doorway now blocked.
TUo full storeys. Probably late eighteenth or early nineteenth

century.
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36

SYCAMORE ROAD

Houser

(BY 11505)

built before 1840r and formerly part of a pair of

dwellings- there are scars of the previous building on the gable
wall of the present building. Two unit cottagel facing away from
the road, and with an added rear wing.
40

SYCATUORE ROAD

(BY 11506)

r:nit p1an7 two storeyedl with central doorway
in small classical caser and recently added bay windows. Upper
casement windows cut the dentilled eaves band. Gable end stacks.
Blind backed. Built since 1840, when this site was occupied by 2

Smal1 cottage. Two

houses.
DEMOLISHED BUILDINGS

(BY 11901)

Group of 5-6 houses,
demolished by 1902.
CAER GLON

(BY 11902)

Bungalow,

circa

with slaughter house and stabl-e in

1840r

1950.

TOLCARNE, WAYSIDE AI{D PANORAMA (BY 12101)

3 bungalowsT circa 1950. Wayside and Panorama built on land open
since at least 1840, site of ToLcarne open in 1902, but in 1840
the site was occupied by three houses.
49 pUArUlv ROAD (BY L22Ol)

unitr two storeyed cottage with a single stack. Probably
late eighteenth century. Two dwellings in 1840r and there are
traces of an additional building adjoining to the southwest, but

TUo

now demolished.

54-55

QUARRY ROAD

(BY 12202)

houses built as a single developmentrand an assymetrical
groupr using applied tudor style decorationr moulded brick hood
moulds etc. There was a house on the site in 1840r but its
alignment was rather differentr so that the existing dwelling
must have been built some time after this.

Pair of
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55A QUARRY ROAD (BY 12203)

Small cottage, in the style characteristic of the earliest
industrial cottage, but probably largely rebuilt c1980. That this
is an adaptation of an earlier building is confirmed by its
presence on the Tithe Map. Now only the projecting stack gives
direct evidence for this original early building.
4-6

QUARRY ROAD

(BY I22O4)

of three housesl probably a later nineteenth century
speculationr certainly after 1840. If the row had a unified
design originallyr this has been lost in recent modificationr
renderirrgl o€\r/ fenestration etc. Double pile plan.
Row

OLD POST OFFICE (BY L2205)

Cottage. Its style (one and a half storeyedr dentilled eavesr
coped gables, and gabled attic dormers) 7 suggests that it is
eighteenth centuryr but it is a very taIl building, suggesting
Lhat it is perhaps a later (ear1y nineteenth century) adapatation
of a vernacular form. rn 1840r it was the Rose and Crown public
houser but it has subsequently been the post office (until at

least 1960). It is

now a

private

house.

DEMOLISHED BUILD]NG (BY 12206)

In lB4Or a building $/as shown behind the OId Post
been demolished by 1902.
17

QUARRY ROAD

Smal1

Officer but

had

(BY I22O7)

early nineteenth century cottagel with two projecting

stacksr and a wide facade, but this has now been rendered over,
and all the features renewed. Plain eaves band begins to pediment
the gab1e.
DEI,IOLISHED BUILDING

The

Tithe

50-51

(BY 12208)

Map records an

CREWS PARK

additional

house on

this

p1ot.

(BY 12301)

Late nineteenth century cottagesr how a single dwel1ing,
extending and rebuilding an earlier single dwelling shown on the
Tithe Map. 51 would have been a single unit cottage (but with
rear wing), and may retain traces of the earlier building (the
lower brick work is rendered over as if to conceal some
irregularity). 50 appears to be a later additionT and is faced
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in blue brick. It

has

DEI,IOLISHED BUILDINGS

The
now

a two unit plan form.

(BY 123)

Tithe Map records a further 7 houses on this p1ot. There is
a bungalow on the site (circa 1960).

9-19

COBWELL ROAD (BY 12501)

pairs of semi detached houses built as a private speculation
circa 1950.

3

JOYDm{E (BY 12502)

BungalowT

41

circa

1950.

SYCAI{ORE ROAD (BY 12601)

T\^ro

unit cottage,

oLD

CTTAPEL

once two

dwellings, the

cambered heads

of

the

central doorways visible beneath the paint work, and a small
triangular bay window, flanked by new casement windows that
clearly replace smaller casements with single ring cambered brick
heads. Dentilled eaves bandr gable end stacks. Probably early
eighteenth century. fn use as two dwellings in 1840, but it is
not clear from the surviving features whether it was built as a
singler two unit houser or was built as a pair of cottages.

Chapelr
44

(BY 12602)

built since L847,

SYCAMORE ROAD

and converted

into a house since 1973.

(BY 12603)

possibly early eighteenth century originally and of two
baysl one and a half storeys, though extended recently by an
additional bay.
Houser

DEMOLISHED BUILDING (BY 12604)
Two houses shown on

Tithe

DEI\,OLISHED BUILDINGS

3 houses (one void)

Mapr

but demolished since

1902.

(BY 12605)

shown on

Tithe Mapr but demolished by 1902.
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NEW BUILDINGS

Two housesr

(BY 12606)

built

c1970-BO.

DEMOLISHED BUILDTNGS

House shown on

Tithe

DEMOLTSHED BUILDINGS

T\^/o

(BY 12701)
Mapr

but demolished by

(BY 12801)

houses shown on Ti the Mapr sti1l

subseguently

demol

1902.

existing in 1902,

ished.

DEMOLISHED BUILDTNGS

(BY 12901)

House, and Sycamore

Public House recorded on Tithe Map, but

demolished

48

by 1902.

QUARRY ROAD

(BY 13001)

Houser largely circa 1986, breeze blocks, but the internal
partition waIl is of an earlier brick, showing that this new
building is a reconstruction. The Tithe Map records a house
here.
DEMOLISHED BUILDING

(BY 13002)

Ivlap records an additional house on this plotr stil1 in
in
I9O2r subsequently demolished.
existence

The

Tithe

3 QUARRY ROAD (BY 13201)
CottageT probably late eighteenth century (first transaction
dated 1811). Two unit planr with additional brick vaulted bay.
T\^ro storeyedr but with vestigial dormers. Dentilled eaves.

Original central door now a window. Main beam inside

has

ornateley stopped chamfer.
5

QIJARRY ROAD

(BY 13202)

a wide two unit planr ond one and a half storeyedr with
wide dormers. Rubble constructionr with indication of timber
framing to gable of roof. Roof pitch altered twice to enlarge the
space within. once perhaps in the nineteenth centuryr once more
recently. Additional bay to south seems to incorporate what may
CottageT

earlier outbuilding; it is rubble to the ground
floor, but brick above. rn the garden is a substantial ceiling
beam with an ornately stopped chamfer. rt is not known where this
have been an
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comes

from. Style of construction suggests that this may be a

seventeenth century building.

4

QUARRY ROAD

(BY 13203)

built in two partsT though neither appears to be earlier
than the late eighteenth century. each is a single unitr two
storeyed. The Tithe Map records two houses herer and this
suggests that in fact an additional dwelling adjoining the
surviving building has been demolished, and there are surviving
traces which may relate to thisr as the lower corner of the
building has a row of projectingr unfinished bricks.
House

(BY 13204)

DEMOLISHED BUILD]NGS

Potters Arms Public Houserbuilt by 1840 and demolished sometime after
1902.
DEMOLISHED BUILDING

(BY 13205)

House recorded

in l840r but

10

(BY t3501)

QUARRY ROAD

demolished by 1902.

of three housesr now a single dwellingr with partial rubble
waI1 against bank. Built in phasesr and probably originally late
Row

eighteenth century.
11-12

QUARRY ROAD

(BY 13502)

Pair of late nineteenth century cottages, now a single house.
Built on land in use as garden in 1840. Red brick with ye1low and
blue dressings, axial stack. Fbces away from road.
DEMOLISHED BUILDINGS

(BY 13503)

Buildings recorded on Tithe Map as four houses, represented as
back to backs. Demolished before 1902.
DEI,IOLISHED BI]LDINGS (BY 13504)

Row of
1902.

40-42

three houses, recorded on Tithe Map, but demolished

STMPSONS LANE

Terrace

of three.

by

(BY 13505)

The

earliest buildings (formerly 40-41), but
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a single dwel1ing, have deeds that date back to the early
eigtheenth century. It seems likely that they were built as a
pair, each with a large living room with deep fireplace7 and a
smaller inner room formerly subdivided to create a small rear
larder. The symmetry of this plan suggests that it was the
original design, and that this is therefore an early designed
pair. Style charactersitic of the early phase of industrial
buildingr on€ and a half storeyed with attic dormers. Eighteenth
century panelled door on one unit, fireplace decorated with local
nineteenth century tiles. Partial rubble construction against
bank. The other cottage is a slightly later additionr though
probably later eighteenth century.
now

36-37

STMPSOIIS LANE

(BY 13701)

a pair of cottagesr probably originally early eighteenth
century (they are one and a hal-f storeyedT with gabled dormersr
though these are renewed), but much altered and restored.
Formerly a row of 3 units in 1840r including one shopr though Lhe
map of 1902 appears to show it as a rohr of 6. Brickwork covered
by thick renderingr all windows new flush framed casements. The
cottages face away from the streetl but have additional windowsr
which may be insertionsr in this elevation. The evidence suggests
at least two principal building phases, probably with the central
range of two dwellings being the earliers (earIy eighteenth
century?)7 with additional bays at each endr the northernmost
with a three storeyed rear wing.
Now

HOPES COTTAGE Ar{D

32

STMPSONS LANE

(BY 14001)

Hopes cottage is probably originally late eighteenth centuryr
built with a blind back to the streetr it is a low two storeyed
cottagel the dentilled eaves band cut by the upper windows, and
one lower cambered window head cut by an inserted, widerr
opening. The rest of the ground floor is concealed by a flat
roofed extension, or sun room. 32 is one of the few larger houses
in the area. It is an early nineteenth century buildingr though
perhaps not the house shown on the Tithe Mapr originally probably
in a classical styley three storeyed with near symmetrical three
bay facade with central door. It is shown as a public house in
1902, and it is likeIy from its size and style that it was
purpose built as suchr shortly after 1840, when the building on
Lhe site was a privaLe dwelling apparantly with a rather
different configuration. Howeverr it has now been extensiveley
altered, the brickwork rendered overr and the windows renewed and
the proportion changed from vertical Lo horizontal.

Tithe Map records another house built at the back of these
twor this is still shown on the map of 1902, but had been

The

demolished

by 1960.
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25

STMPSONS LANE

(BY 14002)

Houser probably late eighteenth centuryr 3 baysr two storeyedl
sy,mmetrically arranged. Steep coped gables and projecting siI1
band. Windows are rene\red, and the gabled porch is new. Rendered

brick work.
2T-22

STMPSONS LANE

(BY 14003)

cottagesr built to face away from the streetr and much
alteredr though probably originally a late eighteenth century
build. One of them was a stable in 1840. Each is now a two unit
p1an7 and two storeyedT but the ground floor is largely obscured
by flat roofed extensionsr and the brick work has been rendered
over and all windows renewed.
T\no

15

STI,TPSONS

LANE (BY 14201)

built in several phasesT and perhaps largely rebuilt
in the early nineteenth century; it is clear that the lower
section is rather earlierr built of a different brickr with a
projecting sill bandr arrd suggests an eighteenth century date
for the original constructuion. The upper part is nineteenth
century brown brick with kiss marksr and the main section is
three storeyed and three hys, though there is a large rear wing
with coped gablesT rough cast over brick but perhaps part of the
eighteenth century building. fn I840r this was recorded as two
housesr suggesting the at the nineteenth century building took
place at some later date; the &tails of windows especially the
projecting bay on the western elevation certainly would be
consistent with this suggestion.
Large houser

DEMOLISHED BUILD]NG

(BY I42O2)

TVo houses recorded on

14

LEGGES

the Tithe map, but demolished by 1902.

HrLL (BY 14401)

Large houser probably originally early-mid eighteenth centuryr
with a long two bay range to the north, which has a truncated
massive projecting stackl but is otherwise largely blankr with an

additional bay which may also be original at right angles to
this. At a later dater the angle between these two sections has
been filled by anoLher bay.
srrE oF MALTHOUSE (BY 14402)
Malthouse, associated with
demolished before 1902.

adjoining house, recorded in
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1840r

BY 14501

Smal1 cottager E€cord€d as a stable
appearance and the existence of two

in 1840r though its general

stacks suggest that it

built as a house, probably in the late eighteenth century.

was

3 SPEEDS LANE (BY 14801)

late eighteenth centuryr two storeyed;
two unit plan. OId render over brickr early metal casement
windows, probably in original openings. Its positionr jutting out
into the line of the laner suggests that it may have originated
as a squatter house on land that was formerly pa.rt of the fieldr
rather than waste.
Small cottager probably

SHOP BUILDINGS

(BY 23201)

small shop buildings, single storeyed brick shacksr built
since 1902 on site of houses (two houses and a public house
recorded here in 1840).

T\,so

B-14

BARRATTS

HILL (BY 23202)

Terrace of cottagesT early eighteenth century but built in
several phasesr though probably as a fairly quick developmentr
since a1I employ a very similar style. Each is a single storeyed
building with gabled dormers to atticr dnd most have coped
gables. PIan form varies, between single and two unit dwellings.
There are four breaks in the building line, suggesting that only
the upper two cot.tages were built as a single exerciser but it is
not possible to say which would have been built firstr although
part of number I looks like an infill, which might suggest that
no8 had not originally been part of the terrace. Sma11 details
vary, and the decoration of the eaves band is one of Lhe
variablesr ds is the presence on nos 12 and 13 of a siII band.
Most of the cottages now seem to be empty and in need of
renovation. There was formerly another cottage behindr but it
was demolished between 1902 and 1960.

2L

S,

22

BARRATTS

HILL (BY 23203)

Pair of cottages, now a single dwe11ing. Built in two phasesl
and so not a single speculationT and originally of unegual size.
All external features are the result of recent modernsiation.
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ROSE COITAGE, PADMANS ALLEY

(BY 23204)

early eighteenth century cottage inprocess of extensive
renovation. Original form is a single unit cot.tage, single
storeyed with gabled dormer to attic, adn large projecting stack
now demoLished. A small rear wing was added some time laterr and

Small

foLlowedr probably in the later ninetenth and twentieth
centuriesT by two lean-to extensions. Remains of a circular
construct.ion were visible in the garden, and seemed t.o predate
the cottageT it was though that they may have been the remains of
a pipe kilnr but the possibility that they may have related to a
bread oven/copper as part of the main stack could not be
discounted. These are now covered. A lintel in the rear wing is
made from a highly decorated piece of reused timber, with a
notched decoration.

5

BARRATTS

H]LL (BY 23205)

Early eighteenth century cotLage, brickr now rendered over and
a1l features renewed. two unit plan with gabled dormers to attic
storey. Two detached stacks.

4

BARRATTS

HrLL (raNCr,ehOOO) (By 23206)

Early eighteenth century cottage. Two unit plan with two wide
gabled dormers. SiI1 band incorporates a tiled date stone of
1742' though this does not seem to be originalr the date itself
seems quite plausible. Two detached stacks.
HrLL (BY 23207)

1-3

BARRATTS

Now

a single dwelling but originally three early nineteenth
unit plans, but not a single building

century cottages, single

phase.

PADMAN HOUSE

(BY 23208)

ostensibly later nineteenth centuryr in a large cottage
style7 with dormer gables over upper windows. Two units with
central doorway and chamfered window arches. Howeverr a
difference in brick (the facade is brown brickr gable wal1s are
red ) suggests that this is a refronting of an earlier building;
in the gable waLl-, is a blocked window with a single ring
carnbered head (quite different in style from the main windows),
and in the rear wal-lr one wing is built of very small o1d red
brick. It seems that an eightennth century house was refronted
House,

and enlarged, perhaps c1850. Houser shop and garden
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in

1840.

DEMOLISHED BUILDING

(BY 23209)

House recorded

in

39

(BY 23210)

CAPE STREET

1840r

but demolished by 7902.

Houser said to be cruck framedT
rendered over, but inclined at

but externally of brick now
a steep angle towards the
eaves.T\^/o unit plan, with recently added rear wing. Adjoining
this building is a semi derelict building, probably an early
eighteenth cenLury additionr single unit plan with dormer window
to attic. Brick, with dentilled eaves. This is now in process of
restoration. A smal1 lean-to has stone footings. This was a
houser stable and blacksmiths shop in 1840.
BELVEDERE (BY 23211)

Bungalow; c1950.
FACTORY, 57 & 57A CAPE STREET (By 23212)

of the complex of workshop buildings post dates 79O2r but
there is a narrow bay against the northern boundary of the plot
which was in existence thenr and the earlier brickwork is
visible. This area was undeveloped in 1840. 57 is a bungalowl
c.1950r and 57a appears to be a prefab.
Most

50 KrNG

STREET (BY 23213)

Houser demolished between 1960 and 7973. Probably made from the
analgamation of three units shown on the map of 1902. These may
be the same three units shown in I84O as the George and DragonT
and two houses, one with court. Now a carpark.
BENTHALL VIEW

(BY 23214)

of apparantly 4 very small cottages, built against the rear
of no 50, md demolished between 1960 and 1973.

Row

45 KrNG

STREET (BY 23215)

Small classical style houser built after 1840. Three bays and two
storeysT symmetrical with a central doorwayr a six pane door with
overlight and pedimented case. Para1lel rear range.
DEMOLTSHED BUILD]NGS

(BY 23216)

Buildingsr demolished between 1960 and L973. Shown as three
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houses

in

1840.

37-38 KrNG STREET (BY 232L7)

Pair of

housesr demolished between 1960 and 1973, and replaced by
two new houses which are built to a common planT but wiLh
different brick. The original buildings seem themselves an
adaptation of an earlier building, shown on the Tithe Map as
house shop and brewhouse.

35-36 K]NG

STREET (NY 23218)

Pair of cottagesT now a single dwellingr probably late eighteenth
century. Original form of the dwellings, which are both two
storeyedT seems to have comprised a pair of two unit cottages
with an axial stack between the two dwellings.
DEI,IOLISHED BUILDINGS

(BY 23219)

Buildings demolished some time after 1973. Two parallel rangesl
one later than 1902. Tithe Map shows a barn and yard on the

site.

29 KrNG STREET (BY 23220)

builL in 3 distinct sectionsr though the phasing of Lhem
indistinct through alteration and rendering etc. Likely that
the central section is the earliest however; it appears to have
originally comprised a single unit with attic upper storey- the
dormer window survives, but thisr and the lower window are both
renewed. There is a projecting gable stack. There is a narrow
single unit range to the north, a 1ow two storeysT and a taller
range to the southr possibly originally detachedr but now linked
to the central block by a small infilling section. ft is likely
that this end bay was not originally in domestic use. The Tithe
Map records it as two houses and buildings.
Houser

now

24 KING STREET (BY 2322L)

Pair of houses and shops, the building probably eighteenth
centuryr the shop f ronts late nineteenth. The building is
designed as a single composition, and was originally a single
dwelling. It is of two bays and three storeysT with sixteen pane
sash windows with cast iron moulded lintels in the upper storeys.
Parapet eaves. In 1840 it was already a shop and dweIling.
23 KrNG
House

STREET (BY 23222)

and shopr the building eighteenth centuryr the
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shop

probably inserted into the ground floor in the nineteenth
century. Two bays and two storeysT with an attic with gabled
dormers. Two gable end stacks. Garage to rightr made in former
coach house. House buildings and garden in 1840.
22 KrNG

STREET (BY 23223)

Large houser probably late eighteenth centuryr three storeyed and
three bays, symmetrical classical styler with central door in
classical architrave, and sash windows with stuccoed heads.
Moulded modillion eaves cornicel coped gables. Coach house/
stable to rightr with oculus over segmental arch way. Houser

buildings and yard in 1840.
20 KING STREET (BY 23224)

House with ware house attachedr probably late eighteenth century.
House is three storeyedr and three baywTs with central door
flanked by two canted bay windows. Two gable stacks. Warehouse

possibly a slightly later additionr also three storeyedr with
dormer over top opening. Single bay, with loading doors on each
f1oor.
Small butchers shop (now general stores) adjoins to southr a flat
roofed shedr glorified by lavish decoration, inside and outr with
samples of local tiles. As these are arranged with no controlled
sense of patternT it seems Iike1y that they are the result of
rnakeshift building practicel perhaps using left-over products.
To the north, the front wall and gable of a now demolished
building survive in partr but a bungalow has been built on the
site since 1960. The southern gable of this range is a scar on
the side of the warehouse. In 1840 the buildings were in use as a
brick kiln and malthouse.
18-19 KrNG

STREET (BY 23225)

Pair of houses, not the result of a single buildr and without a
common walI l-ine. 19 is early nineteenth century, (probably pre1840) a smal-L classical house with a central door with a round
arched headr flanked by sash windows with margin lights with cast
iron lintels. The plan arrangement is slightly assymetrical,
reflecting different room values. Ye11ow brickwork. 18 is also

now a small classicaL house, but this is the result of
modifications, presumably made during the nineteenth centuryr
giving the house a classical door case and a near symmetrical
p1an. Traces of another blocked doorway suggest that the house
was once two dwellings, and changes in the brickwork near the
eaves and in the gable suggest that the house has been raised in
height and refronted some time in the nineteenth century. The
Tithe Map is hard to read at this point r but it seems to suggest
that no 19 may have been part of the malthouse complex, while
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nunber l-B was

a separate house.

scHool (BY 23226)

School, built on site of Globe Public House, and a row of
cottages, circa 1870, in a gothic style.
7-9 LEGGES HILL (BY 23227)
No 7 is early eighteenth century cottage7 with single unit plan
and gabled attic dormer. There is a furLher bay with long
catslide roof added to the north. No 9 replaces a cottage or pair
of cottages similar to this but known only from photographic
evidence; the present building is a large flat roofed house with
big picture windows, in a "moderne" sty1eT c1950-60. Tithe Map
seems to record 5 houses in this row, suggesting that not only
has no 7 been formerly two cottages, but that the new house

replaces a small row.

10-11 LrecES H]LL ( BY 23228)

Pair of cottagesr later nineteenth centuryr each a single unit
and t.wo storeyedT using cont,rasting colours of brickwork as
decoration for window and door heads. Built on land that was open
in 1840.
13

LEC,GES

HrLL ( BY 23229)

Small cottager probably late eighteenth centuryr and the sole
survivor of a group of 4 dwellings recorded on the Tithe MapT at
Least two of which had been demolished by 1902. original building
probably a tvro unit cottager with a recently added front wing.

1

SPEEDS LANE

(BY 23230)

Cottage, originally a two unit planr on€ and a half storeysT and
probably early eighteenth century. The wide dormers may be the
result of a later modification. SiII band marks the limit of the
original buiId, which has been extended recently by one bay.
14 K]NG STREET (BY

23231)

Cottage, probably early eighteenth century. Two unit. pIan, with
central doorway and two projecting stacks at the gables. Largely
unimprovedr though with concrete tiled roof and o1d renderr the
windows are small paned casements with top opening lightsr drld
the plank door has a small carved wood canopy. In 1840r it was a
house

with

shop.
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3

LEGGES

H]LL (BY 23232)

CottageT recorded as house and stable in 1840, probably early
eighteenth centuryr but now extensively restored and modernised.
There are two gable stacks, one projectingr and 3 dormer windows
to attic storeyr but the lower windows and doors are all- recent,
making the original layout obscure. fn the front of the house,
alongside the street, is a small brick building, now a shed or
garage, with blocked windows in the side wal1; it may once have
been a dwelling.
BROSELEY WOOD HOUSE

(BY 23233)

Large mid nineteenth cent.ury house associated

with clay pipe
worksr and replacing earlier building on the site.
Three
storeyed, three bays with late nineteenth century flar roofed
extension running a long the front of the ground floor, with
central door and bay windows alongside with decorative glazing.
ParaLlel rear range, which is not of the same building phase.
4

LEGGES

H]LL (BY 23234)

Small cottage, early eighteenth century. Single unit planr oD€
and a half storeyedT with projecting stack. Brick with coped
gabler but no other decoration. Lean-to below, and wing beyond
now demolishedr which was once apparantly part of the pipe works.
The cottage is empty and becoming derelictr but as an example of
an early workers cottagel it should be recorded if it seems
threatened further by demolition or major alteration.
SITE OF P]PE I\I)RKS (BY 23235)

10-12 KrNG STREET (BY 23236)

Pair of semi-detached housesr c1960, built on the site of earlier
buildings now demolished, the remains of which are visible
against the gable of the adjoining property. These were recorded
as house and shopr and house and buildngs in 1840.
B-9 KrNG

STREET (BY 23237)

Pair of cottages, probably mid nineteeth centuryr now a single
dweIIing. Each a single unit with outer doors but these and the
windows are renewed and it is possible that the original form has
been modified. Behind one of the present doorsr are traces of
flat arched brick headr and there is another over one of the
windowsr while the present left hand door has a single ring
canber. Axial stack, ridge tiles and finial.Comparison with the
Tithe Map suggests that the buildings in htis area have been
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considerably changed since 1840.
KINGS HEAD PUBLIC HOUSE (BY 23238)

late eighteenth centuryr but refronted. Two storeyedl
three bays, slightly assymetrical. Doorway has large and ornate
classical case. The Tithe Map shows that the building was in use

Probably
as a

public

2-6

K]NG STREET (BY 23239)

house by 1840.

of houses and shops, no 2 is clearly the original buildingr
which was probably once a two unit cottage7 and early eighteenth
century. The unit which is now the fish and chip shop is clearly
an addition. No 4 was formerly at least two and perhaps three
houses, with an axial stack and dentilled eaves, cut by upper
windows and the space of a now blocked window. It is probably
early nineteenth century. No 5 adjoins, but is lowerr and may be
an earlier buildingT it is a single unit cottage; with two 1ow
storeys, dentilled eaves and a single gable stack. It has been
extensively rstored. Adjacent to Lhe rear wing of this dwelling,
but recessed from the street liner is no 6, which is also a
single unit planr and a 1ow two storeys. there is a stair window
to the right of the elevationr but the house has also been
extensively modernised.

Row

24

SrI'{PSONS

IANE (By 23240)

Small nineteenth century cottagel two unit p1an7 built of bright
red brickr but repalcing an earlier buildingr traces of which are
visible in the side wall, and there is a straight joint in the
centre of the front waIl. The plan is rather irregular, with
two windows and a doorway to Lhe left on the ground floorr and
just two windows abover suggesting that the earlier building may
have been refaced rather than conpletely rebuilt.
DEIVIOLTSHED

BUILD]NGS (8Y23241)

Group of buildings, shown on
demolished.

28-30

QUARRY ROAD

the Tithe

Map and

in 1902r since

(BY 23242)

Pair of cottages, built after l84Ot but modernised
Three dwellings until the recent modernisation.
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c1960.

23-27

QUARRY ROAD

(W

23243)

Row of nineteenth century cottagesT built after lB4O, built as a
sma1l speculation of five dwellings. Each a single unit, but

piler p1an7 with former wash houses at each end of the
row. The row has been recently modernised by the district
counciL. Stone plinth may be evidence of earlier buildings which
these replaced (two houses recorded on the Tithe Map).

double

22

QUARRY ROAD

(BY 23244)

T\^ro uni L two storeyed house wi th traces of substantial
alteration- t,here is a straight joint in the brickwork in the
centre of the elevationr and blocked openings. One projecting
gable end st,ack, an another integral to the structure; this may
be evidence for a single occupation at some timer though it is
likeIy that the building has also at some time been in use as two
dwellings. The Tithe Map records houser malt house buildings and
yard on this siter but the surviving buildings do not appear to
give much evidence of this former usel and may have been rebuilt
since then. An outbuilding which was part of thhis complex was
still in existence in 1902, but has since been demolished.

34

SII{PSONS LANE

(By 23245)

early eighteenth century cot.tager probably originally a
single unit p1an7 with gabled dormers t.o atticr and former
projecting chimney now demolished. It has been extended by a
further two bays in similar style.
Small

39

STMPSONS LANE

(By 23246)

Small cottagel probably late eighteenth centuryr but possibly not
always in domest.ic use. In 1840 there was a small cluster of
buildngs in this dE€dr including several houses and two stables.
The house has a dentilled eaves band which has been left in
position after the roof was raised.
DEMOLISHED BU]LD]NGS

(BY 23247)

Buildingsr probably two houses, demolished between 1902 and 1950r
recorded on the Tithe Map as Harp public houser two
dwellings, and Primitive Methodist Meeting House. A large new
and

house has been built
18

QUARRY ROAD

on the

site

since

7973.

(BY 23248)

unit. cottage, its present form probably early nineteenth
centuryr with axial stack and gable windows, but there is
evidence that it is a reconstruction of a rather earlier cottageT

T\^ro

25t

since there are clear traces of a heightening of the roof liner
and irregularities in the alignment of the gable wa1l. It has
been two dwellingsT with a symmetrically arranged plan and
facade, and the former blocked doorway can still be seen to left
of the present. door. fn 1840r it was a house and shop, and some
of the alterations to the facade may reflect this.
LrLY CO{IrAGE ( BY 23249)

unit cottage, with doorway to right of elevation two storeyed
and blind backed. Probably late eighteenth century, but
extensively repaired and renewedr though not recently. Againr
Lhis had been ashop in 1840, and some of the alterations to the
facade may be the result of a minor change of use of the interior

T\,uo

space.
11

WOODLANDS ROAD

(BY 23250)

early eighteenth century cottageT single unit planr with
single projecting gable end stack. Added porch and lean-to.

Small

14 W@DLANDS ROAD (BY 23251)

Two-unit houser its present form probably later nineteenth
century- classical doorcase flanked by four-paned sashes beneath
synrnetrical wide gabled dormers- but there is evidence that this
is the modification of an earlier building- in particular, the
single projecting gable stack. A single sma1l house was recorded
on the site in the Tithe Map.
NAPOLEON

(ev

ZSZSZ)

Large houser probably late eighteenth century. Two paral1eI
ranges of three bys, symmetrically arrangd. fts original style
is a kind of urban classicalr but it has been modified during the
nineteenth century by the addition of a shopr projecting from the

front, probably in the later nineteenth centur (not showm on
Tithe Map). More recentlyr the original brickwork has been
rendered over.

DEI{OLISHED BUILDINGS

Two

(BY 23253)

smaII buildingsr built before 1840 and demolished

after

1902.

2L-14

I{OODLANDS ROAD

sometime

(BY 23254)

Cluster of early nineteenth century cottages, possibly adapted
from an earlier building on the site- the rear wing of the
252

central house seems older- and more recently adapted by
anralgamation of two of the units. The disposition of the units is
unusual since the two end units are at right angles to the main

building liner and entered from the gable walI. Tithe Map
confirms the suggestion that these cottages represent an
adaptation of earlier buildingsT since it records their use as
house, shops and stable.

DEIVIOLISHED BU]LDINGS

(BY 23301)

Four very small houses and a shop in existence in 1840 but

demolished by 1902.

DEI,IOLISHM BUILDING (BY 23401)

House recorded

4

in

1840r but denrolished by 1902.

SPEEDS LANE (BY 235OT)

Early eighteenth century cottager two unit planr on€ and a half
storeyedl with single smal1 attic dormer. Dentilled eaves band
but no other decoration- there is no lintel to the door. Single
gable end stack. This was a house and shop in 1840.
5-10 sPEms LANE (BY 23502)

of 5 cottagesT probably built in 1897, since they are named
Jubilee Terrace. A smal1 specualtive developmentr and a highly
unified design, each unit identical. Single unit but double pile
plan. Brown brick with decorative bands of red and yelIow. No
alterations to the frontage, but added rear wings.
Row

11

SPEEDS LANE

(BY 23601)

2 unit cottage extended by another bay. Date of original
construction uncertain, but certainly pre 1840. The house has
one odd featurer a stack on the front elevationr but it has been
extensively modernised and altered.
FRESHFTELDS

House,

(BY 23602)

circa

LASCEL AND

1970-1980.

HILL VIEW (BY 23701)

2 bungalowsr

circa

1950.
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FAR]SH PLOT CONTEXT

FARTOF

NAME

NO

PO
PO

77
L7

BE
BE
BE
BE
EE

1

1

a
J
4
5
5
6

-BE

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

\//

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
EE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
EE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

6
7

I
I
o
I
o

o

o

I

o
o

I
10
11
lo

LZ,

13
L4
15
16
77
18
19
2Q

2t

oo

LL

ar,]
a.)
24
otr

oE

Z6
26

1 site of pottery
Haybrook Pottery
, pottery waste
Haybrook potLery
Hungerdale Earm
1 field
o old field boundary
Hungerdale Eagm
Hungerdale Farm
1 field
1 woods
Hungerdale Farm
1 field
Hungerdale Farm
1 road to Much Wenlock
2 road to Much Wenlock
1 field
2 Farmhouse & barn
Hungerdale Farm
1 field
& road
Hungerdale Farm
1 field
Hurrgerdale Farm
1 road to Buildwas
Limestone industry
o road fron quarries to ri.ver
Limestone industry
a
tip of modern brick
4 zig aag traek
Limestone industry
5 ballstone qrrarry
Limestone industry
6 frag of road along top of edge Limestone industry
7 quarry
Ll-mestone industry
I BaLlstone quarry
Limestone industry
I resurfacing of road
10 woods
Benthall Edge Woods
1 woods
Benthall Edge Woods
1 cottage in woods
Benthal] Edee Woods
1 hollow way to cottage
0 field by cottage
0 field
0 f ield
0 field
0 covert, now pLoughed
0 field
1 garden
1 Benthall Edge cottage
1 field
& outbuilding
1 path to ferry
Benthall Edge ferry
1 pI,:t on river bank access road
1
1 ri.verbank lime kiln
Limestone industry
I
access road to kiln
Limestone industry
1 road tc' river
Limes-Lone industry
a re.rad down slope
Limestone industry
L)
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

NAME

PARTOF

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

^E
-E

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

,=E
JE
DD

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
/,o
26
26
26
26
26
26
40
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
?6
Z6
26
26
40

z6
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

3 road
4 road at top of Benthall Edge
5 road
6 road, now footpath
7 road from ha1l to cottage
8 ineline
I road

10 road
11 road
LZ road
13 road
t4 road
15 road
16 road

tT road

19 road
20 road
2L quarry
?2 quarry
23 quarry
24 quarry
25 quarry
26 quarry
27 quarry
28 guarry
29 quarry
30 quarry
31 quarry
32 quarry
33 qluarry
34 quarry
35
36

37 quarry
38 quarry
39 quarry
4A guarry
4L quarry
42 quarr,t
43 quarry
44 quarry
45 quarry
46 quarry
47 quarry
48 quarry
49 ? shaft
50 lneline
51 incline
52 road
53 road
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Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry

industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
timestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Llmestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
timestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
timestone industry
timestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone irrdustry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Li-mestone industry
timestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone lndustry
Limestone industry
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

Benthal-L .

p

NAME

PARTOF

road
road
road
road
road
road
road

Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
[,imestone
Limestone

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

-E

dE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

,^:Bg

.'BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

26
26
26
40
26
26
?,6

26
?6
26
28
26
26
26
26
26
rlO

26
?6
26
26
9R

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
40
?6
26
Z6
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
z6

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
o.f
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
7L
72
73
74
75
T6
77
78
79
80
81
B2

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
97
92
93
94
95
96
97
9B

Iime kiln
l-ime kiln
lime kiln
lime kiln
engine base, Pattens Roch
top of incline, Pattens Roek
concrete pipe
metal pipe

lime kiln rebuild
lime kiln
lime kiln
concrete wal]
railway siding
klIn arch
flue of kiln
site of klln
site of kiln
strueture
tramway junction
concrete pil}ar
3 concrete pillars
eoncrete platform
4 concrete pillars
5 conc:rete pillars
2 eoncrete pillars
Ioading platform
lncLine wlrrding mechanism
]ate:r route tramway
earlier route
tramway bridge
arch oYer road
blocked arch oYer incllne
adit
adit
adlt
adit
adit
adit

99 woods
100 powder house
101 adit

t02 adit, Brldge Bank
103 adit, Bridge Bank
256

5-ndustry

industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
industry
timestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Lirnestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Llmestone industry.
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Lj-mestone industry
Limestone industry
Ll-mestone j-ndustry
Llmestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry

SVR

Limestone industrlz
Limestone industry

Viger elay mine
viger clay mine
vlger elay mine
Severn Valley Railway
Severn Valley Rallway
Limestone industry/SYR
viger clay mine
viger clay mine
viger elay mine
viger clay mine
viger elay mine
viger clay mine
Benthall Edee Woods
Yiger clay mine
Viger clay mj.ne
Viger elay mine
viger clay mine, bridge

ban
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

PARTOF

NAME

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

/RE
E
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

/+E

}E
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

26
27
2B
DO
LU

28
28
28
?8
?9
29
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
'J.t

",L
oo
JL

JJ

34
35
OE

35
36
36
39
40
4L
42
42
43
44
45
46
47
4B

49
49
49
50
50
50
50

kiln in quarry 026 24
fish weir
1 line
, station
J goods shed
4 level crossing
5 lime kilns siding
b viaduct
1 modern house
o
a boatyard inlet
3 site of lead smelter
1 Iime kiln
2 lime kiln
3 lime kiln
4 lime k1]n
5 lime kiln
6 Ilme kiln
7 Iime kiln
I line kiln
I lime kiln
10 boatyard
11 possible site of smeLter
1 B0 Bower Yard
a possible site of smelter
1 remains of railway settlement
1 scrub
1 79 & 79a Bower Yard
1 77 Bower Yard
o dem buildings, Bower Yard
o boat building activlty
1 78 Bower Yard
o demolished buildings

104
1

Limestone industry
Severn Val1ey RaiLway
Severn Val]ey Railway
Severn Val1ey Railway
Severn Valley Railway
Severn Valley Railway
Limestone industryr/SvR
Lead smelting
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone industry
Limestone lndustry
Lead smelting

tead smelting

L

iJ

L

1

1
1
1
1

0
1
1

74-76 Bower Yard
72-73 Bower Yard
road through Bower yard
demolished cottage

Dem

cottage, Bower Yard

71 Bower Yard

river bank
I Site of Burtons Brick Works
route?
L path from brldge to river bank toIl
1 Old Salt house shod
1 O1d Salt House 70 Bower Yard
r)

z,

3
1

2
€

d

4

To11 House 89 Bridge Road
Bridge House (den)
site of malthouse
69 Bower Yard

Hut on Iron Brldge
68 Bower yard
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

PARTOF

NAME

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

t

.rE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

-lE

tsE

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

50
51
52
q,
q9

5
1
1

I
J

ED

4

52
53
53
53
53
53

5

EA

6

53
53
53
53
53
53
53
54
54
54
54
55
56
56
56
56
56
57
57
57
58
58

7

5B

58
58

1

2
3
L
E

B

o

demolished house

Severn Valley Railway

Station
Bridge House

MilI Houses 65-66 Bridge
new trackway

Road

Culverty
north eastern track
steps

out buildings
stone retainlng waII
annexe
MiII Buildings
a11ey
Small dam wall
stone lined channel
wheel pit

wheel supports
power takeoff
t2 launder
13 Benthall Brook

10
11

1

2
4
1

1
J

Bridge Boad
footbridge base
footpath
Benthall Ball
track
The Bungalow & Undern

Severn Va]l-ey Rallway

Bridge

clay mine
sj-te, of ironworks
site of Maws Tileworks(east)
site of tar ovens
I coal shaft
o coal shaft
3 site of pool

4
5
6

1

2
J
4

5

RO

1

60
61
62
63
63
63
64
65
66
67
68

1
1

o
a
1

2
4
1
1
1

1
1

Corn Mill
Corn MiIl
Corn Mi11
Corn MilI
eorn mi11
corn mi11
Corn Mi11
Corn Mi11
Conn Mi11
Corn MilI
Corn Mi11
Corn MiIl
Corn Mi11
Corn Mi 1I
eorn Mi11
Corn MiIl

Westholme, Bridge Road
The Haven Bridge road

H1II Rise, Bridge Road
site of Maws Tileworks (west)
Cinder HiII
Grindlewald & Ambleslde
road leading to dem house
demolished house
field (Lower Mine coppice)
old shaft (coal & ironstone)
path
old shaft (coa1 & lronstone)
field (South Sea)

Maws

Bank

Tileworks

Benthal} lronworks

Maws Tileworks

Benthall Ironworks
Benthal-I Ironworks
Maws Tileworks

Benthall Ironworks

woods

field (part of South
bell pits
258

Sea)

Workhouse Coppice
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

NAME

PARTOF

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

JE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

'-3E

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

68
68
6B

68
68
69
7A

7L
72
73
74
74
75
75
76
77
77
79
80
BO

81
82
83
84
85
86
86
86
86
87
B7

g7
87
87
B7

87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87

o,
87
87
88
89
9L
92

2
3

gunpowder house

quarry

Workhouse Coppiee

part of lime kiln tramway
timestone industry
quarry (below kilns)
Limestone industry
elay pipe kiln dump
CIay pipe industry
field (Cadmans Cave & foxhole
(Coppiee meadow)
1 field
1 Broadaeres farm
2 track & pond
(HazLewood piece)
1 field
1 part of lime kilns tramway
Limestone industry
I field (Hazlewood piece)
1 part of lime kilns tramway
Limestone industry
(Hazlewood pieee)
? field
(HIl1 head)
1 field
1 lime kiln tramway bridge
Limestone industry
o part of lime kilns tramway
Limestone industry
1 Bentlands Estate
1 part of lime kiln tramway
timestone industry
2 field (hazlewood piece)
1 f ield
1 part of lime kiln tramway
Limestone industry
1 old level
1 part of Ilme kiln tramway
Limestone industry
1 part of lime kiln tramway
Limestone industry
1 Longieu spout lane
2 Fairview Spout lane
3 The Chalet Spout lane
4 spoil heaps
1 part of lime kilns tramway
Limestone industry
2 kiln bank
Limestone industry
.f slte of lime kiln
Limestone industry
4 site of lime kiln
Limestone industry
5 site of lime kiln
Limestone lndustry
6 site of line kiln
Limestone industry
7 site of lime kiln
Limestone industry
8 site of lime kiln
Limestone industry
I site of lime kiln
Limestone industry
10 site of lime kiln
Limestone industry
11 site of }lme kiln
Limestone industry
L2 site of lime kiln
Llmestone industry
13 site of lime kiln
Limestone industry
L4 site of lime kiln
Limestone industry
15 site of lime kiln
Lj-mestone industry
16 road over lime kilns
Limestone industry
t7 adit
1 G1encoe, Spout Lane
1 Cottage ( rebuilt )
1 road
1 Bailiff
House, Spout Lane
4
5
7
1

L
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

PARTOF

NAME

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

-E
uE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
-^aE

94
95
97
oo
100
105
105
105
106
106
106
106
106
106

to7

107
108
108
108
109
110
110
110
110
111

ttz

1 Mine Spout adit
1
1

1
1

1
I
J
1

2
J

4
5

6
1

o

L

1

o
3
1

1

2
3
4
1
1

Ltz
tL2

2
3

LL2

4

dE

tL2

5

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

113

1
1

115
115
115
115
115
115
116

1

0

118
119

1
1
1

Lt4

tL7

D

3
4

5
6

t20

1

127
L22
L23
L24

0

L25
125

D

t25

1
1
1
1

3

house

1835?

site of pool
AIto Vista & Ittldo
road to Broseley Wood
barn
62 Bridee Boad
61 Bridge Road
New house

site
site
site
site
tile

of
of
of
of

kiln by Brook Cottage Brook Cottage
pool by Brook Cottage
pool above Brook Cott.
mill above Brook Cott.
waste by Brook Cottage
12 Bridge Road
Deedale
45 Bridge Boad, The mines
45a Bridge Road, The Mines
44 Bridee Road, The mines
49 Bridge Road, The Mines

Woodlands, Spout Lane
63 Bridge Road

IsIay, Fernleigh
slte of boring mi1I

"Furness yard"
Overdale

Benthall Ironworks

Bentha1I Ironworks

Outbuildings, The Mines
53 The Mines
The Mines Cottage

50 The Mines
road through the mines
48 The Mines
46-47 Bridge road
East range
west range

site of kiln
site of kiln
culvert

54 The Mines
55-57 The Mlnes
field with mining evidence
field with mining evidence

field with mining
field (close)
Spout Lane
Pine Tree, Spout Lane
Woodside, Spout Lane
belL pits
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Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge

Rd
Rd
Rd
Bd
Rd

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

mlning

Ash Coppiee

& Pipewor
& Pipewor
& Pipewoz
& Pipewor
& Pipewor
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

NAME

PARTOF

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

^'E

NE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

,}E

.BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

725
L25
126

4

5
1

L26
726

I

127
727
L27
128
L29
130
131
133

1

L34

t34

135
136
L37
138
138
139
L40
147

t42
t43
t44
144
L44
745
146
746
146
L46
L46
L46

t47

L48
149

t49

749

t49

749
L49
149
L49

t49

L49
150
151
752

3
2
o

course of Ash Coppice tramway Ash Coppice
Ash Coppice
field formerly woods
Ash Coppiee
course of Ash Coppice tramway Ash Coppice

woods

ironstone shaft

barn
62 Bridge Road
61 Bridge road

field (further haz1ewa1l)
(Three Square piece)
1 field
1 field with mlning waste
1 Ievel (1902 & L927)
1 Benthall Hal1 guarry
1 BenthalI Quarry site
, ironstone mines
0
1 Benthall quarry site
0
1 old shafts (ironstone) t9O2
2 pottery waste
1

1

1
1
1
1
L

2
,)
1
1
D

J

4
5

o
1
1

1

road

Part of Ash Coppiee

Bentlands Estate
Mining evidence

Floyer

tramway

Lane

Former Sunday School
Dem School Bulldlngs
29 Floyer }ane

air shaft
Brick Barn
small barn
smalI shed
Lean to shed
New barn

Black dutch barn
Path

34 Bridge road

2 bungalows

, field with mining evidence

old leveL (e1ay)
Level (clay)
5 level (elay)
6 old shaft (coal)
7 o1d shaft (coal)
8 oId road
I oLd road
10 platform (old shaft?)
3
4

1
1

1

mining

Dem

Buildings

HilI Top Farm House
orchard
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Hill
HilI
Hill
Hill
Hill
HilI

Top
Top
Top
Top

Farm
Farm
Farm
Farm
ToP Farm
Top Farm
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PAR]SH PLOT CONTEXT

NAME

PARTOF

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

_sE
,E

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
EE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

153

L54
155
155
1Db

156
156
757
757
158
159
160
161

162
762
162
163

L64
166
167
168
169
170

t7L

772
173

775
L76
177
L77

178
178

t7B
L79
179
179
L79
L79
180
180
181
LB2
183

L84
185
185
185
186

t87

188

The Orchard & Hieh Windso:r

4t Bridge road

42-43 Bridge road

dem

buildings

The New Inn
The New Inn tank
Dawes Hole

site of milI
site of milI pool

Bridge Road south
39-40 Bridge
Traek

Road

37-38 Bridge road
36 Bridge Boad
Belmont, Bridge Road
Dem tsuildng

Building
old shaft (coa1)
28 Baruats Hill (T. Syner)
Deerleap Mine
Barrats HiIt Farm house
Barrats Hill Earm
Brookfield, Benthall Lane
Ashfield House, Benthall Lane
Benthall House
Dem

Shaft

26 Benthall Lane
27 Benthall Lane
25 Benthall Lane
Bentlands Estate

Site of "Glass's" pottery
possible clay pipe kiln site
22 Bentha]I lane
23-24 benthall lane
20 benthall lane
19 Benthall tane
2L Bentha}l Lane
Site of Leopard Ina
18 Benthall lane
Barn

Leo

Earm

The Orchard
[Ialcyon

Field (long length)
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

NAME

PARTOF

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
EE
qBE

'-^.BE

r-

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

188
189
190
190
191

t92
193

2
1
1

3
1

0
0

L94
194

1

195
196
L97
197
198
200

0

20L

1

202
203
203
204
205
205
206

0

20t

2
7

1

2
1
1

2
1

2
0
1

2
1

207

1

208

0

2A9

1

209
210

2

210
210

2
3

2LL

1

2tt

2t2
2t3
2L4
215
2L5

2t6

2L6
216
2L6

2!7
277
218

218
218
218
218
218

1

o
1

0
0
1

2
1
2

3
4

0
0
1

o
a

3

4
5
6

old s haft (clay) x
field (1ong length) ,(
old s haft (ironstone)
old s haft east (ironstone) *
road to Benthall Hal}
BenthalI Villa Earm
Richard Shaw's Clay Pipe Site
Broseley /Mttc)rr Wenloek Turnpike

cottages
den buildings
16 Benthall Lane

field (Siners Coppice)
field (siners eoppice)
3 oId shafts
field
Old Vicarage
garden (?site of pottery)
field
field (Bath Meadow)
possible eourse of tramway
field (siners coppice)
field (slners coppice)
field (lowes's leasow)
field (siners coppice)
? tramway Deer Leap railway
a: field
field (o1d plantation)
mlning evidence
pit waste
boundary
field (siners coppice)
field (o]d plantatlon)
field (Constables Yard)
Haybrook Terrace
field (siners coppice)
11 Benthall Lane
New House, 1 Coppice Lane
Henry Bradley's Kiln Site
pottery waste
field (Morris's Pieee) 8
Benthall Potteries Site
standlng buildirrgs
Kilns
drying ovens
denolished drying ovens
Crushers
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Bentha]l Rail

Haybrook Pottery

Benthall
BenthalI
Benthall
Benthall
Benthall
BenthalI

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

Fage No.
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BenthaLL

Archaeological and Architectural contexts

PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

PARTOF

NAME

NO

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

2t8
2t8

-nE

222

JE

^.

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

218

2t8

279

2t9

220
22L
221,

222
qoo
a6u
rrDo

224

224
225
225
226
227
227
D

D'7

.)oo
LLU
D.-)O
f, z,1)

well
Blower
I oiltank
10 waste material
(Iower marsh meadow)
1 field
o
L pit mound & road
(upper marsh meadow)
0 field
1 drainage canal
4 pottery waste
(canal meadow/Iawn&pool)
0 field
1 open east (Bentha1l HaII Sit
D path
, Deserted village?
1 BenthalL HaII
o site of earlier haIl
1 Benthall Church
7

B

6

2
1
1
D

3
1

2

D9A

0

230

1

23L

0
0
0

4;) 4

233
233
234
234
234
234
?34

234

e)

4
5
6

?34
235

7

ZJO

0

1

237

0

238
239
240

0

24t

DA9

243
243
244

245
246
247

1

0
0
0
1
D

0
0
0

0

Benthall Pottery

graveyard

graveyard extension
farm

farm buildings

pig sties

Deserted village
base of wlndmil]
upper hiII head
medieval- road

field (holly meadow)
f ield(middle h,/head&1,/cross
field (Iower hill head)
1 bank
t Limestone guarry
2 quarry
J

Benthall Pottery
Benthall Pottery
BenthaLL Pottery
Benthall Pottery

.;--

m)

Limestone industry
Llmestone industry

depression
Limestone industry
aeeess road
most westerly point of BE wood Benthall Edge Woods

quarrying (cliff)
site of kilns
part of BE woods
field (further riding hiII)
field (riding hill)
frag of fleld
oLd road to Bentha]] HalI
old pool
field (upper furlong)
pool
road to benthall hallcrossroads
field (furlong)
fields (dry & wet piles)
field (broad stones)
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tlmestone industry

Limestone industry
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PARISH PLOT CONTEXT

PARTOF

NAME

NO

BE
BE

248
249

0 field (upper marsh meadow)
1 Broseleyfil.Wenlock road/a.half
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PLO CONTEXT NAME/

T

ADDRESS

NO

BY1
BY1
BY1
BY1
BY1
BY1
BY2
BY2
BY4
BY5
BY5
BY5
BY5
BY6
BYB
BY8
BY8
BY 13
BY 1OO
BY 1OO
BY 1OO
BY LOz
BY TA4
BY LO4
BY TO7
BY 110
BY 110
BY 110
BY 110
BY 110
BY 110
BY 110
BY 111
BY 111
BY 111
BY LTz
BY ITz
BY LLz
BY I72
BY 113
BY 113
BY 115
BY 115
BY 115
BY 115
BY 115
BY 115
BY 119
BY 119

1 Dem building
2 Dem building
3 7-g Severn Bank
4 5-6 Severn Bank
5 3-4 Severn Bank
6 Slte of Lead Smelter
1 Station Hotel
2 11 Station Road
1 10 Bridge Road,Easthope Coppic
1 demolished building
2 Dam WaI], Corn Mi1I
3 mil} pool, Corn MiIl
4 Southern Sluice, Corn Mill
L 20 Bridge Road
1 Martina and MilLwood
2 L4 CobweII Road
3 Easthope Coppice Farm
I L4-L6 Station Road
1 13 Maypole Road
2 The Coppice, Maypole road
3 demoLished building
1 Marbury,the Laverac,The Gab1e
1 9 Maypole Boad
? demolished building
1 2 Woodlands Green
1 Demolished building
2 5, 7-7a Maypole Road
3 Demolished building
4 3 Maypole Road
5 1 Maypole Road
6 demolished building
7 56-69 Crews Park
7 26-27 Cobwell Road
2 31-32 Sycamore Road
3 Kenwood etc
1 15 Easthope Road
2 16-17 Easthope Road
3 The Bungalow
4 Wilderswil-l1 Byways, Berwyn etc
2 Gl-envista House
t 2L-23 Cobwell Road
2 24 Cobwell Road
3 25 Cobwell Rd, 34 Sycamore rd
4 35 Syeamore road
5 36 Syca.more road
6 40 Sycaroore Road
1 Demolished building
2 Caer Clon
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PLO CONTEXT NA},IEI

T

ADDRESS

NO

BY 127
BY L22
BY 722
BY L22
BY I22
BY L22
BY 122
BY 122
BY T2Z
BY T23
BY 125
BY L25
BY T26
BY 126
BY 726
BY L26
BY 726
BY L26
BY T27
BY L28
BY 729
BY 130
BY 130
BY L32
BY T32
BY L32
BY 732
BY 132
BY 135
BY 135
BY 135
BY 135
BY 135
BY L37
BY 140
BY LAO
BY 140
BY L42
BY T42
BY L44
BY L44
BY L45
BY 148
BY 232
BY 232
BY 232
BY 232
L)L
LOL
BY 232

1

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

I
L

1

2
1
D

J

4
5
6
1
1

1
1

2
1

I
3

4

Tolcarne, Wayside &
49 Quarry Road
54-55 Quarry road

Panrcrama

55a Quaruy Road
4-6 Quarry Boad

OId Post Office
Demolished buiLding
LT Quarry Road
demolished building
50-51 Crews Park
9-19 Cobwell Road
Joydene
47 Syeamore Road
Old Chapel
44 Syeamore Road

demolished building
demolished building

new

buildings

demolished bulLding
Demollshed Buildings
Demolished buildlng
48 Quarry Road
demolished building
3 Quarry Road
5 Quarry Road
4 Quarry Road
Demol-ished

buildlngs

Demolished building
1 10 Quarry road
o
ct 11-12 Quarry Road
6
demolished building
4 demolished building
E
40-42 Simpsons Lane
1 36-37 Simpsons Lane
1 Hopes Cottage & 32 Simpsons La
2 25 Simpsons Lane
3 2t -22 Simpsons lane
1 15 Simpsons Lane
, D emolished buildings
1 L4 Legges HiII
o
a Site of malthouse
1 Speeds Lane
1 3 Speeds Lane
1 Shop buildings
,)
E

a)

L

3
4

5
6

8-14 Barratts Hill
2L & 22 Barratts HilI

Rose Cottage, Padmans Alley

5 Barratts
4 Barratts

H111
H111
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PLO CONTEXT NA},iEl

T

ADDRESS

NO

BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY
BY

1-3 Barratts Hill
I Denolished building

232
232

7

o
U

ooo
aJ4

232

oqo
aod
of)o
604
o'Jo
LOa
odo
z,oz,

232
,\D
232
ooo

LOL

232
232
232

o'Jo
6Lrd

232
232
232
232
232

Da.)
qeJo
LOL

232
232
232
232
232
.tq,]
6Jd
.)qo

&oa

232

odo
L)A

232
oeo

232

qqo

232

ooo
604

232

o.J6
4)d
o.70
LOL

232
232
D

ar)

o?ro
606

232

232

neJo
z.oz,

233

10
11
,to
LL

13
L4
15
16
77
18
19
20
27
22
D2,

Padman's House

39 Cape St
Belvedere
Eactory, 57 & 57a Cape Street
50 King Street

Benthall

View

45 King St

Demolished
37-38 King
35-36 King
demolished

Buildings
St

Street

buildlng

29 t(ing Street
24 King Street
23 King Street
22 King Street
20 King Street
18-19 King Street

24
25
26 SchooI
27 7-g Legges Hill
28 10-11 Legges HtlI
29 13 Legges Hill
3o 1 Speeds lane
31 L4 King Street
32 3 Legges Hill
33 Broseley Wood House

34 4 Legges HiIl
35 Site of Pipe Works
36 LO-LZ King Street
37 8-9 King Street
38 Kings Head Public House

39 2-B King Street
40 24 Simpsons Lane
41 Demolished buildings
42 28-30 Quarry Road
43 23-27 Quarry Road
44 22 Quarry Road
45 34 SJ-mpsons Lane
46 39 Simpsons Lane
47 Demolished buildings
48 18 Quarry Road
49 Lily Cottage
5o 11 l{oodlands Road
51 14 Woodlands Road
52 Napoleon
53 Demolished buildlngs
54 2L-L4 Woodlands Road
1

Demolished building
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NOTE ON NU,IERICAL CODES USED

The

]N THE TEXT

following are examples of numerical codes and abbreviations
in the text of the report:

used

BE OB5O3

BE 86

A

- Nuffield Archaeological Survey Context Numberr which
works as follows: BB (parish) OB5 (3 figure plot number
based on 1902 OS map) 03 (2 or 3 figure context
number). A11 contexts are described in appendices 6
(eenthaU archaeology), 7 (Benthall buildings) and B
(Broseley Wood buildings). There is a complete
numerical list of contexts at the back of the report.
Plot numbers are shown in Figure 3.
IGMT archaeology unit site code. A detailed
description of the system is given in Trueman

1987.

W

L224/2/75O - Document or collection number from Shropshire
County Record Officer Shire Hallr Shrewsbury.

SB[.

3689 -

ScotRO

Document number from Shrewsbury Borough

- Scottish

Record

Office,

Library.

West RegisLer Houser

Edinburgh.
L9A2.L2U

-

fGMT Accession numberr usuall referring
fGMT documentation index.

held in

to

photograph

ESI - East Shropshire Journal.
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